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Preface
Conference World and AR Research Publication is fast growing group of academicians in
Engineering, Sciences and Management. AR Research Publication is also known for fast reply and
zero error work. Conference world has organized a various conferences at renowned places namely
Delhi University; New Delhi, Jawaharlal Nehru University; New Delhi, PHD Chamber of
Commerce and Industry New Delhi, YMCA New Delhi, India International Centre New Delhi Sri
Venkateswara college of Engineering and Technology, Andhra Pradesh, Dhananjay Mahadik Group
of Institutions (BIMAT), Shivaji University, Maharashtra, Vedant Engineering Kota and many more
places across the country.
We are very pleased to introduce the proceedings of the International Conference on Academic
Research in Engineering and Management (ICAREM-17). As for previous conferences, the theme
was the link between the information provided by conference world and the use made of this
information in assessing structural integrity. These were the issues addressed by the papers presented
at the conference. The level of interest in the subject matter of the conference was maintained from
previous events and over 53 suitable papers were submitted for presentation at the conference.
Papers were well represented in the conference to arouse a high level of international interest. Three
countries were represented in the final program from Europe, North America and Asia. In the event,
the conference was highly successful. The presented papers maintained the high promise suggested by
the written abstracts and the program was chaired in a professional and efficient way by the session
chairmen who were selected for their international standing in the subject. The number of delegates
was also highly gratifying, showing the high level of international interest in the subject. This is also
indicated by the large number of countries, 01 represented by the delegates. This Proceeding provides
the permanent record of what was presented. They indicate the state of development at the time of
writing of all aspects of this important topic and will be invaluable to all workers in the field for that
reason. Finally, it is appropriate that we record our thanks to our fellow members of the Technical
Organizing Committee for encouraging participation from those areas. We are also indebted to those
who served as chairmen, without their support, the conference could not have been the success that it
was. We also acknowledge the authors themselves, without whose expert input there would have been
no conference. Their efforts made a great contribution to its success.
Proceeding of the conference has been published with ISBN: 978-93-86171-43-6
International Conference on Academic Research in Engineering and Management (ICAREM-17) was
organized at (IETE) Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers, Lodhi Road,
Delhi, India on 30th April 2017
Total 73 papers were received for the conference and 53 papers were shortlisted by the committee.
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DUAL AXIS SOLAR TRACKING SYSTEM AND
ENERGY DISTIBUTION
1
3

Pakhare Priyanka Anant, 2Patil Priyanka Shankar,

Phalake Sneha Krishna, 4Huddar Vishwanath Venkatesh,
5
1,2,3,4,5

Prof. N.S.Jadhav

Sanjeevan Engineering and Technology Institute
Panhala, Kolhapur, Maharastra (India)

ABSTRACT
Solar energy is very important means of expanding renewable energy sources. This paper described the design
and construction of a Arduino based “Dual axis solar tracking system”. Solar is a nonconventional source of
energy. Considering this, we developed solar tracking system so that we can fulfill our electricity need. But due
to revolution of earth, solar source i.e. sun does not face the panel continuously hence less electricity is
produced. The solar panel should face the sun till it is present in a day. The problem of above can be solved by
our system by automatic tracking of solar energy. The LDR sensors are used which sense the maximum sunlight.
A solar tracker is basically device on which solar panel is fixed which tracks the sun and give maximum output.
Its active sensors constantly monitor the sunlight and rotate the panel towards the where intensity of sunlight is
maximum. LDR light detector acts as sensor used to trace the sunlight and detect the maximum level of sunlight.
While to rotate the appropriate position of the panel, a dc geared motor is used. The system is consisting of dc
motor driver, arduino. This project is covered for dual axis solar tracking and is designed for more power
generation and residential applications. When our domestic demand is fulfilled then surpluses energy can be
given to commercial purpose. The energy consumed by domestic and commercial purpose is seen with the help
of wattmeter display.

Keywords: Arduino, LDR- Light dependent resistor, solar panel tracker
I. INTRODUCTION
In last ten years, many of residential around the world used electric solar system as a sub power at their houses.
This is because solar energy is an unlimited energy resource, set to become increasingly important in the longer
term, for providing electricity and heat energy to the user. Solar energy also has the potential to be the major
energy supply source in the future. Solar tracker is an automated solar panel which actually follows the Sun to
increase the power. The sun's position in the sky varies 21 degrees left or right in six month intervals. The solar
tracker can be used for several applications such as home applications, commercial use. The solar tracker is very
useful for device that needs more sunlight for higher efficiency such as solar cell. Many of the solar panels had
been positioned on a fixed surface such as a roof. As sun is a moving object, this approach is not the best
method. One of the solutions is to actively track the sun using a sun tracking device to move the solar panel to
1|P age

follow the Sun. With the Sun always facing the panel, the maximum energy can be absorbed, as the panel is
operating to give maximum energy. The main reason for this project is to get the maximum power.

II. TRACKING PRINCIPLE
There are many different methods have been proposed and used for tracking the position of the sun. Among all,
the simplest method used is the LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) to detect light intensity changes on the surface
of the resistor. The proper and efficient use of LDR also reduces the overall cost and complexity of the system.
The resistivity of LDR decreases with increase in illumination.
2.1. Working Principle
The output of solar panel is given to the lead acid battery. The dc power from battery is given as an input to the
inverter, which converts it into an alternating power so that it can be used with ease by home appliances and for
Industrial purpose also.

2.2. Block Diagram

Fig 2.1:- Block diagram of solar panel tracking system

2.3. Working of Dual Axis Solar Tracking System
The main working of our project is totally based on luminosity i.e. the sun rays. The arduino has one advantage
over microcontroller i.e.it has both analog as well as digital input and output pins. The luminosity of sun rays
has value of 0-1024 lumens. The sun rays are fall on solar panel and LDR‟s. After that this value is fed to the
arduino which is analog in nature. If this value is greater or equal to the predefined value then maximum energy
is generated and panel will not move. But if this value is less than that of predefined value then arduino sends
signal to the driver circuit and solar panel is start to rotate the panel. After tracking some angle if the LDR gets
value equals to predefined value then driver circuit is stopped by arduino.
The one driver circuit is used for single axis tracker system which is for daily basis axis i.e. from east to west.
The panel moves from one side to other and when the limit switch is push, the weight of solar panel, the DC
geared motor runs in opposite side and panel comes to its original position. The process is continuous every day
and we get maximum output.
For dual axis, there is no need of limit switch. It rotates only once in a 6 months or more. Two LDR‟s were used
for this monthly axis. One LDR is right to left and other is exactly opposite i.e. from left to right. One driver
circuit is used for this all process. The sensed value by LDR is fed to arduino which is in analog in nature. The
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arduino decides in which direction solar panel is to be rotate. This total system is used for monthly axis tracking
system.

2.5 Components Used
1.

Solar panel

2.

Arduino

3.

LDRs

4.

Lead Acid Battery

5.

Inverter

6.

Dc geared motor

7.

12v and 5v dc power supply

8.

Solar charge controller

9.

Current sensors

10. Wattmeter display
2.5.1 Solar panel and solar tracking system
32v, 20watt solar panel is used in our project. There are two types of solar tracking system single axis and dual
axis solar tracking system. Single axis solar tracking system is only from east west. Single axis tracker is less
efficient than dual axis tracker system. Dual axis tracker has two degree rotation. It rotates horizontally and
vertically.

Fig2.2. Solar panel

2.5.2 Arduino
In earlier system various microcontroller are in use like 8051, PIC ARM. They have their own history and
characteristics as well as advantages over each other but drawbacks of microcontroller is complicated
interfacing, more power consumption. To overcome drawback of this technology the new technology
„ARDUINO‟ is invented. It was invented in Italy in 2005. The simple meaning of arduino is brave friends.
Arduino is an electronic device which is very flexible, easy hardware and software.

3|P age

Fig2.3. diagram of Arduino

2.6 Advantages of arduino over microcontroller
1) It is design for those who don‟t have more knowledge of programming language.
2) It is small in size.
3) The most important advantage over microcontroller that it has analog as well as digital input output pins.
4) It works on 5V dc system.
5) Wide verities of arduino are arduino uno, arduino mega, arduino mini, rasberry.

2.6.1 Use
It is widely used in robotics, musical instruments, engineering technology.

2.7 Light dependent resistor
A photo resistor or light dependent resistor is a light controlled variable resistors. The resistance of photo
resistor decreases with increasing light intensity. In other words light dependent resistors exhibits photo
conductivity. These are made up of high resistance semiconductor. In the dark a photo resistor have high
resistance while in light the resistance is low. In this project we used three light dependent resistors for tracking
system. One LDR is used for daily rotation i.e. for single axis system and remaining two LDR‟s are used for
monthly axis i.e. for dual axis system. The LDR detects the luminosity of sun light and sends signal to arduino.
If the value is less than predefined value, then it sends signal to motor driver circuit to drive and rotate the panel
in required direction.

Fig2.4. Light dependent resister

2.8 Solar charge controller
Solar charge controller used to disconnect the battery from solar panel if battery is fully charged. Also it
indicates three main status of battery viz, fully charged, low battery and discharge battery. If solar charge
controller is absent then battery gets damaged after some time period. Solar charge controller is used for 6 amp.
The output of panel is given to battery through solar charge controller.

Fig2.5. solar charge controller

2.9 Current sensors
The current sensor used is ACS712, 5 amp which is hall-effect based. It is used to sense the current used by both
loads due to this wattmeter displays reading of power consumption.
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Fig2.6. Hall Effect sensor

2.10 Battery
32 AH battery is used for this project. This used to storage energy and supply it as per our requirement. The two
terminals are connected to inverter to convert DC to AC.

Fig2.7. Battery
2.11 Inverter
100 VoltAmp inverter is used to convert supply from DC to AC. As our residential appliances required AC
supply this is most important equipment.
2.12 Wattmeter display
The wattmeter display is of 20x4 i.e. it has 20 column and 4 rows. It shows the power consumption of home as
well as commercial load.
2.13 Power supply
The 12 volt 2 amp power supply used to start or run the Arduino. Also the supply is given to motor driver
circuit.

3.1 Advantages
1. More efficient compared to normal arrangement.
2. Solar power is pollution free during use.
3. The power obtained by solar tracking is almost constant over a period of time as compared to the output is
obtained by a standstill solar panel.

3.2Application
1. Remote places.
2. It is found in industrial process such as energy station and power house to produce electricity.
3. Used in solar water heating systems.
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3.3 Result
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3.4 Future Scope
1. One can also use parabolic solar panel to generate more energy than flat one.
2. To overcome the problem of losses by heating, cooling system can be introduce.

IV. CONCLUSION
A dual axis tracking generates 40% more power from than fixed solar panels. It absorbs more sun rays and
generates more and more output than fixed solar panel. It doesn‟t require any other arrangement or manual
tracking system.
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A SURVEY ON VARIOUS ATTACKS POSSIBLE IN
AUTHENTICATION
Tushar R. Mahore1, Prof. A.V.Deorankar2
1,2

Computer Science and Engineering, Government College of Engineering, Amravati, India

ABSTRACT
Internet now a days is one of the most important part of human being, every day with the increase of various
web-applications, the security issues is also getting increased. Authentication is one of the common process in
allowing a particular user to use the services provided by the web-applications service providers.
Authentication requires user’s credentials, which may include some personal information, which if goes in
wrong hand can be used against the user. So, with the increase of web-application the security is also getting
important. In this paper various kinds of attacks are given and how to avoid those attacks some
countermeasures are also given. In every web-application not all the security issues are covered. This paper
focuses on the attack models which takes very less effort to attack the security of the authentication and focuses
on those attacks also which requires little bit more effort but gives accurate results.

Keywords: Graphical Password Authentication; BruteForce Attack; MITM (Man-in-the-Middle
attack); Biometric Authentication

I. INTRODUCTION
In the world of internet there are various conventional authentication systems present, in the initial stages of the
development of the authentication processes, various flaws has occurred which is responsible for the
development of the attack models [1]. On the other hand due to the different attacks, day by day the
authentication process gets more secured. Authentication is the process of identifying particular individual,
which in result allows the user to gain access to the services provided by the web-application service provider.
Authentication is one the most important aspect of the security that has to be addressed effectively [2]. If the
security of the authentication is not taken into consideration and can be easily cracked then the other aspects of
the security can also be easily compromised. The other aspects of security includes authorization, auditing,
confidentiality etc. To protect overall web-application security aspects we have to focus on the authentication
security. Various types of authentication methods are present in the world which are discussed in [2]. With all
the different types of authentication processes various attacks has also comes into focus which are supposed to
be taken into consideration.
Before we take a look on various types of attacks, let’s take a look on the different parts of the definition of the
attack. It is important to understand the difference between threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks [3]. If there is a
weakness in the system it is referred to be as the vulnerability, we can say that is the opening from where the
attack is possible. Vulnerability can be occurred because of the weak programming of the application, which
gives an opening to the attacker to attack. Threat is the potential danger that may occur. It is just a sign of the
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future attack to come. The threat represent incessant danger to an asset. A threat may or may not be intentional
and may not cause damage also. On the other hand the attack is the actual damage to an asset, or an
unauthorized access to the asset, attack can destroy or modify the asset.
Rest of the paper is arranged in the following way, section 2 describes various authentication methods, section 3
discusses different types of attacks and their countermeasures, and finally section 4 concludes the paper.

II. AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES
Various Human Authentication Techniques are present in Computer World, they are:
1. What you know (Knowledge base authentication)
2. What you have (Token base authentication)
3. What you are (Biometrics base authentication)
The above mentioned authentication processes are currently in use, in different ways at different places. Each
and every of them have some advantages and disadvantages.KBA is further classified into two types, (i) Textual
Passwords and (ii) Graphical Passwords.

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of Human Authentication Techniques.

2.1. Knowledge Based Authentication
Knowledge based authentication also known as the KBA is the most widely used authentication technique. Near
about every web application we see uses the KBA. As the name indicates the KBA requires knowledge of the
private information of the individual to show that the person providing the information is the one who is the
owner of the identity. In KBA the user has to answer at least one “secrete” question. There are some criteria for
the good question in KBA, (a) the question should be appropriate for the large segment of population, (b) the
answer is supposed to be easy for remembrance, (c) the question must have only one answer, (d) the answer
should be difficult to crack or guess. KBA is further classified into two types, (i) Textual Passwords and (ii)
Graphical Passwords.
Textual passwords are the most commonly used authentication technique in computer field. In text based
password authentication, the user is supposed to select username and the alphanumeric password, and remember
both of them. Graphical passwords are much more popular in mobile devices. Lots of graphical authentication
schemes are developed in last few decades. Some of them are very popular among users, such as PIN
authentication. Various graphical authentication schemes [4], [5], [6], [7] are present in the world, these
schemes are developed to overcome the problems associated with text based passwords. In the early days of
graphical authentication there are some restrictions, due to the low pixel quality of the devices. The first idea of
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the graphical password has been given by Blonder in 1996. Graphical passwords shows most promising results
over the text-based passwords.
2.2. Token Based Authentication
In token base authentication system, security tokens are used to prove one’s identity electronically. The token is
used in the addition or at the place of passwords to identify the particular user. The tokens acts like electronic
key to access something. Various types of tokens are available in the market, which are used for the
authentication process. Some of them may consists cryptographic keys, some may have biometric data such as
fingerprint, and some of them may possess passwords.
ATM cards are the basic example of the token base authentication, it comes under the connected tokens smart
card technology. Smart cards can be very cheap and contain proven security mechanism. Similar to the ATM
identity cards and keys are also the example of the token based authentication. ID cards are the most commonly
used authentication technique in any organization. ID cards are most popular in these sectors, they contains
RFID tags, which at the time of inserting authenticates on the unique tag number.
2.3. Biometrics Based Authentication
Biometrics based authentication is again most common in some of the organizations. Biometrics is a technology
which uses physiological or behavioral characteristics to identify or verify a person. Most commonly used
characteristics for authentication include fingerprint, face, and iris. A conventional biometric authentication
system works in two phases: enrollment and verification. In the enrollment phase, a biometric feature set is
extracted from user’s biometric data and a template is created and stored in the database. During the verification
phase, the same feature extraction algorithm is applied to query biometric data, and the resulting query feature
set is used to construct a query template. The query template is matched against the stored template(s) for
authentication. Various biometrics authentication techniques are present in the market, such as (a) Fingerprint or
Palm-print, (b) Hand Geometry, (c) Face, Iris, Voice, Retina Detection.
All of these techniques are developed in various ways, the development in this field leads to the more secured
Authentication schemes. Among these techniques fingerprint is the most popular technique, which uses
fingerprint scanner for authentication.

III. VARIOUS POSSIBLE ATTACKS IN AUTHENTICATION
3.1. Eavesdropping attack
In this type of attack the attacker taps the information that goes on the wire and uses in the future to harm the
user. Eavesdropping attack may be offline or online. The countermeasure for the attack is that the message can
be encrypted using various encryption techniques such as AES, DES, etc. The data transmission can be made
secure by using the SSL or much stronger protocol i.e. Kerberos.
3.2. Man-in-the-Middle-Attack
MITM is the kind of an eavesdropping attack, in this kind of attack the attacker comes in the middle of the
communication and keeps an eye on the data transferred. The attacker can use this data to harm someone or just
observe the conversation and gain the private information. To avoid this type of attack we can use the secure
transmission channel. The SSL can be used to secure the communication channel. Replay attack is the part of
the MITM attack where the attacker copy the data and used for the nefarious purpose [8].
3.3. Phishing Attack
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Phishing attack is the type of attack where the attacker creates a copy of the original authentication web-page
and gathers the confidential data. It is an intentional theft of user credential [9]. Phishing attack is actually
performed for the stealing purpose of the passwords, credit card information etc. To avoid phishing attack
digital certificates can be used. Unsolicited emails should not be attended such as emails from banks requesting
for username and password. When an URL is misspelled, it may lead to a phishing attack.
3.4. brute force attack
This is one of the kind of attack which cannot be avoided, one cannot protect the system from the brute force
attack. Brute force attack tries number of key combinations on trial and error basis [10]. It tries ever
combination to gain the particular required information. The password can be broken easily if the length of the
password is very small. Brute Force attack consumes time considerably when the key size is large and the
password chosen is strong. A computer program or ready-made software is commonly used for implementing
brute force attack. Brute force attack does not work for online services. Because when multiple attempts from a
particular IP address is tracked, that particular IP will be blocked by the administrator or that account that is
used by an attacker may be blocked. Tarpitting is another techniques used for reducing the speed of an attacker.
It creates a delay in authenticating which helps to reduce the number of attacks per minute.
3.5. Dictionary Attack
Dictionary attack is an attack based on the similar type of data the attacker gathers from the observation. It is
similar to the brute force attack, the only difference is here the attacker knows which kind of combinations he
has to try. The dictionary attack can be avoided by using the strong password. The strong password can be
created by using the combination of alphabets (lowercase/uppercase), numbers and special characters.
3.6. Insider Attack
The Insider attack is a type of malicious attack attempted intentionally within an organization [11]. The
employees of the organization bestowed with more power and knowledge about the environment initiates such
an attack. The system administrators or network managers steal the authentication data or exchange keys.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) helps to mitigate such attacks. Access control mechanism, monitoring and
logging must be strictly maintained.
3.7. Keylogger Attack
Keylogger is the computer program which keeps the track of keystrokes on the computer [12]. From this
application an attacker can get easily the password. The best way to avoid the keylogger attack is to use the
virtual keyboard in which the positions of the characters will change randomly.
3.8. Shoulder Surfing Attack
Attacks using social engineering such as monitoring the keyboard entry by the user or collecting his personal
information to verify whether it is used as a password or forms part of the password. Shoulder surfing attack can
be avoided by providing wrong information for security questions and by providing passwords with spelling
mistakes. While entering a PIN at an ATM or typing password on a keyboard, it can be covered so as to prevent
this attack.
3.9. SQL Injection Attack
SQL injection attack is performed on the database, in this type of attack the SQL query is fired in the database
intentionally to get the passwords. The attacker can inject SQL commands and gain access to obtain the data
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from the database [13]. Patches for OS, software’s, and antivirus are to be regularly updated. A proper
validation of input data can mitigate SQL Injection attack. Access Control permission on the database must be
strictly defined.

IV. CONCLUSION
This survey helps us to take in consideration various possible attacks, while designing the authentication system.
Form this survey we can say that depending on the nature of application we can design an authentication system
which in future can help in avoiding the possible attacks.
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ABSTRACT
The use of supplementary cementitious materials is fundamental in developing low cost construction materials.
By addition of pozzolanic materials, the various properties of concrete viz, workability, durability, strength,
resistance to cracks and permeability can be improved and emissions of CO 2 can be decreased. Silica fume is
known to improve the both mechanical characteristics and durability of concrete; also it acts as perfect filler
due to its fineness. Inclusion of fibers in concrete is to delay and control the tensile cracking of composite
material Here an attempt is made to reuse coir fiber materials as fiber composites in concrete which not only
solve the ductility problem but also the problem of waste disposal to some extent. Thermally, coir fiber
decreases the room temperature than the atmosphere temperature.
In this project an attempt has been made to study the suitability of silica fume as a mineral admixture and its
effects on the properties of high strength concrete with the inclusion of coconut fiber. Concrete mixes are
planned to made using ordinary Portland cement alone as control and also replacing cement by 5%, 10%,15%
and 20% of silica fume. In all the concrete mixes 2% coir fiber is added. For all the mixes cubes and cylinders
were casted. Due to the presence of coir fiber workability is decreased. At the mix in which 10%silica fume and
2%fiber added came better results than the control mix.

Keywords: Cementitious material, coir, high strength concrete, silica fume, waste disposal.

I. INTRODUCTION
During past few years, need of high strength concrete has been increased than the normal strength concrete
(NSC), because of growth in population and industrial area. To fulfill the requirements of increased population
and the needs of developing industrial areas, construction of multi-storied buildings and high rise buildings is
the only way for civil and structural engineers. Now a days usage of high strength concrete increased to have
more durable and high stiffness buildings. So many researchers are inventing various new types of concrete
composites in the laboratories by utilizing the waste industrial byproducts, domestic wastes and agricultural
wastes etc; for the partial replacement of conventional construction materials, to make the concrete composite
such as eco friendly, cost effective, durable and high strength. In high strength concrete mixes water- cement
ratio is very low and cement content is high. This increase in cement content leads to the high emissions of CO2
and less strength than the target strength. To overcome this, some waste industrial byproducts which are known
as pozzolans are used in the concrete composites for the partial replacement of cement content. Fly-ash, silica
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fume, metakaolin, blast furnace slag and ground granulated blast furnace slag etc; are such various pozzolanic
industrial byproducts. Among these pozzolans silica fume is the highly reactive due to high content of
amorphous silica and large surface area. It acts as perfect filler due to its fineness. Silica fume is a byproduct
resulting from the reduction of high-quartz with coal or coke and wood chips in an electric arc furnace during
the production of silicon material or silicon alloys. Silica fume is used in two different ways; as a cement
replacement in order to reduce the cement content and as an additive to improve the concrete properties.
Chemically, silica fume reacts with calcium hydroxide (CH) from cement hydration at faster rates to form extra
C-S-H gel compared with other pozzolans. From micro-structural modification perspective, silica fume reduces
the porosity of interfacial transition zone (ITZ) and accumulation of water under aggregate particles by its
physical effect.
Generally, concrete is weak in tensile and flexure. Due to that reason reinforcement will be provided. Generally
steel reinforcement is adopted to overcome high potentially tensile stresses and shear stresses at weaker zones in
the concrete member. Even though the addition of steel reinforcement significantly increases the strength of
concrete, the development of micro cracks must be controlled to produce concrete with homogenous tensile
properties. The introduction of fibers is brought in as a solution to develop concrete with enhanced flexural and
tensile strength, which is a new form of binder that could combine Portland cement in bonding with cement
matrices. Fibers are most generally discontinuous, randomly distributed throughout the cement matrices. Several
kinds of fibers such as steel, poly propylene, nylon, coir, jute, sisal, glass and carbon etc; are available in variety
of shapes, size and thickness. To make cost effective eco friendly, earth quake resistant ( Majid Ali et al.,2012)
concrete composite, incorporation of natural fibers is recommended. Among the natural fibers coir fibers are
easily available everywhere. These fibers have light weight, high strength to weight ratio, corrosion resistance,
non- abrasiveness, thermal insulation and less wear and tear ( Majid Ali et al.,2012).These properties make FRC
composite a good alternative for innovative construction. Their application in construction includes both
upgrading existing structures and building new ones, which can apply to various types of structure, for example
offshore platforms, buildings and bridges (Thou, 2005). In spite of these advantages, there are two important
reasons for lack of interest in developing these coir fiber concrete composites widely not only in India but also
in other developing countries.
1. Balling effects- reduce the workability of mix
2. Embrittlement- decay of natural fiber in alkaline medium
To overcome this, matrix modification using pozzolanic material has been used to improve the durability of
fiber and fiber composites.
The scope of study is to conduct experimental studies on enhancement of properties of concrete in which silica
fume is used as pozzolanic material (mineral admixture) and coconut fibers are incorporated. The following
tests were done on the concrete composite blocks:
1.

Workability

2.

Compressive strength

3.

Split tensile strength
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
HSC usually contains one or two mineral additives which are used as partial replacement for cement. Therefore,
the term water/cement (w/c) ratio used in reference to normal strength concrete (NSC) is replaced by w/b ratio,
where the binder is the total weight of the cementitious materials (cement + additives). The minimum w/b ratio
for full hydration of cement pastes is approximately 0.36 [1]. For NSC this limit is usually exceeded for
workability requirements. However, in the case of HSC, complete hydration is not essential for full strength to
be attained and therefore it can be made with w/b ratios less than 0.36. HSC’s have been made with w/b ratios as
low as 0.2. However, high dosages of super plasticizers are required to maintain workability [2]. Patnaikuni
and Patnaik [1] suggests that a w/b ratio of 0.23 is an optimum value for maximum compressive strength of
very high-strength concrete mixes.The incorporation of mineral admixtures such as silica fume, fly ash, slag or
rice-husk ash is common in production of HSC concrete. These cementations by-products facilitate the
manufacture of high strength concrete.The major purpose of introducing silica fume to the concrete mix is to
achieve high strength and durability. The presence of silica fume also enhances the effectiveness of super
plasticizer, which consequently reduces w/b ratio required to achieve a certain level of workability Mak, S.L.,
[2]. Normally, 3 to 10% of silica fume is used for high performance concrete. Behnood & Ziaria [4] found that
the silica fume has more pronounced effects on compressive strength than a decrease in w/b ratio. The optimal
value for silica fume and w/b were estimated to be 6% and 0.35 respectively. In an experimental study, Ting et
al. [5] concluded that about 10% replacement of cement by silica fume is the optimum dosage.
Baruah and Talukdar [6](2007) investigated the mechanical properties of plain concrete (PC) and fiber
reinforced concrete (FRC) with different fiber volume fractions ranging from 0.5% to 2%. Steel, synthetic, jute
and coconut fibers were used. Here, the discussion is limited to the coconut fiber reinforced concrete (CFRC)
only. The cement: sand: aggregate ratio for plain concrete was 1:1.67:3.64 and the water cement ratio was
0.535. Coconut fibers having lengths of 4 cm and an average diameter of 0.4mm with volume fractions of 0.5%,
1%, 1.5% and 2% were added to prepare CFRC. It can be seen that CFRC with 2% fibers showed the best
overall performance amongst all volume fractions. The compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, modulus
of rupture and shear strength of CFRC with 2% fibers by volume fraction were increased by 13.7%, 22.9%,
28.0% and 32.7% respectively, compared to those of PC. Their research indicated that all these properties were
also improved for CFRC with 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% volume fraction in comparison to that of PC. Even for CFRC
with a small fiber volume fraction of 0.5%, the corresponding properties were increased up to 1.3%, 4.9%, 4.0%
and 4.7%, respectively.
Islam et al. [7](2012) conducted an experimental investigation on the properties of coir and steel fibers
reinforced normal-strength and high-strength concrete. Mix design was performed as per ACI method. Here, the
discussion is limited to CFRC only. The fiber volume fractions of 0%, 0.5%, and 1.0% were considered for a
constant fiber length of 30 mm. In both normal strength concrete (NSC) and high strength concrete (HSC), the
workability significantly reduced as the fiber dose increased. This research showed that 0.5% and 1.0% coir
fibers improved flexural strength of NSC by 60%, and 0.5% coir fiber gives improved flexural and tensile
strengths of HSC by 6% only. Also, the addition of coir fibers in both types of concrete increased the ductility
and toughness of concrete, whereas reduction of compressive strength was observed in the case of HSC.
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III. METHODOLOGY
In this study mixes are planned to made with2%fiber and silica fume with varying proportion of 5, 10, 15,
20.Control mix was taken with 0%fiber and 0%silicafume.

3.1 Collection of raw materials
The materials used in this study are:
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) : 53grade ACC Cement
Silica Fume

: Collected from the industries

Coconut fiber

: Raw fiber collected from the coir industries in the
East Godavari district.

Fig.1 Coir Fiber
These fibers are chapped into 40mm length and soaked in the water for 10 hours before casting to reduce the
water absorption.
Water

: Collected from the local fresh water sources

Fine aggregate

: River sand passing through 4.75mm sieve size

Coarse aggregate

: Aggregates passing through the 16mm sieve size taken 60%
&10mm sieve size aggregates taken 40%

Admixture

: FOSROC SP 430

3.2 Basic test results of materials
For all the materials used in the project following basic tests were conducted according to the IS specifications.
All test results are shown in
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.
Table3.1

VI. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
4.1 Mixes
Four mixes are planned by replacing cement content with silica fume in percentages of 5,10, 15 and 20 by
weight of cementitious material and 2%coir fiber was incorporated in all the mixes. As usual, plain concrete in
which 0%silicafume and 0%coir fiber was taken as control mix. For each mix 9 Cubes of 150x150x150mm size
and 9 Cylinders of 150mm dia and 300mm length size were casted.

4.2 Mix Proportions ( As per IS 10262-2009)
4.2.1 Mix Proportions for M60 grade of concrete
Material

Water

Cement

Fine aggregate

Coarse aggregate

in kg/m

149

465

623

1181

Ratio

0.32

1

1.34

2.54

3

4.2.2 Mix proportions for coir fiber reinforced concrete blended with silica fume (M 60 grade)
Taking control mix proportions as reference, mix proportions for other mixes were calculated.
Here, the mix proportions for the mix in which 10%silicafume and 2%fiber was incorporated are given below.
Material

Water

Cementitious

Fine aggregate

Coarse aggregate

in kg/m3

149

511

598

1134

Ratio

0.29

1

1.17

2.22

4.3 Casting the specimens
Taking the control mix design (i.e. 0%silica fume&0% fiber) as reference weights of materials are calculated as
shown above. In all the concrete mixes silica fume was varied in the percentages of 5, 10, 15, 20 by the weight
of cementitious material content and 2% coir fiber was incorporated for the w/b ratio 0.32. Total 45
Cubes(150x150x150mm) and 45 Cylinders (150mm dia and 300mm length) for all the 5mixes including control
mix.
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Mix 1: 0% silica fume and 0% fiber
Mix 2: 5% silica fume and 2% fiber
Mix 3: 10%silica fume and 2% fiber
Mix 4: 15%silica fume and 2% fiber
Mix 5: 20%silica fume and 2% fiber
4.4 Process of mixing
Weights of all the materials were measured. Initially, coarse aggregate of 16mm was poured on clean water tight
flat-form and made it flat. One fourth of coir fibers were placed on the coarse aggregates. On that coarse
aggregate of 10mm was placed flat and another one fourth of coir was placed on it. Like that fine aggregate,
cement and silica fume are placed and in between them coir fiber was kept equally. All these dry aggregates are
mixed thoroughly. Measured super plasticizer was mixed in water thoroughly. This mixture was added to dry
aggregates in step manner and mixed those thoroughly.

Fig. 2 Dry materials

Fig. 3 coir fiber reinforced concrete

4.5 Workability
To determine workability of fresh concrete the following tests were conducted.
1.

Slump cone test

2.

Vee-Bee consistometer test

3.

Compaction factor test

4.6 Casting
The specimens were kept clean and oiled. Ensured that, there should be no gaps in the moulds to avoid the
leakage of slurry. Concrete was poured in the moulds in three layers and tamping was done thoroughly at every
layer. Finally, leveling to the top surfaces of specimens was done. These moulds were kept for drying for 24
hours, after that those were de-molded and concrete specimens are kept in fresh water for curing.
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Fig. 4 casting of cubes

Fig. 5 cylinders

Tests:
To know the hardening properties of concrete the following tests are conducted on the specimens for 3, 7
and 28 days from time of mixing the water to the dry materials
1. Compressive strength test (Cubes)
2. Split tensile strength test (Cylinders)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Workability
Workability of coir fiber reinforced concrete is decreased than the control mix, due to the presence of coir fiber.
The results of workability are shown in the following Table 5.1

Table 5.1 Results of Workability of mixes
S.No.

Mix No.

Slump Value

Vee-Bee time

(mm)

(sec)

Compaction
factor

1

Mix 1

40

13

0.84

2

Mix 2

0

18

0.712

3

Mix 3

0

16

0.72

4

Mix 4

0

15

0.74

5

Mix 5

0

14

0.755

5.2 Compressive Strength
The compressive strength of concrete is determined by testing the cubes under compressive testing
machine. The results of compressive strength are shown in the Table 5.2. Maximum compressive
strength occurred at Mix 2(10%silica fume&2%fiber) and it is nearer to the target strength.
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Table 5.2 Results of Compressive Strength
S.No.

Mix No.

Compressive Strength
(N/mm2)
3 Days

7 Days

28 Days

1

Mix 1

34.45

46.25

64.93

2

Mix 2

36.25

47.85

66.14

3

Mix 3

37.30

49.72

68.50

4

Mix 4

31.60

44.50

60.19

5

Mix 5

28.09

38.74

54.68

Compressive strength in N/mm2

Fig. 6 Compressive testing of a specimen

Days
Fig. 7 Curing Period v/s Compressive strength
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Compressive strength in N/mm2
Compressive strength in N/mm

2

Compressive strength in N/mm

2

Fig. 8 Variation of silica fume and fiber v/s compressive strength
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

7 days compressive strength
46.25 47.85 49.72 44.5

38.74
7 days
compressiv
e strength

Compressive strength in N/mm2

Type of mix

Fig. 9 Variation of silica fume and fiber v/s Compressive strength at 3, 7 and 28 days
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5.3 Split tensile strength
Split tensile strength test was conducted for the cylinders of 150mm dia and 300mm length. The obtained values
are tabulated in Table 5.3.Compared to conventional concrete crack width is for this fiber reinforced concrete.
Splitting of specimens into two pieces can be controlled completely with this coir fiber.

Table 5.3 Results of Split tensile strength
S.No.

Mix No.

Split Tensile Strength in N/mm2
3 Days

7 Days

28 Days

1

Mix 1

3.09

3.54

4.39

2

Mix 2

3.14

3.57

4.46

3

Mix 3

3.26

3.92

4.52

4

Mix 4

3.15

3.63

4.41

5

Mix 5

3.04

3.47

4.23

Fig. 10 Minute crack after testing cylinder

Fig. 11 Curing period v/s Split tensile strength
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Fig. 12 Variation of silica fume and fiber v/s Split tensile strength
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Fig. 13 Variation of silica fume and fiber v/s Split tensile strength at 3, 7 and 28 days

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the experimental investigations carried out in this study, salient conclusions are given summarized
below--
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Workability: Compared to conventional concrete, workability of fiber reinforced concrete blended with silica
fume is very low. Even, silica fume and super plasticizer used in the mix slump had not fall due to the coir fiber
and low water content. Compaction factor and vee-bee time also concluded that the workability of coir fiber
reinforced concrete is very low.
Compressive strength: At mix 1 & mix 2 compressive strength slightly increased than control mix. 28 days
compressive strength is maximum at mix 2 (10%silica fume&2%fiber) and the increment is 5.5%.Cracks
occurred while testing were very low. Ductility of concrete has improved with the coir.
Split tensile strength: Maximum split tensile strength occurred at mix 2 (10%silicafume &2%fiber) is 4.52
N/mm2 and the increment compared with control mix is 3%. Compared to conventional concrete, width of
cracks occurred while testing under CTM are very low. Splitting of specimens into two pieces can be avoided
completely with the inclusion of coir fiber.
Finally, It can be concluded that the presence of coir fiber increases ductility of concrete.

VII. SCOPE FOR FUTURE STUDIES
It is necessary to study the effect of length of fiber on high strength concrete widely.
There is need of study on improving workability of high grade fiber reinforced concrete without affecting the
strength parameters.
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ABSTRACT
Neural networks are one of the most powerful technologies that are used for a variety of classification and
prediction problems. This paper summarizes convolutional neural network which is the new buzzword in the
world of machine learning and deep learning. They are similar to simple neural networks. Convolutional neural
networks involve a huge number of neurons. Each neuron has weights and biases associated with them which
can be learned over time to fit the data properly. Convolutional neural networks, referred to as CNNs, are used
in a variety of deep learning problems. They can be used for classification as well as prediction problems which
involve images as input. Some of the examples of such problems are – facial key point detection, emotion
detection, facial recognition, speech recognition, etc. In this paper, we will also focus on how much better are
CNNs than simple neural networks by illustrating our claims on MNIST data set.

Keywords—convolutional neural networks, CNN, data mining, machine learning
I. INTRODUCTION
A convolutional neural network is a feed-forward multi layer neural network. They were introduced back in
1990’s and the pattern represented by their neuron connections is actually inspired from the visual cortex of
various animals according to [1]. Researchers have found a way to emulate the visual cortex of animals which is
one of the most powerful computer vision processing systems.Convolutional neural networks are specifically
designed to work with problems involving images as inputs. CNNs can be used to solve machine learning or
data mining problems wherein inputs can be represented by an image or a set of images. CNNs can be
visualized as a modified version of multi-perceptron neural network model [2]. CNNs have taken over the
simple neural networks because all the techniques that we applied to simple neural networks can still be applied
to much more powerful CNNs. According to [3], big tech giant companies such as Facebook and Google are
using deep convolutional neural networks with a large number of convolutional layers for various purposes such
as face recognition and search by image. Before discussing the working of convolutional neural networks, let us
now identify what the problems with computer vision tasks such as image classification are. We as humans
having a visual cortex situated in our brain, are capable of identifying little details such as dark and light regions
in an image. We can seamlessly identify various patterns occurring in our surroundings as well as that in the
scene we are looking at. We identify these patterns using our previous knowledge of identified patterns. Devoid
of a visual cortex, a computer just sees everything we feed it in terms of numbers. It visualizes pictures or
images as a matrix of numbers, each number representing a value corresponding to a pixel.
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Fig.1 What we humans see

Fig.2 What computers see

II. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
According to [3], inputs given to convolutional neural networks are an array of pixel values with each value
ranging from 0 to 255. For example, if the input is an image of dimensions 50x50 then the array would contain
50x50x3 = 7500 values. Each pixel in an image is represented by 3 values. These 3 values represent the
intensities of RGB i.e., red, green and blue. In the case of image classification, the job of CNN would be to take
this image i.e., an array of pixel values, as an input and output the probabilities of it belonging to a certain class.
In the case of prediction problems, the model would take an array of pixel values as input and predict the
corresponding output values.
Taking an example of classifying oranges and watermelons. We could classify them based on their shape, taste,
colour, etc. Thus, if we could find unique identifiable features of oranges and watermelons, we could detect
whether a newly acquired fruit is an orange or a watermelon. In a similar way, the computer is able to perform
such complex tasks of identifying features and classifying the inputs. A CNN model first identifies low-level
features such as dark and light regions. In the next step, it tries to identify more complex features such as edges
and curves. Successively, it can build more abstract high-level features such as legs, face, paws, hands, etc.
through a series of convolutional layers.

III. STRUCTURE
A simple neural network is defined by only 2 dimensions. A CNN is defined by 3 dimensions namely height,
width, and depth. The depth refers to the third dimension of the activation volume [2]. Considering an image
with 3 color channels i.e., red, green and blue, the depth of the network would be equal to 3.

Fig. 3 Simple Neural Network
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Each layer of the CNN model transforms a 3-dimensional input to 3-dimensional output. CNN model is a
sequence of layers. Let us now discuss the types of layers used to build a CNN and how the training process
works.

Fig. 4 3 dimensional input transformation to 3 dimensional output

3.1 Convolutional layer
The most important part or layer of a convolutional neural network is a convolutional layer. There may be one
or more convolutional layer. Generally, the first layer in CNN model is a convolutional layer. Deep
convolutional neural networks involve a high number of convolutional layers. These layers are responsible for
identifying low level as well as high-level complex features in a given input.
A very good way to understand a convolutional layer is to imagine a torch flashing light on the input neurons
[4]. Consider that a 6x6 image is passed as an input in the convolutional layer. Now this 6x6 matrix of pixel
values in convoluted in the following manner. First we decide a few parameters such as filter size. Filter size is
often referred to as kernel size as well. For illustration, we select a filter size of 3 by 3. This filter is also an array
of numbers called weights having the same depth as the input. For illustration purposes, consider a torch capable
of flashing light at a matrix who size is same as our selected filter, flashing light at the top left corner of the
input neurons. We multiply the matrix on which the torch is flashing light and the filter element wise.

Fig 5 Process of convolution

O = Feature map (Output matrix)
F = Filter
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I = Input neurons
The region over which the torch is shining the light is termed as a receptive field. The filter slides over the
input neurons and as it slides, it multiplies the elements of the filter with the elements in the receptive field
element-wise. The process of sliding the filter is called convolving. Every unique receptive field on the input
neurons gets us a number. These numbers form what we call feature map. Feature maps are sometimes referred
to as activation maps. A large number of feature maps are created by using different filters.
Each filter represents a feature such as edge, curve, etc. Filters can also be referred to as feature identifiers.
Complex features can be detected using high level filters. For illustration purposes, let us look at a simple filter
for detecting a L-shape ignoring the depth.

Fig. 6 Visualisation of filter
In the above figure, we can visualize what an L-shaped detecting filter would look like. A filter is a
pixel structure which will have high values at certain places where it expects a part of a shape to exist [3]. When
we apply this filter to a part of the input image, we will eventually multiply the two matrices namely filter and
part of the image element-wise to get a number. If this number is high, we say that there is some L-shape in that
part of the input image which caused the filter to activate [3]. To summarize the process of convolution, first we
select a filter corresponding to the feature or pattern we are trying to identify. We then perform convolution over
the input image and prepare a feature map for further processing.
There are other two parameters associated with a convolutional layer. Stride is the amount of units by which the
filter slides over an input image [2]. In the above illustrations, value of stride was equal to one. Stride controls
how the filter convolves around the input image [3].

Fig.7 Stride = 1

Fig. 8 Stride = 2
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The other parameter is padding. Zeroes are padded on the border of the input. It is also referred to as zero
padding. Zero padding provides control of the output volume spatial size. Zero padding, depth, and stride forms
a group of parameters called hyperparameters [2].
3.2 ReLU layer
ReLU stands for Rectified Linear Units. The purpose of this layer is to introduce non-linearity in the system.
Until convolutional layer, the system has been making calculations linearly. In the past, sigmoid and tanh
functions were used to introduce non-linearity [3]. According to [2], ReLU layer applies max(0,x) to all the
activations formed by the convolutional layer. In naïve terms, the purpose of ReLU is to replace negative
activations by 0.
3.3 Pooling layer
According to [4], pooling layers are generally used just after the convolutional layers. Their purpose is to
simplify information outputted by the convolutional layer [4]. In sum, it prepares a condensed feature map from
the feature map generated in the previous step. One of the most common procedures for pooling is max-pooling.
Let us consider the following example.

Fig.9 Max pooling
Considering the above example, we have a 4x4 feature map being converted to a much more condensed feature
map of dimensions 2x2. We slice up the feature map into equal sub regions. We calculate the maximum value in
each of these sub regions and output it to the new feature map. While extracting features from image, we are not
concerned with exact or absolute positions of these features. Moreover, we are concerned with relative positions
of these features. Pooling reduces the amount of parameters and weights by a significant 75%. This reduces
computation cost. It also controls the problem of over fitting [1] [2].
Other techniques such as average-pooling and L2-norm pooling can also be used [3].

3.4 Fully-connected layer
This layer is the last layer of the CNN model. Its job is to input 3-dimensional volume and output an N
dimensional vector where N is the number of classes. In case of MNIST dataset, N would be equal to 10. Fully
connected layer at the end of the model would provide us a N dimensional vector. Each value in this vector
represents the probability of the input image belonging to a certain class. For example,
[0.5 0.1 0.23 0.33 0.9] is a 5-dimensional vector outputted by the fully-connected layer, 0.5 is the probability of
the input given to the model belonging to class 1, 0.1 is the probability of it belonging to class 2 and so on.
Since, probability of input belonging to class 5 is the highest, we conclude that our CNN model classifies the
input to class 5. This is possible by having a softmax function as a loss function on the last fully-connected layer
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[2]. Such approach of predicting the probabilities of the input belonging to each class is called softmax approach
[3]. The way a fully-connected layer works in CNN model is that it takes the activation or feature maps of high
level features generated in the previous step and determines to which particular class it most correlates to [3].
The high level features might be paws, legs, face etc.

IV. TRAINING THE MODEL
The most important part of a neural network is the training process. The model needs to adjust its weights as
well as filter values. One of the most popular technique for doing that is backpropogation.
Before the CNN model starts the training, its weights, biases and filter values are completely randomized. The
filters at the lower layer do not have any idea whether to look for an edge or a curve and filters at the higher
level do not know which high level features to look for. Let us assume that we have a training set consisting of
images with its corresponding correct labels. Backpropogation can be broken down into 4 parts, forward pass,
loss function, backward pass, and weight adjustment [3][4]. During the forward pass, an image from the training
set is passed into the model as an input. The model will output something random as the weights, biases and
filter values of our model are completely random and hence it fails to identify low-level features as well as highlevel ones. Loss function now calculates the error between the output of the model and the correct label which
we can obtain from the training set. Most common loss function is mean square error.

Fig. 10 General formula for mean square error
The loss for first couple of iterations would be high. Now, we need to adjust the weights of our model using this
loss and correct label. We develop a cost function and try to minimise that cost function. We use optimisation
algorithms like gradient descent to reduce this cost function. We do not discuss those topics in this paper.

V. COMPARISION
In this section, we compare the performance of CNN and simple neural network. We test the performance by
classifying hand written digits using MNIST data set. Hand written digit recognition using MNIST data set is
considered to be the ‘hello world’ program in the field of machine learning. The dataset contains several images
of 0 to 9 digits. Each image is 28 pixels wide and 28 pixels long.
I designed a simple neural network and a CNN by following a guide on Tensor flow’s official website [5].
Libraries used for implementing these neural nets are tensorflow, keras, and numpy. Simple neural network has
a single hidden layer with 100 neurons. To measure the loss error, I used root mean square method. I trained the
neural network for 1000 epoch and it gave me an accuracy of 96.77 % on the testing set.
In the convolutional neural network, there are two convolutional layers, one relu layer and one fully connected
layer. To measure the loss error, I used root mean square error. I trained the neural network for 1000 epoch. The
maximum accuracy achieved on the testing set was 98.56 %. This is a very big difference in terms of accuracy
as compared to simple neural network.
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The problem with simple neural network is that it looks at the input images at a whole and not it much detail.
For example, if the training set has all the images in which digits are at perfectly at the centre of the image. If we
now, supply an image with digit a bit shifted from the centre, the simple neural network will fail to identify the
digit. In case of CNN, the image is broken down into sub parts and regions and then the neural network is
trained. This causes the CNN to look at the image more closely and in much detail. This makes high level
features like legs, hands, etc. to be identified and extracted by the neural network

VI. CONCLUSION
From the structure and working of a convolutional neural network model, we can conclude that it is a much
powerful form of neural network model. It is useful in solving problems where inputs to the neural network can
be represented in form of an image. They are useful in wide range of applications such as facial key point
detection, face recognition, object detection, image classification problems, etc.
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ABSTRACT
In the present research work, adsorptive capacity of Bone China Pottery Waste (BCPW) for the removal of
Cd(II) ions from industrial effluent has been studied. Batch method has been employed to investigate the effects
of various adsorption controlling parameters such as contact time (5-180 min), pH (1-8) of solution, metal ions
concentration (10-200 mg/L) and adsorbent dose (0.1-1.0 g) on adsorption of Cd(II) ions onto BCPW. The
optimum set of conditions for maximum adsorption of Cd(II) ions were found to be initial concentration 50
mg/L, dosage 0.5 g and pH 6.0. The maximum adsorption of Cd(II) ions by BCPW was found to be 52.3 %. The
adsorption data was fitted best to the Freundlich model (R2 = 0.969). Langmuir monolayer adsorption capacity
of BCPW for Cd(II) was found to be 3.695 mg/g. These results suggested that BCPW could be employed as
efficient adsorbent for the removal of Cd(II) from contaminated water sources.

Key words: Adsorption, Bone China Pottery Waste (BCPW), monolayer, Langmuir, Freundlich,etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term heavy metal refers to the metals which are toxic at low quantity and cause risks to human health and
the environment. Mining, electroplating, metal processing, textiles and battery manufacturing industries are the
main sources of heavy metals [1, 2]. Cadmium is a non-essential and highly toxic element which can accumulate
along the food chain resulting in serious ecological imbalance and cause hazards to plants and animals [3].
Therefore, elimination of Cd(II) from wastewater is important to protect public health. Commonly used methods
to treat metal contaminated effluent are chemical precipitation, ion-exchange, membrane filtration, coagulation
and adsorption. All other conventional methods have proved to be less effective and much expensive [4] than
adsorption which is technically simple with sludge free environment and involve low investments in terms of
both initial cost and land requirement [5, 6]. In recent years, tea waste [7], red mud [8], saw dust [9], ulmus
leaves and their ash [10], roasted china clay [11], mixtures of hydrous ferric oxide, quartz and kaolinite [12] and
Turkish kaolinite clay [13] have been employed to remove heavy metals from waste water.In this study, BCPW
wasutilized for the removal of Cd(II) ions from industrial effluent.
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II. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Collection and Preparation of adsorbent
In ceramic industries during manufacturing of bone china pots, toys and other decorative articles, the semi-solid
paste first moulded into various shapes of articles and then subjected to heating called firing to provide rigidity.
But during the process of firing, some of the articles breaks or get deshaped which are thrown away as waste.
some of these breaks or get deshaped which are thrown away as waste. This thrown away waste was collected,
grinded into fine particles and sieved through 300µ mesh size and used as adsorbent to remove Cd(II) ions from
aqueous solutions without giving any pre-chemical treatment.

2.2 Adsorbate solution
The stock solution of 200 mg/L of Cd(II) was prepared by dissolving required amount of cadmium nitrate
tetrahydrate, Cd(NO3)2.4H2O in DDW in 1L standard flask. This stock solution was used to prepare working
solutions of desired concentrations for all experiments. The pH values of the solutions was adjusted by adding
0.1N NaOH or 0.1N HCl.

2.3 Determination of point of zero charge
The point of zero charge (pHpzc) of the BCPW was determined by solid addition method with DDW and 0.1 N
KNO3 solutions [14]. The 50 ml DDW (Double distilled water) was transferred into a series of conical flasks
and the initial pH (pHi) of these solutions were roughly adjusted between 2 to 10 by adding either 0.1 N HCl or
0.1 N NaOH solutions. The initial pH (pHi) of these solutions was than measured accurately by using pH meter.
After that 0.5 gm of adsorbent was added into each flask and allowed to equilibrate for 24 hours with
intermittent manual shaking. After attaining equilibrium solution was filtered and the final pH (pH f) of the
supernatant liquid was then noted. The difference between initial and final values (ΔpH = pH i – pHf) were
plotted against pHi, the point of intersection of resulting curve with abscissa at which ΔpH is zero, gave the
point of zero charge (pHpzc). The same procedure was repeated using 0.1 N KNO3 solutions.

2.4 Adsorption studies
Batch experiments for adsorption of Cd(II) ions on BCPW were conducted by varying pH, contact time,
adsorbent dose and adsorbate concentration. The experiments were carried out by contacting 0.5g of the
adsorbent with 50 ml solution of 50 mg/L concentration of Cd(II) ions except for the effects of contact time in
which concentration range from 10 mg/L to 200 mg/L were used. The flasks were shaken for the required time
period on a rotary shaker at 120 rpm at room temperature at pH 6. The effect of contact time was studied for the
time period of 5 to 180 minutes. At predetermined times, the flasks were withdrawn from the shaker and the
reaction mixtures were filter and filtrate samples were analyzed for residual concentration of Cd(II) ions by
AAS. The amount of metal adsorbed (mg/g), q e and removal efficiency, R % was calculated using the formula
given below:
qe

=

xV

R% =

x 100
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where qe is the amount of metal adsorbed (mg/g), R % is the adsorption percentage of metal ions, V is
the volume of the adsorbate solution (L), Ci is the initial metal ions concentration (mg/L), Ce is the metal ions
concentration at equilibrium (mg/L) and W is the weight of the adsorbent in gram (g).

2.5 Adsorption isotherms
The analysis of isotherm data by fitting them to different isotherm models is an important step in finding a
suitable model that can be used for design purpose. The adsorption capacity of the system was studied with the
Langmuir [15] and Freundlich [16] isotherm models. The equilibrium sorption of Cd(II) ions was carried out by
contacting 0.5g of the BCPW with 50 ml solutions of Cd(II) ions of concentrations ranging from 10 – 200 mg/L
in 100 ml conical flasks with intermittent shaking for 2 hours on the rotary shaker.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Adsorption studies
3.1.1 Effect of pH
The pH of the solution affects the surface charge of the adsorbents as well as the degree of ionization and
speciation of adsorbate particles [17]. It is known that metal species [M(II)=Cd(II)] are present in deionized
water in the form of M+2, M(OH)(s), M(OH)2(s) etc. [18]. It is obvious that adsorption of M(II) must be higher
in alkaline medium. But at higher pH, precipitation of metal ions as M(OH)2(s) plays an important role in
removing M(II) ions. Therefore, all the experiments were conducted at pH ≤ 8. The optimization of pH of Cd(II)
ions solution and its influence on the extent of adsorption onto BCPW was studied by varying pH in the range of
1-8 which is shown in “Fig. 1”. It was observed that adsorption of Cd(II) ions increased with an increase in pH
and reaches maximum, 52.30 % at pH 6. The increase in adsorption with increasing pH is gradual as increase in
pH reduces the competition of H+ ions present in the solution with Cd(II) ions for adsorption sites. It may be due
to the fact that increase in pH makes the adsorbent surface more negatively charged due to protonation of
adsorbent and thus become more accessible for the adsorption of metal ions (positively charged) through
electrostatic force of attraction [19, 20]. At higher pH, (pH > 6.0) Cd(II) ion adsorption decreased and became
nearly constant when it reached 8.
Moreover, the pH of point of zero charge, pHzpc has an important influence on adsorption processes. The surface
of adsorbent was positive when pH <pHzpc, neutral when pH = pHzpc and negative at pH >pHzpc[21]. The data
plotted in “Fig. 5” indicated that the pHzpc value of BCPW was 5.4, showing that the surface was negatively
charged above this pH and hence fairly large amount of Cd(II) ions (52.30% at pH 6) were adsorbed.
3.1.2 Effect of contact time
In order to optimize the contact time for the maximum uptake of Cd(II) ions, contact time was varied between 5180 minutes for the removal of Cd(II) ions from aqueous solutions of 50 mg/L of Cd(II) ions with adsorbent
dose of 0.5 g at optimum pH 6.0. The effect of contact time on adsorption of Cd(II) ions is shown in “Fig. 2”. It
can be seen that adsorption of Cd(II) ions increases with increase of contact time until it reaches equilibrium.
The rate of Cd(II) ions removal was very rapid during initial 15 minutes (48.54%) which may be due to the
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availability of large number of vacant sites on the adsorbent surface during initial stages of adsorption.
Thereafter, the rate of adsorption of Cd(II) ions increased slowly and reached maximum (52.30%) in 120
minutes and then became almost constant. This showed that equilibrium was established in 120 minutes.

3.1.3 Effect of concentration
The effect of initial Cd(II) ions concentration (Ci) from 10 – 200 mg/L on the removal of Cd(II) ions with
adsorbent dose of 0.5 g and optimum pH 6.0 was investigated and shown in “Fig. 3”. It was observed that an
increase in the initial Cd(II) ion concentration, decreased cadmium ions uptake from 98.36% to 26.45%. The
adsorption capacity (qe) of adsorbent at initial Cd(II) ions concentration of 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175
and 200 mg/L observed were 0.98, 1.96, 2.62, 3.62, 4.18, 4.69, 5.0, 5.05, 5.29 mg/g, respectively.

3.1.4 Effect of adsorbent dose
The effect of adsorbent dosage from 0.1 to 1.0 g on the uptake of cadmium ions onto BCPW was studied and is
shown in “Fig. 4”. The figure reveals that the removal efficiency of metal ions increased from 16.36% to
89.372% with an increase in the adsorbent dosage from 0.1 g to 1.0 g. Increase in adsorption by increase in
adsorbent dose is because of increase in ion exchange sites, surface area and number of available adsorption
sites [22]. Adsorption of Cd(II) reaches its saturation at adsorption capacity of 2.615 mg/g and then decrease
gradually to 2.234 mg/g with increase of adsorbent dose up to 1 g. It may happen due to the overlapping of
adsorption sites as result of adsorbent particles overcrowding [23].

Fig. 1 Effect of pH

Fig. 2 Effect of contact time
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Fig.3 Effect of Cd(II) ions concentration

Fig. 4 Effect of adsorbent dose

Fig.5 Point of zero charge of BCPW

3.2 Adsorption isotherms studies
The distribution of adsorbed molecules between the liquid and solid phase at equilibrium is indicated
by adsorption isotherm. The obtained experimental data was analysed with Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption
isotherm and shown in “Fig. 6 and 7”. The values of correlation coefficients, R2 and constants of these isotherms
shown in table 2 indicated that Freundlich model dominates with R2 ≈ 0.969 in the applicability of experimental
data on isotherm models. The monolayer adsorption capacity, qm of BCPW for Cd(II) ions calculated from
Langmuir plot of 1/qevs 1/Ce shown in “Fig. 6”was found to be 3.695 mg/g.The values of KF, 1/n and R2
obtained from the graph of log qevs log Ce for Freundlich isotherm shown in “Fig. 7” are listed in “Table 1”.
The value of n was found to be 3.886 which is greater than 1 indicated that the adsorption of Cd(II) ions on
BCPW occurred through chemisorption process. Moreover, the values of KF ≈ 1.421 indicated good adsorption
capacity of adsorbent.
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Fig. 6 Langmuir adsorption isotherm

Fig. 7 Freundlich adsorption isotherm

Table: 1 Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm constants for the adsorption of Cd(II)
Metal
+2

Cd

Langmuir isotherm

Freundlich isotherm

qm

b

R2

RL

1/n

n

KF

R2

3.695

2.217

0.860

0.0089

0.2573

3.886

1.421

0.969

VI. CONCLUSION
The present investigation reveals that BCPW is an excellent free of cost available adsorbent used for the
removal of Cd(II) ions from aqueous solutions. The adsorption parameters such as solution pH, adsorbent dose,
initial Cd(II) ions concentration and contact time were studied in the experiment and the maximum adsorption
of Cd(II) ions was found 52.3 % at pH 6 using 50 mg/L of Cd(II) ions solution with 0.5 g of adsorbent dose.
Adsorption equilibrium data is best fitted to Fruendlich model. The maximum adsorption capacity, q m obtained
from Langmuir model was 3.695 mg/g. The adsorption process was found to be chemical in nature and occurred
by forming monolayer of Cd(II) ions. From these observations it can be concluded that BCPW is a potential,
inexpensive and non-hazardous industrial waste which could be used as an effective indigenous material for
treatment of wastewater stream containing cadmium ions.
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ABSTRACT
Communication is based on Mathematics, whether it is analog, digital, wired or wireless. Signal transmission is
done through modulation i.e. amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM) or phase modulation
(PM). At the receiving end the transmitted signal is demodulated to extract the information. All these techniques
are based on mathematics. While modulating the signal, a high frequency sinusoidal carrier signal is used to
transmit the message signal through a medium (OFC cable or air). It is then received and demodulated using
Fourier Transform analysis. In this paper, we have discussed how Fourier Transform is used in wireless
networking.
Keywords: Signal processing; Base Transceiver Station (BTS); Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR);
Frequency Identifier Descriptor (FID).

I.INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is in all phenomenon, technology, observation, experiment etc. All we need to do is to understand
the logic hidden behind. Since mathematical calculations give way to the ultimate results of every experiment, it
becomes quite pertinent to analyze those calculations before making conclusions. The present era of
communication technology has provided some major catalysts in developing the modern human society.
Communication includes automatic transmission of data over wires and radio circuits through signals. In
communication systems, signal processing, and electrical engineering , signal is a function that conveys
information about the behavior or attributes of some phenomenon. Signal is basically a means of transmitting
information in accordance with certain pre arranged system or code. It includes, among others, audio, video,
speech, image, communication, geophysical, sonar, radar, medical and musical signals. One of the most
prominent communication devices, the wireless devices is dramatically changing the way people interact and
communicate with each other .The wireless devices emit small amount of electromagnetic signals via the radio
waves through a low power transmitter. While talking over the wireless device, the transmitter takes the sound
of voice & changes it into a continuous sine wave. Sine wave is measured in terms of frequency. Transmitter
sends the sine wave to antenna. Antenna transmits the sine wave in the form of electromagnetic signal to the
BTS. Wireless devices works by communication between service network through BTS.Network towers divide
the city into small areas. As the user moves from one area to another, the signal along with the information is
handed over from tower to tower. A lot of work is done on communication and signal process by Davis [1],
Simon [4] and Taub [5]
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Today wireless devices are the best communication service which provide not only the basic functions of
telephone and radio but also act as data sharing devices.

II. MATHEMATICS INVOLVED IN MAKING WIRELESS DEVICES WORK.
The Wireless devices are designed by using a lot of math in just about every aspect of their design. Also the
devices operate by principles of electromagnetic, which are described mathematically.
 One has to dial a number that it is based in a protocol named Internet Protocol (IP). Protocol is basically a set
of rules.
 The device has to use coordinates to locate the Satellite to receive and transmitted to the other end.
 They have to convert from an electric system or wave system into a voice system that it is based in
alphabetical words, and then translated between the 2 system based in a numerical system called binaries.
 This binary system it is integrated into satellites, transmitter and receivers by the motherboard integrated and
each system, then incorporated into each one by programming and all it is traversed by mathematics. By the
way the binary system it is multiples of 2's, and they go by 0's and 1's and also it is called machine language
because those dome machines only work with electric impulses like On and Off.
When we place a call, the device must send out an electronic signal which carries a digitalized version of your
speech (mathematics comes into play here through the use of error correction and data compression). This signal
must be sent at a frequency which will not interfere with the calls that are being placed by other nearby users of
cell phones; otherwise there will degradation of the signal quality or in the worst case a "dropped call." This
refers to a call which has been connected but during the course of the conversation there is a loss of signal which
disconnects the call.
High sounds have higher frequencies and low sounds have a lower frequency. A higher frequency produces a
higher pitch, and a lower frequency produces a lower pitch. For example, thunder has a frequency of only 50
hertz, while a whistle can have a frequency of 1,000 hertz, which means the high frequency wave has completed
more cycles over the time whereas the low frequency wave has completed less cycles over the same time. If we
increase the amplitude of a sound, we are making it louder, just as we do we you turn up the volume on your
radio. If we decrease the amplitude, it making the sound softer (turning down the volume). The amplitude of a
wave is related to the amount of energy it carries. A high amplitude wave carries a large amount of energy; a
low amplitude wave carries a small amount of energy. The average amount of energy passing through a unit
area per unit of time in a specified direction is called the intensity of the wave. As the amplitude of the sound
wave increases, the intensity of the sound increases. Sounds with higher intensities are perceived to be louder.

III. ROLE OF FOURIER TRANSFORM (FT) IN WIRELESS DEVICES
Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier, the French mathematician/physicist made an astonishing discovery in 1800.
According to Fourier, every function could be represented by an infinite series of elementary trigonometric
functions: sine and cosine. For example, consider decomposing the signal into its trigonometric constituents
reveals the fundamental frequencies (tones, overtones, etc.) that combine to produce the instrument’s distinctive
timbre. Fourier analysis is an essential component of much of modern applied (and pure) mathematics. It forms
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an exceptionally powerful analytical tool for solving a broad range of partial differential equations. Fourier
analysis lies at the heart of signal processing, including audio, speech, images, videos, seismic data, radio
transmissions, and so on. Many modern technological advances, including television, music CD’s and DVD’s,
cell phones, movies, computer graphics, image processing, and fingerprint analysis and storage, are, in one way
or another, founded upon the many ramifications of Fourier theory.
The principle of the Fourier transform is that any signal, such as the sound produced by a musical instrument,
e.g., piano, violin, trumpet, or drum , any sound recording can be represented as the sum of a collection of sine
and cosine waves with different frequencies and amplitudes. This collection of waves can then be manipulated
with relative ease—for example, allowing a recording to be compressed or noise to be suppressed. This Fourier
decomposition lies at the heart of modern electronic music; a synthesizer combines pure sine and cosine tones to
reproduce the diverse sounds of instruments, both natural and artificial, according to Fourier’s general
prescription. Anyone who's marveled at the tiny size of an MP3 file compared with the same recording in an
uncompressed form has seen the power of the Fourier transform at work. The Fourier Transform is an algorithm
used in many functions, including signal processing or statistical applications across a broad range of
applications. Every wireless device--netbook, notebook, tablet, and phone have been built in high-speed cellular
data connection, just like Fourier Transform. The Fourier Transform is a method for doing this process (signal
processing) very efficiently. For more details about Fourier Transform, I refer to Bracewell [3], Howell [2].
The Fourier Transform is a mathematical procedure which transforms a function from the time domain to the
frequency domain. Fourier Transform is a mathematical method using the trigonometric functions (sin and cos)
to transform a time domain spectrum into a frequency domain spectrum. Sine and cosine are keys to the success
of Fourier Transform because sound may be represented by a complex combination of their waves. Humans,
very easily perform FT mechanically almost every day without having idea of it. FT is the mathematical way of
gathering unique frequencies from a broad spectrum of frequencies, like in the FID spectrum obtained in NMR.
Fourier Transform can be used to convert from the series of numbers to sound.
A Fourier Transform works like a prism which splits white light into a spectrum of colors. The information on a
CD has sounds of all frequencies mixed together and CD player splits apart the sound frequencies so they can be
amplified and sent to the speakers. In our inner ears, the cochlea enables us to hear subtle differences in the
sounds coming to our ears. The cochlea serves to transform the air pressure signal experienced by the ear drum
into frequency information which can be interpreted by the brain as tonality and texture.
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ABSTRACT
The area of information and communication technologies is one of the fastest changing areas, with related
services and applications having enormous and almost immediate impact on diverse aspects of the modern
society, including inter-human relations, economy, and education and entertainment. This paper describes
about the next generation networks, the cognitive networks and global communication grid architecture. Next
generation network is a packet based network able to provide telecommunication services and able to make use
of multiple broadband QoS-enabled transport technologies and in which service-related functions are
independent from underlying transport-related technologies. The cognitive network includes a cognitive process
that can sense current reality, plan for the future, make a decision and act accordingly. It is generally agreed
that cognitive networks have the ability to think, to learn and to remember. and Global Communications Grid
(GCG) or Global Grid (GG), seven-layer Reference model consisting of Mission, Application, Service,
Transport, Network, Link, and Physical Layers is introduced; the GG corresponds to the Transport and
Network Layers.

Keywords—cognitive network, cognition plane (CP),global grid(GG), Next generation networks
(NGN).
I.INTRODUCTION
Given the existing “universal nature” of the Internet and its associated infrastructure, which includes an
addressing plan, address assignment and resolution by domain name servers, and applications such as email, file
transfer, and the World Wide Web, it can be assumed that IP-based systems will form the basis of a nextgeneration network (NGN).Thus, we conclude that an NGN is an enhanced. IP-based network. [1] .
Next-generation network (NGN): A packet based network able to provide telecommunication services and able
to make use of multiple broadband QoS-enabled transport technologies and in which service-related functions
are independent from underlying transport-related technologies. It enables unfettered access for users to
networks and competing service providers and/or services of their choice. It supports generalized mobility that
will allow consistent and ubiquitous provision of services to users. [2]The conceptual model and its functional
layers of NGN as shown in figure1.
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Figure 1: NGN Conceptual model and its functional layers.
The functional layers are as follows.
The access layer provides the infrastructure, for example an access network between the end user and the
transport network. The access network can be both wireless and fixed and it can be based on various transport
media. The transport layer ensures the transport between the individual nodes (points) of the network, to which
are connected access networks. It connects physical elements deployed in the individual layers It also enables
the transport of different types of traffic, media (signaling, interactive data, real-time video, voice
communication, etc.)The control layer includes the control of services and network elements. This layer is
responsible for set-up/establishing, control and cancelling of the multimedia session. It ensures the control of
sources as well, depending on the service requirements. One of the fundamental NGN principles is the
separation of control logic from the switching hardware.The service layer offers the basic service functions,
which can be used to create more complex and sophisticated. [3][4]
Cognitive Networks (CN): Internet traffic increases constantly in a very fast pace, but technology behind it has
not changed much in decades. Current technology is designed to simplify designs by hiding information.
Network layers tell each other only what needs to be transferred and very little status information is transferred
between network nodes. Computer networks are statically configured which might be highly suboptimal for
many usage patterns. Routers forward packets with strict rules and knows very little of conditions of other parts
on networks. Protocols cannot do intelligent decisions, only react when problem occurs. For example TCP
congestion control just slows down the transfer speed when packets are lost and tries slowly increase the speed
until next packet is lost. If it had knowledge of network status before transfer, it could optimize transfer speed
and avoiding packet loss.Cognitive networking has a different approach. It knows status of every member of
network from hardware level to protocol stack and can adjust itself to application requirements even before user
sends anything. Goal is to provide optimal end-to-end performance. here are multiple research questions how to
make net-working cognitive. One target is traditional TCP/IP protocol stack, which simplifies transfers by
isolating layers from each other. This contradicts thinking of cognitive networking, which aims to be aware of
state of everything in every level of network. One goal is to augment current stack with cognitive capabilities.
[5]
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Another question is how to predict what is going to happen in network soon. Game theoretic and artificial
intelligent methods are best candidates for achieving this goal. Third related question is how to utilize current
radio frequencies better for mobile data communication. Currently data communication has fixed frequencies for
use, while at same time there are lot more frequencies reserved for low traffic uses. Cognitive radio tries to take
these low traffic frequencies in use by listening which frequencies are not sending anything and loan that
bandwidth for a short period of time. Single cognitive radio does not have same end-to-end scope as cognitive
networking. When multiple cognitive radios are grouped together in cognitive radio network, it can operate as a
part of cognitive network. Cognitive radio is proposed to be included in fifth generation mobile wireless standard
(5G).
Cognitive network is a data communication network, which consist of intelligent devices. Intelligence means that
they are aware of everything happening inside the device and in the network they are connected to. Using this
awareness they can adjust their operation to match current and near future network conditions. Cognitive
Network aims to be proactive, so that it can predict most of the usual use cases before they occur and adapt to
those beforehand. If predictions fail it falls back to reactive method and tries to solve optimal way of handling the
new situation. In any Case Cognitive Network learns from every situation

it encounters and uses that

information for future cases Main goal of Cognitive Network is to increase network efficiency and performance.
Important aspect of cognitive network is that it optimizes data communication for whole network between the
sender and the receiver to meet required end-to-end goals of users of the network.
Network becomes cognitive when all the statically configured parts of network are replaced with self-adjusting
and self-aware components. Statically configured nodes are not cognitive, because they need an external operator
(human) to make decisions and take care of configuration. Promise of cognitive networking is that network itself
can find optimal ways of connecting devices and tuning network parameters to achieve best performance for data
transfers. It can even optimize for events that are not happened, but are likely to happen. Conventional network
forwards packets using routing algorithms and detect failures after packets are lost. Cognitive network knows
status of every node, so it doesn’t send data using a route that cannot deliver the packet and so it prevents
congestion. [6]
Thomas et. Al defines CN as: A cognitive network is a network with a cognitive process that can perceive current
network conditions, and then plan, decide, and act on those conditions. The network can learn from these
adaptations and use them to make future decisions, all while taking into account end-to- end goals.
Li et. al defines CN as: A cognitive network is an intelligent network consisting of a programmable network and
a cognition plane. The cognition plane gathers network conditions, reasons, learns, makes judgment, and adapts
the programmable network based on network-wide goals. Cognition plane is currently best candidate for making
network nodes aware of the status of the network, so it is justified to including the definition itself.
Programmable network can be adjusted with software. It uses sensors to collect network information and forward
the information to the cognition plane. Inside every node protocol layers have tiny interface with cognition plane
to feed the sensor data into it. Cognition plane gathers network conditions, makes analysis and decisions how to
adapt the network. Actuators are used to reprogram the network using the decisions by cognition plane. Cognitive
network includes all types of communication networks. Most research has been done around the wireless
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technologies, because wired networks are not limited in bandwidth like the radio networks are and best
performance gains are expected from cognitive radio networks. Cognitive radio networks are needed because
current scheme for assigning fixed radio frequencies for wireless networks results in congestion in high traffic
bands and under utilization in most of the bands.

II. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
While Cognitive Network has much in common with Cognitive Radio and Cross-layer designs, there are lots of
differences as well. Cognitive Radio is only considering scope of single radio and tries to optimize conditions
for single user only.The

cognitive network has the capability to self-manage. The self management vision

cited IBM’s research on “autonomic computing”, a term defined as a distributed system where a set of
software/network components can regulate and manage themselves in areas of configuration, fault, performance
and security in order to achieve some common user-defined objectives. According to the self management
vision, the four self properties of autonomic computing are: self configuration which enables the entities to
automate system configuration following high level specifications while self organizing desirable structures
and/or patterns; self optimization allows entities to constantly look for improvement on their performance and
efficiency while adapting to environmental changes without inputs from humans; self healing enables automatic
detection, diagnosis and recovery from faults resulting from internal errors or external inconsistencies; lastly is
the self protection capability which allows the entities to have automatic defense against malicious attacks while
isolating attacks for the prevention of system-wide failures.[8]

III. COMPONENTS OF COGNITIVE NETWORK
Thomas et. Al describes cognitive network with three layer framework. At top level there are applications,
which have their own end-to-end goals described in Cognition Specification Language. The bottom layer is the
Software Adaptable Network, which is the physical layer with sensors monitoring the network environment.
The middle layer is the Cognitive Process layer, which makes decisions based on goals from application layer
and network status from physical layer. Decision making must balance between different end-to-end goals,
information gathered from past sessions and current sensor information and predict which kind of adjustments
would be optimal to meet the goals as good as possible. Decision making relies on Artificial Intelligence
technologies and can incorporate many different solutions for different situations.

3.1.The Cognition Loop
All systems that are able to adjust their functioning according to changes in their environment are based on
feedback information. Cognitive networks are no exception in this respect, so they will also use a control loop,
also called cognition cycle or feedback loop or context based adaptation loop. According to Thomas et al. the
loop employed by a cognitive network should be based on the concept of the Observe-Orient-Decide-Act loop
originally used in the military, augmented by learning and following end-to-end goals to achieve cognition as
shown in fig 2. The loop also has a communicating capability for communicating with other loops in a
distributed environment.
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Figure 2: cognitive Framework
The cognition loop starts by observing the outside world or the network. Any changes of the network is reported
by the observe module to the predict and search modules. The predict module predicts what will happen based
on the current network conditions. The search module maintains a case database (not shown in Figure 1 for
clarity reasons). Each case corresponds to one row in a case table. Each row has a case description field, actions
field, and rewards or utility field. If the new case observed has high similarity with one of the cases stored in the
case database and the stored case has a high utility value, then the actions can be used directly without
optimization. Otherwise, the actions taken in the past are sent to the optimization module as seeds, and new
actions will be produced by the optimizer. The optimal solutions are then validated against certain laws and
regulations to ensure they don’t violate the law (e.g., spectrum policies). Finally, the solutions can be applied to
the network by the act module. It sends out configuration files to related nodes, so that they are able to
reconfigure their protocol components or parameters.
The cognition cycle as described by Mitola features the following states: observe, orient, plan, decide, act and
learn. define a reference cognition loop as depicted in Fig.3, consisting of six states (sense, plan, decide, act,
learn, policy).In our view, the self-aware network will employ sensors to sense the environment (Sense). The
observations captured by the sensors will be further used for planning(Plan), but they will also be fed to a
learning module able to learn and remember (build a model from the) useful observations (Learn), which can aid
the decision making module in the future (Decide). The planning module determines potential actions, i.e.
strategies to be followed based on observations and policies stored in the policy module (Policy). The decision
module decides on the actions to be taken based on possible moves (actions) and (learned) experience. Finally,
the actuators (Act) are responsible with executing the adequate changes (reconfigurations). The learning module
is the one best connected in the sense that it can learn from several sources: from sensor data, from strategies,
from decisions and from actuators, and can correlate and infer from this knowledge.

Figure 3: Cognition loop
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IV.GLOBAL GRID LAYERED REFERENCE MODEL
Fig.4 illustrates the ultimate military objective of providing total global connectivity for all information sources
and information users with a military internet or network of networks called the Global Grid. The GG in this
idealized vision is a “publish and subscribe”, “plug and play” network, in which any application can be
“plugged” into the network anywhere, at any time, to help achieve war fighting objectives.

Figure 4: The global grid vision
The overarching goal of this GG layered architecture is to improve interoperability among users by fostering the
horizontal integration of military communications systems. GG architectural tenets for supporting this
interoperability include three time-phased steps – connectivity, capacity, and control. First, we advocate a way
for any user to connect with any other user through a common networking protocol, namely, the Internet
Protocol (IP). Secondly, we propose more capacity, or a higher degree of efficiency, through adaptive
communication links that attempt to realize user quality of service (QoS) requirements on a packet-by-packet basis.
Thirdly, we plan automated management control techniques to minimize the need for intensive

manual

interventions.
The well-known Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) and Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) models are shown in Fig. 5, along with the GG reference model (GGRM) that has created. The
GGRM is based upon the OSI and TCP/IP models but has some features that

emphasize

military

communications. We introduce a Mission Layer that has no corresponding layer in the other two models.
Also, we rename a Service Layer from elements of the other two models. In the widest sense, the GG can be
thought of as the communications transport medium consisting of

the bottom four layers of the GGRM.

However, the essence of the GG is in the Transport and Network Layers that are essentially common to all these
reference models[9]
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Figure 5: Global Grid Reference Model

V. CGGRM LAYER DEFINITIONS
The Mission Layer provides the specific aggregation of applications from the Application Layer necessary to
perform a particular military mission.
The Application Layer provides common and mission- specific applications that are employee as utilities by users
or other programs at the Mission Layer. For convenience in partitioning applications, by definition, the
Application Layer contains only those applications directly accessible by a user.
The Transport Layer provides for reliable end-to-end data transfer, flow control, error recovery, and may be
concerned with QoS and/or optimizing network resources
The Network Layer consists of Internetwork and Subnetwork Sublayers that provides for data transfer across
a network of networks or within a network, respectively. This includes addressing, congestion control, and
associated usage accounting functions. These sublayers are the same as in the OSI reference model.
The Link Layer provides point-to-point data transfer. The Link Layer includes

the

addition

of

an

Adaptation Sublayer (not present in the OSI or TCP/IP models) that serves to make Link Layer
implementations network- centric,

i.e.,

compatible

with

a common networking protocol, viz., IP. In

addition, the Link Layer consists of the OSI model’s Link Management Entity (LME) and Data Link
Services (DLS) Sublayers that operate in parallel, and the Media Access Control (MAC) Sublayer. The LME
Sublayer handles management (as opposed to communication or security) functions. The DLS Sublayer
attempts to present the sublayer above with error-free data; breaks the data into frames; transmits/receives
those

frames sequentially with the

necessary

synchronization, error, and flow control;

and

returns

acknowledgements back to the sender. The MAC Sublayer controls interactions with the physical media;
multiplexes/ demultiplexes, and multiple-accesses/releases
In the GGRM the Physical Layer is partitioned into four Processing Sub layers that are present but not so
explicitly identified in the OSI model. The Baseband Processing Sublayer organizes/transmits/receives channel
symbols at appropriate rates and converts them between digital and analog signal representations. The
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Baseband-Intermediate Frequency (IF) Processing Sublayer performs frequency translation and analog
processing. The IF Processing Sublayer performs filtering and amplification. The IF- Radio Frequency (RF)
Processing Sublayer performs frequency translation and analog processing. The RF Processing Sublayer
performs filtering, amplification, and transduction with the physical media.[10]

VI. CONCLUSION
This article has presented the general principles and conceptual model for a next-generation network, cognitive
network and global grid communication.
Cognitive Networking tries to redefine traditional statically configured networking into a dynamic, adaptive
and intelligent networking. it has many applications like IOT etc.
The GGRM comprises seven layers that are defined somewhat differently from the standard 7-layer OSI model
and 4-layer TCP/IP model. The Global [Communications] Grid corresponds to the Transport and Network
Layers. The Network Layer should converge to a common standard protocol, the Internet Protocol (IP). It has
more applications in military communication
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ABSTRACT
In order to solve a speed control, Speed measurement & synchronization problem, an effective motion controller
is design & develop for paper cutting machine of papermaking plant. FUZZY & PID control algorithm was
proposed to solve the problem in this paper. The speed closed-loop control was realized after studying &
comparing different control algorithm. According to comparison of industrial application results, the applied
control strategy to develop a motion controller truly guide, control & can accurately restrain the load
disturbance and improve the control effect of synchronization for the cutter speed. This System proves how it
can be a low cost solution in the production practice.

Keywords - Motion Controller ,PID Algorithm , FUZZY Algorithm , Cutting , Synchronization,
Encoder.
I. INTRODUCTION
As an important paper artifactitious device, paper cutting machine is mainly used for cutting in paper-making
and printing enterprise [1], [2]. The cylinder hob cutting machine is usually adopted in most of domestic small
and medium-sized paper-making enterprises, which applying the remote method to synchronous control for the
speed, hence, the lower speed and accuracy lead some difficulties for improving the production efficiency,
quality and even worse seriously re-stricted the development of enterprises. Under the premise of without
changing the cutter mechanical structure, we in this paper proposed an motion controller with improved control
algorithm and measure to increase the speed, accuracy and anti-disturbance capability, and via some
experimental results to validate the considerable performance of our algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the background and some related work of paper
cutting machine of cylinder hob. In Section III, some de-tailed information for the numerical implementation is
clearly outlined. Detailed discussion and analysis are included with respect to industrial application in section
IV. We end this paper by a general conclusions in Section V.

II. TECHNOLOGICAL MECHANISM ANALYSIS, EXISTED PROBLEMS & OBJECTIVES
2.1 Technological Mechanism Analysis
The main structure of cylinder hob paper cutting ma-chine [3], [4] is described as Fig. 1, which including: 1.
unwinder reel, 2. longitudinal knife, 3. first feeding roll, 4. first revolving knife, 5. second feeding roll, 6. second
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revolving knife, 7. leading roll and etc. The source paper is drawn from the unwinder reel and then the wide
paper is cut through the longitudinal cutter for the sake of satisfying the requirements of a plurality of narrow
paper, once this process is finished, the paper is transformed to forward by the first feeding roll, one of them is
directly forwarded to the first revolving knife, and the others are delivered to the second revolving knife and was
cut into the required paper, finally packaged via the belt conveyor. The position of the longitudinal knife can
timely alter and modify the paper width without requirement of speed control. The speed of two feeding roll
could be revised according to the requirement of designing, the speed of the two revolving knives are
determined by the length of cutting paper and feeding roll. The paper is cutting one time when the two revolving
knives circumvolving one circumference. Speed of the cutting knife is necessary to make some relative revision
when the paper length is changed or the speed of feeding paper is altered, therefore the synchronous control of
the cutting knife determine the accuracy of the cutting paper [5], [6].
5
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Fig. 1: Description for Structure of Cylinder Hob Paper Cutting Machine.

2.2 Existed Problem
Currently, the control systems of cylinder hob paper cutting machine are usually adopted the single-closedloop plus the ratio control [7], the structure is demonstrated as following Fig. 1.
The disadvantages of the original system are presented:
1. Adopted remote method, weaker anti-jamming ca-pability of the feeding roll speed v, inconvenience
param-eters of the control and the parameters can not self-tuning.
2. On account of the outside disturbance, the linear speed of feeding roll is easily variation, so the control of
cutting knife belong to servo system control system, moreover the rotate speed n of cutting knife lagged
behind and the accuracy of the length L can not be guaranteed.

2.3 Objectives
[1] Objective of this paper is to design the motion controller by briefly studying the different algorithm, which
can control & synchronize the speed of the DC motor of the paper cutting machine in such a way that the
required length of paper size can be cut.
[2] The paper cutting machines generally available in the market are generally manual and if automatic then it
is very costly.
[3] Objective is to develop, the kind of motion controller for paper cutting machine which is automatic, user
friendly, accurate and less costly.

III. MOTION CONTROLLER
A motion controller controls the movement of some object system. Every now and again movement controllers
are actualized utilizing computerized PCs, yet motion controllers can likewise be executed with just simple parts
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too. Motion controllers require a heap (something to be moved), a prime mover (something to bring about the
heap to move), a few sensors (to have the capacity to detect the movement and screen the prime mover), and a
controller to give the knowledge to bring about the prime mover to move the heap as wanted. Pretty much
everything that is man-made requires movement control amid its produce, bundling, circulation .
Motion control can be essentially characterized as the exact control of anything that moves. The system consists
of advance motion controllers, wiring and connectivity devices, motor drive units, software tools and interface
to third party devices. Controllers generate trajectories, which the motor follows. Drives then take the signals
sent by the controller and change them into signals that will actually move the motor. Feedback devices are used
to close the control loop in closed-loop systems. For instance, consider an application that requires high torque,
fast, and exact control. Since servomotors for the most part have higher torque at high speeds, a servomotor
would be the most proper.

3.1 Motion Control System
1. Designed for position and velocity control in variety of electromechanical configuration.
2. Optimized for use in test and measurement automation, laboratory automation, industrial control, Cartesian
robotics, material handling, integrated machine vision, machine tool control and OEM applications.

3.2 Block Diagram & Components Of Motion Control System.
3.2.1 ApplicaZtion Software
You can use application software to command target positions and motion control profiles.
3.2.2 Motion controller
The motion controller acts as brain of the of the system by taking the desired target positions and motion
profiles and creating the trajectories for the motors to follow, but outputting a ±10 V signal for servo motors, or
a step and direction pulses for stepper motors.
position

App
Software

Voltage

Motion
Controller

Current

Amp/D
rive

Motor

Mechanical

Feedback
Device
Position
Feedback

Fig 2. Components of Motion Control Systems.
3.2.3 Amplifier or drive
Amplifiers (also called drives) take the commands from the controller and generate the current required to drive
or turn the motor.
3.2.4 Motor
Motors turn electrical energy into mechanical energy and produce the torque required to move to the desired
target position
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3.2.5 Mechanical elements
Motors are designed to provide torque to some mechanics. These include linear slides, robotic arms, and special
actuators
.3.2.6 Feedback device or position sensor
A position feedback device is not required for some motion control applications (such as controlling stepper
motors), but is vital for servo motors. The input gadget, as a rule a quadrature encoder, faculties the engine
position and reports the outcome to the controller, consequently shutting the circle to the motion controller.

IV. EXISTING ALGORITHM TO DEVELOP MOTION CONTROLLER
4.1 PI Based Algorithm.
PI controller is verifiably the most generally utilized control calculation the procedure control industry. The
fundamental reason is its generally straightforward structure, which can be effectively comprehended and
executed by and by, and that many modern control procedures, for example, show prescient control, depend on
it [3].
PI control is math total of integration error and multiplying of error with constant. This situation depicted in
equation 1.
(1)

There are three levels in this methods:
Kp, Kı , u(t) and e(t) are proportional gain, integral gain, controller output and error signal, respectively.
There are a lot of methods for calculating the parameters of PI controller. Some of them are; Ziegler-Nichols,
Åström-Hägglund, Refined Ziegler-Nichols.

Fig 3. Block Diagram of PI Controller
4.2 FUZZY LOGIC Based Method
There is an as of now a noteworthy and developing enthusiasm for the use of artificial intelligence (AI) sort
models to the issue of displaying the flow of unpredictable, nonlinear procedures. By a long shot the most well
known sort of AI model for these reasons has been the neural system, which endeavors to create "wise" conduct
by reproducing the equipment required in the reasoning procedure. Another kind of AI model is the fluffy
model, which characterizes its data sources and yields as subjective qualities (really fluffy reference sets) and
afterward characterizes the quality of the connections between these info and yield reference sets [29].
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First of all mathematical model is necessary while making experimentation for control systems but it may not be
always possible in practice. Sometimes in spite of creating true model, using of this model makes some
complicated problems at the implementation.
At the point when stood up to with like these issues, information and experience of master individuals is used.
These individuals create adaptable control system by utilizing the words much of the time in our life ,as
"appropriate", "not exceptionally reasonable", "high", "somewhat high", "more", "more" which are characterized
unique variable. Fluff rationale control which has experimentation of fluffy group hypotheses and fluffy
rationale, has been set up like intelligent relatives.
A fluffy rationale framework depends on 4 principle parts which are shown in figure 4. [11].
1.

Input units which has been known fuzzifier

2.

Rule base

3.

Inference instrument

4.

Output units which has been known defuzzifier
Set of rules

Fuzzifier

Inference
Engine

Defuzzifier

Data base
Fig 4. Block Diagram of FUZZY Controller
The application of control algorithms based on the fuzzy logic theory has grown in recent years. This control
method is one of adaptive control based on a linguistic process which is in turn based on the prior experience
and heuristic rules used by human. The implementation of such control consists of translating the input variables
to a language, like positive big zero, negative small and to establish control rules so that the decision process can
produce the required outputs. If necessary, these linguistic outputs are transformed to numerical values[29].
The advantages of fuzzy logic controller includes:
i.

Easy computation. Widely available toolboxes and dedicated integrated circuits.

ii.

Convenience user interface. Easier end-user interpretation when the final user is not a control engineer.

iii.

Combine regulation algorithm and logic reasoning. Allowing for integrated circuit schemes.

iv.

Flexible, intuitive knowledge base design.

Some disadvantages or drawbacks of fuzzy logic controller are
i.

Time consuming returning even if applied to another plant in other location.

ii.

Design does not clearly outperform well-tuned conventional controller.

iii.

The performance robustness is not usually taken into account. iv. Many options (unclear). Thousands
of different fuzzy system configuration may arise[30].
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4.3 PID Based Methods
PID controller is proposed for this project due to simplicity, robustness, provide closed loop response
characteristics and can regulate time domain behavior of difference type of plants. PID Controller is the
combination of proportional, integral and derivative terms.
Each of these terms can be determined by the user. These terms need to be adjusted to optimize the precision of
control. The process of determining the values of these parameters is known as PID Tuning. The PID controller
includes a proportional term, integral term and derivative term, where the proportional term is to adjust the
output of controller according to all of the magnitude of error, the integral term is used to remove the steady
state error of control system and improve the steady state response, the derivative term is used to predict a trend
of error and improve the transient response of the system. These functions have been enough to the most control
processes. Because the structure of PID controller is simple, it is the most extensive control method to be used in
industry so far.
The PID controller is fundamentally to alter a suitable relative pick up (KP), necessary pick up (KI), and
differential pick up (KD) to accomplish the ideal control execution [7]. Ordinary PID control is broadly utilized
as a part of movement control due to its basic calculation and high unwavering quality. Be that as it may, a
portion of the controlled protest has no exact numerical model practically speaking, which prompts to set the
PID parameters intricately, in addition, the parameters as a rule have poor execution and hard to meet the high
accuracy movement control of direct engine. In the event that fluffy calculation is utilized to set the online PID
parameters, for example, Kp, Ki, Kd, it can not just hold the benefits of basic standards and advantageous
utilization of the routine PID control framework, additionally possess the attributes, for example, adaptability
and flexibility of the fluffy control, which can improve execution of the control framework effectively[8]. Over
the past half century, analysts have looked for the following key innovation for PID tuning and particular
acknowledgment. Many plan strategies can be electronic and, with reenactment bundles generally utilized, the
pattern of computerizing simulation-based outlines is picking up force. Modernizing empowers reproductions to
be done consequently, which encourages the look for the most ideal PID settings for the current application. A
reenactment based approach requires no simulated minimization of the control abundancy and enhances drowsy
transient reaction without windup. In handling PID issues, it is alluring to utilize standard PID structures for a
sensible scope of plant sorts and operations. Modularization around standard PID structures ought to likewise
help enhance the cost adequacy of PID control and support. Along these lines, powerfully ideal plan strategies,
for example, PID simple can be produced. By including framework recognizable proof methods, the whole PID
outline and tuning procedure can be mechanized, and particular code pieces can be made accessible for
opportune application and constant adaptation[32].
A PID Controller consists of a proportional (P) element, integral (I) element and Derivative (D) element
The PID algorithm is the most popular feedback controller widely used feedback control in industrial control
system. The PID method is one of the most feedback control system that has been used more than 50 years ago.
One of the most punctual cases of a PID-sort controller was created by Elmer Sperry in 1911, while the initially
distributed hypothetical investigation of a PID controller was by Russian American engineer Nicolas Minorsky
in 1922. It is a strong effortlessly comprehended algorithm that can provide fabulous control performance
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despite the varied dynamic characteristics of process plant. This is a kind of feedback controller whose output, a
control variable (CV) is generally based on the error (e) between some user defined set point (SP) and some
measured process variable (PV). Figure -- shows the general block diagram of PID controller.

Desired
state

M

Feedback
Signal
Measured
State
Fig 4. Block Diagram of PID
Controller
The proportional, integral, and derivative terms are summed to calculate the output of the PID controller. By
defining u (t) as the controller output, the equation form of a PID controller as a continuos function of time is:
(2)
Where,
u(t) is a control signal (input to the plant)
Kp is a proportional gain (tuning parameter)
Ki is an integral gain (tuning parameter)
Kd is a derivatives gain (tuning parameter)

e(t) is an error term

is a summation of all past error over time

is a rate of change of error

term.
For the basic control system, the controller compares the measured value to a set point or reference
voltage to get the error value and then the error signal will take the appropriate corrective action. The parameters
of PID controller, Kp, Ki and Kd can be manipulated to produce various response curves from a motor
controller.
(3)
where: r(t) is a set point (SP) or reference voltage
y(t) is a measured value or process variable
V. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED SYSTEM.
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Fig 5. Block Diagram of Proposed Motion Controller with PID
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5.1 Description of Block Diagram
After Initializing & configuring the parameter of PID, Motion Controller sends the impulse to the motor
driver who controls the DC Servo motor. Simultaneously the Position & Speed Control of the Motors are
measured by Incremental Encoder & it’s feedback is given to the cutter & Motion Controller, if there is a error
then with the help of PID Parameters we can estimated & solve the error as per the user input.

VI. FLOWCHART OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
START

Parameter
Initialization
Paper cutting, Length setting,
Cutting Knife, Frequency
Setting

Automatic Control

Manual
Program

Motor Feed Forward
& PID Program

Complete the paper
Cutting task or not

Have
Alarm &
Fault or
not ?

Slow Down

Stop Running

Fig 6. Flow Chart of Proposed Motion Controller with PID

VII. HARDWARE MODEL & SIMULATION RESULTS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
7.1 Hardware Model
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7.2 Simulation Results

VIII. CONCLUSION
1. The speed control of the paper cutter is a very important process in the production of paper cutting
application, it has determined the quality to the whole product. While the paper cutter is working, speed of
paper roller and blade roller have decided the length of paper, control the extents of these two velocities,
can cut the paper length in trusted.
2. But , the two speeds are time-varying, time-relaying, randomnesses greater, if adopt the traditional method
such as operate two potentiometers to control the pace of two directions, is very difficult to realize two
paces run in proportion and accurately.
3. Thus the speed & position control is an important process in this application & for this we have to control
the speed of the DC Servo motor which is controlled by motion controller.
4. The experiment results validate the considerable performance of our algorithm.

IX. BENEFITS OF MOTION CONTROLLER
1.

Increased position and speed accuracy

2.

Higher speeds

3.

Faster reaction time

4.

Increased production

5.

Smoother developments

6.

Reduction in expenses

7.

Integration with other computerization

8.

Integration with different procedures

9.

Ability to change over coveted particulars into movement required to create an item

10. Increased information and ability diagnose and troubleshoot
11. Increased consistency
12. Improved efficiency
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X. FUTURE ASPECTS
From the study of various methods, one can design & develop a motion controller for position and velocity
control in variety of electromechanical configuration like various kind of paper products, slice of nonferrous
metal, plastic, thin film, leather, etc. & for specific dedicated applications where the speed & motion control of
components are necessary. Since, this project is based on intelligence of Human-Machine Interaction,
researchers can control & implement this type of systems by processors also. Further Modifications in this
device will helpful to interface & control this type of machines. By looking at the current scenario of such
technologies, it can be said that these technologies will be more helpful for the world in near future.
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FAULT DETECTION OF INDUCTION MOTOR USING
SIMULINK
Satej Santosh Shetgaonkar
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ABSTRACT
Online monitoring of the electrical machines can reduces the costs of maintenance by allowing the early
detection of faults, which could be expensive to repair.In this paper a simulink model is developed in
Matlab/SIMULINK for Induction Motor using Fuzzy-logic Controller to analyze the performance under the
turn-turn short in one phase winding, Unbalance in input voltage and open phase faults were simulated.

Keywords— Matlab/Simulink,Induction motor,Fuzzy logic
I. INTRODUCTION
Online fault detection of induction motor have been challenging for engineers. Induction motors are most
widely used electrical machines for industrial automation, domestic and commercial applications. These motors
have advantages such as robustness, simplicity of its construction and highly reliable [1].Althought this motors
are reliable they are subjected to some stress that can cause fault leading to damage. Hence detection of initial
fault can reduce the cost of maintance. Lot of research that are made which indicate that 35% of the fault is
generated in the stator winding[2].For the past 20 years large amount of research into the creation of new
monitoring techniques for Induction Motor This new methods have been developed and are being used in
industries and research is continuing with the development of new and alternative on-line diagnostic
techniques[6]. However it depends on the users who have to make the selection of most appropriate and
effective monitoring technique to suit their particular Induction Motor drive systems.

II. MODELING OF INDUCTION MOTOR FOR VARIOUS FAULT CONDITION
Modeling is a process of analyzing a mathematical description that has the dynamic characteristics of a
component in terms of parameters that can be determine in practice.Every model has parameters that are
determined experimentally and then verified and validated. Verification involves mathmethical solution and
underlining assumption. Validation involves in how adequately the model reflects pertinent aspects of the actual
system[4]. Modeling and simulation are useful where the actual system does not exist, too expensive or time
consuming.
In this modeling of induction motor there are certain assumption are being made whisc are as follows:1.Uniform air gap.
2. Balance stator and rotor winding
3. Saturation and parameter change are neglected.

2.1 Induction motor equation
The voltage equation for three phase induction motor is express as follows:
2.1.1 Stator equation
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(1)
2.1.2 Rotor equation

(2)
2.1.3 Flux linkages due to interaction of stator and rotor winding are represented as

2.1.4 Electromechanical torque equtation
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2.1.5 Dynamic load equtation

2.1.6 Stator inductance
It is assume that the air gap in induction motor is uniformally distributed and all self inductance is identical.

Mutual inductance between any two stator winding is the is the same due to symmetry which is given by:

2.1.7 Rotor inductance
In the same manner the mutual inductance between the rotor is given by

The mutual inductance between the stator and the rotor varies with the change in the rotor position.

III. SIMULINK MODEL OF INDUCTION MOTOR
In this section implementation of stationary reference model of three phase induction motor is done using
simulink. This simulation uses all the equation which are listed in the previous section. Figure 1 shows the
overall diagram of the three phase induction. Figure 2 shows the subsystem of the main block.
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Fig 1 shows the simulink model of induction motor
In this model there are parameters that are stored in a m file. This parameters are accessed by this model while
running this model.The parameters that are used in this model are as follows[8]:
Rated Voltage V=230v , Frequency f=50Hz Stator Resistence=15.3ῼ , Rotor Resistance=7.46ῼ . The stator and
rotor self-inductances are equal to Lstator = Lrotor = Lleakage+Lmutual = .035+.55 = .585H, The mutual
inductance between any two stator and any tow rotor windings is equal to Lss,mutual = Lrr,mutual =
0.5Lmutual = -0.275H.The mutual inductance between a stator winding and any rotor winding is equal to L sr
,mutual =

Lmutual =0.55H Number of Poles p = 4, Inertial constant J = 0.023kg.m2

Fig2 shows the subsystem of the main block
IV. DESIGNING A FUZZY LOGIC FOR INDUCTION MOTOR
Fuzzy logic is a Boolean logic that is used in order to handle values between 0 and 1[3].Fuzzy logic is a tool
that is used in controlling the complex industrial device and also household devices. It is a multivalued logic
that defines value between 0 and 1 or yes and no etc. This notation are mathematically process by computer.This
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allows human ways of thinking in programming a computer[5]. This work require expert knowledge of
different equtation in order to define a system.

4.1 Input Membership Function
Membership function is used to map the data in between 0 and 1.It consist of input and output membership
function.In the input membership function consist of three input variables. They are Ia, Ib and Ic which is the
stator current. In this trapezoidal and triangular membership function is used. The input variables are interpreted
as Zero (Z), Small(S), Medium (M) and Big (B).The range of the input membership function is from 0 to 3.

4.2 Output Membership Function
The output membership function consist of one variable. This output is interpreted as Good, Damaged and
Seriously Damaged.In this trapezoidal Membership Function is used. The range of output membership function
is from 0 to 100.

4.3 Defuzzification and Fuzzy Rules
Defuzzification is defined as the conversion of fuzzy output to crisp output. There are many types of
defuzzification methods available. Here we used Center of Area (COA) method for defuzzification. Despite its
complexity it is more popularly used because, if the areas of two or more contributing rules overlap, the
overlapping area is counted only once.

Fig 3 Fuzzy rules

V. SIMILATION RESULTS
5.1 Normal Operation
The above simulation runs for 2.0 seconds. The motor is started from rest with rated voltage and no load. From
the output of the fuzzy logic it is seen the health of the motor remains good after the transient time. Figure 4 and
5 shows the output of stator current and fuzzy logic output.
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Stator Current (A) vs Time (sec) during normal operation
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Fig 4 Stator current under normal operation
Health of Induction Motor (%) by Fuzzy Logic
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Fig 5 Fuzzy logic under normal operation

5.2 Turn-Turn short in one phase winding
After normal operation short circuit is being carried out in the R phase[7]. This can be done by placing a value
at of stator resistance at short circuit fault is equal to Rstator, fault = 13.1Ω. Thus we can find the value of
inductance at fault using the ratio of

In this simulation starts with normal state and then fault is created at 1 second. From this results it is see that
after obtaining a steady state at 1 second turn fault is created by changing the above parameters. It is seen that
the during normal operation that is before fault the health of motor is good. As soon as fault is created stator
current is unbalanced and health of motor goes in damaged state and it settles in damaged state. Figure 6 and 7
shows the output of stator current and fuzzy logic output.
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Stator Current (A) vs Time (sec)
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Fig 6 Stator current under turn to turn short in 1 phase
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Fig 5 Fuzzy logic under turn to turn short in 1 phase

5.3 Unbalance in input voltage
The simulation of induction motor with voltage unbalance can be simulated by simply varying the voltage
magnitude in any one of the phase. The fault has been created by changing the voltage of B phase.In this case a
6% of the rated voltage in C phase was reduced to create unbalance. In this simulation starts with normal
parameters to obtain steady state at 1second.After that a fault is createdby changing the magnitude of B phase
voltage. From these results it can be concluded that during normal operation(before fault), the health of the
motor is Good, as soon as the fault is created the stator current becomes unbalanced, and the health of the
induction motor goes seriously damaged and finally settles to Damaged state. . Figure 6 and 7 shows the output
of stator current and fuzzy logic output.
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Stator Current (A) vs Time (sec)
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Fig 6 Stator current under unbalance in input voltage
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Fig 5 Fuzzy logic under unbalance in input voltage

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper the induction motor was simulated by dynamic model. Afterwards, the equations were revisited by
accounting faults in one of the phases. As for the issue of fault realization, the fuzzy logic was used. The
advantages of this method are the high accuracy, easy implementation and independence to motor model during
the fault detection process.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED MECHANISM
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ABSTRACT
Manufacturers are adopting automation for time saving and good quality production. Automation helps to
improve quantity and quality of product and it also saves production time. Saving of time means reducing the
production cost that manufacturers can provide good quality product at low price. Life style of people are
getting very busy and fast so, most of people like to use ready to eat or pre-cocked food. Food industries are
facing huge market demand for food products. In India, most of food industries are using the automation for the
primary food packaging but there is still absence of automation for the secondary food packaging. Most of small
food industries or local food industries are doing the secondary packaging manually which is taking much time.
Even the main production of the food and primary packaging are completing with automated machines.
Adopting automation for secondary packaging is costly because it needs to be imported from other countries
like Germany, U.S.A., china who are using full automation for the food industries. Developing and adopting
secondary packaging automation will help growth of local food industries.

Keywords – Automation; Secondary food packaging; pneumatic system, PLC; PTC Creo
Parametric 2.0
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day’s people’s life style getting very busy so, most of people like to use pre cocked food or ready to eat
food. So the food that save people time getting very famous. So, Consumer demand for shelf-stable, highquality food with a maximum degree of safety is increasing very high. That is the main reason for the food
industries to focus on processing of liquid and semisolid foodstuffs. Food products should also meet the sensory
and nutritional parameters, as specified by the consumer and legislative authorities. Thermal processing is one
of the reliable methods to preserve the food. Aseptic processing and packaging is an established technique used
for decade to process suitable low-acid food products like milk and milk products, for example, puddings as
well as nondairy desserts, fruits and vegetables juices, soups, sauces and particulate foods. Even there are many
kind of food available that getting very famous in consumer due to food quality and its time saving cocking
procedure.
Food industries are giving most of attention to their food quality. But just better quality is not enough to stand to
the market competition. There are certain many other factor that need to be focused like advertising, production,
and packaging etc. packaging is much important factor for the industries like the production. Packaging provides
the advertising for the product, show the standards of food and reputation of company. Food industries are also
creating new kind of food with different flavor for standing in the market against high completion of market.
They are trying to provide best quality food product at possible low price. Though Food industries are investing
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much money to promote their product, they need to concentrate on the production time that effects the final
product price.
In new days all the industries are adopting the automation for taking their production to high level. Even food
and pharmaceutical companies are also adopting the automation for production. Automation in food industries
offer the hygienic and fast environment for the food production. It takes the food production at very high level
of technology. Most of food industries are adopting the automation for the production and packaging for
boosting their production. Automation takes the industry to the edge of the technology.

2. COMPONENTS
2.1 PLC
PLC is a Programmable Logic Controller. PLC is essentially a user friendly micro-processor based
microcomputer. The most important advantage of PLC is that it can be easily programmed and reprogrammed.
PLC has tremendous impact on industrial control and instrumentation due to its high reliability and flexibility at
the design and implementation stages.

Figure 1. PLC

2.2 SMPS
A switched-mode power supply (SMPS) is an electronic circuit that converts power using switching devices that
are turned on and off at high frequencies. Switching power supplies have high efficiencies and are widely used
in a variety of electronic equipment, including computers and other sensitive equipment requiring stable and
efficient power supply.

Figure 2. SMPS (Switch mode power supply)
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2.3 Solenoid Valve
Solenoid valve is an electromechanically operated valve. The valve is controlled by the electric current.
Solenoid valves are mostly used for controlling the fluid flow. Their tasks are to shut off, release, distribute the
fluid flow. They provide safe and fast switching. Solenoid valve have high reliability, long service life, good
medium compatibility of the material used, low control power and compact design.

Figure 3. 5/3 Solenoid Valve
Technical Parameters
Valve Type

5 Ports / 3 Position

Port Size

G 3/8”

Nominal Diameter (mm)

10

Applicable Medium

Compressed air, dry, filtered and Lubricated

Applicable Pressure Range

1.5-9 kgf/cm2

Design

Spool type with spacer sleeve

Applicable Temperature

5o – 60o c

Figure 4. 5/2 Solenoid Valve
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Technical Parameters
Valve Type

5 Ports / 2 Position

Port Size

G 1/8”

Nominal Diameter (mm)

6

Applicable Medium

Compressed air, dry, filtered and Lubricated

Applicable Pressure Range

1.5-8 kgf/cm2

Design

Spool type with spacer sleeve

Applicable Temperature

5o – 60o c

2.4 FRL Unit
Filter Regulator Lubricator (FRL) contains air leaving a compressor is hot, dirty, and wet which can damage and
shorten the life of downstream equipment, such as valves and cylinders. Before air can be used it needs to be
filtered, regulated and lubricated. An air line filter cleans compressed air. It strains the air and traps solid
particles (dust, dirt, rust) and separates liquids (water, oil) entrained in the compressed air. Filters are installed in
the air line upstream of regulators, lubricators, directional control valves, and air driven devices such as
cylinders and air motors. That maintains the pressure of air to entire circuit.

Figure 5. FRL Unit (Filter RegulatorLubricator)
Technical Parameters
Medium

Compressed Air

Port Size

G 1/4”

Design

Filter, Regulator with pressure Gauge and Lubricator

Pressure Gauge Port Size

G1/8”

Flow Rate (nl/min)

1700

Max. Supply Pressure

10 kgf/cm2

Regulating Pressure range

0.5 to 8.5 kgf/cm2

Ambient/medium Temperature

0 to 60o c

Filtration in microns

5,40 (Standard)
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2.5 Relay Card
A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate a switch,
but other operating principles are also used, such as solid-state relays. Relays are used where it is necessary to
control a circuit by a separate low-power signal, or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal.

Figure 6. Relay card

2.6 Pneumatic Actuator

Figure 7. Pneumatic Actuator
Technical Parameters
Bore (mm)

32

Standard Stroke length (mm)

50, 100, 200

Action

Double Acting Type

Medium

Filtered and Lubricated Compressed air

Operating Pressure range

1-10 kgf/cm2
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Proof Pressure

15 kgf/cm2

Ambient and medium temperature

-5 to 70o c

Operating Piston Speed

50 – 800 Mm/s

Cushion Type

Adjusting Cushioning

Cushion Stroke (mm)

24

Port Size

G1/8”

III. CALCULATION FOR FORCE
D = 32mm


P= 5 Kgf/m3

d = 12mm

Thrust F = πD2 ×
4

P
10

F = 3.14 × (32)2 ×

5

4

10

F = 401.9 N
Where, D=Bore in mm,
P= Working Pressure in bar,


Pull F = π (D2 – d2)

×

4

P
10

F = 3.14 × (322 – 122) × 5
4

10

F = 345.4 N
Where, D=Bore in mm,
d=diameter of piston in mm
P= Working Pressure in bar
3.1 Pneumatic Circuit
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3.2 Ladder Diagram

3.3 Modelling of Mechanism

Figure 8. Exploded view of assembly

Figure 9. Final Assembly of Mechanism
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Figure 10. Prepared prototype for Automated Mechanism for Secondary Food Packaging

V. CONCLUSION
With the above developed automated mechanism, primary food packages can be packed automatically for the
secondary packaging.
The manpower requirement can be reducing with the use of this automation.
It reduces the total packaging time so production time is reducing.
Pneumatic drive is selected for the above mechanism that provides clean, hygienic and best suited for food
industries.
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EVALUATION OF PROPERTIES OF SELF CURING
CONCRETE BY USING POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
B. Ajitha1, Ghantasala Nirupama2
Department of Civil Engineering, JNTUACE Anantapuramu, Andhra Pradesh-51500
ABSTRACT
The experimental study is carried out to examine the use of water-soluble and water retains by using polyvinyl
alcohol PVA as self-curing agent. In the present work strength characteristics of self-curing concrete is to be
better found and compared with conventional concrete of similar mix design.
The concrete properties are studied at different percentages of polyvinyl alcohol additional to the concrete mix
by mass of cement i.e., starting from 0.03% and doubling the same. Locally available coarse aggregate having
the maximum size of 16 mm and 10 mm was used in this work. The concrete mix is prepared by mixing the
ingredients are cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and PVA as per mix proportion. The Ingredients are
weighed according to the mix proportion M60.
The three specimens were tested for 3, 7 and 28 days with each proportion of PVA. The results which indicate
that Water retention for the concrete mixes incorporate self-curing agent is elevated compared to conventional
concrete mixes, as found by the mass loss with time. The result which shows that the compressive strength and
workability of self curing concrete is found to be more than conventional concrete at certain percentage of
Polyvinyl Alcohol [2] added to the concrete mix.
Keywords: Polyvinyl Alcohol, Self Curing agent, Water retentivity

I. INTRODUCTION
Curing of concrete is in favour of maintaining adequate moisture content in concrete for the duration of its early
stages to build up the required properties [1]. But, good curing is not always realistic and often disused in
several cases. The idea of self-curing agents is to decrease the water evaporation from concrete and hence raise
the water preservation capacity of the concrete which is compared to conventional concrete.
The make use of self-curing admixtures is very significant from the point of sight that water resources are
reaching precious every day. The advantage of self-curing admixtures is more considerable in wasteland areas
anywhere water is not sufficiently obtainable.
Curing is the mainly significant movement in concrete structure. Lack of curing has considerable impact on
concrete strength and durability. Hydrophilic water--soluble polymers which can be used as self--curing agents
in concrete as they can absorb water and keep the surrounding medium moist so that water can be used later by
cement.
Curing is planned first and foremost to keep the concrete wet, by prevent the loss of moisture from the concrete
during the period in which it is gaining strength. The two specimens such as cylinder and beams are tested by
using Split tensile and flexural tests to find their strengths.
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II. PROPERTIES OF MATERIAL
2.1 Polyvinyl alcohol as self curing agent
Polyvinyl alcohol is formed from the chemical compound of polyvinyl acetate, regularly by a continues process
[5]. It is clear and white coloured granular powder. It melts in hot water and soluble in ethyl alcohol, PH ranges
of a 5% solution of polyvinyl alcohol exhibits 5.0 to 6.5. It has properties like emulsifying and gum
properties.PVA is fully degradable and dissolves quickly [7].

2.2 Fine aggregate (Sand)
The sand which is used for the experimental work was locally available and conformed to Indian Standard
Specifications IS: 2386-2013 . The properties of sand which belongs to Grade Zone II. The different properties
of fine aggregate are Specific gravity (2.343), Fineness modulus (3.015), Bulking of sand (27.53%) and Bulk
density (16.70 KN/m3)

2.3 Cement
In

the present work we used Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) and its brand name is ACC cement The 53

grade of ACC cement was used for casting of Cylinders and Beams. It is in gray colour and free from lumps.
The main properties of cement are Specific gravity 3.24, Normal Consistency is 26.5%, Initial setting time is 39
mins and Final setting time is 185 minutes. Fineness 3% it is conformed to Indian Standard Specifications IS:
2386-2013 [6]

2.4 Aggregates
Stone coarse aggregate which is sieved through the sieve shakers and found the required size of 4.75mm in this
work. The maximum sizes of aggregate are 16 and 10mm. The aggregates were tested as per Indian Standard
Specifications BIS: 2386-2013. Angular aggregates with maximum grain size of 16 mm, 10 mm and
downgraded were used. The main properties of angular aggregrates are specific gravity of 16 mm (2.629), 10
mm (2.74), Fineness modulus is 2.08, Crushing value 20% Impact value 20.36% and Water absorption 0.50%.

III. DETAILS OF SPECIMENS
3.1 For Cylinder
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Figure 3:1 Specimen of Cylinder
Volume of Cylinder = d2 l/4
= π x 0.152 x 0.30/ 4
= 0.00531 m3
Volume of Cylinder = 0.00531 m3
Cement

: 425 x 0.00531=2.256kgs

Fine aggregate

: 653 x 0.0053 =3.467kgs

Coarse aggregate
a) 16mm

: 725 x 0.00531= 3.8425kgs

b) 10mm

: 483×0.00531=2.559kgs

Water

: 148.8 x 0.00531 = 0.78864litre

3.2 For Beam

Figure 3:2 Specimen of Beam
Volume of beam = LXBXD
= 700x150x150
= 0.0157m3
Cement: 425x0.0157 = 6.6375kgs
Fine aggregate: 653x0.0157 = 10.281kgs
Coarse aggregate
a)16mm: 725x0.0157 = 10.875kgs
b)10mm: 483 x0.0157=7.60kgs
Water: 148.8x0.0157 = 2.232 litre
Super plasticizer for all=0.004428m34. TESTS ARE CONDUCTED
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4.1 Split tensile strength test

Figure 4:1 Split tensile test on cylinders
The ingredients of the concrete i.e., cement, sand and aggregate were weighed and mixed dry. For dry
mix the calculated quantity of PVA were added and the mixing was continued till a homogeneous mix was
obtained. Then the calculated quantity of water was added and again mixed thoroughly.
There are two different specimens such as beam and cylinder were tested for 3, 7 and 28 days with
each proportion of PVA [9]. The constituents were weighed and the materials were mixed by hand mixing. The
mixes were compacted using vibrating needles. The water cement ratio adopted was 0.35. The specimens were
remoulded after 24h, cured in dry area for 3, 7and 28 days, and then Split tensile tests are conducted in the
machine.
The specimens were located on the Split tensile testing machine [3]. The dial gauges were placed on
the particular locations. Load was applied on the specimen gradually. The load was applied continuously till
the failure of the specimen takes place. The type of failure noted down carefully.
Computation of the split tensile strength was as follows.
Split tensile strength = (2p/πdl)
Where, p=load in KN
d=diameter of cylinder=150 mm
l=length of cylinder=300 mm

4.2 Flexural strength test

Figure 4:2 Flexural test on beams
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Brush the beam fresh. Turn the beam on its side, with respect to its site as moulded and place it in the breaking
machine [4]. The size of the beam specimen is 150x150x700mm. Arrange the test specimen by satisfying the
concrete into the mould in 3 layers of approximately equal thickness. Fill each layer 35 times using the tamping
bar as mentioned above. Tamping should be dispersed uniformly over the entire cross section of the beam
mould and throughout the deepness of each layer.
Clean the bearing surfaces of the supporting and loading rollers, and remove any loose sand or other material
from the surfaces of the specimen where they are to make contact with the rollers. Circular rollers manufactured
out of steel which is having a cross section with diameter of 38 mm can be used for provided that support and
loading points to the specimens. The length of the rollers shall be at least 10 mm more than the width of the test
specimen. A total of four rollers shall be used, three out of which shall be capable of rotating along their own
axes. The distance between the outer rollers (i.e. span) shall be 3d and the distance between the inner rollers
shall be d. The inner rollers shall be equally spaced between the outer rollers, such that the entire system is
systematic.
The test specimen shall be placed in the machine correctly centered with the longitudinal axis of the specimen at
right angles to the rollers. For moulded specimens, the mould filling direction shall be normal to the direction of
loading.
The load shall be applied at a rate of loading of 400 kg/min for the 15.0 cm specimens and at a rate of 180
kg/min for the 10.0 cm specimens.
Calculation of the flexural strength was as fallows.
Flexural strength = [(pl/bd2) x1000]
Where,
P=load in KN
L=effective length of beam=700mm
b=width of the beam=150mm
d=depth of the beam=150mm

V. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
5.1 Split tensile strength of all Samples
Samples

% of PVA

Split tensile strength at 28 S (N/mm2)
28 days

7 days

3 days

Sample (a)

0

4.39

3.54

3.09

Sample (b)

0.03

5.7

4.1

3.12

Sample (c)

0.06

6.2

4.34

3.45

Sample (d)

0.12

6.72

4.47

3.59

Sample (e)

0.24

6.8

4.58

3.8
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Figure 5:1 Split Tensile strength of a Cylinder at different percentages of PVA
The Split Tensile strength for the concrete mix gradually increased with the increase in % of PVA
added up to 0.24% of PVA. The concrete mix ready by replacing the admixture of 0.24% of PVA which is
having the more tensile strength. If there is a need of concrete with high tensile strengths in same grade of
concrete the mix with 0.24% PVA can be adopted.
Through’ the chart it can be said that the high tensile strength mix can be get at the percentage between
0.06% and 0.24%. But through our experiment we adopt that high tensile strength mix can be obtained by
replacing 0.24% of fine aggregate by PVA. High tensile strength can be seen in the concretes with 0.24% of
PVA.

5.2 Flexural Strength of all Samples

Flexural Strength at 28 days
Samples

% PVA

(N/mm2)
28 days

7days

3 days

Sample (a)

0

6.28

4.35

3

Sample (b)

0.03

6.98

4.52

3.6

Sample (c)

0.06

7

4.65

3.72

Sample (d)

0.12

7.1

4.7

4.03

Sample (e)

0.24

7.19

4.8

4.19
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Figure 5:3 Flexural strength of a Beam at different percentage of PVA
The Flexural strength for the concrete mix gradually increased with the increase in % of PVA added up to
0.24% of PVA. From the above graph we can observe that the high flexural strength mix can be found at the
percentage between 0.03 % and 0.24% [9]. But through our experiment we adopt that high flexural strength mix
can be obtain by replacing 0.24% of fine aggregate by PVA. High flexural strength can be seen in the concretes
with 0.24% of PVA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn based on the investigation

 The Flexural strength for the concrete mix gradually increased with the increase in % of PVA added up to
0.24% of PVA. As percentages of PVA increases then flexural strength also increases for 3, 7 and 28 days at
0.24% of PVA.

 The high flexural strength 7.19 N/mm2 could be observed in the concretes with 0.24% of PVA for 28 days.
 Finally the concrete mix with 0.24% of PVA gives the best self curing concrete mix with high flexural
strength and high workability.

 The concrete mix ready by replacing the admixture of 0.24% of PVA which is having the more tensile
strength for 28 days at 0.24 % of PVA.

 The split tensile test gives maximum tensile strength is 6.8 N/mm2 for 28 days and also gives good strength for
concrete construction.
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THERMOELASTIC INSTABILITY OF ALKALI
HALIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
Dr. Poonam Gupta
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ABSTRACT
The thermodynamic and thermoelastic behaviour of solids at high temperatures, thermal expansivity and
isothermal bulk modulus are vital parameters (Anderson, 1995). In the present study I have obtained a relation
between potential energy and its derivatives with bulk modulus for ionic solids to estimate temperature
dependence of thermal expansivity and bulk modulus at high temperature. Calculated values of interionic
separations(r), potential energy parameters (Point of inflection) and isothermal bulk modulus are calculated
and are in good agreement with the reported experimental values.

Key Words: Isothermal bulk modulus; thermal expansivity; Point of inflection of alkali halides.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of thermoelastic properties of minerals is essential for examine and understanding of the dynamic
effect of earth’s interior. Lindemann [1] gave a formula assuming that the amplitude of thermal vibration of
atom about their equilibrium position in lattice must increase progressively with increase in temperature. Cartz
and Gilverry [2] have reformulated the Lindemann criterion utilizing the Debye- Waller theory.

Born

[3]

suggested that shear modulus of a crystal decreases rise in temperature. According to Thompson [4] a crystal
become unstable only when a normal frequency become imaginary. In mechanical theory of the difference
between solid and liquid is that solid has elastic moduli against shearing stress, while the liquid has not.
Instability of the solid lattice is sometime defined as the onset of lack of long rang order of the sudden loss of
rigidity (vanishing of the shear velocity). Ida [5] developed a theory of vibration elongation, which is define as
the effective increase in interatomic distance due to the lattice vibration, the anharmonicity of the lattice play an
important role in the concept of vibrational elongation by Ida. The theory of melting as proposed by Ida has
been reformulated by Ishizaki et al [6]. That ultrasonic sound velocity tends to zero corresponding to high
temperature at which melting occurs. Hence the two theories due to Born and Ida imply that the velocity tends
to zero at high temperature approaches to melting temperature. Hunter and Siegel [7], have show the inadequacy
of concept of melting through their observations shear modulus did not vanish even at melting temperature.
Enck [8], Slagle and Mckinstry [9] and others [10-11] also failed to reveal a vanishing shear elastic constant.
In present study, I develop the formulation for thermodynamic and thermoelastic behaviour of solids at high
temperatures, thermal expansivity and isothermal bulk modulus are vital parameters [12] (Anderson, 1995). In
the present study I have obtained a relation between potential energy and its derivatives with bulk modulus for
ionic solids to estimate temperature dependence of thermal expansivity and bulk modulus at high temperature.
Calculated values of interionic separations(r) and isothermal bulk modulus are calculated and are in good
agreement with the reported experimental values (Anderson, 1995). The point of inflection in potential energy is
identified corresponding to d 2

/dr2 = 0. Value of interionic separation (rm) at melting temperature (Tm) is

calculated by using the Anderson formula for thermal expansivity. Isothermal bulk modulus (KT) also calculated
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by using the Born-Mie potential form [13, 14]. The temperature dependence of isothermal bulk modulus (KT) is
also predicted on the basis of non-linear dependence of (KT) with temperature starting from room temperature.
A close agreement between theory and experiment reveals the validity of extrapolated data.

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The value of potential energy ( ) for ionic solid such as alkali halides can be written as
= -

+

….(1)

R

Where the first term on right represents the electrostatic Colombian energy and

R

is the overlap repulsive

short range energy arising from the Pauli’s exclusion principle. M is the Medelung’s constant and which is equal
to 1.7476 for NaCl- type solids. The overlap repulsive energy by Born-Mie potential form [15] in inverse power
form is
R

Potential energy

-n

= B

….(2)

can given as by using these formulas
=-

-n

B

…..(3)

Melting of solids takes place when the interionic separation corresponds to the point of inflection in potential
energy [16-17]. At the point of inflection the second order derivatives of potential energy ( ) with respect to r
vanishes and therefore the value of ri are calculated from condition
 d 2

 dr 2




 0

 r  ri

…(4)

The potential energy is determined using the Hildebrand EOS [18]
P

d
 TKT
dV

…(5)

The expression for isothermal bulk modulus KT derived from equation (5) using the relationship
KT = - V (dP/dV)T. The expression thus obtained is as follow:
KT  V

d 2
 TK T
dV 2

….(6)

Where = (d lnKT/dT). Since V = r for solids with NaCl type structures we can express the volume derivatives
3

of potential energy in term of derivative with respect to interionic separation (r) as:
d
1 d

dV
6r 2 dr

V

d 2
1  d 2  2d 




2
2
18r 
rdr 
dV
 dr


..…(7)
…..(8)

Now equation (6) can be written as with the help of Eq.(7) & Eq.(8)
KT 

1
18r

KT 

 d 2
2 d 

 dr 2  r dr 
  TKT



1
18r

 d 2
2 d 

 dr 2  r dr 



1  T 

….(9)

....(10)

For calculating KT from Eq. (10), we used the Anderson formula for thermal expansivity α for determining the
values r at different temperatures (T). According Anderson formula
….(11)

   0 1   0 T T  T0 1
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T remains constant at higher temperature T ≥ θD, the Debye temperature according to Anderson. The product of
αKT remains constant at T ≥ θD, which gives relation

 /  0  V / V0 

…..(12)

T

Since (V/V0) = (r/r0)3 , following relationship is obtained by using Eq. (11) & Eq. (12)

r (T )  r0 1   0 T (T  T0 )

1 / 3T

…..(13)

Where r(T) is interionic separation hold good results for alkali halides. In present study we calculated interionic
separation at higher temperature close to melting temperature and temperature close to where isothermal bulk
modulus vanishes of alkali halides. The input data for α0 and δT from Kumar [19] .For calculating KT from Eq.
(10), we used Eq. (3) for determining

and

at different interionic separation r.

Thus for the inverse power form first and second derivative of potential energy are given as:
d
Me 2
Bn


dr
r2
r0

 r

r
 0






  n 1

d 2
2Me 2
Bn n  1  r




2
3
r
dr
r
r02
 0

……(14)





 n  2 

……(15)

II. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
In present paper, I calculated the values of melting temperature(T m) for Alkali halides, Isothermal bulk modulus
2
2
(KT) using the Anderson formula. I have calculated values d  and temperature where d  becomes zero of

dr 2

dr 2

alkali halides (LiF, LiCl, NaF, NaCl, KF, KCl, RbF, RbCl). The result are found be in close agreement with the
experiment which in turn reveals the validity of present work.

Table 1: Calculated values of ri, r', rm and Tm for power inverse potential form in the present
study experimental values of r´ , ri, rm and Tm are given within parentheses ( )
ri (Ǻ)

r ´ (Ǻ)

rm (Ǻ)

T (K)

LiF

2.538 (2.539)

1.715 (1.716)

2.127 (2.218)

1331

LiCl

3.154 (3.157)

2.226 (2.227)

2.69 (2.692)

972

NaF

2.86 (2.862)

2.008 (2.009)

2.434 (2.435)

1330

NaCl

3.423 (3.427)

2.467 (2.465)

2.945 (2.946)

1062

KF

3.241 (3.246)

2.347 (2.348)

2.794 (2.796)

1183

KCl

3.769 (3.772)

2.782 (2.784)

3.276 (3.278)

1162

RbF

3.398 (3.398)

2.5 (2.50)

2.949 (2.949)

1207

RbCl

3.914 (3.918)

2.93 (2.929)

3.422 (3.424)

1085

Crystal
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Where ri is the value of interionic separation at the point of inflection and r’ is the values of interionic distance
where potential energy of the solid equals to the potential energy of solid at point of inflection.

Table 2: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for LiF

4

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 )

Temp
(K)

r (Ǻ)

2

2

2

4

d ϕ/dr (10 ) erg/cm

erg/cm

2

K (GPa)
T

300

2.57

0.366

14.671

29.550

400

2.582

0.497

13.866

27.087

600

2.61

0.770

12.145

22.152

800

2.646

1.063

10.222

17.109

972

2.690

1.346

8.246

12.384

1000

2.699

1.396

7.886

11.566

1200

2.791

1.765

4.907

5.273

1300

2.885

1.956

2.858

1.445

1331

2.937

2.007

2.03

0.035

1385

3.154

1.989

0.012

-2.866

Table 3: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form&
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for LiCl
4

2

2

2

4

2

Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 ) erg/cm

d ϕ/dr (10 ) erg/cm

K (GPa)

300

2.57

0.366

14.671

29.550

400

2.582

0.497

13.866

27.087

600

2.61

0.770

12.145

22.152

800

2.646

1.063

10.222

17.109

972

2.690

1.346

8.246

12.384

1000

2.699

1.396

7.886

11.566

T
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1200

2.791

1.765

4.907

5.273

1300

2.885

1.956

2.858

1.445

1331

2.937

2.007

2.03

0.035

1385

3.154

1.989

0.012

-2.866

Table 4: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for NaF
4

2

2

2

4

2

Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 ) erg/cm

d ϕ/dr (10 ) erg/cm

K (GPa)

300

2.317

0.373

20.058

46.447

450

2.329

0.572

18.863

42.596

600

2.341

0.756

17.735

39.029

750

2.356

0.969

16.414

35.003

900

2.372

1.175

15.106

31.117

1050

2.39

1.383

13.749

27.202

1200

2.412

1.607

12.24

23.001

1330

2.434

1.801

10.881

19.336

1500

2.47

2.063

8.939

14.306

1650

2.512

2.295

7.05

9.655

1800

2.573

2.522

4.887

4.655

1925

2.66

2.682

2.688

0.011

2039

2.86

2.654

0.008

-4.630

T
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Table 5: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for NaCl
4

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 )
Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

2

2

2

erg/cm

4

d ϕ/dr (10 )
2

erg/cm

K (GPa)
T

300

2.82

0.287

12.518

23.622

450

2.838

0.438

11.523

21.065

600

2.858

0.589

10.504

18.529

750

2.881

0.743

9.435

15.960

900

2.909

0.905

8.269

13.263

1050

2.942

1.067

7.061

10.574

1062

2.945

1.080

6.960

10.355

1200

2.985

1.236

5.721

7.727

1350

3.043

1.401

4.258

4.783

1500

3.136

1.557

2.539

1.580

1569

3.206

1.613

1.619

0.009

1668

3.423

1.599

0.002

-2.331

Plots of KT vs Temperature for inverse power potential form for Lithium halides and Sodium
halides

Fig 1: Plots of KT vs Temperature for inverse power
potential form for Lithium halides

Fig 2: Plots of KT vs Temperature for inverse power
potential form for sodium halides
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Table 6: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for KF
4

2

2

4

d ϕ/dr (10 )

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 )
2

2

K (GPa)

Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

300

2.674

0.298

15.164

30.171

450

2.688

0.449

14.159

27.362

600

2.704

0.607

13.087

24.480

750

2.723

0.778

11.913

21.448

900

2.743

0.937

10.782

18.616

1050

2.768

1.112

9.506

15.557

1183

2.794

1.267

8.323

12.831

1300

2.821

1.404

7.234

10.412

1450

2.866

1.584

5.688

7.138

1600

2.931

1.760

3.937

3.663

1744

3.041

1.902

1.913

0.018

1846

3.241

1.887

0.021

-2.792

erg/cm

erg/cm

T

Table 7: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for KCl
Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

4

2

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 ) erg/cm

2

2

4

2

d ϕ/dr (10 ) erg/cm

K (GPa)
T

300

3.146

0.218

10.304

17.338

450

3.164

0.329

9.504

15.476

600

3.185

0.446

8.644

13.559

750

3.21

0.570

7.716

11.577

900

3.238

0.691

6.784

9.663

1050

3.272

0.814

5.79

7.712

1062

3.275

0.824

5.709

7.557

1300

3.352

1.024

3.935

4.314

1450

3.429

1.147

2.641

2.138
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1588

3.553

1.239

1.247

0.011

1685

3.769

1.229

0.005

-1.564

Table 8: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for RbF
4

2

2

2

4

2

d ϕ/dr (10 ) erg/cm

K (GPa)

Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

300

2.826

0.255

14.241

26.654

450

2.84

0.390

13.29

24.096

600

2.856

0.532

12.277

21.493

750

2.873

0.668

11.279

19.021

900

2.894

0.818

10.151

16.369

1100

2.927

1.019

8.583

12.869

1207

2.949

1.133

7.662

10.916

1300

2.971

1.232

6.829

9.209

1450

3.016

1.395

5.363

6.344

1600

3.083

1.559

3.664

3.248

1740

3.199

1.691

1.696

0.008

1828

3.398

1.676

-0.007

-2.308

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 ) erg/cm

T

Table 9: Values of 2/r (dΦ/dr), d2Φ/dr2, KT calculated from inverse power potential form and
value of r calculated from the Anderson formula for RbCl
4

2

2

2

4

2

Temp (K)

r (Ǻ)

(2/r)(dϕ/dr)(10 ) erg/cm

d ϕ/dr (10 ) erg/cm

K (GPa)

300

3.291

0.190

9.738

15.580

450

3.309

0.291

8.979

13.869

600

3.329

0.392

8.202

12.192

750

3.353

0.500

7.351

10.449

900

3.38

0.607

6.492

8.766

1085

3.422

0.745

5.334

6.624

1200

3.454

0.829

4.578

5.299

1350

3.51

0.944

3.474

3.467

T
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1500

3.595

1.054

2.216

1.531

1610

3.704

1.119

1.127

0.010

1699

3.914

1.112

0.011

-1.307

Plots of KT vs Temperature for inverse power potential form for Potassium halides and
Rubidium halides

Fig 3: Plots of KT vs Temperature for inverse power

Fig 4: Plots of KT vs Temperature for inverse power

Potential form for Lithium halides

Potential form for sodium halides

Figure 1,2,3&4 shows the variation of Isothermal bulk modulus with increasing temperature. By above tables
we can see that shear modulus vanish (KT) when temperature more than melting temperature. In present paper I
have calculated interionic separation (r) temperature and isothermal bulk modulus at point of inflection (where
d2Φ/dr2 vanishes). In present paper results shows very good agreement with the experimental data.
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ABSTRACT
An uncontrolled growth of tissues in any part of the body is known as Tumour. Brain Tumour is the growth of
abnormal cells in the Brain. As we all know Brain Tumour is inherently serious and life threatening disease
because of its character in the limited space of the intracranial cavity. So early detection and correct diagnosis
will increase the lifetime of an individual. Anatomy of the Brain can be viewed by the use of CT scan or MR
Imaging. This paper uses MR Images for the complete process. A comparison between two semi-automated
segmentation techniques namely watershed segmentation and fuzzy C-mean segmentation techniques is
undertaken here for evaluating their relative performance in segmentation of Tumour.

Keywords— Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Segmentation,Tumour,semi-automated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The works deals with the concept of semi-automatic brain tumor segmentation by using watershed segmentation
and fuzzy C-means algorithm. A brain tumor is an abnormal growth of cells or tissues within the brain, which
looks like a swelling. It may be cancerous or non-cancerous. The tumor may be primary or secondary if it is at
the origin, then it is known as primary. If some part of the tumor is spread to another place and grown as its own
then it is known as secondary. Normally brain tumor affects CSF and it causes for strokes. The physician gives
the treatment for the strokes but not for the tumor. So early detection and correct treatment are important steps
to improve disease outcome and it is obtained based on accurate diagnosis. Normally the anatomy of the Brain
can be viewed by the MRI scan or CT scan, this type of scanned image is taken for the entire process. One of
these imaging techniques used here is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI scan is more comfortable
than the CT scan for diagnosis because it does not affects the human body and doesn't use any radiations. The
segmentation of Brain tumour is done by using watershed segmentation & FCM and carried for different
samples of brain tumour images. The developing platform for detection is matlab because it is easy &
convenient to develop and execute.

II. PROPOSED WORK
As we can see in the block diagram the first step is to take a proper MRI image as a input data source.
According to the next level the preprocessing takes place which includes some conversions. In most of the
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segmentation techniques this preprocessing steps may be common. It includes taking an proper MRI image &
making some conversions by which it can be used in MATLAB friendly environment. It performs grayscale
conversion of the image. Histogram of the image is being plot as required by a particular segmentation
technique. In the next step noise filtering takes place, the most commonly median filter is used for the noise
removal. Noise occurrence may be small in nature as we all know that there are very less possibilities of noise in
the MRI image. Once the preprocessing steps are done the segmentation techniques are being used which gives
precise segmented output. And finally the classification involves labeling the images into normal and abnormal.
The abnormal indicates the presence of tumour & the term normal indicates the normal condition.

Figure.1:-Block Diagram of Proposed Work.

2.1 Watershed Segmentation
This method falls under edge-based segmentation technique. The watershed is one of the geographical term. The
name refers to a line separating two catchment’s basins. The water that falls on either side of the watershed line
will flow into same reservoir of water. The above idea is being easily used in segmenting the digital images. The
image gradient can be viewed as terrain. The unvarying regions in the image usually have low gradient values.
Thus they represent hollow while the edges represents the pinnacle having high gradient values. The watershed
transform is often used to divide the touching objects in an image. The watershed transform identifies the
catchment’s basins & watershed long raised border in an image by treating it as surface. This algorithm is well
approved as an useful and concerned segmentation tool which has been widely used in a gray scale image
processing and as a video processing tool.
2.2 Output screenshot of watershed segmentation
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Figure.2:- Original Image

Figure.3:- Segmented Output

2.3 Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
The fuzzy logic is the way to process the image data by giving the fractional membership value to each pixel in
the image. For example a certain datapoint that lies close to the center of a cluster will have the high degree of
membership to that cluster and another datapoint that lies far away from the center of the cluster will have the
low degree of membership to that cluster. The membership value of the fuzzy set has only digital values either 0
or 1. Certain important steps it follows are:
1.

It starts with an initial guess for the center of cluster which are intended to mark the average location of
each cluster. But the initial guess may not be fully correct.

2.

In the next step FCM assigns every data point a membership value for each cluster.

3.

In the subsequent step each data point iteratively update the cluster centers and the membership value is
found, further FCM iteratively moves the cluster centers to correct location within the data set.

2.4 Output screenshot of FCM
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sr.No

MR Image

Watershed

FCM (Tumour

Segmentation(Tumou

area in mm^2)

r area in mm^2)
1

12.72

20

13.37

21.78

2
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3

38.73

22.60

22.72

13.27

20.84

15.05

4

5

VI CONCLUSION
The measurement of the tumour area can lead to know the tumour stage for proper medical treatment. The
manual measurement of tumour area is bit a difficult job, which in turn is done with ease by the help of above
two segmentation techniques. As we can see in the experimental results both the methods gives good results.
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Watershed segmentation requires less processing time than FCM. Two methods have been tested extensively &
the results are validated numerically. Further work is in progress to test larger set of tumour dataset to improve
the accuracy of these techniques.
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ABSTRACT
This project is an attempt to develop a reversible data hiding in the medical images that would be helping to
send the secret data in a highly secured manner. In order to attain this the image is conducted to a lossless
compression algorithm with the combination of integer wavelet and the Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees
(SPHIT). During the coding of the image using the SPHIT the location map algorithm is used develop the higher
security in the already secure compression. While compression itself the location map is used to hide the data
and as the bit streams thus created after the compression will be having the hidden data also. The lossless
compression and decompression and image restoration is attained due to the use of the integer wavelet
transform. Matlab M file based implementation is carried out to hide the text on the image and the retrieval is
done using the inverse DWT and the reversal of the location map algorithm. The results thus obtained are
verified for the percentage of retrieval and the PSNR ratio etc.

Keywords— Matlab, SPHIT, Integer wavelet transform, PSNR ratio, Location map.

I. INTRODUCTION
As of late, telemedicine gives an advantageous way that can give clinical health care regardless of how far
between the specialist and patients. In telemedicine, it is often to transmit the medical images and the secret data
to a specific people. Thus, the security of medical images and secret data ought to be taken more consideration.
Digital watermarking has been considered to understand the copyright assurance. It can embed the secret data
into a cover media for data concealing, which can be utilized to confirm validness.
In the use of telemedicine, patient's data can be processed as the secret data and embedded into the cover
picture. To avoid the picture distortion that causes the wrong diagnosis, the location map must be recorded for
picture recuperating.
Nonetheless, in past review, it didn't require the location map in light of the fact that the locations of
watermarked pixels are signified in the coding process. It incorporated the processes of both the lossless coding,
set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT), and the watermark embedding to lessen the capacity size of
picture and accelerate the transmission. Rather than sending a watermarked picture, it sent a bit stream
containing the data of picture and watermark. With a specific end goal to reestablish the cover medical picture
totally, usage of a reversible watermarking is required.

II. EXISTING METOHDS
In our past review [1], it didn't require the location map on the grounds that the locations of watermarked pixels
are indicated in the coding procedure. It incorporated the procedures of both the lossless coding, set partitioning
in hierarchical trees (SPIHT), and the watermark embedding to diminish the capacity size of image what's more,
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accelerate the transmission. Rather than sending a watermarked image, it sent a bit stream containing the data of
image and watermark. In [2], Lin and Su proposed the new watermarking technique to perform in the frequency
domain and for expanding the image quality. In any case, this technique is lossy and it can't reestablish the cover
image totally. In [3], Kumar et al. connected the histogram shifting technique and concentrated on the element
of medicinal images for expanding embedding limit. In [4], Wu et al. proposed the new watermarking technique
to improve the contrast of cover image by utilizing histogram shifting. The technique recorded the change of
esteem for every pixel.

III. PROPOSED WORK
To comprehend the straightforwardness of the proposed work let us see the square chart given beneath

IMAGE

WATERMARKED IMAGE
(Encoding - Sender)

RECOVERED IMAGE
(Decoding - Receiver)

LOCATION MAP

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed work

IV. WATERMARKED IMAGE
Watermarked image which is the encoding process in the square chart implies that image is watermarked
with emdedded message by integer wavelet transform, histogram shifting, SPHIT with location map and
watermarking.
4.1 Integer Wavelet transorm
The principal objective is to accomplish the most ideal compression execution for an extensive variety of image
classes while limiting the computational and usage multifaceted nature of the calculation. For a compression
calculation to be broadly helpful, it must perform well on a wide assortment of image substance while keeping
up a practical compression/decompression time on modest PCs. Keeping in mind the end goal to permit a wide
scope of usage, a calculation must be amiable to both programming and equipment execution.
The means expected to compress an image are as per the following:
[1] Digitize the source image into a signal, which is a series of numbers.
[2] Decompose the signal into an arrangement of wavelet coefficients.
[3] Use quantization to change over coefficients to an arrangement of binary symbols.
[4] Apply entropy coding to compress it into binary strings.
4.2 Histogram Shifting
Histogram shifting is a sort of reversible watermarking. It tallies the quantity of every pixel value, sets the most
extreme one as the shifting focus, indicated as c, and movements other pixel values from the inside. For
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instance, the pixel value with 128 will be set as c, as appeared in Fig. 1. At that point every pixel value is moved
outward far from the inside with the exception of the limit values (0 and 255) for evading overflow and
underflow. Therefore, there are two spaces (127 and 129) beside the middle, as appeared in fig.2 (a).

Figure 2(a): Histogram of the Cover image.

Figure 2(b): Image with Shifted Histogram.

According to the fig.2 (b) The center value is 128 and the close value in the left of the center is 127 and that in
the right is 129. The histogram shifting is to clear these two spots to put the concealing information in this place.
So the 127 values are diminished to 126 to move that to left and the 129 is moved right by increasing the value
of it. In this manner we get the 127 and 129 for adding the information that must be included.
4.3 Location map
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The location map is reliant on the boundary values in the picture that is normally 0 and 255 in the medical
images. To recognize the two values, we utilize a bit for every boundary value to record whether its value is
changed or not. The bit is 0 if the relating boundary value is unaltered. Else, it is 1. For instance, as appeared in
Fig.3, a portion of the pixel values are changed (set apart by red digits) after the histogram moving . We record
the conditions of boundary values in the raster examine order.Therefore, we can get 000111101000 in the
aggregate of 12 bits to record the conditions of boundary values for this block.

Figure 3. Location Map calculation
4.4 SPHIT
SPHIT(Set Partitioning Hierarchical Tree) is a compression process

where the wavelet coefficients are

utilized here and changes the watermarked image and the data in type of a bitstream.
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Figure 4: Parents and children (SPHIT)

4.5

Watermarking

The yield of the histogram shifting makes the crevice in the histogram such that the information can be covered
up in that space. In the event that the information is the picture it is changed over into the bit stream and if the
information is content then it is changed over to ascii values. Thus the information will be in bit stream arrange.
At that point the accompanying equation is utilized to put the incentive in the histogram moved picture. In the
piece appeared in the figure 3. We can see that where the 126 and 130 is available the information will be

shrouded utilizing the accompanying equation where c is the center position. And p is the first picture and the p bar
is the changed pixel subsequent to watermarking and is watermark bit (either 0 or 1).

V. RECOVERED IMAGE
In the receiving end the following steps are taken care
1.

Apply SPIHT reconstruction

2.

Apply reverse integer wavelet transform
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3.

Apply Histogram and reverse Histogram shifting

4.

Retrieve Data and Image

VI. RESULTS
Sr.No

Process

1

Original Image

2

Histogram shifting of the

Images after process

embedded image

3

Integer wavelet transform

4

Embedded image
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5

Image after inverse wavelet

6

Decoded image

4.1

GUI (Graphical User Interface)
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Figure 5: GUI
Shown above is a GUI which shows all the required images plus PSNR value, MSE compression ratio, Message
embedded during encoding and Recovered message after decoding.

VII. CONCLUSION
The main ideas of this study are designing and implementation of Advanced digital watermarking system so that
there is immense protection in medical images or any other media. Graphical user interface is provided so it will
be easy to view all the images which is listed down in the results section for the user in addition it shows PSNR
(Peak signal-to-noise ratio), MSE (Mean squared error), Compression ration, Message and the recovered
message.
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ABSTRACT
Software defined Network is a new approach in the area of computer network that totally changes the model of
network. In this new model of network control plane and forwarding plane are to be separated. Research on
this topic is on going now days but there are not many devices are available that contain SDN functionality. If
devices are available, these devices are very costly. Mininet is a tool by which researchers can do experiments
with negligible cost and great features. The main advantages of mininet is that code that we run in mininet we
can easily run that code in real environment. Main focus of this paper is on the study of mininet tool and
evaluation of the tool. Mininet is an open source emulation software tool that is used for learning and testing
Software Defined Network. To test our Software Defined Applications we need a virtual network consist of
Hosts, switches, controllers. We can launch this type of network with single command in mininet. Mininet
installed on a single computer or any virtual machine that has constrained with limited resources. Instead of
Mininet we can also use hardware testbed that are accurate, fast but more financial cost. One another option is
to use simulators that have low cost but slow in speed and also require modification in the code. So mininet is
best option due to ease to use, scalability, better performance than simulators and real testbeds.

Keywords: Mininet, OpenFlow, Software Defined Networking, Ryu Controller, Python.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mininet Internet become a communication infrastructure due to large number of users and each having different
applications that are also increase continuously. But the internet is still unable to handle the challenges such as
network control and configuration issues and flexibility with its capabilities. These are interesting topics for
research in these days. Project Works are also initiated in these topics.
In traditional network replacement of network devices or modification in the behavior of existing devices are
very difficult task due to tight bound between control and forwarding parts. The researchers need such solution
that enables the users to use a network with less need of replacement of network devices [1]. So in the change of
technology we can smoothly add elements into the network with negligible cost.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new architecture or model in which control plane and data plane are
decoupled which are tightly bound in traditional devices as shown in Fig. 1. Such a network is flexible and
dynamic that is big advantages in internet. Openflow is standard protocol for communication between data plane
and control plane. The decision of route of packet is taken by the openflow protocol with the help of network
applications [2].
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Fig. 1 traditional vs software defined network
The second section of this paper describe about Software Defined network and its motivation, different
components of SDN and how these components are interact with each other in the network. The third section
discusses about emulation tool called Mininet, how we can create a network using mininet, basic commands that
are run on mininet and also elaborate various mininet topologies and then write about how we can add rules in
flow table of switch using ofctl. The fourth section described about how we can run different SDN applications
on mininet with RYU controller. The last section presents the conclusion of the paper and some suggestions for
future works

II. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING
In recent years, Software Defined Network (SDN) is a technology that is mostly used to manage the computer
network. In this architecture, both planes (control & data) are separated in network devices that are closely
coupled in traditional network devices as shown in Fig. 2. The functionality of control plane performed by
controller and functionality of data plane performed by switch. The task of switch is only forwarding the packet.
Due to separation of planes, it increases the scalability of network, reducing cost of network elements, easily
implementation of new ideas [3].

Fig. 2 SDN architecture
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Communication between planes is possible with the help of Openflow protocol. Network administrator has
a central control of the whole network. Now the forwarding devices are dumb devices that contain no
functionality. controller inserts the flow rules into flow table of switch with the help of this protocol. Openflow
protocol has a programming interface to add or remove flow entries into flow table of switch [4]. When a
packet comes, switch has no information about that packet, the decision is taken by the controller according to
applications.

III. MININET TOOL FOR TESTING SDN NETWORK
There are various types of Virtualization are available in these days such as platform virtualization, network
virtualization, hardware virtualization. Mininet is a network virtualization that is used to create a virtual SDN
network consist of components such as number of hosts, multiple openflow enabled switches, different
controllers and links between these components on a single computer as shown in Fig. 3.
Firstly, Mininet was developed by number of professors at Stanford University for research purpose. Now

Fig. 3 mininet emulator
these days, this is widely used by SDN researchers due to its great features. We can use default topologies to
create a SDN network. We can also create custom topologies with the help of python code. Different types of
commands are used to create a switches, hosts and controller. Such as type “mn” command to create 1 openflow
enabled switch and 2 hosts that are attached with this switch. The controller in this case is reference controller is
also added [5].

3.1 Create SDN network components using mininet
SDN enable researchers to create network elements such as hosts, switches, controllers, links and also customize
these elements. The sharing of network elements with other network is also possible means that you can share a
virtual mininet machine of your computer with other researchers. A host that is created in mininet is a real linux
system that is basically a light weight virtualization [6]. The OpenFlow enabled virtual switches created by
Mininet is same as openflow enabled hardware switches. When we run topology with none controller then by
default reference controller is running. We can also pass remote controllers such as POX [7], RYU [8],
Floodlight controller [9].

3.2 Mininet basic commands
There are different types of commands are available to interact with mininet. Some important commands are
given below:
3.2.1 nodes
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It is used to checking list of nodes available such as name of hosts, switches, and controllers. (Fig 4).

3.2.2 net
It shows all network links means connection between each components. (Fig 4).
3.2.3 dump
It shows information about the nodes, switches and controllers and process id of each node. (Fig 4).
3.2.4 help
It gives a list of available commands
3.2.5 ifconfig
Run this command to check the IP address of a particular host. (Fig 4)

Fig. 4 running of some basic mininet commands
3.2.6 ping
It shows the connectivity between hosts such as h1 ping h2 show connection between these two hosts.
3.2.7 pingall
It shows the connectivity between all hosts in the network.
3.2.8 iperf
It is used to check bandwidth between hosts.
3.2.9 exit
Use this command to end the topology.
3.2.10 xterm
Used to open different window for each node.
3.2.11 time
Measure time taken for commands in Mininet.

3.3 Mininet Topologies
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There are 5 default topologies such as minimal, single, reversed, linear, tree that are mostly used. But according
to our needs we can also create custom topologies. Different topologies are discussed here.
3.3.1 Minimal Topology
If we run command “mn” it create I openflow switch and 2 hosts connected with the openflow switch as shown
in Fig. 5
3.3.2 Single Topology
if we run command “mn --topo single, 6” it create 1 openflow switch and 6 hosts connected with the openflow
switch as shown in Fig. 5

Fig. 5 minimal and single topology
3.3.3 Reversed Topology
It is similar to single topology but having connection in reverse order.
3.3.4 Linear Topology
if we run command “mn --topo linear, 2” it create 2 openflow switches and 1 host connected with the each
openflow switch as shown in Fig. 6.
3.3.5 Tree Topology
If we run command “mn --topo tree, 2” it create switches at two levels. At level 1, s1 switch is added and at
level 2, s2 and s3 switches are added. Two hosts are attached to every lower-level switch such as s2 and s3 as
shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 linear and tree topolo

3.4 Add flow rules into flow table of switch using ofctl
The ofctl is a utility that is used to add flow rules into flow tables of openflow switch . We can control the
functionality of flow table using ofctl. If we want that our openflow switch Act as switch then by using ofctl
utility we can add rules into flow table of switch.
ofctl add-flow s1 in_port=1,dl_dst=00:00:00:00:00:03, actions=output:3
According to rule all the packets coming from port 1 and destination mac address 00:00:00:00:00:03 will be
sent to port 3. If we enter a rules using ofctl we have no need of any controller. When a packet come from port 1
and reach at openflow switch, according the flow table rule the switch forwarded the packet to port 3.

VI. RUN SDN APPLICATIONS ON MININET WITH RYU CONTROLLER
With the help of ofctl we can manually add the flow rules into openflow switch. Disadvantage of ofctl is that we
have to configure each switch one by one. On the other hand controller visualizes and controls the whole
network from central point. Openflow provide a connection between switches and controllers such as Ryu,
POX, Floodlight. Now openflow switch consult to the openflow controller to add a flow rules into the flow table
of switch when there is no flow rule and packet are come from host. Then openflow controller according to the
application, insert rules into the flow table of switch then openflow switch perform that particular action. In our
case we are using Ryu controller for communication with the openflow switch. The applications that we run in
Ryu are written in python language. Ryu provides its users a well defined API to write different types of
applications [10].
In our first test we create a linear topology with four hosts that are connected with single switch
To create a such topology type this command
mn --mac --topo single,4 --controller remote
On the another terminal enter into ryu directory and then execute the following command to run the Ryu
controller
./bin/ryu-manager ryu/app/simple_switch.py
For testing send icmp packets from host h1 to h3. For this type the following command.
mininet> h1 ping h3
The test was successful there is no loss of packets. When packet come from host h1, openflow switch contain
no flow rule about how to handle this packet. Openflow switch send the packet to ryu controller. Then there are
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two approaches how ryu controller informs the openflow switch about the packet. First approach is Ryu
controller directly send the packet to end host. But in this case our every packet goes the controller and it has
performance issues such as congestion on the controller. Second approach is that ryu controller inserts the rules
into flow tables then same packets are handled by openflow switch locally. We are using second approach due
to better performance. If we disconnect the controller then all the packets were lost because when packet come
into switch, switch tried to send packets to controller but there is no controller then all packets were lost.

V. CONCLUSION
Software Defined Network is a new paradigm in the field of computer network. It has gaining a great attention
from the researchers due to separation of hardware from the underlying software. Mininet is tool used for the
purpose of research in the field of SDN. Alternatives of mininet are also possible such as simulators and real
hardware. Speed of real hardware is better than mininet but very expensive. We can also use simulators that are
less expensive than real hardware but code that we run on it, same code is not run on the real hardware. So we
conclude that Mininet is better from others for research purpose. But there are some disadvantages that we can’t
create very large network with mininet because it is limited with resources of single computer or laptop.
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ABSTRACT
Content base image retrieval is the process for extraction of relevant images from the dataset images based on
feature descriptors. In the process of content base image retrieval various types of retrieval approaches have
been processed by users that are colour based or shape based as well as query based. In this paper various
approaches of content base image retrieval has been discussed that can be used for extraction colour and shape
based features from the image. Various approaches that can be used for feature extraction has been illustrated
with their merits and demerits.
Keywords: CBIR, Color Histogram, Color Moment, Edge directions and Region moments.

I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Content-based image retrieval
Content-based image retrieval, a technique which uses visual contents to search images from large scale image
databases according to users’ interests, has been an active and fast advancing research area since the 1990s.
During the past decade, remarkable progress has been made in both theoretical research and system
development. However, there remain many challenging research problems that continue to attract researchers
from multiple disciplines.
CBIR operates on a totally different principle from keyword indexing. Primitive features characterizing image
content, such as color, texture and shape, are computed for both stored and query images, and used to identify
(say) the 20 stored images most closely matching the query. Semantic features such as the type of object present
in the image are harder to extract, though this remains an active research topic. Video retrieval is a topic of
increasing importance –here, CBIR techniques are also used to break up long videos into individual shots,
extract still key frames summarizing the content of each shot, and search for video clips containing specified
types of movement. CBIR differs from Classical information retrieval in that image databases are essentially
unstructured, since digitized images consist purely of arrays of pixel intensities, with no inherent meaning. One
of the key issues with any kind of image processing is the need to extract useful information from the raw data
before any kind of reasoning about the image’s contents is possible. Image databases thus differ fundamentally
from text databases, where the raw material has already been logically structured by the author. There is no
equivalent of level 1 retrieval in a text database.
CBIR draws many of its methods from the field of image processing and computer vision, and is regarded by
some as a subset of that field. It differs from these fields principally through its emphasis on the retrieval of
images with desired characteristics from a collection of significant size. Image processing covers a much wider
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field, including image enhancement, compression, transmission, and interpretation. While there are grey areas,
the distinction between mainstream image analysis and CBIR is usually fairly clear-cut. An example may make
this clear. Many police forces now use automatic face recognition systems. Such systems may be used in one of
two ways. Firstly, the image in front of the camera may be compared with a single individual’s database record
to verify his or her identity. In this case, only two images are matched, a process few observers would call
CBIR. Secondly, the entire database may be searched to find the most closely matching images. This is a
genuine example of CBIR.
1.2 CBIR techniques
In contrast to the text-based approach of the systems described, CBIR operates on a totally different principle,
retrieving stored images from a collection by comparing features automatically extracted from the images
themselves. The commonest features used are mathematical measures of color, texture or shape hence virtually
all current CBIR systems, whether commercial or experimental, operate at level 1. A typical system allows
users to formulate queries by submitting an example of the type of image being sought, though some offer
alternatives such as selection from a palette or sketch input. The system then identifies those stored images
whose feature values match those of the query most closely, and displays thumbnails of these images on the
screen. Color retrieval several methods for retrieving images on the basis of color similarity have been
described in the literature, but most are variations on the same basic idea. Each image added to the collection is
analyzed to compute a color histogram which shows the proportion of pixels of each color within the image.
The color histogram for each image is then stored in the database. At search time, the user can either specify the
desired proportion of each color or submit an example image from which a color histogram is calculated. Either
way, the matching process then retrieves those images whose color histograms match those of the query most
closely.
1.3 Texture retrieval
The ability to retrieve images on the basis of texture similarity may not seem very useful. But the ability to
match on texture similarity can often be useful in distinguishing between areas of images with similar color. A
variety of techniques has been used for measuring texture similarity; the best-established rely on comparing
values of what are known as second-order statistics calculated from query and stored images. Essentially, these
calculate the relative brightness of selected pairs of pixels from each image. From these it is possible to
calculate measures of image texture such as the degree of contrast, coarseness, directionality and regularity or
periodicity, directionality and randomness. Alternative methods of texture analysis for retrieval include the use
of Gabor filters and fractals. Texture queries can be formulated in a similar manner to color queries, by
selecting examples of desired textures from a palette, or by supplying an example query image.
1.4 Shape retrieval
The ability to retrieve by shape is perhaps the most obvious requirement at the primitive level. Unlike texture,
shape is a fairly well-defined concept –and there is considerable evidence that natural objects are primarily
recognized by their shape. A number of features characteristic of object shape are computed for every object
identified within each stored image. Queries are then answered by computing the same set of features for the
query image, and retrieving those stored images whose features most closely match those of the query. Two
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main types of shape feature are commonly used –global features such as aspect ratio, circularity and moment
invariants and local features such as sets of consecutive boundary segments.
Shape matching of three-dimensional objects is a more challenging task –particularly where only a single 2-D
view of the object in question is available. While no general solution to this problem is possible, some useful
inroads have been made into the problem of identifying at least some instances of a given object from different
viewpoints. One approach has been to build up a set of plausible 3-D models from the available 2-D image, and
match them with other models in the database. Another is to generate a series of alternative 2-D views of each
database object, each of which is matched with the query image. Related research issues in this area include
defining 3-D shape similarity measures

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Begüm Demir “A Novel Active Learning Method in Relevance Feedback for Content-Based Remote Sensing
Image Retrieval” Conventional relevance feedback (RF) schemes improve the performance of content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) requiring the user to annotate a large number of images. To reduce the labeling effort of
the user, this paper presents a novel active learning (AL) method to drive RF for retrieving remote sensing
images from large archives in the framework of the support vector machine classifier. The proposed AL method
is specifically designed for CBIR and defines an effective and as small as possible set of relevant and irrelevant
images with regard to a general query image by jointly evaluating three criteria: 1) uncertainty; 2) diversity; and
3) density of images in the archive. The uncertainty and diversity criteria aim at selecting the most informative
images in the archive, whereas the density criterion goal is to choose the images that are representative of the
underlying distribution of data in the archive. The proposed AL method assesses jointly the three criteria based
on two successive steps. In the first step, the most uncertain (i.e., ambiguous) images are selected from the
archive on the basis of the margin sampling strategy. In the second step, the images that are both diverse (i.e.,
distant) to each other and associated to the high-density regions of the image feature space in the archive are
chosen from the most uncertain images. This step is achieved by a novel clustering-based strategy. The
proposed AL method for driving the RF contributes to mitigate problems of unbalanced and biased set of
relevant and irrelevant images. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed AL method.
Wei Du “Content-based music similarity computation with relevant component analysis” Content-based music
similarity is becoming important because of the millions of songs with online distribution. However, current
methods have to treat the same attention on unrelated information or different informative information. In this
paper, a new method is proposed to compute the music similarity with relevant component analysis.
Considering the different weights for different parts, this method pays more attention on those parts with
informative features by ranking the Mel-frequency spectral coefficients frames on energy, and masters the song
features more precisely compared with other methods. Experimental results on public dataset Musi Clef show
that this method works faster on music similarity computation task without sacrificing the accuracy of the
similarity measurement.
Mohd Sollehudin Md Said“Preservation of gelatin-based phantom material using vinegar and its life-span study
for application in microwave imaging” Gelatin-based material can be used in phantom modelling for microwave
imaging applications, but unfortunately, this type of phantom has a short life span. Formaldehyde has been used
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previously to preserve gelatin-based material, but it might be hazardous. This paper presents a life-span study
for gelatin-based material that has been preserved by vinegar in different amounts, observed through the
conducted dielectric measurement from 1 GHz to 6 GHz. The Debye parameters are derived to define a Debye
relaxation model of the acid contents in a solution of water and vinegar. The study is then focused on dielectric
trends prior to and after the addition of different amounts of vinegar into a gelatin-based material. The life-span
study concentrates on changes in the sample’s dielectric properties over a storage period of six weeks. The
obtained findings in this study are useful to validate the suitability of vinegar to be used as preservative in
gelatin-based material for microwave imaging purposes.
F. Sabahi “An unsupervised learning based method for content-based image retrieval using Hopfield neural
network”, corporations and individuals have large image databases due to the explosion of multimedia and
storage devices available. Furthermore, the accessibility to high speed internet has escalated the level of
multimedia exchanged by users across cyberspace every second. Accordingly, it has increased the demand for
searching among large databases of images. Conventionally, text-based image retrieval is used. The major
problems in text-based image retrieval are related to annotation that is often impossible due to human
perception of images being subjective, and also due to the size of the information that needs indexing. To
overcome such limitations, content-based image retrieval systems have been proposed. However, there is a key
hindrance, namely, the need to match the human visual system to overcome the semantic gap between human
perception and low-level features. In this paper, we propose a new unsupervised method based on Hopfield
neural networks that seek to model human visual memory to increase the efficacy of retrieval and reduce the
semantic gap. A comparative study with other neural-network based methods, such as the feed forward back
propagation and Boltzmann deep learning, shows the effectiveness of our method.
Abdolraheem Khader Alhassan “Colour and texture fusion-based method for content-based Image Retrieval”,
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a technique uses visual contents such as colour, texture and shape to
search images from large scale image databases according to users’ interest. In a CBIR, visual image content is
represented in form of image features, which are extracted automatically and there is no manual intervention,
thus eliminating the dependency on humans in the feature extraction stage. Recent studies in CBIR get the
similarity results and retrieve images based on one type of feature which are colour, texture or shape. In this
study authors proposed a fusion based retrieval model for merging results taken from colour and texture image
features based different fusion methods. After implementing our proposed retrieval model on Wang image
dataset which widely used in CBIR, the results show that CombMEAN fusion approach has the best and high
precision value and outperformed both individual colour and texture retrieval model in both top10 and top20
retrieved images.
Xu Tang “SAR Image Content Retrieval Based on Fuzzy Similarity and Relevance Feedback”, This paper
presents a new content-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image retrieval method to search out SAR image
patches, which consists of two essential parts: an initial retrieval and later refined results. To obtain the proper
initial retrievals, we develop a similarity measure named region-based fuzzy matching (RFM) to evaluate the
similarities between SAR image patches. First, to reduce the negative influence of speckle noise, we segment
the SAR image patches into brightness-texture regions at the super pixel level rather than the pixel level.
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Second, a multiscale edge detector is utilized to resolve the multiscale property of the SAR image patches, and
then the edge regions of the SAR image patches are defined by those edge features. Third, to overcome the
segmented uncertainty and the blurry boundaries, the obtained regions are described by fuzzy features. Finally,
the RFM similarity between two SAR image patches is converted into the linear summation of the resemblance
between different fuzzy feature sets.

III. APPROACHES USED
3.1 Color: The chromatic attribute of an image is firstly interrelated with color, which is a part of 3-D module
and system. The color image is used to assign the appropriate color space.RGB (Red, Green, and Blue), CMY
(Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow), HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) and LHS (Luminance, Hue and Saturation) are
the most popular color spaces. Like Histogram, color moments, color co-relogram, color based image retrieval
can be extracted in many ways. Commonly used color based image is color histogram. Probability of color
finding pair at determines pixel distances are acknowledged.
These methods are explained in following way3.2 Color Moments: The color distribution of the image is characterized by its moments. First, second and
third central moment of each of the color channels is stored as a color feature.
3.3 Color Histogram: This is a graphical representation of numerical data. This is estimation of the distribution
of continuous variables. For the construction of a histogram, first step is Bin that is responsible to divide the
entire range of value.
3.4 Shape: This is a very important attribute of image segmentation. Its effective and vigorous
representation plays an important role in retrieval of images. Shape features in images are extracted using many
approaches.
They are 1-D function for shape Representation, Polygonal approximation, spatial inter-relation, Moment,
Scale-Space Method, and Shape Transform Domain. An important shape feature has to be picking over
depending upon the situation and the nature of the image. Some of the shape features are discussed in this
section.
3.5 Histogram of Edge Directions: The edge histogram extracts the general shape information in the image. In
the image, the edge information contained is acquired, using edge detection algorithms like canny, sobel, etc.
The edge directions are quantized into a number of bins. For achieving scale invariance, the histogram is
normalized with respect to the number of pixels in the image.
3.6 Region Moments: Among this descriptor, moments are very popular. Some of them are invariant moments,
Zernike moments and Legendre moments.

IV. CONCLUSION
CBIR is the field of image processing that has been utilized in various field of digital imaging. In this paper
various approaches and recent evolutions in CBIR has been illustrated that impact on use of content based
image retrieval. In the process of CBIR various properties of images have been utilized that can be used for
extraction of features. In this paper various approaches based on shape and colours have been discussed that can
be used for extraction of valuable features. On the basis of review of literature survey we can illustrate that an
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optimal approach that combines features of colours and shape can lead to high accuracy in terms of content
based image retrieval.
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ABSTRACT
Texture features are important factor in content based image retrieval. Texture descriptors are important factor
in grey scale images, but due to advancements in colour image processing textures descriptors are developed a
major factor for colour space images. In this paper various colour and grey scale based texture features have
been discussed that can be used for extraction of texture histogram based features from the dataset images.
Similarity measurement is also an important factor for recognition of query images to relevant images in the
dataset. Probability based and features based similarity distance measurement approaches have been discussed
in this paper.

Keywords: CBIR, LBP, LTP,QBIR and Gabor Wavelet.
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 CBIR: “Content-based" means that the search analyses the contents of the image rather than the metadata
such as keywords, tags, or descriptions associated with the image. The term "content" in this context might refer
to colours, shapes, textures, or any other information that can be derived from the image itself. CBIR is
desirable because searches that rely purely on metadata are dependent on annotation quality and completeness.
Having humans manually annotate images by entering keywords or metadata in a large database can be time
consuming and may not capture the keywords desired to describe the image. The evaluation of the effectiveness
of keyword image search is subjective and has not been well-defined. In the same regard, CBIR systems have
similar challenges in defining success.
Content-based image retrieval uses the visual contents of an image such as color, shape, texture, and spatial
layout to represent and index the image. In typical content-based image retrieval systems, the visual contents of
the images in the database are extracted and described by multi-dimensional feature vectors. The feature vectors
of the images in the database form a feature database. To retrieve images, users provide the retrieval system
with example images or sketched figures. The system then changes these examples into its internal
representation of feature vectors. The similarities /distances between the feature vectors of the query example or
sketch and those of the images in the database are then calculated and retrieval is performed with the aid of an
indexing scheme. The indexing scheme provides an efficient way to search for the image database. Recent
retrieval systems have incorporated users' relevance feedback to modify the retrieval process in order to generate
perceptually and semantically more meaningful retrieval results.
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1.2 Image Content Descriptors
Generally speaking, image content may include both visual and semantic content.
Visual content can be very general or domain specific. General visual content include color, texture, shape,
spatial relationship, etc. Domain specific visual content, like human faces, is application dependent and may
involve domain knowledge. Semantic content is obtained either by textual annotation or by complex inference
procedures based on visual content. This chapter concentrates on general visual contents descriptions. Later
chapters discuss domain specific and semantic contents. A good visual content descriptor should be invariant to
the accidental variance introduced by the imaging process (e.g., the variation of the illuminant of the scene).
However, there is a tradeoff between the invariance and the discriminative power of visual features, since a very
wide class of invariance loses the ability to discriminate between essential differences. Invariant description has
been largely investigated in computer vision (like object recognition), but is relatively new in image retrieval.
 Color Histogram
The color histogram serves as an effective representation of the color content of an image if the color pattern is
unique compared with the rest of the data set. The color histogram is easy to compute and effective in
characterizing both the global and local distribution of colors in an image. In addition, it is robust to translation
and rotation about the view axis and changes only slowly with the scale, occlusion and viewing angle. Since any
pixel in the image can be described by three components in a certain color space. A histogram, i.e., the
distribution of the number of pixels for each quantized bin, can be defined for each component. Clearly, the
more bins a color histogram contains, the more discrimination power it has. However, a histogram with a large
number of bins will not only increase the computational cost, but will also be inappropriate for building efficient
indexes for image databases. Furthermore, a very fine bin quantization does not necessarily improve the
retrieval performance in many applications. One way to reduce the number of bins is to use the opponent color
space which enables the brightness of the histogram to be down sampled.
 Texture
Texture is another important property of images. Various texture representations have been investigated in
pattern recognition and computer vision. Basically, texture representation methods can be classified into two
categories: Structuraland statistical. Structural methods, including morphological operator and adjacency graph,
describe texture by identifying structural primitives and their placement rules. They tend to be most effective
when applied to textures that are very regular. Statistical methods, including Fourier power spectra, cooccurrence matrices, shift-invariant principal component analysis (SPCA), Tamura feature, World
decomposition, Markov random field, fractal model, and multi-resolution filtering techniques such as Gabor and
wavelet transform, characterize texture by the statistical distribution of the image intensity.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Shiv Ram Dubey “Multichannel Decoded Local Binary Patterns for Content-Based Image Retrieval”, Local
binary pattern (LBP) is widely adopted for efficient image feature description and simplicity. To describe the
colour images, it is required to combine the LBPs from each channel of the image. The traditional way of binary
combination is to simply concatenate the LBPs from each channel, but it increases the dimensionality of the
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pattern. In order to cope with this problem, this paper proposes a novel method for image description with
multichannel decoded LBPs. We introduce adder- and decoder-based two schemas for the combination of the
LBPs from more than one channel. Image retrieval experiments are performed to observe the effectiveness of
the proposed approaches and compared with the existing ways of multichannel techniques. The experiments are
performed over 12 benchmark natural scene and colour texture image databases, such as Corel-1k, MIT-VisTex,
USPTex, Colored Brodatz, and so on. It is observed that the introduced multichannel adder- and decoder-based
LBPs significantly improve the retrieval performance over each database and outperform the other
multichannel-based approaches in terms of the average retrieval precision and average retrieval rate.
Navneet Kaur “Relevance Feedback Based CBIR System Using SVM and Bayes Classifier ”In this paper,
Relevance Feedback is used to deal with this issue which based on Support Vector machine has been
extensively used in the CBIR system to bridge the semantic gap between low level features and high level
human perception features. The learning techniques are predominantly used for the classification of images in
labelled and unlabelled datasets. In our proposed work we have to work on KNN, SVM and Bayes Classifier to
classify the images. The implementation of our proposed work is done in OpenCV and experiments conducted
on the Corel Dataset having 10,000 images. After attempting the experiments on various images we have to
calculate the Precision and Recall which represent in the form of graphs. After analysing the results we have
concluded that our method is effective to reduce the semantic gap.
Tatiana Jaworska “CBIR search engine for user designed query (UDQ)” At present, most Content-Based
Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems use query by example (QBE), but its drawback is the fact that the user first has
to find an image which he wants to use as a query. In some situations the most difficult task is to find this one
proper image which the user keeps in mind to feed it to the system as a query by example. For our CBIR, we
prepared the dedicated GUI to construct a user designed query (UDQ). We describe the new search engine
which matches images using both local and global image features for a query composed by the user. In our case,
the spatial object location is the global feature. Our matching results take into account the kind and number of
objects, their spatial layout and object feature vectors. Finally, we compare our matching result with those
obtained by other search engines.
Kamlesh Kumar “Complementary feature extraction approach in CBIR” Content Base Image Retrieval (CBIR)
system has got more attention from its generic to specific use. CBIR depends upon visual low-level feature
extraction i.e.colour, texture, shape and spatial layout. In this paper, a Local Binary Patterns (LBP) has been
employed for texture analysis of image and also it is compared with average RGB colour image descriptor
method. And then a complementary feature extraction approach using average RGB colour and LBP texture
method has been proposed for CBIR. Euclidean distance is used as similarity measure for finding similar images
in the database. The experimental results are generated using MATLAB. The obtained results proved that the
accuracy and efficiency of proposed method in terms of overall precision, recall and f-measure and retrieval
time are quite higher than single colour and texture feature extraction approach.
Vinayak A. Bharadi “Novel architecture for CBIR SAAS on Azure cloud” Multimedia messages like images
or videos are used in large scale for effective way of communication in today time. Content Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) is an efficient and effective way for retrieval of relevant/similar images from large database
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based on features extraction principal. In this paper we have proposed a system which extracts images, already
uploaded in database through worker role, after analysing property or message associated with images. The
main purpose of this paper is to purpose a system which facilitates quick retrieval of data (images) from cloud.
It can be used easily for retrieving images, based on the query image, from a large set of distinct images. We are
proposing one architecture in which feature extraction technique is used to extract image by feature vectors
based on colour, shape, texture features etc. Mentioned features retrieved from the images can be stored in
vectors called feature vectors of images and therefore these are compared to the feature vectors of query image
and the image information is sorted in decreasing or ascending order. The Proposed system is an application
built on Windows Azure platform for the uploading and retrieval of images.
Dounia Awad “A CBIR-based evaluation framework for visual attention models” The computational models of
visual attention, originally proposed as cognitive models of human attention, nowadays are being used as frontends to numerous vision systems like automatic object recognition. These systems are generally evaluated
against eye tracking data or manually segmented salient objects in images. We previously showed that this
comparison can lead to different rankings depending on which of the two ground truths is used. These findings
suggest that the saliency models ranking might be different for each application and the use of eye-tracking
rankings to choose a model for a given application is not optimal. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new
saliency evaluation framework optimized for object recognition. This paper aims to answer the question: 1) Is
the application-driven saliency models rankings consistent with classical ground truth like eye-tracking? 2) If
not, which saliency models one should use for the precise CBIR applications.

III. APPROACHES USED
3.1 Texture: This is a first property which is use for the recognition of image. Basically texture is a continual
pattern of pixel over a spatial domain. It has the extension of noise. Its pattern is the visually of an image which
have property of homogeneity that do not response from the existence of only single color. Texture is a natural
property of surfaces and it gives visual patterns of the image. It contains critical details regarding the structural
arrangement of the surface. It also gives the relationship between the side and external environment.
 Grey level Co-Occurrence Matrices: The co-occurring of values at a given offset is distributed. The
GLCM is created from a grey scale image. The GLCM is computed how frequently a pixel with grey level
value occurs either vertically, horizontally or diagonally to adjacent pixels.
 Gabor Transform: This wavelet proved very important texture analysisGabor wavelet proved very useful
texture analysis and is mostly adopted in the literature. Present an image retrieval method based on Gabor
filter. In present days texture features are found by calculating mean and variation of the Gabor filtered
image. Rotation normalization is accomplished by a circular shift of feature elements therefore all images
have the same dominant direction. Mostly the image indexing and retrieval are organized on textured images
and natural images.
 Tamura Feature: Coarseness, directionality, contrast, line likeness, regularity and roughness are the six
Tamura features. In this features coarseness, contrast and directionality correspond strongly with human
perception and therefore they are very important.
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 Local Binary Pattern: LBP Pattern labels the pixel of an image with decimal number called LBP or LBP
Codes. It is used to encode the local structure around each pixel. Every pixel is compare with its eight
neighbors in a 3*3 neighborhood by subtracting the center pixel value. The resulting strictly negative values
are encoded with 0 and the others with 1; A binary number is obtained by concatenating all these binary
codes in a clockwise direction starting from the top-left one and its corresponding decimal value is used for
labeling. The derived binary numbers are referred to as Local Binary Patterns or LBP codes.
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Fig 3.1 LBP codes Extraction


Local Ternary Pattern: Local ternary operator works over a 3X 3 window over the selected region of
interest. Local ternary pattern uses a threshold constant to threshold pixels into three values whereas Local
Binary Pattern uses only two values to threshold the pixels either 0 or 1. The neighboring pixels are
combined after thresh-holding into ternary pattern. The histogram is computed for these ternary patterns.
Each ternary pattern selected will comprise two binary patterns. LBP neglects importance of center pixel
value that has been modified in LTP.
Ternary codes have been extracted from the image on the basis of different mask moving on image
different regions. Uniform patterns have been extracted from the image.
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This figure represents ternary codes that have been extracted from a single patch of the image using t=5 as user
defined threshold value. These codes have been divided into two different codes that are upper binary code and
lower binary code. These two different codes have been extracted foe all the patches of the image. These codes
have been concatenated to develop a feature vector.
3.2 Distance Measures
Distance measures are used for analyzing the similarity of two images. There are different kinds of similarity
measurements like Euclidean distance, histogram intersection, Bhattacharya distance and Mahalanobis distance
for CBIR applications.


Euclidean Distance: To calculate the Euclidian distance between images or image features, our matrices
should have same dimensions.
Distance=SQRT(sum((h-h1)^2))
h= Feature value of first image
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h1= Feature value of second image
In Euclidean distance, the least value of distance measure indicates the similarity.


Bhattacharya Distance

The Bhattacharya Distance measures the similarity between two discrete or consecutive probability
distributions. A popular distance of similarity between two Gaussian distributions is the Bhattacharya distance.
This is one of the most used methods for finding out the distance.


Mahalanobis Distance

The Mahalanobis Distance is based on the correlations between variables, and is used to analyze various
patterns. It is useful in determining the similarity between an unknown sample set and a known one. The
unknown sample set is the query image, and the known set is the images in the database.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
CBIR is field of digital imaging for extraction of relevant images on the basis of content available in the images.
Content in the image is similar to things that have been represented in the images. Textures are also contents that
have been available in the images on the basis of various features that contain information of background of the
image. In this paper various approaches of texture based featureextraction. On the basis of study of various
approaches of texture features we can say that local ternary pattern approach provides much better results in
terms of texture features of the images in CBIR.
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ABSTRACT
Power optimization in data communication is an open challenging issue for VLSI designer. The demand of high
data storage and transmission along with good lifetime and compact size, forces to develop coding scheme with
long lasting power performance. In this work an attempt is done to develop minimum distance calculator which
is being used in modern error control codes like LDPC, Polar and Turbo codes for error detection and
correction during their decoding process with various algorithms. These codes find applications in Wi-Fi,
DVBs, Compact Disks and etc. Low power design for minimum distance calculator is proposed by using 3
transistors and compared with existing standard design.
Keywords: CMOS transistors, Data transmission, Error correction, Minimum distance calculator.

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern error correcting codes consist of LDPC, Polar, Turbo code which are used at various level of Data
processing, Data storage and data communication for the purpose of error correction and detection. Since its
inception, coding theory has drawn from a rich and interacting variety of mathematical areas, including
detection theory, information theory, linear algebra, finite geometries, combinatory, optimization, system
theory, probability, algebraic geometry, graph theory, statistical designs, Boolean functions, number theory, and
modern algebra. It is important, therefore, to motivate the mathematics carefully and implement that logic on
power efficient hardware which will be cost effective and also optimized in terms of area and efficiency.
Error control coding in the context of digital communication has a history dating back to the middle of the
twentieth century. In recent years, the field has been revolutionized by codes which are capable of approaching
the theoretical limits of performance, the channel capacity. This has been impelled by a trend away from purely
combinatory and discrete approaches to coding theory toward codes which are more loosely tied to a physical
channel and soft decoding techniques. The purpose of paper is to present error correction and detection coding
in a modern setting, covering both traditional concepts thoroughly as well as modern developments in softdecision and iteratively decoded codes and recent decoding algorithms for algebraic codes with low power
design. Initially code construction for LDPC, polar, and turbo is discussed. Secondly significant of error detector
along with minimum distance calculator is proposed and results are compared.

II. ERROR CONTROL CODES
2.1 LDPC code
An LDPC code is a linear block code defined by a very sparse parity check matrix, which is populated
primarily with zeros and sparsely with ones. The LDPC code also showed improved performance when
extended to non-binary code as well as binary code to define code words. The LDPC code yields a signal to
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noise ratio approaching a Shannon channel capacity limit, which is the theoretical maximum amount of digital
data that can be transmitted in a given bandwidth in presence of certain noise interference.
2.1.1 LDPC Codes: Construction and Notation
To denote the length of the code we use N and K to denote its dimension and information bits M = N – K. Low
density parity check codes are linear codes defined by a parity check matrix. We will consider binary codes,
where all operations are carried out in the binary field. Since the parity check matrices we consider are generally
not in systemic form, the symbol A is use to represent parity check matrices, reserving the symbol H for parity
check matrices in systematic form. Following the general convention in the literature for LDPC codes, assume
that vectors are column vectors. A message vector m is a K*1 vector; a codeword is a N*1 vector. The generator
matrix G is N*K and parity check matrix A is (N-K)*N, such that H.G = 0. The row of a parity check matrix as

A=

The equation
where

= 0 is said to be a linear parity-check constraint on the codeword c. The notation

is parity check or, a check. For a code specified by a parity check matrix A, it is necessary for

encoding purposes to determine the corresponding generator matrix G. A systematic generator matrix may be
found as follows.

Having found H, form

Then HG = 0, so

HG = AG = 0, so G is a generator matrix for A. while A may be sparse, neither the

systematic generator G nor H is necessarily sparse. A matrix is said to be sparse if fewer than half of the
elements are nonzero. Parity check matrix should be such that no two columns have more than one row in which
elements in both columns are nonzero.
2.1.2 Belief Propagation Algorithm
The graph G representing the parity check matrix H consists of two sets of vertices V and C. The Tanner graph
for the parity check matrix is as shown in Fig.1. The set V consists of n vertices that represent the n codeword
bits and are called variable nodes, denoted by

. Variable node index correspond to the column

number of the parity check matrix. An edge is contained in the graph G if and only if the variable node
contained in a parity check sum

is

.
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Fig. 1. Tanner graph for LDPC code [2]

Fig.2. Massage passing through Belief propagation [2]

It can be seen from above diagram that in right bound iteration massages are send from variable nodes to check
nodes and in left bound iteration massages are sent from check node to variable nodes.
BP decoding is an iterative process in which neighboring variables “talk” to each other, passing messages such
as:“I (variable x) think that you (check h) belong in these states with various likelihoods”. After enough
iteration, this series of conversations is likely to converge to a consensus that determines the marginal
probabilities of all the variables. Estimated marginal probabilities are called beliefs. So BP algorithm is the
process to update messages until convergence, and then calculate beliefs. Using only the sign bit of LLR (λ),
one can estimate the most probable value of

λ(

|y)=log

.

= log

2.2 Polar and turbo codes
Polar codes, invented by Arıkan, are the first “practical” codes that are known to achieve the capacity for a large
class of channels. Their code construction is based on a phenomenon called “channel polarization”. This
suggests a simple scheme where we fix the inputs to the channels that are bad and transmit reliably over the
clean channels without any coding. The rate of such a scheme approaches the capacity of the channel. The
channel polarization phenomenon suggests using the noiseless channels for transmitting information while
fixing the symbols transmitted through the noisy ones to a value known both to sender as well as receiver. For
symmetric channels we can assume without loss of generality that the fixed positions are set to 0. The encoding
as well as the decoding operation of polar codes can be implemented with O(NlogN) complexity, where N is the
block length of the code[5]. Channel Polarization synthesizes N channel B-DMC then it split into noiseless
channel approaching the capacity of I (W) or into a pure noise channel approaching 1- I (W)[5] .So we can use
this sort of polarization to construct Polar codes by sending data through those channel with high capacity and
fix the inputs through those channels with low capacity. Now when the information bits are encoded in the
channel, in encoding structure of polar codes, there is the XOR operation is performed at channel combining
stage of channel polarization. This construction yields Polar codes whose lengths are powers of two. For
example, the generator matrix of an n=8 for Polar Codes Shown in figure 3. Polar codes can also be illustrated
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using a graph representation. In this case, the information vector u is presented on the left-hand side of the graph
and the resulting decoded codeword x is obtained on the right-hand side. The
operations

[5]

symbols represent XOR

.

= [u0 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7]*F8

Fig.3.Generator matrix of n=8 [5]

Fig.4. Graph representation of polar code[5]
It is also referred that Polar codes are based on the observation that specific bits in the input data going to be
better protected from noise than others. As described in [5] that as the code length N grow larger, individual bits
in the input word tend to become either very well or very poorly protected. Polar codes are constructed by
identifying those well-protected bit indices in the information vector and using them to transmit information.
They are called information set while the remaining positions form the frozen set, which is usually set to a
predetermined value known by both the encoder and the decoder. Now when bit are encoded in the channel they
are XORed with each other .At channel combining stage of channel polarization which is shown in fig.5 which
shows the first recursion manner of n=1 for channel W n where N=2n,N>=0.

Fig.5. Combining of channels W2[5]
2.2.1 SC Decoding Algorithm
The above procedure can be seen as transmitting a codeword and decoding at the receiver with a successive
cancellation (SC) decoding strategy. Decoding of polar code can be done using Successive Cancellation
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decoding scheme. Frozen set are kept fix, Information set is passed during decoding. For each i=1,2,…,N. If u i is
frozen, set

=0, otherwise generate decision,

By using above formula, channel which tends rate of one is to polarize in one noise free and the other channel
which tends to zero is noisy channel.
Turbo codes were introduced in 1993 at the International conference on communication (ICC) by Berrou,
Glavieux and Thitimajshima in their paper “Near shennon‟s limit error correction coding and decoding-Turbo
codes Turbo codes are actually a quasi-mix between Block and Convolutional codes [7]. Convolutional codes
are commonly specified by three parameters; (n, k,m) n = number of output bits, k = number of input bits, m =
number of memory registers. A block code is any member of the large and important family of error-correcting
codes that encode data in blocks. The term block code may also refer to any error correcting code that acts on a
block of k bits input data to produce n bits of output data (n, k). The rate of the code is k/n. Each message word
is associated with one and only one codeword. The total number of codewords in a code equals that of message
words, 2k. It follows from the property of subspace that linear block codes have the following two important
properties:
1). The sum of any two codewords in C is another codeword in C: C i + Cj = Ck Where Ci, Cj and Ck €C.
2). There exists a set of k codewords in C which are linearly independent such that every codeword in C is a
linear combination of the k codewords:
C = m0g0 +m1g1 +……+mk-1gk-1
Where g0, g1, g2,……gk-1 are the k linearly independent code words, and m0 ,m1,……,mk-1 are some scalars.
Linearly independent it means that m0g0+m1g1+……+mk-1gk-1 ≠ 0 unless m0 ,m1,……,mk-1 = 0 . Figure: 6
show turbo encoder structure. Those discrete symbols are not suitable for transmission over physical channel.
So, that the modulator transforms each output symbols of channel encoder to wave form that is enters in the
channel and corrupted by noise. The demodulator processes each wave form and may be produced discrete
output. Channel encoder transforms this received sequence to estimated sequence. And finally source encoder
transforms estimated sequence to estimated output.

Fig.6. Recursive Systematic Convolution encoder[7].
2.2.2 Channel
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Channel as AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) 'Additive' because it is added to any noise that might be
intrinsic to the information system. „White' refers to idea that it has uniform power across the frequency band
for the information system. It is an analogy to the color white which has uniform radiations at all occurrences in
the observable spectrum. 'Gaussian' because it has a usual distribution in the time domain with an average time
domain value of zero. The channel capacity for the AWGN channel is given by:C=1/2 log(1+P/N) Where, P
represents the maximum channel power & N represents Noise [2] .
2.2.3 Turbo Decoder
There are different decoding algorithms for turbo code such as Viterbi decoding, MAP (Maximum a posterior),
SOVA (soft output Viterbi algorithm), etc. From the literature survey, Maximum A Posteriori algorithm,
sometimes also called as BCJR(bahl, cocke, jelinek and raviv) algorithm, offerings an optimal decoding method
for linear codes which minimizes the symbol error possibility. This is different from usually used Viterbi
algorithm, In essence the Viterbi algorithm minimizes the probability of sequence (or word) error, which does
not translate to minimizing the probability of individual bit (symbol) errors[7].
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF XOR GATE
It can be conclude from above all modern error control code‟s construction that all of them require XOR gate at
various stage of Encoder and Decoder. Further more for any particular code error correction and detection
capacity is given by hamming distance between massage bits and decoded bits which can be implemented by
simple XOR gate.Minimum distance is given by dmin = n - k + 1 and the code is capable of correcting any
combination of t or fewer errors, where t can be expressed as

. So, as the number of bits increased

the requirements for number of XOR gates will be linearly increases which inspire to generate less transistor
XOR gate design.

3.1 Design of XOR Gate
A new design of XOR Gate is proposed in which only 3 transistors are used as compared to conventional 8
transistors. This decrease in the number of transistors will lead to decrease in the chip size and hence the cost
but won‟t affect the overall performance.

Fig.7 Conventional XOR gate design[1]
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Fig.8 Proposed XOR gate design
In Proposed XOR gate, when both the inputs are at logic „0‟, pMOS transistor will turn on and hence V out will
be logic „0‟. When input A is at logic „0‟ and B is at logic „1‟, upper nMOS transistor will be on ,Vout will be at
logic „1‟. When A is at logic „1‟ and B is at logic „0‟, lower nMOS is on and pMOS is on but still Vout will be at
logic „1‟. When both inputs are at logic „1‟, Vout will be at logic „0‟.
3.1.1 Simulated Waveforms of XOR Gate

Fig. 9. Waveforms of Conventional XOR gate
\

Fig. 10. Waveforms of Proposed XOR gate
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3.1.2. .Layout of XOR Gate

Fig.11. Layout of conventional XOR gate

Fig.12. Layout of Proposed XOR gate

VI. Result and Conclusion
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Fig.13. Cost Comparison
TABLE1. Results of Various Design Parameters
Parameters

Conventional

Proposed Design

Design
Nos. of Transistors

8

3

Memory Used

1.3%

0.5%

Propagation Delay

1.05ns

910ps

Layout, Simulated waveforms and results shows that as compared to conventional design our proposed design
has less numbers of transistors and accordingly cost, memory and delay can be optimized which can be used at
different stages of development of modern error control code.
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HOW SMALL BUSINESSES SHOULD APPROACH
DIGITAL MARKETING - A CASE STUDY OF
MANCER CONSULTING SERVICES
Bhavika Bali
ABSTRACT
Small Businesses in India are skeptical towards adopting Digital Marketing due to limited knowledge and
dominance of large players
The Digital India initiative is a $1 trillion business opportunity .In 2016, India has the third largest user base of
Internet in the world; however the Internet penetration is low at just 13% of the total population.
Companies such as Flipkart, Snapdeal and Ola which saw strong growth in the last few years, are faltering out
today at the hands of intense competition from deep pockets such as Amazon and Uber, which are able to
deploy cash and technology from the US to India. Similarly India‟s digital advertising economy is dominated by
Google and Facebook, which jointly capture more than 75% of all digital advertising revenue.
The pilot suggests that Small businesses can leverage on the Digital India initiative in terms of bottom line
growth and cost effectiveness. However business awareness has limited knowledge of practical application
of digital marketing methods.
The purpose of this case study based research is to understand the awareness and effectiveness of digital
marketing amongst Indian MSMEs (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises).
Background of Proposed Research
The Growing Importance of Startups and Small Businesses in India
MSMEs are the backbone for the existing and future high growth businesses with both domestic and foreign
companies investing in the ‘Make in India’ initiative. ‘Make in India with zero defect and zero effect’, is a
significant opportunity.
The new wave MSME should enable the development of a business eco -system that enables and continuously
support business that are gearing to deliver the right product, the right quality, the right solution and the right
service at a competitive price, both in domestic and international markets.
The ‘Digital India’ revolution also provides a great opportunity to promote MSME participation in the
Information, Communication and Telecommunication (ICT) sector, in line with the government‟s vision (The
new wave Indian MSME - An action agenda for growth, KPMG)
With 4,200 enterprises, India already ranks third in the world in terms of the number of start-ups, behind the US
and the UK.
India‟s GDP is expected to touch 8.5 per cent, with the country likely to be a USD 5 trillion economy by 2025.
(Union Budget 2014-15, SMERA Analysis of the Union Budget 2014-15)
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The MSME segment has the potential to emerge as a backbone for this economy and act as an engine for
growth, given the right set of support and enabling framework. The MSME opportunity is to develop
entrepreneurship and support growth led by innovation over the next decade by:
• Significantly increasing the share of MSME contribution to GDP from the current 8 per cent to 15 per cent by
2020
• Generate employment levels to the extent of 50% of the overall employment, more than doubling the current
MSME workforce of 106 million across agricultural, manufacturing and services sectors;
• Increasing the share of MSME contribution across key public and private industry sectors fulfilling increasing
domestic demand, growth in exports, indigenization and import substitution.
I. WHY THE INDIAN SMALL BUSINESS MARKETING APPROACH NEEDS A REFORM
Micro , Small and medium enterprises are viewed as the backbone of India‟s industrial landscape and have a 45
percent share in Industrial output and 40 percent share in Indian exports.
However while targeting new markets, Indian SMEs are often plagued by problem of zero physical presence and
low advertising budgets. Thus Indian SMEs are often in search of cost effective communication mix that will
not only enhance their marketing presence but also help them optimize their contribution to higher levels.
Small and Medium enterprises , not for profit organizations, government agencies have come to view emarketing as an essential strategic tool (Contemporary Strategic Marketing, Ross Brennan, Paul Baines, Paul
Garneu& Lynn Vos)
Technology in the field of computers and communication has greatly impacted the economies all around the
world. The internet has transformed the business communication landscape.
Internet adoption in micro, small and medium firms (SMEs) is promoted as a means to improve
competitiveness. (Margi Levy and Philip Powell - SME Internet Adoption)

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND METHODOLOGY
Good academic theory always enables us to explain, predict, plan and execute. These theories then help us in
why some industry or firms are more profitable than others, predict the impact of technological innovation on
industry and firm profitability, to explain and predict the impact of firm's capability on performance , suggest
what good plans for using building capability should look like and how to execute strategy and plan. (Business
model Innovation, Allan Afuah)
Various past studies were reviewed to understand the evolution of communication in the age of technology and
internet. Based on the literary review the need to bring in integration digital marketing practices with business
models of new age business ventures is discussed.

III. Business Model Innovations -Startups and MSMES
Many startups and entrepreneurs do not yet have business models. Therefore one cannot paint a portrait of what
one does not have. Consequently, the task here is to try to assess what should be ideally going into a model for
startup.
3.1 Value
Does the Business model offer benefits that Customer perceives as valuable to them?
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3.2 Adaptability- Is the business model - or core part of it- cost effectively reconfigurable or re-deployable to
offer benefits that customers perceive as valuable to them?
3.3 Rareness - Is the firm the only one that offers the customer benefits? If it is not then, is the firm‟s level of
benefit higher than that of the competitors?
3.4 Inimitability - Are the benefits difficult for other firms to imitate, substitute or Leapfrog?
3.5 Monetization - Does the firm make, or stand to make, money from offering the benefits to the customer?
This framework builds on the seminal work in the area done by: Barney, J, B. (1991). Firm resources and
sustained competitive advantage, Journal of Management, 17(1), 99-120. Peteraf, M.A (1993). The cornerstone
of Competitive Advantage, A Resource based View, Strategic Management journal.

VI. The New Age Model of Marketing Communication
The focus of online marketing is more than just selling as it works on building long term relations with different
stakeholders. For an emerging field such as digital marketing the concepts and constructs are still in formation
stage. The studies around the subject revolve around e-commerce, digital marketing and internet however
there are few results to support the literature as direct implication are a recent phenomenon for small
businesses in India.
We view the evolution of need of internet marketing based on models of interactive marketing
communication. Hoffman and Novak‟s “Marketing in Hypermedia Computer Mediated Environment:
Conceptual Foundation” appeared in the Journal of Marketing in 1996 while Rodgers and Thorson‟s “The
interactive Advertising Model: How Users perceive and Process Online Ads” was published in the Journal of
Interactive Advertising in 2000. (The Role of Interactivity and Involvement in Attitude toward the Web
Site,Jang-Sun Hwang, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, Dr. Sally J. McMillan, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN
The Web allows its users to control their own programming. The emphasis is no longer on the delivery of the
message but on the search for information and entertainment – a search which Web users control themselves
(Tapscott, 1996). Whereas traditional mass media are characterized by an information “push” (i.e., intrusion),
the communication process is reversed on the Web as it is driven by an information “pull” (i.e., the control of
the communication has shifted in favor of the user) (Barker &Groenne, 1997).
During the introduction phase of networked technology, when Internet access was restricted to very few people,
the focus was on predicting its growth and its effect on business and marketing. „Brian ArturLaw(1989,1990)
states that companies operating in networked economy often experience increasing marginal returns (On-Line
Marketing : Principles & Current Practices- GayatriVerma)
Hoffman and Novak‟s paper has been highly influential in academic considerations of Internet Marketing
(Ozuem, 2004). Its use of “flow” to conceptualize the marketing consequences of site navigation continues to be
worked upon by researchers.
Further elaborating upon the research work done by Hoffman and Novak ,Ozuem characterized users either as
“Marketers” or “Customers” and in his diagrammatic representation, did not allow customers to interact with
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other customers. Mohr and Nevin‟s (1990) analysis of four communication facets: frequency, direction, content
and modality, assists in portraying main characteristics of Internet communication.

V. EVOLUTION OF DIGITAL MARKETING
Digital marketing is the use of technologies to help marketing activities in order to improve customer
knowledge by matching their needs (Chaffey, 2013).
The internet in Luhmannian definition is a compound mixture of systems, mass media intimacy, and economics
and so on. In 1997, Paul Safe proposed that information systems are a powerful commercial tool as they lower
transaction costs. These lower transaction costs give rise to a new kind of marketing environment that is more
complex overall. Evan and Worsted further elaborated that there was a fundamental shift in the economies of
information that will bring about changes in the entire industry structure and ways companies would compete
online.
Further in 1998, Shikhar Ghost opined that internet and World Wide Web are shaking nerves of marketers and
bring in immense opportunities for marketers. Introduction of new technology has created new business
opportunity for marketers to manage their websites and achieve their business objectives (Kiang, 1998).
The very first search engine that catered to query and search was started in year 1991 and was known as
„Gopher‟. The concept of maximization of rankings on search engine was started with popularity of Yahoo in
1994 (Smyth 2007).
The market was dominated by search engine giants Google and Yahoo, when the internet bubble burst in 2001.
The technological developments motivated experts in the respective areas to think of new ways of marketing,
including the concept of market segments of one (David and Davidson, 1991).
The marketers strive to provide tailoring, personalization and customization to customers in order to help those
beat competitors and to build relationships with individual customers (Peppers and Rogers, 1993).
The May-June 2000 issue of the Harvard Business Review carried three articles related to the business model
and strategies on the Internet. The economist brought out a special feature on the Internet and Law in its issue of
January 13, 2001. The different papers worked on proving how Internet offered new trading environment and
how is it different from traditional environment. A special issue on e-commerce Systems and Management
Practices was also brought out by Vision: The Journal of business Perspective in 2001. The articles included in
the journal relate to various issues ranging from business strategies of the Dotcom enterprises to customer
loyalty to the practice of CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and the use of ERP
Kalyanam and Mclnyre (2002) (33) in their article on e-marketing mix , which focuses on e-marketing
techniques that emerged during the dot.com boom and e-tailing wars to provide approach for organizing Internet
based activities of the marketing manager. According to the author, e-marketing facilitates relational exchange
in digital network and interactive environments.
They have identified 11-emarketing functions to be included in the e-marketing mix and represented
them by function 4Ps + P*P + C*C+S*S.
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The e-marketing mix, according to authors, is an extension of traditional four P‟s marketing mix. Besides the
four P‟s, the additional elements in the e-marketing mix are personalization, privacy, customer service,
community, site, security and sales promotion.
E-Marketing Domains (Marketing in Digital Age, Principles of Marketing, Philip Kotler, Gary Armstrong)

VI. HOW SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES SHOULD CHOOSE THEIR BRAND
AMBASSADOR- A CASE STUDY OF MANCER CONSULTING SERVICES
6.1 Brief Profile of MANCER Consulting Private Limited
As a leading premium service provider for talent acquisition in India, MANCER consulting services has been a
leader in its domain since the year 2000.
Key services provided by MANCER Consulting services include
1. Executive Search
2. Executive Selection
3. Recruitment Process Outsourcing
4. Talent Analytics
5. Start Up Boot
6.2 Problem Identification: Adopting Social Media as a Lead Generation Tool
1. MANCER consulting services was looking forward to develop Digital Lead Generation Channels through
optimum usage of various Digital Marketing Channels. However the firm had already spent significant
resources on developing a new and improved website and now was looking for cost effective and long term
marketing solution.
2. Measurement of Marketing success and social media lead generation process was a fragmented task.
3. There was an increasing reluctance in the 100+ employees of MANCER Consulting Services, to get involved
in additional promotional activities, due to high sales target.

VII . MANCER VISIBILITY CAMPAIGN
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VIII. . Results and findings of the MANCER V CAMPAIGN

XI. SELECT OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY
The case study presents initial evidence that some loyal employees may be acting as self-appointed brand
managers.
Employees act as a direct point of contact with the client and are crucial to bring in direct reviews from B2B
customers.
These direct review and appreciation from clients on social media helped MANCER Consulting services share
useful content with clients and hence make some significant space in their social media space.
The case study has direct implication on improving marketing presence for small and medium sized businesses.
At an individual level, the findings can help entrepreneurs understand the importance of assimilating employee
presence on social media to get good Return on Investment and persistent marketing gains.
Our results have implications of encouraging word of mouth. Similarly firms that are looking forward to
establish consumer social networks might consider beginning with own employees rather than unplanned
expenditure on paid media.
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X. ESSENTIALS OF E-MARKETING PRESENCE
10.1 Websites
Websites help in facilitating the role of Internet as a global medium much more thoroughly and efficiently.
Website content ranking and grouping can allow straightforward access to web- site content, by making
frequently required content the most accessible and by grouping related content for ease of identification. From
a website marketing perspective the more accessible website content in relating to product and services offered,
the more likely that such product and services will be purchased by the consumers (Taylor and England, 2006).
10.2 Web Analytics via text Analysis in Blogs and Social Media
Web Analytics focuses on collecting, measuring, analyzing and interpretation of web data in order to improve
web usage and effectiveness of interests of person in an organization. Web analytics offers and important tool
to market research, business development and measuring the effect of advertising and promotional campaign.
The companies show an increased interest in monitoring the opinion of consumers about the products and
services they have to offer
10.3 Online Advertising
Sung –Jon Yoon and Joe-Ho Kim (2001) undertook a survey in Seoul, Korea of 105 online users in August
1999. The objective of the study were to compare the differences in media characteristics between online and
offline channel. The findings suggest that Internet is fast emerging as a preferred and important media choice.
The study also suggested that Internet is fast emerging as an important media choice for high involvement
products and high involvement customers.
10.4 Social Media
In a 2012 survey of managers in 115 countries and 24 industries, conducted by MIT Sloan Management Review
and Deloitte, 52 percent of the respondents affirmed the significance of social media to their business. A
whopping 86 percent stated that within three years social media will gain heights. The change was clearly
evident in 2016 with businesses talking about their social media initiative in infancy or at conceptual level.
None though deny the significance of social media. The time is right for businesses to develop a “strategy to get
into the results for users who matter” (Management Review Research Report, 53(4), 1-32, Weber)
10.5 Customer Knowledge Management
Corporations are beginning to realize that the proverbial „if we only knew what we know‟ also includes „if we
only knew what our customers know.‟ Customer Knowledge Management (CKM) refers to the management of
knowledge from customers, i.e. knowledge resident in customers. CKM is contrasted with knowledge about
customers, e.g. customer characteristics and preferences prevalent in previous work on knowledge management
and customer relationship management.
At first glance, CKM may seem just another name for Customer Relationship Management (CRM) or
Knowledge Management (KM) but customer knowledge managers require a different mindset along a number
of key variables.
Customer knowledge managers first and foremost focus on knowledge from the customer (i.e. knowledge
residing in customers), rather than focusing on knowledge about the customer, as characteristic of customer
relationship management.
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In other words, smart companies realize that corporate customers are more knowledgeable than one might think,
and consequently seek knowledge through direct interaction with customers, in addition to seeking knowledge
about customers from their sales representatives.
Similarly, conventional knowledge managers typically focus on trying to convert employees from knowledge
hoarders into knowledge sharers. This is typically done by intra-net based knowledge sharing platforms, Yellow
Page initiatives, and so-called „Share Nets,‟ i.e. platforms and tools that have often sophisticated functions such
as urgent requests, or incentive systems that reward both the giver and taker of knowledge using a „miles and
more approach‟ (e.g. Davenport and Proust, 2002). Clearly, traditional KM fulfills a vitally important role to the
extent that knowledge becomes the key value-added resource in companies.
10.6 Big Data Mining and Analytics - A Data Driven Approach to Lead Generation
The source and variety of Big Data involves new technologies that create, communicate, or are involved with
data-generating activities, which produce different types/formats of data resources. The data we are referring to
here is not just a number that depicts amounts or performance indicator or scale (Introduction of Big Data Era ,
Stephan Kebab)
Data also includes less structured formats, such as the following elements
1.

Website Links

2.

Emails

3.

Twitter Responses

4.

Product Reviews

5.

Picture/Images

6.

Written text in various platforms
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is to carry out the reduction of Inorganic Loading Rate in the wastewater by the use of
Titanium Dioxide. Titanium Dioxide in powdered form belonging to nanoscale, gives higher surface area for the
adsorption mechanism with the photocatalysis process under the UV lamp. Titanium Dioxide for treating
wastewater with higher inorganic loading rate can lead to reduction with higher affectivity.

Keywords: Titanium Dioxide, Anatase, P25 Degusssa, Photocatalytic Adsorption, Inorganic
Loading Rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
The population growth rate is increasing rapidly and at the same time new technology like nanotechnology is
coming for future prospects

[1]

. Due to increase in population there is increment in industrialization for future

needs and hence increase in inorganic waste may occur due to heavy increment in the industrialization [2]. Many
times heavy inorganic waste may require separate treatment as its concentration maybe very high. As with time
inorganic loading may increase which can cause harm to aquatic life when discharged into water bodies without
giving the concerned treatment. So, the new arising technology can play role in dealing with environmental
engineering

[3]

. The nanoscale powdered form Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) can be used for treating the heavy

inorganic loading rate containing wastewater. Anatase & P 25 Degussa two types of TiO2 can be used for this
purpose under the ultraviolet (UV) radiation [4]. Anatase is one of the mineral forms of TiO2 found in nature and
P25 Degussa is the mixture of Anatase and Rutile, where Rutile is also the mineral form of TiO 2 found in nature
where the composition of mixture of Anatase & Rutile may vary from 70:30 to 80:20 (Anatase: Rutile)

[5]

. These

powders are insoluble in water and hence no further containment occurs of wastewater for its treatment

[6]

.

When this nanoscale powdered form TiO2 taken for the treatment of inorganic loading waste in the wastewater
may give effective result in the photocatalytic reaction under UV light source.

II. MATERIALS & METHOD
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Wastewater sample – The wastewater source from Galvanising industry in Pune
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2.1.2 Ultraviolet light source – Additional source of UV light for photocatalysis process with closed casing of
wooden box so UV rays do not permeate through and come in direct contact with skin as UV rays are
carcinogenic after extent of exposure
2.1.3 Titanium Dioxide – Anatase, P25 Degussa in nanoscale powdered form
2.1.4 Magnetic stirrer – Magnetic stirrer to provide adequate stirring in the solution so that the insoluble
powder uniformly gets distributed throughout the solution

2.2 Method
Taking the P25 Degussa/ Anatase in the wastewater and mixing it by magnetic stirrer, thus the solution can be
made of TiO2 and wastewater. By exposing this solution in the UV light, the process undergoes photocatalytic
reaction of:
TiO2

uv light

e-cb (TiO2) + h+vb (TiO2)

(1)

Where, cb is conduction band and vb is valence band [7]. After the process is completed taking the supernatant
treated wastewater, as the TiO2 gets settled at the bottom. The supernatant would be taken for inorganic loading
test

III. DISCUSSION
In this research the reduction of inorganic loading rate obtained under the photocatalytic adsorption
phenomenon of TiO2 is studied. The study will be conducted to determine the following:
 To find the optimum timing and optimum dosage for better affectivity
 To comparatively find the effectiveness of both P25 Degussa and Anatase

IV. CONCLUSION
The maximum efficacy can vary for different concentrations with different timing of exposure under UV light.
Highest amount of efficiency can be achieved for reduction of inorganic loading rate with the help of Titanium
Dioxide.
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ABSTRACT
A hearing aid is an electroacoustic device for improving the hearing ability of hearing impaired. It should be
designed such that it is able to adjust the magnitude response of arbitrary input frequencies, have low power
consumption for reasonable battery life, output should be provided with a low delay and the overall structure
should be small in size. This paper gives an overview of the hearing aid staring with the causes for hearing loss,
different ways to improve the loss, a brief history of the hearing aid & the technology behind the hearing aid.

Key Words— Hearing Aid, Hearing loss
I.INTRODUCTION
Every human being are blessed with two ears, an organ which is used to hear the sounds surrounding us. But
many people around us have hearing loss. Hearing loss happens when there is a problem with one or more parts
of the ear, the nerves coming from the ears, or the part of the brain that controls hearing. About 3 in 1,000
babies are born with hearing loss, making it the most common birth defect. A hearing problem can also develop
later in life. Human ear is able to hear within the frequency range of 20-20KHz[1]
How does a human ear work? [2]
The ear is made up of three different sections as shown in fig (1) : the outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner
ear. These parts work together. The outer ear, or pinna , picks up sound waves and the waves then travel through
the outer ear canal

Fig(1) A human ear
When the sound waves hit the eardrum in the middle ear, the eardrum starts to vibrate. When the eardrum
vibrates, it moves three tiny bones in the ear. These bones are called the hammer (or malleus), anvil (or incus),
and stirrup (or stapes). They help sound move along on its journey into the inner ear. The vibrations then travel
to the cochlea, which is filled with liquid and lined with cells that have thousands of tiny hairs on their surfaces.
There are two types of hair cells: the outer and inner cells. The sound vibrations make the tiny hairs move. The
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outer hair cells take the sound information, amplify it (make it louder), and tune it. The inner hair cells send the
sound information to hearing nerve, which then sends it to brain, allowing hear.

There are a few different types of hearing loss:
conductive, sensorineural, mixed (conductive and sensory combined), neural, and central.
Causes of Hearing Loss
• During birth
• Other problems can happen later because of an injury or illness, including: middle ear fluid; serious
infections; head injury; listening to very loud music, especially through headphones; repeated exposure to
loud sounds, such as machinery. Lots of kids have ear infections, which also can cause hearing loss.
Permanent hearing loss from an ear infection is rare
Methods to improve hearing loss
 Use of hearing aid
 Cochlear Implants
 Implantable Hearing Devices
 Hearing Assistive Technology
 Captions
 Loop technology
The most common devices are hearing aids. These range from extremely tiny ones that fit completely in the ear
canal, to ones that are placed behind a person’s ear and that deliver sound into the ear canal via tubing and an
earmold.
Hearing aids help the majority of people with mild-to-moderate hearing loss, for many people who have severe
hearing loss. A cochlear implant can be useful which consists of an internal and external component. The
internal component is surgically inserted under the skin behind the ear, and a narrow wire is threaded into the
inner ear. The external component, which looks somewhat like a behind-the-ear hearing aid, is connected to the
internal one through the skin via an external magnetic disk.
There are some types of conductive hearing losses that can be surgically corrected or improved with hearing
aids depending on the condition of the nerve. If not, hearing can be improved with: an implanted boneconduction hearing device;

a surgically implanted, osseointegrated device (for example, the Baha or Ponto

System); Sound Bite Hearing System
Hearing Assistive Technology, or HAT as it is commonly referred to, is a technology that help in various
listening situations, such as telephone communication, TV reception, ensure an effective smoke alarm, or
listening in various kinds of public venues.
Captions are the written text of the spoken word
A hearing loop is a wire that circles a room and is connected to a sound system. The loop transmits the sound
electromagnetically. The electromagnetic signal is then picked up by the telecoil in the hearing aid or cochlear
implant.
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II.THE HISTORY OF HEARING AID [3]
The first hearing aid- Ear Trumpets shown in fig (2)
was created in the 17th century. Ear trumpets are tubular or funnel-shaped devices which collect sound waves
and lead them into the ear. They serve as hearing aids, resulting in a strengthening of the sound energy impact to
the eardrum and thus a better hearing for a deaf or hard-of-hearing individual.

Fig(2): Ear Trumpets
Next Frederick C. Rein establishes F.C. Rein and Son in London. It is the earliest firm known to manufacture
hearing aids on a commercial basis. Rein’s early products were non-electric hearing aids, such as ear trumpets,
acoustic urns, and speaking tubes for churches.
Hutchison invented and Akouphone manufactures the first electric hearing device in 1898. Called the
“Akoulallion” (from the Greek “to hear” and “to speak”), this model instrument used a carbon microphone and
up to three pairs of earphones.
Earl C. Hansen invented and patented the first vacuum tube hearing aid. Called the “Vactuphone,” the
instrument was battery-powered and employed a single triode.
 In 1912 the first volume control for an electric hearing aid was introduced by the Globe Ear-Phone Company.
 In 1948 the first hearing aid with a printed circuit, the Solo-Pak from Allen-Howe Electronics Corp., was
introduced.
 In early 1950’s Transistor hearing aids were introduced and began replacing vacuum tube hearing aids.
 First, all-transistor hearing aid was introduced by Microtone, in January 1953
 Then the German company Akumed and the American company Otarion were the first to market electronic
hearing aid eyeglasses.
 In 1955 Dahlberg, Inc. introduced the first so-called “in-the-ear” hearing aid, the D-10 Miracle-Ear for mild
hearing loss. All the hearing aid components were concealed in a shell which was actually worn at the ear
rather than in the ear.
 The first BTE (Behind the Ear) hearing aid with an integrated circuit, was introduced by Zenith in 1964
 In 1987 - The first digital hearing instrument, the Phoenix, was introduced by Nicolet.
 Later in 1991 Oticon in Denmark presented the first fully automatic hearing aid without a volume control.
Called MultiFocus, it had two channel non-linear sound processing.
 In 2006 ELI was introduced by Starkey, enabling hearing aids to be compatible with Bluetooth-enabled
mobile phones.
 InSound introduced Lyric, the first completely invisible deep-canal hearing aid in the year 2008.
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 In 2009 Ginger Labs introduces soundAMP, an assistive software application that transforms the iPhone into
an interactive hearing device.
 Siemens launched, Aquaris, a waterproof, dustproof and shock-proof hearing aid in 2011.

III.TECHNOLOGY BEHIND HEARING AID
Hearing Aids are available in two types - analogue and digital.
Analog hearing aids simply convert sound into electric currents, boost the currents, and turn them back into
louder sounds.
Digital hearing aids are more sophisticated. They convert the sound into a numerically coded signal and,
depending on how they are designed, process and refine the signal before turning it back into a sound. Digital
hearing aids can be tuned so they emphasize sounds of particular frequency or block out unwanted noise more
effectively, whereas analog hearing aids tend to amplify everything (background noises as much as important
sounds) by the same amount.
There are different types of hearing solutions available, but they all have the same five key components:
3.1. Mircrophone
The microphone on the outside of the hearing aid picks up sound from the air as it enters the ear and converts
sound waves into digital signals
3.2. Microchip
A microchip - a miniature computer enables the expert Audiologists to customise the hearing solution
3.3. Amplifier
The amplifier strengthens the digital signals.
3.4. Battery
A tiny battery powers the hearing aid.
3.5. Receiver
The speaker converts the digital signals into vibrations that then pass through the inner ear to the brain.
How an analog hearing aid works? [7]Sound waves travel-1 toward ear (pink) and the hearing aid wearing
behind it (blue). A small microphone-2 picks up the sounds and turns them into an electric current.
An amplifier circuit-3 (containing one or more transistors) increases the strength of the current. A small button
battery-4 powers the amplifier circuit and other components. The amplified current-5 drives a small
loudspeaker. The loudspeaker-6 plays its sound into a tube called the ear hook. The ear hook-7 plays the sound
through the ear mold into ear canal
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Fig (3) working of analog hearing aid.
Sound waves-8 of greatly increased volume travel to inner ear.A digital hearing aid works in much the same
way, except that the amplifier chip digitizes the sound signals from the microphone, then processes and filters
them before it amplifies them—producing much clearer sounds. It can be much more closely tuned to particular
hearing difficulties and it automatically adjusts itself to different environments. Digital hearing aids analyze
incoming sounds intelligently, do their best to figure out which sounds and sound frequencies you want to hear,
and boost those selectively. Digital hearing aids use a combination of different techniques very broadly referred
to as DSP (digital signal processing), including Gain adjustment, Compression, Sound classification, Speech
enhancement, Feedback reduction, Noise reduction.Following are some of the features that are usually included
in basic hearing aid technology. Channels; Directional microphone systems; Digital noise reduction; Impulse
noise reduction; Feedback management systems; Telecoil ; FM compatibilityIn addition to the basic hearing aid
technology, each major hearing aid manufacturer offers several levels of advanced digital technology such as
Bluetooth compatibility; Wind noise reduction ; Data logging; Learning features ; Binaural processing;

IV.CONCLUSION
There have been significant improvements in hearing aids over the past few years. These improvements have
allowed audiologists to provide amplification to patients who previously may not have been able to use hearing
aids. Recent improvements also allow for greater ease and flexibility in the fitting process.. With the progression
of microelectronics, the future of hearing aids looks quite promising. As the processing speed and memory in
hearing aids
increase, the algorithms will become more sophisticated . Future developments in hearing aids will become
more complex and will require combined efforts of psychoacoustics, signal processing, and clinical research
conducted by audiologists. These improvements will attempt to better mirror the complex nature of hearing loss
and use patient feedback to help achieve goals of providing improved devices for the population with hearing
impairment. This paper is provided with a brief history of hearing aid & the technology review of the hearing
aid.
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ABSTRACT
The electroencephalograph (EEG) is technique of recording electrical activity of brain. In this normalized
compressed EEG data wavescataloging is done using the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) with Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). The DWT is used to classify the EEG wave’s frequencies, while FFT is applied to visualize
the EEG waves in multi-resolution of DWT. Various real EEG data sets have been tested and the results recover
the validity of the proposed technique.

Keywords: EEG, DWT, FFT
I. INTRODUCTION
Human brain comprises most complicated system having irregular nature. Nowadays several methodsexist to
record brain waves and electroencephalography (EEG) is one of them. This is one of the brain signals
processing technique that allows gaining the understanding of the complex internalmechanisms of the brain
asymmetrical brain waves have shown to be associated with particular brain disorders.
The analysis of brain waves plays a significant role in identification of different brain disorders. The
combination of millions of neurons sending signals at once produces an enormous amount of electrical activity
in the brain, which can be detected using sensitive medical equipment such as an EEG which measures electrical
levels over areas of the scalp. The electroencephalogram (EEG) recording is a useful tool for studying the
functional state of the brain and for diagnosing certain disorders. The combination of electrical activity of the
brain is commonly called a Brainwave pattern because of its wave-like nature.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) signals are the realizations of brain electrical activities recorded from multiple
electrodes located on the scalp. Analysis ofEEG signals has led to an interdisciplinary field of research called
EEG signal processing.
EEG signals are the marks of neural activities. There have been many procedures developed so far for
processing EEG signals. The application of these algorithms to analysis of the normal and abnormal EEGs.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The exposure of neurophysiological features by means of electroencephalogram (EEG) is one of the most
regular medical exams to be performed on human beings. As it is noticed, EEG trials are not always enough to
deliver a clear and accurate diagnosis for numerous pathologies. Hence it must be combined with other exams.
But we can use all additional instrumental exams to recover the quality of the diagnosis since there are other
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constraints, namely, financial, medical and individual. This work presents an originalapplication of EEG signal
processing. [2]
Various state of mind and the cause of the cerebral cortex in different locations reflect the different EEG.
Therefore, the electro-encephalogram contains plentiful physical, psychological andpathological information,
analyzing and processing of EEG both in the clinical diagnosis of some brain diseases and treatments in
cognitive science research field are very important. [4]
A wavelet is a minor waveform which has its energy intense in time. Wavelet Transforms [8] are used to
convert a signal into a series of wavelets. The wavelet transform is asignificant method for analysis of EEG
signals. One of the main advantage of the wavelet transform is that it is limited in both time and frequency,
whereas other classical methods like the Fourier transform are limited in frequency, only.DWT (Discrete
Wavelet Transform), being non-redundant, is a very dominant method for many non-stationary Signal
Processing applications. The vital point is that it gives a better estimate than the discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) since, it is redundant, linear and shift invariant. [8]
Applying Static wavelet transforms to the contaminated EEG signals and decomposes it up to six levels as a
basis function. The de-noising system is applied at thisStage is sure by fixing anedge value and thresholding
function. The last stage is to obtain the de-noised EEG signal. Apply inverse static wavelet transform to the
threshold wavelet coefficients to obtain the de-noised EEG signal. [8]

III.OBJECTIVES
1. To advance the power of EEG signals using wavelet transform.
2.To provide visualising, analysis and handling for EEG signals.
3.Classify the EEG signals based on the frequency range.

IV. FLOWCHART
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V.METHODOLOGY
The methodology followed in the study is concise below. It consists of three sequentially performed algorithm.

5.1 Data collection
The data which is provided by health center is in the form of Microsoft access format. For importing these data
we link database file into matlab by converting it into .mat format. It is shown in Fig.1 as below.

Fig 1:Input file

5.2 Waveform Transformation
We carried out decomposition of EEG signals with the help of Doubechies and Har filter .After that finding
detail information about the coefficient at level N from wavelet decomposition structure.Transformed signals
are shown in Fig.2.

Fig 2:Transformed signals

5.3 Data Compression
Data compression is done with the help of approximation technique. Also by avoiding continuities in the
signals.

5.4 Signal Reconstruction
For reconstruction of signal inverse Fourier transform is used. It is shown in Fig 3.
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Fig 3:Reconstructed signals
After that we complete the ﬁltering process by applying various ﬁlter i.e. Har ﬁlter and Doubechies8 ﬁlter. After
completing ﬁltering process we apply DWT transform by developing effective algorithm for analyzing the EEG
signal in frequency and time domain. Classiﬁcation of EEG signals is takes place with the help of frequency
analysis. Signal processing and analyzing will be done with the help of matlab software
The data was available in binary file format with 12 bit resolution and the sampling frequency of 250 samples
per second. It was then preprocessed to separate the 20-channel waveform and stored in a separate file for
subsequent transformation with wavelets.
Previously work was done support vector machine (SVM) was used in which point to point mapping was not
possible and hence it gives low efficiency.[8]

VI. PRACTICAL APPROACH
6.1 Discrete WaveletTransform
Wavelet transform decomposes a signal into set of basic functions. These basic functions are called wavelet. A
medical image gives more accuracy without loss of information. The DWT based on time scale representation
which provide multiresolution. Wavelet transform is able to provide the time and frequency information
simultaneously, hence giving a time-frequency representation of the signal. The basic principle is to factorize
the polyphase matrix of wavelet ﬁlter into a sequence of alternating upper and lower triangular matrices and a
diagonal matrix.

6.2 Filters used in EEG analysis
6.2.1 Haar ﬁlter
Haarwavelet is irregular, and look like a step function. It is shown in Fig.4. The Haar Wavelet Transformation is
a simple form of compression which contains averaging and differencing terms, storing detail coefﬁcients,
eliminating data, and restructuring the matrix such that the resulting matrix is similar to the initial matrix.

Fig 4: Haarwavelet
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6.2.2 Daubechiesﬁlter
The names of the Daubechies family wavelets are written dbN, where N is the order, and db the surname of the
wavelet. It is shown in Fig.5. The db1 wavelet, is the same as Haar wavelet. Here is the wavelet purposes psi of
the next nine members of the family. Response of Daubechies ﬁlter.

Fig 5: Daubechies 4 &Daubechies 20 wavelet

VII. RESULT
1. The Delta waves which results all the waves in the EEG below 3.5 Hz. They arise in deep sleep, in childhood,
and in serious organic brain disease.
2. The Theta waves have frequencies between 4 and 7 Hz. These arise primarily during the childhood, but they
also arise during sensitive stress in some adults.
3. The Alpha waves are rhythmic waves occurring at a frequency range between 8 and 13 Hz, which initiate in
all normal persons when they are awake in a quiet, resting state of cerebration.
4. The Beta waves are very low amplitude, and high frequency range between 13 and 30 Hz. They are affected
by emotional action.Result analysis is tabularized below

Table1: Results
Band

Frequency

Representated Status

Delta

<4 Hz

Show Wave sleep

Theta

4-7 Hz

Inhibition of excited responses

Alpha

8-15 Hz

Relaxed inhibition control

Beta

16-31 Hz

Anxious, active thinking

Gamma

>32 Hz

Cross model, sensory preception

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method makes use of both the discrete wavelet transform as well as the discrete Fourier
transform.Specially, wavelet transform is used as a classifier of the EEG frequencies. In addition, the filtered
EEG data were used as input to the wavelet transform, offers a perfect success in the rejecting undesired
frequencies and permits the DWT levels to discriminate the EEG waves only. In this paper the waves are
classified according with the frequency range as Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta, Gamma etc. The status of each wave
is discussed in the result section of this paper.
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ABSTRACT
There is need for short life cycle for production as fashion industry is getting developed day by day. Currently it
is observed that most of the work related to fault detection of fabric is done manually. To avoid this, this paper
presents, fabric defect detection, which is based on image processing technique by using Raspberry pi
controller. Camera module is used to capture images of fabric which will be used for processing.

Keywords— Raspberry Pi 2, USB Camera Module ,IR Proximity Sensor, Display
I. INTRODUCTION
At present the quality of fabric inspection process for textile fabrics is mainly performed by manually. However,
the process of manual inspection is limited by tediousness and doziness. In industry, it is observed that about
70% of fabric defects were detected by the well qualified and trained inspectors. Now days there is need for
development of automatic fabric defect detection system, which results in the high quality product with high
speed. So researchers have started to study and develop methods for automatic inspection of fabric defect
detection. Automated inspection of textile fabrics has attracted a lot of attentions in recent years. It is also found
that about 90% plain fabric defects could be detected manually and easily. So in this paper we proposed an
automated system for Fabric Defect Detection using image processing Technique.

II. RELATED WORKS
Haiqin Zuo, Yu jie Wang, Xue zhi Yang, Xin Wang have published a paper entitled, “Fabric Detect Detection
Using Texture Enhancement ” in 20125th International Congress On Image and Signal Processing (CISP
2012).To locate defect regions of fabric ,proposed system based on computer vision, plays an important role.
Various Approaches for Fabric defect detection have been proposed in the past two decades. The texture
analysis techniques for Fabric defect are proposed. [1]
Jayashree Vadin and Shaila Subbaraman have published a paper entitled, “Modeling of Plain Weave Fabric
Structure and Its use in Fabric Defect Identification”. A proposed work is carried out in two parts. In first part,
machine integration and hardware development methods were discussed while in second part software
framework is designed. For evaluation of the system a database of 54 industrial fabric images is collected to
achieve detection rate of 100% with minimal pseudo alarm rate [2]
Abdul Kadir and skin peker have published paper entitled, “fabric Defect Detection using deep learning”. In
this paper fabric defect detection have importance in terms of spectral quality. Automatic systems are developed
on the defect detection, in this regards many methods are tried to obtain high precision with image processing
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studies. In this study, deep learning which distinguishes with multilayer architectures and reveals high
achievements is applied to fabric defect detection. [3]
Xin Wang, Nicolas D. Georganas, and Emil M. Petriu have presented a paper entitled “Fabric Texture Analysis
Using Computer Vision Techniques”. They have presented low-cost computer vision practices to measure the
texture characteristics like yarn counts, surface roughness of woven fabric. According to the obtained test
results, authors have proved that FDFFT is a reliable and rapid parameter for measurement of fabric roughness
based on 3-D surface data. [4].
Aiguo Song, Yezzhen Han, Haihua Hu, and Jianqing Li have presented a paper on, “A Novel Texture Sensor for
Fabric Texture Measurement and Classification”. The authors have presented a different design of a surface
texture sensor by imitating human active texture perception by touch. The experiments carried out by authors
showed that texture sensor used is effective to notice the feature signals of fabric surface textures, which are
appropriate for the RBF networks to classify the various fabrics. [5].
Dorian Schneider and Dorit Merhof have presented a paper on, “High precision on-loom yarn density
measurement in woven fabrics”. A vision-based inspection system to measure woven fabric yarn densities
during production is presented. A proposed work consists of a combination of basic and custom-made image
processing techniques. It allows to spot single wefts and warps in fabric images. [6].

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of proposed work
As shown in Fig. 1 block diagram of proposed system, Raspberry Pi 2 is interfaced with IR proximity sensor
which is used to detect presence of cloth. USB webcam is connected to USB port of raspberry pi 2. It is used to
capture image of cloth. Display is used to show detected faults. Image captured through webcam is stored in
raspberry pi 2 and using Canny Edge Detection algorithm faults or defects in cloths can be calculated.

3.1 Raspberry Pi 2
The Raspberry Pi 2 Model B is the main controller of developed system. It has 900MHz quad-core processor
(ARM Cortex-A7) CPU. It has 1GB RAM memory and total 4 USB ports. Raspberry Pi module is connected to
display unit via HDMI port.
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Fig. 2 -Raspberry Pi 2
-

Fig. 3 Experimental Setup
Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup for proposed system. It shows interfacing of webcam with Raspberry Pi 2.

(a) Faultless Fabric

(c) Broken Fabric

(b) Missing yarn

(d) Roughness of Fabric

Fig. 4 various samples of fabric in textile industry
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3.2 Faultless Fabric
Fig.4 (a) shows the plane fabric images with no fault.

3.3 Missing yarn
One yarn is missing as shown and the difference between faultless fabric and missing yarn of the fabric is shown
in fig. 4(b).

3.4 Brocken Fabric
Fabric is having hole and the difference between faultless fabric and broken fabric is shown in fig. 4(c).

3.5 Roughness of Fabric
Fabric is having some rough part and the difference between faultless fabric and Roughness is shown in fig.
4(d).

IV. RESULTS

Fig. 5 Flowchart

Fig. 6 Edge Detection of single yarn on capturing the image
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Fig. 6 shows the Edge Detection of single yarn on capturing the image. Using camera, image was captured and
stored in memory. After performing algorithm i.e. edge detection algorithm above results were acquired. It
shows the edges of fabric. Thus by doing so fault can be detected.
The software design includes, Firstly, camera and time is initialized. Count is set to zero. While count is less
than 5 then initialize width and height to 640 and 480 respectively. Also count is incremented unless it reaches
value 5. Set width and height of camera. Then camera is initialized and video is captured images. And these
images are saved as file”str(count)+jpg”. Then height and width of display is set. Then 5 images are captured
and between them 1sec delay is been given and camera is stopped.
The minimum requirement of camera for capturing the image is 512 by 512 pixels, with 8 bit per pixel
Memory required = 0.25 megabytes
Images from video camera arrive at 5 images, or frames with 1 second delay.
Data Rate = 6.55 million per second
The stored images read by Python2 software and various analysis is done to identify. After identification defects
they are classified into various classes by comparing with the non defected fabric image database.
After the Saved images are called using import cv2 instruction and numpy is used for numerical calculation.
Image is read using its name and then on that image canny edge detection algorithm is performed. Image is
plotted as 121 i.e. 1 row, 2 column and first position. Resultant image is edge detection of single yarn in binary
scale format and displayed on output window.
The input of the image is RGB (red, green, blue) intensity is minimum for 0 and maximum 255. Further it is
converted to gray scale image. The intensity of gray scale image is 0 to127. So output is in binary image. The
binary image intensity is 0 and 1.

After the edge detection then next step is fabric defect detection. On the

images are filtered using GUI (Graphical User Interface).

V. CONCLUSIONS
The USB Camera is successfully interfaced with Raspberry pi model. USB Camera captures Fabric images
successfully. Trajectory of yarn is also detected properly. Samples of Missing yarn are collected. Broken Fabric
and Roughness of fabric are also detected.
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BEAD GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION IN
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING USING RESPONSE
SURFACE METHODOLOGY AND GREY
RELATIONAL ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT
This study suggests an optimum flux for a good bead shape and geometry.As BG decides the load carrying
capacity of the joint so an attempt has been made to design a flux for high load carrying capacity. The fluxes
were designed using RSM and were made by agglomeration technique. The optimal flux composition is CaF2
2%, FeMn 8% and NiO as 2%.

Keywords SAW, BG,RSM, Elements transfer

I. Introduction
In submerged arc welding the arc is covered under a granular flux. The arc is maintained between the end of the
electrode and the work piece. The electrode is constantly fed into the the arc as it is melted. The melting rate of
the electrode and the work piece is 4-5 times larger than the shielded metal arc welding. So, it is used for
welding of thick plates.SAW is widely used because the quality of the weld is very high. The quality is high
because the weld has double protection from the atmospheric contamination. The slag and unused flux both
provides the double protection. (Houldcroft, 1989). This welding process is used for low alloy steels, mild
steels, low carbon steels as well as nickel based alloys, stainless steels and other non-ferrous metals. The
properties of the welds are affected by the physical and chemical properties of fluxes. The flux should be
selected in such a way that it may give a suitable bead geometry.

1.1 Bead geometrty
The weld bead geometry is represented In terms of width, reinforcement and penetration. The study of weld
bead geometry or shape relationship for welds include the studies of weld bead width (W), depth of penetration
(P), height of reinforcement R, weld penetration shape factor i.e.

factor

W
R

W
P

(WPSF) and weld reinforcement form

i.e (WRFF). The dimension and shape of the weld bead decided the load carrying capacity of the

joint (Raveendra and Parmar, 1987). The dimensions of the weld bead depend on both the welding process
parameters and flux composition.

1.2 Weld Width And Reinforcement
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Weld bead width is the maximum width of the weld metal deposited on base plate. It increases flux consumption
rate and affects chemistry of weld metal. Weld width and reinforcement are important physical properties of a
weldment as they help in determining the strength of a welded joint (Srihari,1992). According to Tregelsky
(1968), reinforcement should usually be 20% of plate thickness. Excessive reinforcement does not improve the
strength of the weld but increases weld consumption

1.3Weld Penetration
Weld penetration is the maximum distance between the base plate top surface and depth to which the fusion has
taken place. The more is the penetration, the less no of passes are required to complete the weld and
consequently the higher production rate. The penetration is influenced by flux composition, welding speed,
polarity, travel speed, electrode stick out, basicity index and physical properties of the flux. Generally it is
assumed that the depth of penetration depends upon the heat input by the arc. It is also reported that the diameter
of the electrode affects the penetration and other aspects of the bead geometry (Caddell, 1967).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Gupta and Parmer (1986) developed mathematical models by using fractional factorial technique to predict the
weld bead geometry and shape relationship in SAW. They investigated the effect on WPSF, WRFF, penetration
and width of the weld. The input variables were open circuit voltage, wire feed rate, nozzle to plate distance,
welding speed and work material thickness. From this study they investigated the followings. The researchers
concluded that High wire feed rate increases the weld penetration steeply with increase of open circuit voltage
while at low feed rate it increases moderately with increase of open circuit voltage. The weld width increases
with increase of wire feed rate and as travel speed decreases, the penetration increases.With increase in voltage
the penetration, dilution of the weld and width increases whereas reinforcement of the weld is decreased.
Chandel et al. (1997) studied the effect of increasing deposition rate on bead geometry of SAW welds. For a
given heat input usually the melting rate can be increased by using high current, straight polarity, small diameter
electrode or by using longer electrode extension. The researchers concluded that for a given heat input, weld
features such as bead height, bead width and weld penetration were affected in a different way and by a different
magnitude. The percentage difference in melting rate, bead height, width and bead penetration were affected by
the current level and polarity. Nagesh and Datta (2002) studied the effect of welding process parameters on bead
geometry and penetration in SMAW. It was revealed from the study that high arc travel rate and low arc power
produced poor fusion. Higher electrode feed rate produced high width, making the flatter bead. The current,
voltage and travel speed all affect the depth of penetration. From this study, they concluded that longer arc
length produced shallow penetration. Heat conductivity of the material, arc length and arc force were also found
to affect significantly.

III. Experimental procedure
In this study RSM was used for designing the fluxes and twenty fluxes were designed. The fluxes were made by
the agglomeration technique. The design matrix in coded form is given in Table 1. The base constituents CaO,
SiO2 and Al2O3 were selected and CaF2, FeMn and NiO were added to these fluxes. The composition of base
fluxes is hown in Table2.For 18 mm thick low carbon steel plates the bead on plate welds were made by all the
twenty fluxes.The polishing and etching was done by emery paper and natal solution.The polished samples are
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given in Figure 1. The bead profile was measured by software known as caliper pro. The measured values are
given in Table3.
Table 1: Design Matrix
No. of

CaF2 wt%

FeMn wt%

NiO wt%

1

+1

–1

–1

2

0

+1

0

3

+1

–1

+1

4

–1

–1

–1

5

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

7

+1

+1

+1

8

0

0

0

9

0

–1

0

10

+1

0

0

11

0

0

+1

12

–1

–1

+1

13

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

15

+1

+1

–1

16

–1

0

0

17

0

0

0

18

0

0

–1

19

–1

+1

+1

20

–1

+1

–1

Experiment

Table 2: Base constituents and additives of the flux
CaF2

FeMn

NiO

CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

gm

gm

gm

gm

gm

gm

1

120

30

30

486

695

139

2

75

120

75

453

647

130

3

120

30

120

453

647

130

4

30

30

30

519

742

148

5

75

75

75

470

671

134

6

75

75

75

470

671

134

7

120

120

120

420

600

120

8

75

75

75

470

671

134

Flux
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9

75

30

75

486

695

139

10

120

75

75

453

647

130

11

75

75

120

453

647

130

12

30

30

120

486

695

139

13

75

75

75

470

671

134

14

75

75

75

470

671

134

15

120

120

30

453

647

130

16

30

75

75

486

695

139

17

75

75

75

470

671

134

18

75

75

30

486

695

139

19

30

120

120

453

647

130

20

30

120

30

486

695

139

Table3 Measured responses
CaF2

FeMn

NiO

W

P

(%)

(%)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

1

8

2

2

34

7.19

2

5

8

5

48.73

9.31

3

8

2

8

41.7

9.18

4

2

2

2

42.1

8.01

5

5

5

5

51.47

8.83

6

5

5

5

49.6

9.42

7

8

8

8

45.51

6.5

8

5

5

5

42.42

9.53

9

5

2

5

43.51

10

10

8

5

5

42.42

6.25

11

5

5

8

46.53

9.25

12

2

2

8

44.23

9.76

13

5

5

5

51.47

8.83

14

5

5

5

51.5

9

15

8

8

2

36.8

6.04

16

2

5

5

44.02

7.33

17

5

5

5

48.14

9.51

18

5

5

2

39.5

8.69

19

2

8

8

40.6

9.24

20

2

8

2

35.53

9

Flux
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IV. GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS
As GRA is a technique which is based on the grey theory. This theory was developed by Deng (1989). In this
theory, the data are of black and white type. The black data is used for unknown information while white data
represents the known information. Besides the above two systems, there may be some another situation in which
part of information is known and part of information is unknown. This incomplete information is known as grey
system. In this study two responses width of the weld and penetration are considered as per the requirement,
width should be minimum and the penetration should be high. In GRA the following steps are used (Vijyan and
Rao, 2014).In this method, first all the input data are normalized so that there units may not show any effect on
the out put. After normalization, the deviation for each data are calculated and finally the grey relational
coefficients are calculated for each experiment. The following formulas are used for the above. For
maximization and minimization of the responses the following relation given in equation 1 and 2 are used.
For maximizing the responses (Vijayan and Rao, 2014).

x i0 (k)  maxx i0 (k)
x (k) =
maxx i0 (k)  minx i0 (k)
*
i

x*i (k) =

(1)

maxx i0 (k)  x i0 (k)
maxx i0 (k)  minx i0 (k)

(2)

The grey relational coefficients are calculated from the given below equation no3. This is represented by ξ (k)
and can be calculated from the given relation in equation 3.

ξ(k) =

Δ min +ξΔ max
Δ oi (k)+ξΔ max

(3)

After calculating the grey relational coefficients, the grey relational grades are calculated by taking the average
of coefficients of various factors.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results in Table4 shows that the rank of the experiment flux no twenty is one. It shows that for the given
inputs, this is the best experiment.
Table 4 Ranking of various experiments
Flux
No

Penetration
Width

Dev.w

GRC-

(P)

Width

mm

Mm(W)

Nor.Value

1

34

1

0

1

2

48.73

0.16

0.84

0.373

Nor. value

Dev.P

GRC-P

GRG

7.19

0.29

0.71

0.41

0.707

3

9.31

0.83

0.17

0.75

0.560

12
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Ranks

3

41.7

0.56

0.44

0.532

9.18

0.79

0.21

0.70

0.618

7

4

42.1

0.54

0.46

0.521

8.01

0.5

0.5

0.50

0.510

14

5

51.47

0

1

0.333

8.83

0.7

0.3

0.63

0.479

16

6

49.6

0.11

0.89

0.360

9.42

0.85

0.15

0.77

0.564

11

7

45.51

0.34

0.66

0.431

6.5

0.12

0.88

0.36

0.397

20

8

42.42

0.52

0.48

0.510

9.53

0.88

0.12

0.81

0.658

5

9

43.51

0.46

0.54

0.481

10

1

0

1.00

0.740

2

10

42.42

0.52

0.48

0.510

6.25

0.05

0.95

0.34

0.428

19

11

46.53

0.28

0.72

0.410

9.25

0.81

0.19

0.72

0.567

10

12

44.23

0.42

0.58

0.463

9.76

0.94

0.06

0.89

0.678

4

13

51.47

0

1

0.333

8.83

0.7

0.3

0.63

0.479

17

14

51.5

0

1

0.333

9

0.75

0.25

0.67

0.500

15

15

36.8

0.84

0.16

0.758

6.04

0

1

0.33

0.545

13

16

44.02

0.43

0.57

0.467

7.33

0.33

0.67

0.43

0.447

18

17

48.14

0.19

0.81

0.382

9.51

0.88

0.12

0.81

0.594

9

18

39.5

0.69

0.31

0.617

8.69

0.67

0.33

0.60

0.610

8

19

40.6

0.62

0.38

0.568

9.24

0.81

0.19

0.72

0.646

6

20

35.53

0.91

0.09

0.847

9

0.75

0.25

0.67

0.757

1

V.CONCLUSIONS

(1) GRA and PCA can be applied to find the optimum value of flux for the output.
(2) PCA shows that the two factors are having equal weightage.
(3) The optimum flux for low weld width and high penetration is CaF2, 2%, FeMn 8% and NiO as 2%.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents asingle band pentagon shaped microstrip patch antenna that works at 7.5GHz with a return
loss of -43.48dB. The antenna has been designed on 1.59 mm FR-4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4 and
loss tangent of 0.02. The patch has been further reconfigured into a dual band and a triple band antenna by
applying fractal shape and frequency reconfiguring the antenna geometry using varactor diodes. It finds
applications for defence and secure communication in C band (4 GHz to 8 GHz) and X band (8 GHz to 12 GHz)
applications where antenna can be used for satellite communication and RADAR applications. Proposed
antenna has been designed using IE3D and results are analysed in terms of gain, return loss, directivity and
bandwidth.

Keywords- Dual band antenna, Fractals, Frequency reconfiguration, microstrip patch antenna,
triple band antenna.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demands on communication systems have increased dramatically in recent years. Modern communication
systems often incorporate numerous radio transceivers each operating at a different frequency. It is no longer
practical to provide a dedicated antenna element for each individual radio. Fortunately a frequency
reconfigurable antenna, based on using a single radiating element is able to cover a variety of different
frequencies and beam-width [1].Multiband antennas are of interest for wireless communication systems because
they could substitute for multiple individual antennas, which would reduce the implementation size, cost, and
complexity [2]. Reconfigurable antenna is an antenna which is capable of reconfiguring its characteristics such
as frequency, radiation pattern, bandwidth and polarization to adapt the environment. In recent days the
reconfigurable antennas are attaining great attention especially in future wireless communication systems due to
its ability to reduce front end system and allow pre-filtering at the receiver. The reconfigurable antennas also
contain many other features besides its reconfigurable capability, the features like low cost, multipurpose
functions, and size miniaturization. Microstrip antenna has been used as a platform to design reconfigurable
antenna[3]. Many switching techniques are used to get any operating state of frequency reconfigurable antenna
for example; any desired single band resonant frequency and corresponding tuning band or multiband resonant
frequencies. Patch antenna uses diode for switching purpose which controls the surface current path length for
different mode of switches [4].
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This paper presents a frequency reconfigurable patch antenna which is capable of being switched between dualband or triple-band operation. The antenna incorporates three varactor diodes which are located within the slots
produced from fractal geometry. The performance of the patch is analysed using IE3D EM simulation software
in terms of gain, bandwidth and directivity.

II. DESIGN PROCEDURE
In this section, the pentagon shaped patch will be designed followed by the implementation of fractal geometry
and hence frequency reconfiguring the patch for multiband performance.

2.1 Pentagon patch design
The patch is designed using FR-4 substrate with dielectric constant (

), substrate thickness (h =

1.59mm), resonant frequency (fr = 7.5GHz) and loss tangent =0.02. Length of the pentagon patch has been
computed [5] by using the equations (1)-(4):

The radius of the patch is computed as follows:

The effective radius of the patch is given by:
(3)
The length of the patch is then found by using the following relation:
Length of the pentagon patch = 1.175 *

(4)

The initial calculated length of the patch is found to be l=6.575mm with an effective radius of 5.596mm. The
pentagon patch is simulated in IE3D using the initial estimates as shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Pentagon patch geometry
The patch is found to be resonating at 7.74GHz with a return loss of -44.66dB.The patch is then optimized by
changing its length.For a patch length of 6.8mm the resonance is obtained at 7.5GHz with a return loss of 43.48dB as shown in Fig.2.
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l= 6.575mm
l=7mm
l=6.8mm

Fig.2.Optimization of pentagon patch
Hence a single band pentagon shaped microstrip patch antenna was designed and simulated to obtain resonance
L=6.8mm

at 7.5GHz with return loss of -43.48dB having an impedance bandwidth of 6.12%.
2.2 Fractal geometry
For designing a multiband antenna, first, the fractal geometry has been implemented, and then, frequency
reconfiguration has been carried out. By using basic geometry relations, the first iteration is derived as follows:

Where y = length of the original pentagon patch
a = length of the inner pentagon patch

Where x = base length of the isosceles triangle

(7)
Where z=height of the isosceles triangle
x1= x/2
This gives us x=1.606mm and z=2.469mm. The first iteration has been designed in IE3D as shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.3. Fractal geometry
Now the reconfiguration of the patch is carried out by using a switching mechanism. 3 varactor diodes have
been used appropriately in the fractal geometry to produce double band and triple band antenna.

2.3 Frequency Reconfiguration of the patch
Reconfiguration of the fractal pentagon patch antenna has been carried out by using 3 varactor diodes in various
positions of the geometry.Here the Varactor diode is modelled as a MIM capacitor integrated into the slots. The
positions of the diode are then varied thereby changing the electrical length hence obtaining better resonance.
2.3.1 Dual band antenna
In this section 2 varactor diodes will be used at appropriate locations in the proposed pentagon fractal patch to
obtain dual band frequency response. The diodes will be placed at different locations in the slots to find the
location at which the S11 parameters show the best performance.
2.3.1.1 Diodes D1 and D2
The diodes D1 and D2 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 4 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diodelocation (1.425,2) and(-2.3,-0.725) with probe feed at (-2.95,2.925).

Fig.4. Diodes D1 and D2 embedded in the patch
2.3.1.2 Diodes D2 and D3
The diodes D2 and D3 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 5 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location (2.225, -0.725) and (0,-2.3) with probe feed at (-1.8,-1.4).
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Fig.5. Diodes D2 and D3 embedded in the patch
2.3.1.3. Diodes D3 and D4
The diodes D3 and D4 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 6 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location
(0, -2.35) and (2.275, -0.725) with probe feed at (2.225, -1.325).

Fig.6. Diodes D3 and D4 embedded in the patch
2.3.1.4. Diodes D4 and D5
The diodes D4 and D5 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 7 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location
(1.425, 1.975) and (2.325, -0.75) with probe feed at (2.825, 2.725).

Fig.7. Diodes D4 and D5 embedded in the patch
2.3.1.5 Diodes D5 and D1
The diodes D5 and D1 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 8 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location
(1.75, 1.9) and (-1.375, 1.9) with probe feed at (0.9, 2.25).
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Fig.8. Diodes D5 and D1 embedded in the patch
2.3.2 Triple Band Antenna
In this section 3 varactor diodes will be used at appropriate locations in the proposed pentagon fractal patch to
obtain triple band frequency response. The diodes will be placed at different locations in the slots to find the
location at which the S11 parameters show the best performance.
2.3.2.1 Diodes D1, D2 and D3
The diodes D1, D2 and D3 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 9 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location (1.4,1.925), (-2.25, -0.75) and (0,-2.325) with probe feed at (-3.625,-1.875).

Fig.9. Diodes D1, D2 and D3 embedded in patch
2.3.2.2 Diodes D2, D3 and D4
The diodes D2, D3 and D4 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 10 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location (2.15,-0.7) , (0,-2.275) and (2.15, -0.7) with probe feed at (0.8, -2.225).

Fig.10. Diodes D2, D3 and D4 embedded in patch
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2.3.2.3 Diodes D3, D4 and D5
The diodes D3, D4 and D5 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 11 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location
(0, -2.45), (2.3, -0.75) and (1.425, 1.95) with probe feed at (1.925, -1.325).

Fig.11. Diodes D3, D4 and D5 embedded in patch

2.3.2.4. Diodes D4, D5 and D1
The diodes D4, D5 and D1 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 12 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location
(-1.35, 1.875) , (1.375, 1.875) and (2.225, -0.725) with probe feed at (1.875, 1.525).

Fig.12. Diodes D4, D5 and D1 embedded in patch
2.3.2.5 Diodes D5, D1 and D2
The diodes D5, D1 and D2 are placed in the slots as shown in Fig 13 in the pentagon fractal geometry. Various
locations for the diode were tried from which the one which showed the best performance is for diode location
(1.45, 2.05) , (-1.45, 2) and (-2.325, -0.725) with probe feed at (-3.4, 3.275).
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Fig.13. Diodes D5, D1 and D2 embedded in patch

III. RESULTS
This section shows the S11 curves for various iterations of diode locations for dual band antenna in Fig.14 and
triple band antenna in Fig.15. The varactor diode modelled as MIM capacitor in ie3d was embedded in the
designed fractal pentagon patch to attain reconfiguration. The different positions of the varactor diode for each
case was simulated and analysed in terms of return loss. The case which showed the best performance i.e.
minimum value of return loss (i.e. S11< =-10 dB) was considered to be the best and are listed below in Table I
and II for single band ,dual band and triple band antenna.

A

C

B

D

E

Fig.14: Simulated S11 curves for Dual band antenna (A) Diode D1 and D2 (B)
Diode D2 and D3 (C) Diode D3 and D4 (D) Diode
D4 and D5 (E) Diode D5 and D1
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E

Fig.15: Simulated S11 curves for Tripe band antenna (A) Diode D1, D2 and D3 (B) Diode D2, D3 and D4 (C)
Diode D3, D4 and D5 (D) Diode D4, D5 and D1 (E) Diode D5, D1 and D2

TABLE I: SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR SINGLE BAND AND DUAL BAND ANTENNA

S_N0

Resonant

Return

Frequency

Impedance

Frequency

Loss(dB)

Range

Bandwidth

(GHz)
Patch

(GHz)

7.5

-43.48

7.295-7.75

6.12%

Diode D1 and

i) 5.53

D2

ii)10.28

-30.257

5.47-5.59

2.169%

-13.53

9.860-10.827

9.406%

Diode D2 and

i)5.5

D3

ii)9.24

-12.24

5.47-5.54

1.272%

-27.08

9.016-9.565

5.94%

Diode D3 and

i)5.516

-20.168

5.459-5.582

2.23%

D4

ii)9.28

-21.51

9.040-9.631

6.368%

Diode D4 and

i)5.516

-34.88

5.459-5.582

2.23%

D5

ii)10.20

-12.65

9.811-10.737

9.078%

Diode D5 and

i)5.5

-29.48

5.43-5.557

2.309%

D1

ii)9.204

-24.83

8.983-9.524

5.877%
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TABLE II: SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TRIPLE BAND ANTENNA

S_No

Resonant

Return

Frequency

Impedance

frequency

loss(dB)

range(GHz)

Bandwidth

i)4.393

-16.176

4.352-4.426

1.684%

(GHz)
Diodes D1,D2
and D3

ii)8.082

-10.256

8.016-8.164

1.83%

iii)10.483

-13.127

10.1967-10.901

6.718%

Diodes D2,D3

i)4.36

-15.656

4.311-4.393

1.88%

and D4

ii)7.59

-11.044

7.475-7.713

3.135%

iii)9.79

-29.99

9.6475-9.9918

3.516%

Diodes D3,D4

i)4.35

-27.507

4.311-4.393

1.88%

and D5

ii)7.59

-10.456

7.516-7.68

2.16%

iii)9.786

-17.826

9.673-9.95

2.83%

Diodes D4,D5

i)4.36

-34.327

4.327-4.40

1.67%

and D1

ii)7.63

-10.36

7.58-7.713

1.74%

iii)9.811

-18.759

9.68-9.967

2.925%

Diodes D5,D1

i)4.368

-13.427

4.33-4.401

1.625%

and D2

ii)8.04

-12.28

7.87-8.22

4.35%

iii)10.606

-15.166

10.295-11.049

7.109%

IV. CONCLUSION
The single band pentagon shaped patch was designed for 7.5GHz with an impedance bandwidth of 6.12%, gain
of 3.498dBi, directivity of 6.827dBi and efficiency of 46.085%. The patch was then modified for multiband
performance using fractal geometry and reconfigured to produce dual band and triple band antenna. For dual
band antenna, 5.5GHz (5.5-5.516GHz) band was obtained which can be used for Wi-Fi and cordless telephone
applications. (9.20-10.28GHz) band was obtained which can be used for military requirement for land, airborne
and naval radars. For triple band antenna, (4.35-4.368GHz) band was obtained which can be used for C band
applications. (7.59-8.04GHz) band was obtained which can be used by military for satellite (uplink) and in earth
exploration satellite (downlink).(9.786-10.606GHz) band was obtained which can be used for terrestrial
broadband applications.
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ABSTRACT
The Product Life Cycle (PLC) concept is a well-known marketing strategy and planning tool. The concept is
based on a simple biological analogy of stages over a product’s “life,” which is intuitively appealing, but
unfortunately has limited utility in practice. For such a prominent marketing tool, the lack of both a focus on
consumers and a theoretical basis is surprising. Diffusion of innovation models and theory offer considerable
promise to provide a theoretical basis for the PLC. To date, diffusion models have been limited to explaining
and forecasting PLC sales patterns.. However, even if a company actually wishes innovate its processes for
improving the way to account for project management, it will face relevant difficulties to deal with different
guidelines, tools and methods currently addressing the matter from various points of view. The purpose of this
project is to review literature on PLM from an operational point of view with the objective to help companies to
answer to the main market needs.

I.INTRODUCTION
The PLM concept links different stages of product development (Computer Aided Engineering (CAE),
Computer Aided Design (CAD), Product Data Management (PDM), Manufacturing Process Management
(MPM), Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), etc., in a unique numerical chain. The target is to better answer
the questions of time-to-market, cost, and quality criterions. In fact, there is no unique tool or method which
allows managing project for the development of a product. It is very difficult because of the vast amount of
information which comes from different trades.
Product lifecycle management (PLM) concerns the management of lifecycle data – data associated with an
actual instance of a product that records an account of its development, deployment, operation, maintenance,
and disposal. However, these challenges have existed for several years, and for the most part, PLM is a
perspective on the general problem rather than a specific solution. In PLM the technical data are organized
within configurations. The configuration management is used to manage products complexity and knowledge
diversity resulting from various business cases in the company.

II.PHASES OF PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE
2.1 The Span Of Product Life Cycle
In respect to any product or service, its life cycle can be short if it is for instance a souvenir of the 2010 World.
Exposition Shanghai but it may be quite long, say a brand of motorcar. Even an ephemeral product, however,
goes through the several phases in its life cycle as a long-lasting one does, which are characteristic of returns
that the product brings from the sales.
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2.2 Illustration of The Phases
In most researches the product life cycle are divided into four stages shown by the following chart.

Fig.3.3.2 : Product life cycle Model
2.2.1 Introduction Phase
This is the phase when the product is launched into the market. It is the key phase, deciding whether the project
of a new product is a success or a failure but it is a sinkhole of money. The company has to invest quantities of
money in promotion and advertisements to arouse the public awareness of the advantages of the product. In 359
spite of the enormous expenditure and even though there are no or few competitors, the profitability may be null
if not negative, for it is quite possible that only a small amount of innovators are willing to pay for a try of a
novel object. At this stage, the pricing policy and promotion strategies and methodologies are crucial. It would
be inspiring to have the product seen on every counter, which, though, is next to impossibility. Many companies
would like to prefer engaging external contractors or outsourcing.

2.2.2 Growth Phase
As the term suggests, now sales and profits grow rapidly. If the product is a new invention, a unique one in the
market, it stands advantageous and enjoys a satisfactory market share. Now advertisements and promotion are
still required but to a less extent than before. This monopoly will not last long; some other companies will sure
follow suit and manufacture similar or the same product. The company then has to offer improved versions of
the product and better after-sale services to vie with the competitors in order to keep up and enlarge its market
share. To achieve the end, most companies, through acquisition of licenses and copyrights, build barriers
keeping the likely competitors from copying the product.

2.2.3Maturity Phase
Take the refrigerator for example. In China it is nowin the maturity stage, which is characterized by market
saturation with various brands and models of refrigerators available on the market. When a refrigerator
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manufacturer seeks to increase its market share, its competitors must suffer losses as the market as a whole
cannot become any larger in this phase. Competition is fierce. Those that have gained an advantageous position
in the market are having a staggering yield while those that fall behind had better veer their business. The largest
profits are now gained as against other phases. This phase is a good time to lengthen the product life by, for
example, throwing out new brands, though they may present a challenge to the existing ones, part of which will
have to become superseded. Improvement on the distribution systems, too, is necessarily made to draw new
consumers. A successful sale strategy may "rejuvenate" an old product, rendering it a long life.

2.2.4Decline Phase
When the sales of a product are definitely foreseen to dwindle evidently, it is time to withdraw it from the
market. Withdrawal does not mean simply stopping production. There are a large number of problems to solve
when it is decided to pull out the product from the market, for example, maintenance and spare part availability
of the product to be withdrawn, and retention of the loyal customers.

III. OPERATIONAL AREAS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF PLM
PLM implementation is planned to improve product development performance, here are the six operational
areas where one has to manage.
[1.] Targeting the right value opportunity -Ensuring that the program will deliver long-term value to the
corporation.
[2.] Applying a methodical implementation approach- ensuring that the implementation follows a proven cycle
of design, development, and deployment.
[3.] Tight scoping with effective change control –A formalized process and structure for managing changes to
the scope of the program.
[4.] Ensuring end-user adoption - Linking the daily activities of end-users to the value opportunity.
[5.] Creating a contract for success -Making sure that the mechanics of the written contract reflect the expected
value
[6.] Strong program governance -A formalized process and structure for decision-making and setting of
priorities.

IV. CASE STUDY
4.1 Companyinformation
Ekdant Moulders and Engineering Private Limited
Ekdant Moulders and Engineering Private Limited was registered on 18 August, 2003. Ekdant
Moulders

and

Engineering

Private

Limited's

Corporate

Identification

Number

(CIN)

isU25209MH2003PTC141787, Registration Number is 141787.
Ekdant Moulders and EngineeringPrivate Limited currently has 2 Directors / Partners: Kamalkishor
Narayandas Laddha, Narendra Uttamchand Khivansara, and there are no other director / partners
in the company except these 2 officials.
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Table: 4.1.1
COMPANY INFORMATION

Corporate Identification Number

U25209MH2003PTC141787
EKDANT MOULDERS AND

Name

ENGINEERS PRIVATE LIMITED

ROC

ROC-Mumbai

Registration Number

141787

Company Category

Company limited by shares

Company Sub Category

Indian Non-Government Company

Class of Company

Private Company

Authorized Capital (in Rs.)

75,00,000

Paid up capital (in Rs.)

75,00,000

Number of Members(Applicable only in case of
company without Share Capital)

0

Date of Incorporation

18 August 2003

Address 1

Gat No 25, Paithan Road

Address 2

Chitegaon

City

Aurangabad

State

Maharashtra

Country

India

Pin

431107

Whether listed or not

Unlisted

Date of Last AGM

18 August 2013

Date of Balance sheet

31 March 2016

Company Status (for eFiling)

Active

4.4 Part Name:- Spin Tub
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Spin Tub is one of the parts that manufacture inEKDANT MOULDERS AND ENGINEERING PVT.LTD.,
CHITEGAON, AURANGABAD. It has part no: 19 and is used in Videocon Washing Machine. It is mounted
on the left hand side of the washing machine. It is use to shower water on your clothes and also use to dry the
clothes.

4.5 Part Lists
There are 92 parts manufacture by EKDANT MOULDERS AND ENGINEERING PVT.LTD.This industry
supplies 15 parts to LAMBODHAR INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD. 20parts to TATA GROUPS PVT. LTD.and 57
parts to VIDEOCON PVT. LTD.From that we selected the part SPIN TUB for case study of Product lifecycle
management. SPIN TUB having a no. 19 and it provides to Videocon Company for washing machine.

V. DEVELOPMENTS
System development,System of defined steps and tasks such as strategy, organization, concept generation,
marketing plan creation, evaluation, and commercialization of a new product. It is a cycle by means of which an
innovative firm routinely converts ideas into commercially viable goods or services.
There are various processes involved in the development of product- The list is given in the below:
 Collect the drawing
 Study the drawing
 Decide the process of tooling
 Manufacturing comment
 Verify the manufacturing comment
 Modify the drawing as per manufacturing comment
 Select tool room for quotation
 Distribute drawing tool room
 Tool room comment
 Collect quotation, design and time plan.
 Finalized quotation, design and time plan
 Issue the purchase order to tool room
 Work on prototype sample on forming tool
 Collect wire cut 5 sample for SIR (Sample Inspection Report)
 Verified as per drawing to our end
 Verified as per drawing to customer end
 Vehicle trial at BAL if required modification the drawing as per fitment
 Customer remark on SIR
 If ok SIR process final tooling
 If not ok SIR repeat sample after correction
 Decide 1 pilot lot and trial of all tools at our end
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 Development review chart submission
 PDI of pilot lot and dispatched to customer end.

VI. MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE OF SPIN-TUB

Purchase Department

Purchase Order

Supplier

Material Receipts

Incoming Inspection

Store Row Material

Inward, Goods Receipts
No. (GRN)

Quality Assurance
Inspection
Approved OK/NOT OK
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Production-For Row
Material Grinding Shop

Fig.6.1 : Manufacturing Procedure of SPIN-TUB
VII. MANUFACTURING PROCESSES OF SPIN-TUB COMPONENT’S
7.1 Pre-Heating
Preheating is the process in which the ABS material is heated for 2-3hrs at 70-80˚C to evaporate moisture from
the material. Thermoplastic material which is in granular in form is use as a raw material. For making granules
of plastic wiredrawing method is taken place so the granules of plastic contains moisture which affects the finish
product by marking some spots or bubbles in the product. To avoid this, granules of thermoplastic material is
preheated in hopper of machine itself.

Fig.7.1:Thermoplastic
7.2 BARREL
Barrel is the horizontal member of injection moulding machine. Two main components of EXTRUDER is barrel
and screw. The main function of barrel is to heat the polymer and convert into molten state. Internal
Diameter of barrel typically ranges from 25 to 150 mm and L/D ratio ranges from10 to 30.
For thermoplastic higher L/D ratio is use. Screw is the main component and the rotating member of barrel. The
screw performs three functions and is divided into sections:
7.2.1 Feed Section

Stock is moved from the hopper port and is preheated.
7.2.2 Compression section
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Polymer is transformed into liquid consistency, airentrapped amongst the pallets is extracted from the
melt, and the material iscompressed
7.2.3 Metering section
Melt is homogenized and sufficient pressure is developedto pump it through die opening. Heating coils are use
to heat the polymer to convert it into molten state for our product Spin Tub we take the temp. for various zone
are 205,215,215,210&200˚C resp.

.
Fig.7.2: Barrel

7.3 Runner
It is the part of machine through which molten plastic is injected in the mould.
There are 2 types of method use in the injection of molten plastic in mould, they are as follows:
1) Cold Runner
2) Hot Runner
For our product Spin Tub we use Hot Runner Process.
A hot runner system having a hot runner tube extending between a sprue bushing and a nozzle fitting which
directs plastic into the mold cavity. The tube is slides at each end in closely fitting bores in the sprue bushing
and nozzle fitting, so that heat expansion of the tube will not push on and tile the nozzle fitting. In another
embodiment, the hot runner tube conducts plastic directly into a gate leading into a mold cavity. The tube has a
tip extending into the gate, and the tube can he slid back and forth to control the flow area of the gate.
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Fig. 7.3: Hot Runner System
7.4 Plastic Injection Moulding Machine
The machine is Semi-Automatic. It works on hydraulic. Different sensors are use for the operation purpose such
as Proxy sensors for motion, tactile sensors etc. machine ranging from 350tonns- 1350tonns depending upon
type of product to be manufacture. For our product we use 650tonn machine.
Some information about Plastic Injection Moulding Machine use for Spin Tub.

Fig. 7.4: Plastic Injection Moulding Machine
VIII. FINAL PRODUCT
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Fig 8.1. : Spin-Tub
XI. SUGGESTIONS GIVEN TO THE COMPANY
1. Temp. of barrel at 4th & 5th phase is upto 2000C but if there will be temp. about 140-1500C then it will be
helpful in low consumption of electricity and the quality of the mould will remain the same as earlier.
2. By providing insulation to barrel (made up of silicon and cotton), the heat transfer rate will be decrease.
3. By reducing the temp. at 4th & 5th phase we can reduce the cycle time of product.

X. ENERGY SAVING
10.1 Calculation
No. of machines available in machine shop
Capacity (Tonn)

No. of machines

350

5

500

10

650

20

950

11

1350

4

For production of Spin-Tub 650 Tonn machine is required.
For 1 machine power req. per hr. = 8.2 KW/hr
After Providing Insulation to 1 machine
Power req. per hr. = 7.9 KW/hr
Power saved/hr = 8.2-7.9
= 0.3 KW/hr
For 20 machine = 0.3*20
= 6 KW/hr
For 24 hrs in a day = 6*24
Power saved

= 144 KW/hr

For 21 days in a month = 144*21
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Power saved = 3024 KW/hr

For 1 year = 3024*12
= 36288 KW/yr
Money saved for 20 machines = 36288*8
For 1 year

= Rs.290304

Cost of insulating Material
Cost of silicon per meter= Rs.400
Cost of Cotton per kg = Rs.44
For 8 kg Cotton = 44*8 = Rs.352
Surface Area of Barrel = 2*П*R*L
Where,
R= Radius of barrel
L = Length of barrel
Area = 2* П*0.125*3
= 2.35m2
Cost of silicon for 2.35 m2= 2.35*400
= Rs. 940
Total cost for 1 machine = 940+352
= Rs.1292
For 20 machines = 1292*20
= Rs.25850
Net profit = 290304-25850
= Rs.264454
4. Using water chiller (reverse osmosis) for rapid cooling purpose of the mould output product.

CALCULATION :Time req. without Chiller = 10000*2.16 = 21600 min
Time req. using Chiller = 10000*2 = 20000 min
Time Saved = 21600-20000
= 1600 min
By using CHILLER time req. is 2 min so,
Product made in remaining time = 1600/2
= 800 product
Saving per month for 1 machine= no. of product * profit
= 800*15
= Rs.12000
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1 CHILLER being use for 5 machines
Saving per month for 5 machines = 12000*5
= Rs.60000
Payback period = total investment / saving per month
= 1000000/60000
= 1.6 yrs.
Compound interest (A) = P*(1+r/100)n
= 1000000*(1+12/100)1.6
= Rs.198805
Installation cost = Rs.60000
Maintenance cost per yr. = Rs.6000
Electricity consumption for single shift (8 hrs.) = 5 units
For 1 day (3 shift) = 15 unit
Cost of electricity for 1 day = 15*8
= Rs.120
For 21 days in a month = 120*21
= Rs.2520
For 1.6 yrs = 2520*18
= Rs.45360

10.2 Power consumption by the original motor
Power req. for single shift (8 hrs.)= 0.5 unit
For 5 machines = 0.5*5
= 2.5 units
Cost req. for 1.6 yrs = Rs. 22680
Electricity Cost = 45360-22680
= Rs. 22680
Total Cost = 1000000+198805+60000+6000+22680
= Rs.1287485
Payback period req. = 1287485/60000
= 1.10 yrs
≈ 2 yrs.
Life of CHILLER = 12-15 yrs
So, it is advisable to plant the CHILLER in the industry.

5. By using pick and place robot (Cartesian robot) we can reduce the output time of the product
removal for the machine which helps in increasing the productions as compare to manual operator.
10. CONCLUSION
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The Product Lifecycle Management case study on the “Spin Tub” has been carried out successfully and the
various processes have been studied in that. PLM has a wide scope in terms of applicability across industries.
PLM is not technology but a business approach and encompasses all the technologies PPM, PD, MPM, PDM,
etc. PLM doesn't just have the potential to solve the problems in the product lifecycle and in new product
development, but also to seize the many market opportunities for new products in the early 21st century. Now
PLM is here, allowing companies to develop and support better services and products across the life cycle.
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ABSTRACT
Presently, one of the major global issue is to provide food to the rapidly expanding population of the world. The
problem is more severe in the developing nations. Huge efforts are put in the direction to increase the yield. But
comparatively a meager attention is paid to the management of post harvest losses, which result into a major
portion of the population deprived of nutrition. Climate changes pose various problems to the plants. Abiotic
stress factors such as drought, temperature, salinity, proportion of gases and presence of toxic substances in the
environment etc.affect various fruits and vegetables. Though some what difficult to fully understand the
mechanism of abiotic stress due to the complexity, yet the management of various stress factors may prove
helpful in the better option for the reduction of post harvest losses. Research in the field of abiotic stress factors
could be of much help in designing various strategies for the development of fruits and vegetables with
enhanced shelf life, better nutritive value and lesser susceptibility to the diseases.

Keywords: Abiotic stress, Climate change, Drought, Post harvest losses, Salinity, Temperature.

I.INTRODUCTION
The main aim of sustainable agriculture is to provide food security to all. A large number of efforts put to
increase the yield, are proving to be futile due to various factors. India ranks second in the production of fruits
and vegetables, but still is unable to fulfill the daily requirement of a large number of its people. World wide
enormous post harvest losses occur annually resulting into the decline in the quality as well as quantity of the
produce. Various physical, chemical and biological factors are responsible for such losses. The impact of losses
caused by these factors vary on the basis of the type of commodity, climatic conditions, storage facilities etc.
Post harvest losses are more in developing countries as compared to developed ones due to poor infrastructure
facilities. However, one of the major globally faced challenges in post harvest management is unpredictable
climatic regimes. Reduction of post harvest losses is one of the major strategies to assure food safety to the
constantly growing population [1].
Fruits and vegetables are mainly consumed for their nutritive value. Appearance and palatable nature are
significant factors while procuring from market. There is always a threat to the quality and quantity of the
produce from some post harvest pathogens or undesirable climatic conditions [2-4].An understanding of various
biotic and abiotic factors responsible for post harvest losses is must. Post harvest deterioration of the commodity
may be due to ageing and senescence, microbial attack, physical injury or combination of any of these. [5]. The
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post harvest changes, especially undesirable ones can not be stopped but can be minimized to reduce the losses.
Maintainance and improvement of post harvest management practices is becoming significantly important. [6].
Fruits and vegetables are exposed to number of stress factors at almost all the pre as well as post harvest stages
of life. Stress is generally defined as any environmental factor which is potentially unfavourable to the living
organisms [7].Environmental changes cause stress in the plants[8]. With exception of decay due to biotic
factors, loss in the quality and quantity of the produce can be directly or indirectly attributed to a combination of
abiotic stress and stress induced senescence [9]. Unfavourable atmospheric conditions, desiccation, temperature
induced injuries during storage, physiological abrasions resulting from packaging and processing are some the
examples of abiotic stress factors resulting in to qualitative and quantitative losses of fruits and vegetables [1011]. Various symptoms of abiotic stress include membrane break down , loss of flavor and texture, weight loss
during storage, discoloration especially browning of surface, tissue softening, enhanced rate of respiration and
ethylene production , development of off odours. Commonly observed abiotic stresses are related to drought,
salinity, extremes of temperature and presence of toxic elements [12].
Proper post harvest management helps to make food available. Post harvest stress treatment have shown to be
effective in delaying ageing and senescence, reducing physiological decay by controlling fungal and insect
damage and maintain storage quality of the commodity. Thus, post harvest stress treatment can be helpful to
improve shelf life and quality retention during the post harvest phase of fruits and vegetables.
Fruits and vegetables are potentially exposed to various abiotic stress conditions during different post harvest
stages as handling, storage and marketing. Some of these result into negligible

loss in quality . As a

consequence it is important to understand the nature and sources of abiotic stress factor affecting food and
vegetables. Options for better management and resistance are also available.
In the present article, nature and importance of various abiotic stresses encountered during pre post harvest
phase along with the available technology to manage the sensitivity of different fruits and vegetables towards
these stresses have been reviewed. For convenience stresses encountered during pre and post harvest phases
have been discussed under different headings.

II.PREHARVEST ABIOTIC STRESSES
It is necessary to study the relationship between pre and post harvest stresses as various stresses during the pre
harvest stage are directly or indirectly influence the susceptibility of the produce to certain post harvest losses. It
has been reported that certain moderate kind of stresses improve stress resistant to some extent by up regulating
genes and pathways which render the fruits and vegetables to stresses encountered during different stages of
post harvest phase like handling, storage and distribution etc.

2.1.Temperature
The changes in climate pattern are resulting into temperature variations on the earth. Extreme of low as well as
high temperature is stressful condition for the plant at both the pre and post harvest stages [13-21]. It has been
reported that prior exposure to low ambient temperature is beneficial to retard the chances of chill injury or high
heat injury. However, if extremely high or low temperature during the pre harvest stage lead to injury then the
chances of such injuries during the postharvest stages are fairer. Thus the temperature at pre harvest stage is of
much significance to determine the post harvest stress sensitivity. High temperature of approximately 40*c
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during the preharvest stage up to harvesting, results into more chances of superficial scald of apple

during the storage, while the low temperature minimize the susceptibility to scald.
2.2 Drought
Rapidly occurring

changes in

the

climate

patterns are

adversely affecting

the

quantity and

quality of fruits and vegetables. Drought is one of the most important environmental constraint to the

plant

growth and production. There are number of reports on the effects of drought conditions on productivity of
various fruit and vegetable crops [22-23], however, a meager reports on effects of pre harvest water stress on
responses to stress during post harvest stages, thereby affecting the quality and quantity of the commodities are
available. It has been observed that water stress during early stages affect the morphology and physiology of the
crops in such a way that it might result in reduction in weight during post harvest phase, especially, during
storage. Water stress conditions have both positive and negative effects on a variety of crops including rooted
vegetables and fruits borne on the trees. It has been reported that comparatively more trichome formation on the
peach fruits is observed under water stress conditions, thereby reducing water losses and hence maintenance of
quality of the fruit. Similarly, lowering of post harvest losses during storage has been observed in case of apple
and pear, under deficit irrigation conditions [24].It is presumed to occur due to lesser permeability of cuticle as
an adaptation in water deficit conditions. Main drawback of deficit irrigation is reduction in the fruit size.
Smaller fruit size shows relatively more water loss due to higher surface area to volume ratio. Similarly in case
of rooted vegetables like carrot, radish, beet root etc. water stress conditions during the pre harvest stage
enhances permeability of cells, resulting into reduction in the weight at later stages.

2.3 Nutrients
Mineral nutrients may also increase or decrease the resistant or tolerance of the plant to the abiotic stress factors
like drought, salinity, extremes of temperature etc. or some biotic stress factors like pathogen or pests. However,
the knowledge on the effect of nutritional status on the response of plants to abiotic environmental stress factors
is still inadequate. Most of the works on the effect of nutrients on the post harvest physiology and morphology
of fruits and vegetables mainly have stressed on the post harvest abiotic stress effects. However, availability of
nutrients at pre harvest stage is equally significant [25]. Availability of various nutrients like Nitrogen,
Phosphorus, Potassium and Calcium etc. play a significant role in the development of post harvest disorders.
Nitrogen availability in higher amounts is reported to be associated with reduction in the quality of various fruits
and vegetables[26]. Storage discoloration of vegetables like potato and cabbage has been reported to be affected
by supply of larger doses of Nitrogen at pre harvest stages. High accumulation of Zinc and Aluminium and
nitrate induced Manganeese deficiency due to larger doses of Nitrogen has been reported[27]. Incidence of
Black midrib and its severity has also been reported in cabbage during the storage conditions, when the crop was
fed with higher doses of Nitrogen. The severity of Black spot of potato was also linked with nitrogen
availability, especially in relation to Potassium. Vitamin C content has a great influence on the shelf life of most
of fruits and vegetables. Nitrogen deficiency or slightly lower doses of Nitrogen, improves the vitamin C
content of fruits and vegetables. Thus, this anti oxidant property can be significantly used to prevent oxidative
injuries leading to losses in the quality of the produce during post harvest stages. Potassium nutrition has also
shown remarkable reduction in the incidence of damage of potato crop due to internal bruising in response to
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mechanical stresses imposed during post harvest phase. Desiccation stress leading to weight loss during storage
has been reported in case of carrots, when Potassium deficiency was there at pre harvest stages. At levels below
1Mm potassium, weight loss was directly associated with more membrane leakage due to tissue disintegration.
However above 1Mm of Potassium in soil medium had shown no effect on weight loss under standard
conditions. Role of Calcium nutrition has been studied well in incidence of post harvest diseases of a variety of
fruits and vegetables. Role of Calcium as a putative signaling molecule in the development of cross tolerance to
abiotic stress has also been suggested [28]. Thus, the role of Calcium in the development of post harvest
resistant is somewhat complex. It not only depends upon the availability of Calcium during pre harvest stages
but also on the environmental abiotic stresses to which the crop is exposed. Spraying of plum (Prunus persica
Linn.) with titanium in combination with calcium and magnesium at pre harvest stage resulted in the formation
of bigger and firmer fruits with lesser water loss during storage as compared to water spray control.

2.4.Salinity
Effect of saline conditions on the quality of the crops has been studied by a number of workers. Reduction in
the fruit size under high saline conditions has been reported in a number of cases. Smaller fruits with more
soluble solids have been reported in case of tomatoes. This might be due to increased susceptibility to the post
harvest loss i.e. desiccation stress occurring as a result of greater surface area to volume ratios. Though, there is
no clear cut information available the literature to confirm the greater desiccation stress among the tomatoes
grown in high saline conditions, yet firmness of the fruits is lowered, when salinity level is enhanced.

2.5.Light
Availability of light during pre harvest stage, greatly influence the characterstics of various fruits and vegetables
[29-32]. Effect of high light intensity are considered to be closely related to the high temperature. However, it
has been reported that high ambient temperature resulted in increased susceptibility of the apples to superficial
scald in the cold storage, while the same was greatly lowered when plants were exposed to low light conditions
during the pre harvest stage. Mostly, scald was reported only in the sun exposed surfaces of the susceptible
varieties of the apple. Reduction in the fruit size of tomato was observed when the crop was grown under
ambient low levels of light, leading to more chances of desiccation stress development. Reduction in the shelf
life was observed in case of cucumbers grown in green house conditions due to lowered chlorophyll content in
the skin of cucumbers. Lower levels of ascorbate has also been reported in many fruits and vegetables grown
under green house conditions [33]. Reduced levels of ascorbate make the produce more sensitive towards the
post harvest stresses, there by boosting the chances of decay .It might be due to the fact that ascorbate content in
linked to higher levels of stress tolerance. In case of lettuce, shelf life of the lettuce exposed to mechanical
stress, i.e., fresh cut lettuce is much lesser in the crop when grown under low light conditions as compared to the
crop grown under optimal light conditions.

III. POST HARVEST ABIOTIC STRESSES
3.1 Mechanical injuries
Fruits and vegetables are exposed to a variety of mechanical injuries during harvest as well as at different stages
of post harvest phase like transport, storage and marketing etc. The mechanical injuries may be due to bruises,
cuts or punctures. These generally result into increase in the rate of respiration, enhanced production of ethylene
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and phenolics, ultimately causing tissue disintegration at the site of injury. A large number of factors such as
maturity of the commodity, water potential, temperature, tissue organization at the site of injury etc. affect the
severity and size of the injury. Injuries resulting as a cut occur frequently at the time of harvesting and are more
common in the machine harvested crop as compared to the crop harvested manually. However, impact caused
injuries are commonly reported during the post harvest stages such as transport, storage, packaging or
processing etc.

3.2. Temprature
Use of heat treatment for the disinfection and disinfestations of various fruits and vegetables is commonly
practicised method. However, it has been observed that break in the cool chain temperature fuels up climacteric
changes and tissue softening in a number of fruits and vegetables, thereby shortening their shelf life. It was
observed in case of apples that effects of any break in the temperature were noticed only when the crop was
harvested at pre climacteric stage ,while minimal effects were seen in case of apples harvested and stored at post
climacteric stage [20] 2008]. Crops grown in the tropical and sub tropical regions have another temperature
related issue, i.e. chilling injury susceptibility. Most of the fruits and vegetables especially, rooted and tuber type
are more susceptible to the chilling injuries. There are a number of changes such as surface pitting, internal
browning, tissue softening and mealiness etc. oftenly associated with the indication of chilling stress effects.

3.3. Desiccation
Water loss during the post harvest stage leading to deterioration of the quality of the fruits and vegetables is
another important issue. It results in wilting and rapid rate of senescence leading to reduction in the quality as
well as quantity of the crop. Vapour pressure deficit is the main driving force for the water loss. Greater is the
vapour pressure deficit more is the water loss. Water loss can be minimized by storing the crop at appropriate
cool temperature with high relative humidity serve the purpose to much extent.

3.4. Ratio of Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide
Low oxygen and high Carbon dioxide stress is of major concern at the time of post harvest handling and storage
[35-37]. Low oxygen levels result into stress induced changes in the metabolism and resulting into metabolite
accumulations. Acute low oxygen injury is expressed only when the tissue is re- aerated, resulting into an
uncontrolled oxygen burst. The latter leads to membrane injury,protein denaturation and lipid peroxidation.
Different fruits and vegetables depending upon temperature, anatomy, physiology and presence of gases like
Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane and methane etc, have variable thresholds of low oxygen stress.
High Carbon dioxide levels competitively inhibit ethylene binding and action, resulting into delayed senescence
in climacteric fruits. High carbon dioxide levels inhibit succinate dehydrogenase, there by distrupting TCA
cycle and aerobic respiration. Various physiological disorders such as Surface bronzing of apples, Brown core
of apples and pears, black heart of potatoes, brown stain of lettuce etc are associated with higher levels of
carbon dioxide. Chilling stress, susceptibility to pathogen attack and ethylene induced disorders can also be
modulated with high Carbon dioxide.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Harvested fruits and vegetables are exposed to numerous abiotic stresses. During various stages of post harvest
phase such as transportation, storage and marketing. These abiotic stresses have negative impacts in some
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cases, while positive ones in others. Abiotic stresses are major determinants of nutritional value, appearance and
quality of the produce. It is important to understand the basis of molecular and biochemical response networks
to various stress factors encountered in pre as well as post harvest stages. It is significant to note that appropriate
stress management may prove beneficial in enhancing the tolerance to stress and improving the shelf life and
nutritional value of the crop.

V. CONCLUSION
A variety of morphological, physiological and biochemical changes are shown by plants in response to variouss
abiotic stresses. Most of these changes lower plant’s exposure to the stress or limit damage and facilitate
recovery of the impaired systems. However, complete understanding of abiotic stress responses is a difficult task
due to complexity, inter relationship and variability in the molecules and mechanisms involved. A number of
future strategies regarding the enhancement of yield, improvement in the quality of various fruits and vegetables
can be planned and executed with proper understanding of the abiotic stress factors and their role. Research in
this arena has a number of prospects and challenges for the future.
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THE ROLE OF THE HOSPITAL IN A CHANGING
ENVIRONMENT
Santoshi Aru
ABSTRACT
Hospitals pose many challenges to those undertaking reform of health care systems. This paper examines the
evolving role of the hospital within the health care system in industrialized countries and explores the evidence
on which policymakers might base their decisions. It begins by tracing the evolving concept of the hospital,
concluding that hospitals must continue to evolve in response to factors such as changing health care needs and
emerging technologies. The size and distribution of hospitals are matters for ongoing debate. This paper
concludes that evidence in favour of concentrating hospital facilities, whether as a means of enhancing
effectiveness or efficiency, is less robust than is often assumed. Noting that care provided in hospitals is often
less than satisfactory, this paper summarizes the evidence underlying three reform strategies: (i) behavioural
interventions such as quality assurance programmes; (ii) changing organizational culture; and (iii) the use of
financial incentives. Isolated behavioural interventions have a limited impact, but are more effective when
combined. Financial incentives are blunt instruments that must be monitored. Organizational culture, which has
previously received relatively little attention, appears to be an important determinant of quality of care and is
threatened by ill-considered policies intended to ‘re-engineer’ hospital services. Overall, evidence on the
effectiveness of policies relating to hospitals is limited and this paper indicates where such evidence can be
found.

Keywords: hospitals; health facility environment; health care reform; organizational innovation;
developed countries.
I. Introduction
Hospitals pose many challenges to those undertaking reform of health care systems. They are, quite literally,
immovable structures whose design was set in concrete, usually many years previously. Their configuration
often reflects the practice of health care and the patient populations of a bygone era. Their incompatibility with
present needs ranges from major design problems, such as a scarcity of operating theatres, to more minor
problems, such as the lack of power sockets for the ever expanding number of electronic monitors. It is not only
the physical structure that is difficult to change. Hospital functions are also resistant to change, as illustrated by
the persistence of large tuberculosis sanitoria in some countries long after they were required. Hospitals are
staffed by the e´lite members of the medical profession who, in many cases, can use their excellent political
connections to oppose changes that threaten their interests. An environment that is technically complex,
surrounded by much uncertainty, and which contains information asymmetry, only enhances the mystiqueof the
medical professional and often leaves the outsider confused and perplexed. Given these barriers to change, it is
unsurprising that hospital reform is viewed with trepidation by health policy-makers. Yet hospitals are a very
important element of the health care system. Financially, they account for about 50% of overall health care
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expenditure. Organizationally, they dominate the rest of the health care system. Symbolically, they are viewed
by the public as the main manifestation of the health care system, as shown by the enthusiasm with which
politicians seek to be photographed opening new hospitals. This paper seeks to redress this information balance
by examining the place of the hospital within the health care system in industrialized countries. It draws on a
major study being undertaken by the European Observatory on Health Care Systems, which addresses a series of
crucial but often overlooked questions. First, why were hospitals created and do these conditions still pertain?
Has the dramatic growth in knowledge and technology invalidated the nineteenth-century foundations of
hospitals? More fundamentally, what do we mean by the term ‘hospital’ and does the designation of a building
as a ‘hospital’ mean the same thing everywhere? Second, if hospitals are to be integral parts of the health care
system, what should they look like? What size should they be? How should they be distributed within a
geographical area? What should they look like on the inside? How can hospitals be designed in ways that
enhance their performance, both in terms of health outcomes and economic performance? Finally, hospitals are
often considered as black boxes when, in reality, they are complex adaptive human systems. Why do some
hospitals seem to work well whereas others do not? How can hospital performance be optimized? These
questions will be considered in turn.

II. WHY HOSPITALS?
Hospitals, as recognizable institutions, emerged at different times in different places, reflecting existing social
and, especially, religious contexts. The first recorded hospitals arose in the Byzantine Empire in the fifth and
sixth centuries AD (1). Hospitals in western Europe emerged later, beginning in the monasteries (2), a legacy
reflected in the religious designations of many present-day European hospitals. Most health care relied on
extended families and local communities, however, since formal health services had little to offer. The industrial
revolution brought enormous social changes that impacted on health and health care. The rapid growth of cities
provided opportunities for transmission of infections, unsafe factories increased injuries, death rates rose
rapidly, and social supports crumbled with increasing population mobility. A combination of philanthropy and
selfinterest among the wealthy stimulated both public health measures and the construction of new hospitals.
However, urban overcrowding and high levels of infection often meant that going into these hospitals actually
increased the chance of one dying. By the end of the nineteenth century infectious disease was beginning to be
understood. Semmelweis showed that hand-washing could reduce the transmission of puerperal fever. Lister’s
introduction of antisepsis, coupled with the discovery of safe anaesthetic agents, made elective surgery safer. In
England, Florence Nightingale established a professional basis for nursing. Hospitals were now able to offer
more than basic care, but their role as a setting for medical treatment was not yet established, and the middle
classes continued to have the doctor treat them at home. By the twentieth century, the hospital was beginning to
take on its present-day role. Advances in chemical engineering laid the basis for a pharmaceutical industry; for
example, research on chemical dyes led to the invention of sulfonamides. Hospitals began to offer cure rather
than care. As the scope for clinical intervention increased, technology became more complex and expensive. By
the 1930s, few surgeons operated on wealthy patients in their own houses. Advances in military surgery in the
Second World War had a profound impact on hospital care, with the introduction of safe blood transfusion,
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penicillin, and surgeons trained in trauma techniques. The greatest changes occurred from the 1970s onwards,
however, with advances in laboratory diagnosis and the recognition of new, and often treatable, diseases. The
massive expansion in pharmaceuticals transformed the management of diseases and conditions such as peptic
ulcer, childhood leukaemia and some solid cancers. New specialities emerged, such as oncology, and common
conditions such as peptic ulcer, previously treated with prolonged hospitalization, were managed in ambulatory
care. Whole new areas of surgery became commonplace, such as coronary artery bypasses, transplantation of
kidneys and other organs, and microsurgery. These advances took place against a background of changing
patterns of disease. At least in industrialized countries, many infectious diseases were disappearing. General
surgeons saw fewer cases of acute appendicitis. Orthopaedic surgeons turned to hip replacements, as a substitute
for surgery on tuberculous disease of the spine, or tendon transplants for poliomyelitis. Thoracic surgeons, no
longer occupied by tuberculous lung cavities, turned to the surgical management of lung cancer and to open
heart surgery. By the beginning of the twenty-first century, the work of a major hospital in an industrialized
country has been transformed from that of a century earlier. The image beamed into homes throughout the
world, in television programmes such as the North American series ‘‘ER’’, is that a ‘hospital’ means a modern
complex in which seriously ill patients are treated at high speed with highly technical equipment and by skilled
specialist staff. A patient with a head injury is given an immediate magnetic resonance imaging scan and is seen
by a neurosurgeon who has subspecialized in intracerebral trauma. By contrast, a small rural hospital in a
middleincome country, providing basic care with limited facilities, could not be more different. For this image
we can turn to the travel writer, Colin Thubron, who describes a small hospital in Siberia thus: ‘‘Inside the
building was a simple range of three-bed wards, a kitchen and a consulting room. It had no running water, and
its lavatory was a hole in the ground. Between the double windows the sealing moss had fallen in faded tresses.
It was almost without equipment.’’ (3) While these two images represent the extremes of the spectrum, there is
considerable diversity even within relatively homogenous health care systems. Some hospitals provide high
intensity care with specialized back-up from a range of surgical specialities, while others concentrate on less
acute care or even convalescence and rehabilitation.

III. COMPETING ROLES?
From this brief review it can be seen that the survival of the hospital as an institution reflects two quite different
needs. The first derives from the rapid growth of advanced technology and clinical specialization. The resources
involved, including humans and equipment, are scarce and expensive. It is simply not tenable to disperse such
resources across a large number of small facilities. This situation is analogous to the growth of the factory in the
eighteenth century, driven by the spread of the steam engine, that made the earlier cottage industries obsolete.
The second need, to provide care rather than cure, is quite different. Care requires people rather than equipment,
and generalists rather than specialists. Centralization of services is not necessary on cost grounds, especially
since access may be more important for patients and families. In this complex environment it is essential that
policy-makers know which aspects of hospital design and configuration are supported by evidence and which
are not. This paper seeks to offer an introduction to some of the research upon which they can draw.

IV. WHAT SHOULD A HOSPITAL LOOK LIKE?
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The configuration of hospital services in a given setting reflects a tension between two competing objectives:
centralization versus dispersion of hospital services. There are two arguments for centralizing hospital services.
First, hospitals and clinicians undertaking high volumes of work achieve better outcomes; and second, large
hospitals achieve economies of scale. The counter argument for dispersing hospitals is that this improves
population access and reduces inequalities. These arguments are discussed in more detail below. The major
source of evidence on these issues is a systematic review of over 200 studies undertaken in 1996 by the Centre
for Reviews and Dissemination at the University of York (4). Although this review was extensive, it is
important to remember that much of this research emanates from the USA and the United Kingdom, so that it is
open to question as to whether the data are generally applicable.

V.GREATER VOLUME LEADS TO BETTER HEALTH OUTCOMES
The authors of the University of York study concluded that the widely held view, that greater volume led to
better outcomes, was subject to several caveats. First, most authors overestimated the size of the relationship
because it failed to take sufficient account of case mix. Second, if a causal association does exist, the direction
of causation cannot be established. In other words, does ‘‘practice make perfect’’ or are better results in larger
hospitals due to selective referral? Third, improvements in quality of care could be achieved through greater
specialization within hospitals, rather than by increasing the size of the hospital. The authors also criticized the
use of mortality as a measure of outcome, especially since in-patient deaths or 30-day mortality rates are not
good indicators of long-term survival. Differences in short-term survival may also reflect different discharge
policies or different levels of social support. More fundamentally, mortality as a measure of outcome, although
relatively easily measured, is a partial measure of quality of care, since it ignores nonfatal complications and
quality of life. There is also a risk that a narrow focus on outcomes may obscure important differences in the
process of care (5). There are many other unresolved issues. For example, research has tended to concentrate on
hospital rather than physician volume. If an association between volume and outcome is demonstrable at the
level of the physician, could the benefits of higher volumes be achieved by guidelines and clinical protocols that
diffuse good practice? Nonetheless, certain findings do emerge. The volume of procedures at which optimal
results are achieved is often relatively low. In the case of coronary artery bypass grafting, there is no significant
improvement in outcome in hospitals undertaking over 200 procedures per year. In most countries, few hospitals
undertake such a low volume of cases. Studies that have examined both hospital and physician volume have
found a relationship between outcome and hospital volume, but not between outcome and physician volume (6–
9), suggesting that the collective expertise of the entire surgical team is more important than that of the
individual surgeon. This finding is plausible given that surgical patients are more likely to die from postoperative complications than from problems occurring in the operating theatre.

VI.Large hospitals achieve economies of scale
The second argument for concentrating hospitals is on grounds of efficiency, with larger hospitals purportedly
achieving economies of scale. This has been examined in detail by Aletras et al. (10), who concluded that
economies of scale, assuming the hospital is already operating at maximum efficiency, are exploited at quite low
levels of around 200 beds, and diseconomies of scale become important at levels over 650 beds. The data were
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insufficient to specify an optimal size but suggested it was in the range of 200–400 beds. Economies of scope
should also be considered. The hospital contains a complex set of interrelated functions and one factor driving
the growth of modern general hospitals was to gather different specialities together under one roof. There may
be strong arguments for creating larger hospital units to facilitate links between related specialities, to strengthen
multidisciplinary teams, to ensure optimal use of expensive equipment such as scanners or operating theatres, or
to support the training role of the hospital. Here, each case must be considered on its merits. Although existing
research on hospital configurations has limitations, it provides little support for concentrating care in very large
hospitals, either on grounds of effectiveness or efficiency, but some concentration may be required to achieve
economies of scope, which should then be made explicit. Importantly, where the current pattern of provision is
dispersed, there is little evidence to support mergers of existing facilities. Ferguson & Goddard (11) concluded
that there was no conclusive evidence that hospital mergers undertaken to concentrate facilities reduced total
costs. First, management costs may be reduced only in the short run; and second, important diseconomies may
emerge due to the difficulty of integrating staff and systems. Only where there is clearly identified excess
capacity that can be removed will concentration or merger be expected to reduce overall costs. Such a policy
should, however, take account of other potential costs to the communities in which hospitals are situated, as the
impact on total employment may be considerably greater than the number of jobs lost directly from reorganizing
the hospital (12). An important argument against concentration of hospitals is that such a policy will reduce
access to care. This may be especially important if, as has been suggested in New Zealand, differential access to
health care contributes to socioeconomic inequalities in health (13). Such problems are likely to be greatest in
rural areas, as illustrated by a study from France. Patients with colorectal cancer living in rural areas
experienced greater delay in obtaining treatment, were less likely to be treated in specialist centres, and also had
worse outcomes than those in urban areas (14). The relationship between distance and access, often
characterized as a distance–decay effect, has been reported for preventive, primary and secondary care (15, 16).
For example, in a study of factors influencing uptake of breast cancer screening, distance was the single most
important factor (17). In a study from Northern Ireland, use of emergency services was much greater among
those living closer to a hospital (18). Furthermore, patients already attending hospital may be less likely to
remain in a treatment programme if they must travel long distances (19). In contrast, several studies have found
no effect of distance on utilization of care (20, 21). The apparently conflicting evidence has been examined in
detail by Carr-Hill et al. (22), who noted that the research is subject to several limitations. One is the need for
caution when extrapolating from a country such as the United Kingdom, where the distances involved are
generally short, to a country like Canada where distances may be vastly greater. Another is the absence, in many
studies, of an examination of any differential impact of distance upon different social classes or ethnic groups.
The absence of an overall effect, therefore, may obscure important inequalities within particular population
groups. In summary, access is generally more important in relation to primary care, outpatient services, and
screening programmes, with inpatient care being relatively less affected. These findings have important
implications for hospital planning, since they show that hospital size is only one consideration. For example, the
overall mix of functions required to meet the needs of the population served must be decided; and it must then
be decided how each function can best establish a critical mass for providing good quality care. It must be
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recognized that in many places this has not yet been achieved, with multiple small units isolated from other
specialities and with duplication of costly equipment. In such cases, major restructuring will be required. Once
an integrated, effective and efficient system has been established there is no strong case for concentration into
ever larger units, in pursuit of economies of scale or better outcomes.

VII. UNPACKING THE BLACK BOX
Hospitals have been subjected to systematic efforts to change organizational behaviour over the last
few decades. Three main approaches have been used to improve performance: (i) providing incentives
for optimizing clinical performance; (ii) changing the organizational environment; and (iii) changing
payment mechanisms.
VIII. INCENTIVES FOR OPTIMIZING CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
In many countries there is growing evidence that clinical performance in hospitals is sub-optimal. The strategies
used to address this problem include quality assurance models, clinical audit and the new concept of clinical
governance, in which quality is a shared managerial and clinical responsibility. These are based on the
assumption that quality assurance activities and continuing professional development lead to improved quality
of care. Unfortunately, the available evidence, mostly drawn together within the framework of the Cochrane
Collaboration, demonstrates that clinical behaviour is quite resistant to change. For example, a review of 99
trials concluded that there was little or no change following conferences or short educational events (22).
Freemantle similarly found no benefit from distribution of educational materials (23). Educational outreach
visits do, however, make a small impact on behaviour (24) and the classical audit and feedback model works in
some circumstances (25). Perhaps the most important finding to emerge is that behavioural change is most likely
to follow a range of interventions that are mutually reinforcing (26).

IX . CHANGING THE ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
A second approach to improving the quality of care has emerged from research on the relationship between
organizational culture and quality of care (27). Certain hospitals (‘‘magnet’’ hospitals) were identified that were
widely regarded by nurses as offering a good environment in which to practise nursing (but where patient
outcomes were unknown). These hospitals were characterized by greater nursing autonomy and better
relationships between doctors and nurses. These hospitals were matched with controls and, after adjustment for
severity, the ‘‘magnet’’ hospitals achieved a significantly lower inpatient mortality rate. Other work reached
similar conclusions, finding tangible benefits to patients from a supportive culture among clinical staff (28). For
example, organizational and professional job satisfaction among nurses is a strong predictor of process measures
of quality of care (29). In intensive care units, the best predictors of better patient outcomes are organizational
factors such as a patient-centred culture, strong medical and nursing leadership, effective collaboration, and an
open approach to problem solving (30). This research has several important implications. First, it helps us
understand why some hospitals perform better than others. Second, it highlights the fact that hospitals are
complex human service organizations, and not just assemblies of industrial units to be reconfigured at will.
Major organizational change can have profound implications for a hospital workforce and, while a hospital must
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adapt to a changing environment, radical restructuring may adversely affect the quality of patient care if it
damages staff morale and a collegial ethos.

X. CHANGING PAYMENT MECHANISMS
The third main approach to quality of care is the use of financial incentives. Payment mechanisms have received
considerable attention, but can only be mentioned briefly here. The ideal mechanism would be one that offered
incentives for producing effective, efficient and equitable treatment, with no perverse incentives and with
minimal transaction costs. In practice, many of the systems fail on one or more of these counts (31). A perfect
system is not of course achievable, since there are inevitable tradeoffs. Financial incentives, while good at
pushing behaviour in a certain direction, are less good at putting limits upon financial motivation. In each case it
is important to identify, on the basis of empirical evidence, the positive and negative effects of each model of
payment and then to monitor the effects in practice.

XI.LOOKING AHEAD
The health policy-maker is often faced with inherited hospitals that are the wrong size and shape and in the
wrong place. The evidence reviewed above helps in deciding what a hospital should look like now, but hospitals
cannot be built or converted instantly. A decision to build a major hospital now means, in optimal
circumstances, that it will open in five years’ time, with an expected operating life of around 50 years. The key
challenge is thus to know what the hospital of the future should look like. Will we still need the hospital or can
its functions be performed elsewhere? Prediction, an imprecise art at the best of times, is especially risky in this
situation. As discussed earlier, the environment in which hospitals exist has continually changed and the pace of
change is accelerating. The situation is complicated further in that different countries start from very different
baselines and face different challenges, both in the demands placed upon them and the resources available to
them. It is, however, possible to speculate about some factors. A key issue will be the continually changing
burden of disease, although the effects are difficult to quantify. First, the nature of the change will be different in
every country, reflecting differences in, for example, diet, smoking rates and exposure to risk of injury or
infections. Second, it is possible that some previously unknown disease will emerge, as human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/ acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) emerged in the twentieth
century. Changes in patterns of existing diseases are more amenable to prediction, at least in the short term. In
many industrialized countries, for example, rates of some chronic diseases will continue to fall. However, this
will be accompanied by increases in degenerative disorders such as Alzheimer disease, increasing the need for
care rather than cure. Rapid increases in smoking-related diseases can be predicted, as well as a continuing
growth in AIDS. The possible consequences of newly emerging diseases are much more problematic, with
important consequences for clinical practice and hospital design. An example has been the need to adopt
universal precautions to prevent transmission of HIV. In the future, the growth of antibiotic resistance may lead
to further changes as diseases that are generally amenable to treatment, such as tuberculosis, become not only
effectively incurable but also easily transmissible to staff and other patients. A particular concern in some
European countries is the possibility that human forms of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (so-called mad
cow disease) could become widespread as the prion agent involved is extremely resistant to sterilization (32).
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These drugresistant and highly infectious diseases could fundamentally challenge the concept of the hospital,
rendering them as dangerous as they were in the pre-antibiotic days. A second set of issues relates to changes in
the people who work in hospitals. Some changes will reflect demographic trends and macroeconomic trends, in
particular affecting the size of the nursing workforce. Others will reflect changing expectations, such as the
willingness to work long and unsocial hours. Here, the need to provide 24-hour medical cover while not
degrading skills is, in some countries, acting as a powerful force for concentrating facilities (33). A third set of
issues arises from developments in technology, with new possibilities for investigation or treatment. Examples
include the continuing advances in imaging, fibre-optics and information technology. These advances will lead
to changes in professional demarcations as particular tasks cease to be seen as the reserve of a single group.
These changes will affect not only the internal organization of the hospital, but also its interface with the outside
world, as complex diagnosis and treatment, and thus patients, move into clinics for day surgery and into the
primary care sector. Technology will also bring profound changes in what it is possible to do within the hospital.
Early computers occupied entire buildings, yet their processing power was less than a present-day handheld
organizer. The growth in information technology has left few areas of health care untouched, ranging from rapid
processing of digital images to an enhanced capacity to monitor and more actively manage patient care.
Miniaturization has allowed user-friendly diagnostic kits to replace what would previously have required a
complex laboratory. As has already happened with AIDS in many countries, and with peptic ulcers previously,
new drugs will reduce demand for inpatient treatment. What are the implications of these likely changes for the
hospital of the future? If a narrow technological perspective is taken, it is possible to argue that the hospital as a
concept will no longer be justified. Advances in technology may mean that the hospital is not needed as a means
of concentrating expensive equipment. Developments in communications technology and, in particular,
telemedicine may mean that the hospital is not needed to concentrate skilled staff. In such circumstances it is
conceivable that a virtual hospital could be constructed, in which patients would be diagnosed and treated in
local ambulatory care centres, drawing on specialist expertise located remotely where necessary. Conversely, it
is arguable that this model ignores other roles of the hospital, in particular its caring role, as well as its role in
training and professional development. The hospital of the future must respond to all of these challenges. It must
balance economies of scope with optimal access, drawing on advances in technology as appropriate. It may need
fewer beds, but it will need more operating theatres and recovery areas, as well as purpose-built facilities that
can offer one-day surgery, or integrated care for common disorders (34). Most importantly, the hospital will
need to be flexible, because the diseases it treats and the ways in which it treats them will be very different from
those of today.
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XIII. RE SUME
13.1 LE RO LE DEL HOPITAL DANS UN ENVIRONNEMENT EN MUTATION
Les hoˆ pitaux posent de nombreux proble` mes a` ceux qui entreprennent de re´ former les syste` mes de soins
de sante´ . Cet article examine l’e´ volution de la fonction de l’hoˆ pital dans le syste` me des soins de sante´ des
pays industrialise´ s et analyse les e´ le´ ments sur lesquels les de´ cideurs pourraient baser leurs de´ cisions. Il
commence par retracer l’e´ volution historique de l’hoˆ pital qui, de lieu dans lequel les gens malades pouvaient
se faire soigner, est devenu un e´ tablissement hautement technique de diagnostic et de traitement. Il analyse la
fac¸on dont les hoˆ pitaux ont continuellement e´ volue´ en re´ ponse a` des facteurs externes, dont les plus
importants ont e´ te´ l’e´ mergence et le de´ clin de diffe´ rentes maladies et des techniques dont on disposait
pour y faire face. Toutefois, l’hoˆ pital n’est pas seulement une structure dans laquelle appliquer des techniques
de plus en plus sophistique´ es en re´ ponse a` la maladie. C’est e´ galement un e´ tablissement de soins et de
formation, et il appartient aux de´ cideurs de trouver les moyens pour qu’il assume ces diffe´ rents roˆ les qui
entrent parfois en compe´ tition. L’article se poursuit par un examen des arguments avance´ s concernant la
configuration optimale des hoˆ pitaux. La taille et la re´ partition des hoˆ pitaux sont des questions qui font
l’objet d’un de´ bat permanent. Si, dans beaucoup de pays, la tendance a e´ te´ de fermer les petits hoˆ pitaux et
de concentrer les installations sur certains sites, les arguments cite´ s en faveur de cette politique sont moins
solides qu’on ne le pense souvent, que ce soit pour renforcer l’efficacite´ ou la rentabilite´ . Toutefois, les
fermetures et les fusions peuvent eˆ tre justifie´ es lorsqu’elles sont destine´ es a` re´ duire un exce` s de moyens
ou a` re´ aliser des e´ conomies de gamme (c’est-a` - dire lorsqu’on peut gagner en efficacite´ en rassemblant
diffe´ rentes fonctions en un seul endroit). Prenant acte de ce que les soins fournis dans les hoˆ pitaux sont
souvent moins que satisfaisants, les auteurs re´ capitulent les e´ le´ ments sous-jacents a` trois strate´ gies de re´
forme : interventions de type comportemental, par exemple programmes d’assurance de la qualite´ ; changement
de la culture organisationnelle ; et recours a` des mesures d’incitation financie` re. Les interventions
comportementales, si elles sont isole´ es, ont un impact limite´ , mais elles sont plus efficaces lorsqu’elles sont
associe´ es a` un ensemble de mesures cohe´ rentes. Les mesures d’incitation financie` re sont des instruments
dangereux qu’il faut surveiller a` cause du risque d’effets pervers. La culture organisationnelle, qui n’a que peu
retenu l’attention jusqu’ici, semble eˆ tre un de´ terminant important de la qualite´ des soins, mais elle est
menace´ e par les politiques mal inspire´ es visant a` « re´ organiser » les services hospitaliers. Concernant
l’avenir, les hoˆ pitaux sont continuellement confronte´s a` des changements, tant sur le plan des maladies qu’ils
traitent que sur celui du personnel qu’ils emploient ou des techniques dont ils disposent. Ces changements
auront des conse´ quences nombreuses et varie´ es, souvent contradictoires, dont certaines sont pre´ visibles
mais dont beaucoup ne le sont pas. Concernant les maladies, le changement porte sur l’e´ volution des tendances
existantes, mais aussi sur l’e´ mergence possible de nouvelles infections hautement contagieuses. Les
modifications ope´ re´ es dans la dotation en personnel des hoˆ pitaux sont les conse´ quences de l’e´ volution e´
conomique et de´ mographique, d’attentes diffe´ rentes et de l’apparition de fonctions et groupements
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professionnels nouveaux. Sur le plan technique, les changements s’ope` rent en fonction des nouvelles
possibilite´ s de traiter les patients en ambulatoire, mais aussi de celles que l’on aura de traiter a` l’hoˆ pital des
malades actuellement incurables. En ne mettant l’accent que sur les progre` s technologiques, on risque de
conside´ rer que l’hoˆ pital va devenir une notion de´ passe´ e, les progre` s scientifiques rendant inutile le fait
que l’hoˆ pital rassemble du mate´ riel couˆ teux et la te´ le´ me´ decine rendant inutile l’obligation d’avoir un
personnel qualifie´ en un endroit donne´ . Toutefois, un tel mode` le ignore les autres fonctions de l’hoˆ pital, en
particulier les soins qu’on y prodigue, et son roˆ le dans la formation et dans la formation professionnelle
continue. Le message peut-eˆ tre le plus important pour l’avenir est de bien souligner l’importance de concevoir
les hoˆ pitaux comme devant eˆ tre souples et devant conserver une certaine capacite´ d’adaptation au
changement.

XIV. RESUMEN
14.1 Papel del hospital en un entorno en transformacion
Los hospitales plantean muchos desafı´os para quienes emprenden reformas de los sistemas de atencio´ n de
salud. En este artı´culo se describe la evolucio´ n del papel desempen˜ ado por los hospitales en el sistema
asistencial de los paı´ses industrializados y se examinan las pruebas cientı´ficas sobre las que los formuladores
de polı´ticas podrı´an basar sus decisiones. Al principio se analiza la transformacio´ n que han sufrido los
hospitales, que de ser un lugar donde se atendı´a a los enfermos han pasado a ser un entorno altamente te´ cnico
de diagno´ stico y tratamiento. Se muestra co´ mo los hospitales han evolucionado continuamente en respuesta a
factores externos, los ma´ s importantes de los cuales son el aumento o disminucio´ n de distintas enfermedades
y las oportunidades te´ cnicas disponibles para responder a ellas. Sin embargo, el hospital no es so´ lo una
estructura en la que pueden emplearse tecnologı´as cada vez ma´ s sofisticadas contra las enfermedades, es
tambie´ n un entorno de prestacio´ n de cuidados y de capacitacio´ n, e incumbe a los formuladores de polı´ticas
hallar la manera de combinar esas funciones a veces ren˜ idas. A continuacio´ n se analizan los argumentos
esgrimidos respecto a la configuracio´n o´ ptima de los hospitales. Se sigue discutiendo cua´ l debe ser su
taman˜ o y distribucio´ n. Aunque en muchos paı´ses ha habido iniciativas para cerrar los hospitales ma´ s
pequen˜ os y centrar los servicios en un solo sitio, los datos citados a favor de esta polı´tica, en lo que atan˜ e a
mejorar tanto la eficacia como la eficiencia, son menos so´ lidos de lo que a menudo se supone. No obstante, los
cierres y fusiones pueden estar justificados cuando se trata de reducir un exceso de capacidad o de lograr
economı´as de alcance (esto es, cuando se puede conseguir una mayor eficiencia concentrando diferentes
funciones en un solo lugar). Tras sen˜ alar que la atencio´ n proporcionada en los hospitales dista con frecuencia
de ser satisfactoria, el artı´culo resume las pruebas cientı´ficas que fundamentan tres estrategias de reforma; a
saber, las intervenciones comportamentales, como los programas de garantı´a de la calidad; la transformacio´ n
del clima institucional; y el uso de incentivos financieros. Las intervenciones comportamentales aisladas tienen
una repercusio´ n limitada, pero son ma´ s eficaces cuando se combinan en un paquete coherente de medidas.
Los incentivos financieros son instrumentos burdos que deben ser objeto de vigilancia pues pueden tener efectos
perversos. El clima institucional, relativamente ignorado hasta ahora, parece ser un importante determinante de
la calidad de la asistencia, pero se ve amenazado por polı´ticas poco meditadas encaminadas a reestructurar
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radicalmente los servicios hospitalarios. Mirando hacia el futuro, los hospitales han de hacer frente a la continua
transformacio´ n de las enfermedades que tratan, del personal que trabaja en ellos y de la tecnologı´a a su
disposicio´ n. Todos esos factores tendra´ n muchas implicaciones diferentes, y a menudo incompatibles,
predecibles algunas, pero no ası´ muchas otras. Los cambios que experimenten las enfermedades sera´ n en parte
el resultado de tendencias actuales, pero hay que prever tambie´ n la posible emergencia de nuevas infecciones
altamente contagiosas. Los cambios que afectara´ n al personal hospitalario se debera´ n a factores econo´ micos
y demogra´ ficos, a las diferentes expectativas creadas y a la aparicio´ n de nuevas funciones y asociaciones
profesionales y laborales. Entre los cambios tecnolo´ gicos figurara´ la posibilidad de tratar a los pacientes fuera
del hospital, pero tambie´ n la de tratar en el hospital casos actualmente intratables. Una perspectiva basada
exclusivamente en los avances tecnolo´ gicos podrı´a llevar a pensar que el concepto de hospital perdera´
vigencia, pues los avances cientı´ficos evitara´ n la necesidad de concentrar equipo oneroso en hospitales, y la
telemedicina hara´ innecesaria la concentracio´ n del personal especializado en un solo lugar. Sin embargo, ese
enfoque ignora las otras funciones del hospital, en particular su papel asistencial, ası´ como su contribucio´ n a
la capacitacio´ n y al desarrollo profesional permanente. El mensaje ma´ s importante para el futuro es tal vez la
necesidad de asegurar que los hospitales se disen˜ en de manera que sean flexibles y conserven la capacidad de
adaptarse a las transformaciones del entorno.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper,we present an approach using cued click point (CCP) under graphical password that permits to
enrich authentication technique of graphical password in(CCP). Our literature studies shows various
limitations for textual passwords, they are exposed to shoulder surfing attack however strong textual passwords
are tough to memorize. Graphical Passwords are introduced to resist the Shoulder surfing attack. .Looking at
the success of this system , using graphical password as input and grid lines for image point verificationand
enrich it to provide security using normal login and graphical password. This system can be used in the field
such as banking application, military application, civilians, forensic labs, etc.

Keywords: Authentication, Cued click point ,Graphical password,Hotspot ,Shoulder surfing.
INTRODUCTION
Authentication plays an important role in security of the user system , without which the performance of user
system will not be yield very significant improvement. The need of authentication is required for high security
.There are various methods to provide authentication like password authentication but this type of authentication
cannot provide in the fields like banking application, military, forensic labs, etc. [1].Textual passwords are
attacked by Masquerading, Eaves dropping, Dictionary attack, Shoulder surfing attack, Spyware and Guessing
attack [7]. To overcome this drawbacks, graphical passwords were introduced. Using graphical password user
is able to set up a complex authentication password and is able to recollect it, even if the memory is not
activated periodically [3]. This paper focuses on the issues and eliminates them resulting more secure, reliable
and useable for users.

Fig.1 Architecture of Authentication using cued click point
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II. LITRETURE SURVE
In paper[1] author T, R.Nagendran, implemented system in which password is selected block of the image
called the view port. But this system failed to secure from hotspot attack. In paper[2] author N. López, M.
Rodríguez, C. Fellegi, D. Long. proposed a graphical authentication systems in even odd form.Still unable to
resist from shoulder surfing.In paper [3]author S. Man, D. Hong, and M. Mathews, proposed that user should
rate colors from 1 to 4 for password and he can remember it as “RGBY”. But the interface is quite difficult to
understand to the normal user.In paper [4]author M.Shreelatha, M.Sashi proposed a methodology on Session
password which can be used only once,but this technique is proposed to generate session passwords using text
which fails to resist shoulder surfing. In paper [5] author, Ushir Kishori Narhar, Ram.B.Joshi proposed a
methodology using user name with graphical password using persuasive cued click points along with biometric
authentication using finger nail plate.. But biometrics such as face and fingerprints can easily be recorded and
potentially misused by biometrics experts without user’s consent. Inpaper [6] Author, Neha Singh, Nikhil
Bomanwar proposed a methodology of a persuasive cued click point which reduces the hotspot problem, but
provides no security mechanism for shoulder surfing attack .Inpaper[7] Author, Hung- Min Sun, Shiuan-Tung
Chen, Jyh-Haw Yeh proposed a system based on authentication system Pass Matrix, based on graphical
passwords with a one-time valid login indicator. But this System does not resist the shoulder surfing attack and
also vulnerable to smudge attack.

III.PROPOSED SYSTEMS
3.1 Problem Statement
From the above literature surveys, we have came to conclusion that there are many attacks taking place
regarding the authentication process of the existing system.So we come up with the new authentication system
which includes cued click point algorithm to resist shoulder surfing attack based on image password selected by
user from image grid and image point is stored in the form of rows and coloumns as password ..

Fig 2: Architectural Flowchart.
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3.2 Methods Used
3.2.1. Cued Click Pointalgorithm
By selecting all click point on single image introduces hotspots creation. In CCP user have to select different
five images instead of selecting click point on same image. For every image user have to select only one click
point[4]. When user click on a correct position on image, then next image will displayed. In CCP address of
next image is stored in previous click point. If click point is wrong then wrong image will be displayed. Users
have to select sequence of click-point on correct images.
3.2.3. Recall Based Technique
A user is asked to reproduce something that he created or selected earlier during the registration stage.
3.2.4. Recognition Based Technique
A user is presented with a set of images and the user passes the authentication by recognizing and identifying
the images he selected during the registration stage.

3.3 Splits
In CCP, user choose one square per image for a sequence of n images. The module of CCP square images
divides each image into respective squares. The matrix method is used for dividing the image into squares in the
form of rows and columns.The address of each square of the image is recorded in the database when user selects
it. This address is stored in the form of rows and columns. For eg.,(1,1),(2,1)etc.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Registration
4.1.1.Text Based Registration
At this stage user creates an account using required credential. However this acts as the first stage of registration
of the system.

Fig 3: Text Based Registration.
4.1.2. CCP REGISTRATION
After the first phase, user needs to login using user name and password. CCP registration needs to be done
where user is asked to select number of images and splits. User needs to select images from the set of images as
shown in fig 4.
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Fig 4: CCP Registration.
The user needs to select one point from each image for CCP registration.This point will be recorded in the
database of the system.After that the user will have to wait for the approval/rejection from admin.

4.2.Login
4.2.1 Normal Login
After registration process, user needs to provide simple login details such as user id followed by password. User
is directed to graphical login window.
4.2.2. GRAPHICAL LOGIN
Authorized user will select one click point per image. Each point selection will display another image associated
with the address of click point.

Fig 6: CCP Login.
The user is directed to internet banking application as shown in the fig below.

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
5.1 Representation in the set format
Let S be set represents various parameters such as input(I), output(O),function(F) and failure case(FC).
S= {(I), (O), (F), (FC)}
Input (I)I is the subset of set S which represent input given by the user. Input contains set of images within that images
click-points are passed as input.
I = {Username, image 1, image 2,…….image n}
Output (O) O is the subset of set S which represent authentication is successfully. If set of click-points of images are correct
then it display login successfully.
O = {authentication successful, login successful}
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Function (F)Set the click point of images. F= {Function}
Failure Case (FC)If sequence of click points of images is not correct.

5.2 Calculation for username
Let L be the set of all capital letters A to Z.
L = {A, B ,C……………..Z}
P is set of position on letter in L as,
P = {1, 2, 3 …………. 26}
<L =def {< l, p >: l є L ,p є P }>
u is username such that {u : u is a word which can be described as English words build up of combination of
letters in set L} Let u has length „len‟ Then sum of position values is done with function f(x) as ( ) Σ( ) .Such
that „n‟ is the index representing the letter in L and Pn is associative position in P.
Sum=f(x) will do the calculation from username.
D1 represent the first digit of sum and always will be from 1 to 9.

5.3 Assigning set of imageI = {I1, I2 …….I9} set of images such that each Ii is fixed set of rows of images as given J={J1,J2……J9}is
fixed set of Columns of images. IJ = {ij}where i1 is one image from set Ii.

5.4 Selection of passwordi1 and i2 will be two images selected from given set Ii
i3 and i4 are two images from server side image set Is
Above 4 images from a password Pw for user Ui Pair (Pw, Ui) will be stored for each user.

VI. RESULTS
6.1 Graph

Fig 7: Frequency of Attacks on Systems Before CCP and After CCP.
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6.2 TABLE
Table 1. Input parameters Image Id,Image Size, Passpoint Ratio, CCP Ratio.
Image Id & Pass

Point CCP Ratio

Size

Ratio

1: 20505

0.004876

0.487685

2:27797

0.003597

0.359710

3:23976

0.004170

0.417083

4:27441

0.003644

0.364418

5:26648

0.003752

0.375262

6:12408

0.008059

0.805931

7:12495

0.008003

0.800320

8:14620

0.006839

0.683994

9:20318

0.004921

0.492174

10:23049

0.004338

0.433858

6.2.1 Equations used in coverage ratio calculation
Image click ratio= (10 *10) /(Image Size)
View Port ratio =(100 *100) /(Image Size)

VII. FUTURE SCOPE
This system can be used for various security systems like system login and logout process in banking, web
locking system, folder locking system, etc.
Like most of the other graphical password authentication system shoulder surfing is vulnerable to the guessing
attacks. To overcome this problem the user can upload their own images to make it more difficult for attacker to
guess it.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Security is most important factor for any system authentication. Firstly pass point method is proposed but due to
all click point on the same image minimize the security of system To overcome this problem, we proposed a
shoulder surfing
resistant authentication system based on graphical
passwords. In CCP technique more images with separate click point on it is used. The problem of shoulder
surfing is solved.
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ABSTRACT
Cancer is the second leading cause of the most number of deaths worldwide, out of which lung cancer is the
leading cause of deaths among all the cancer types. Computer tomography (CT) scan is used by radiologists to
detect cancer and its growth, over a period of time. In this Paper, a preprocessing technique known as median
filtering is used for noise reduction in lung CT images followed by segmentation for obtaining the lung region of
interest (ROI) using morphological operation. Textural features are then calculated from gray level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM) which is created from the ROI and these features are used an input to an ANN
classifier for determining whether the lung is cancerous or not.
Keywords- CT, CLAHE, GLCM, Lung cancer, ROI

I. INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is the most common cancer in the world and has been the reason for 19% of cancer deaths globally.
Most of the deaths are due to the late detection of cancer. A person suffering from lung cancer has an overall 5
years of survival with only 15% assurance in developed countries and 5% in developing countries. Computer
tomography scans have been proved useful in detecting lung cancer and hence CT scans have reduced cancer
mortality rates by 20% but at the cost of false positive rate of 96%. There are two types of lung cancers namely
Non small cell lung cancer which account for 80-85% of all cases and small cell lung cancer which account for
15-20%. Lung cancer has four stages and if the cancer is detected at an early stage (either stage I or II where the
cancer is confined to the lungs) the survival rate can increase up to 50-70%. Hence it becomes essential to
develop an automated system which will help in early as well as a more accurate detection of lung cancer and
thus help in saving more lives.
This paper includes steps namely preprocessing, segmentation, textural feature extraction followed by artificial
neural network classification and aims to increase the speed and accuracy and decrease the time involved in
cancer detection.

II. RELATED WORKS
Lung cancer detection field is explored by researches to a large extent. Anita chaudhary and Sonit Sukhraj Singh
used three image enhancement techniques namely fast Fourier transform, Gabor filter and auto enhancement
method. For segmentation, they made use of thresholding and watershed segmentation techniques. With the help
of morphological features of lung nodules they classified lung cancer and its stages [1]. Khin Mya Mya Tun
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used median filter for preprocessing the lung CT images and used Otsus thresholding for segmentation of lungs
followed by extraction of geometrical features which were used to train the feed forward artificial neural
networks [2]. Md. Badrul Alam Miah applied median filtering to preprocess the lung CT image and segmented
out the left and right lung separately using edge maps. They obtained 33 different features and then applied them
to a feed forward neural network [3]. S. A. Patil made use of median filter to preprocess the x-ray images. They
utilized morphological operations and region growing technique for segmentation. Extracted geometrical
features and first order statistical texture features were then applied to ANN for classifying the lung cancer
[4].Amjed S.AlFahoum designed an automated intelligent system for nodule detection and classification of lung
cancer in CT images[5].Muhammed Anshad and S.S Kumar gives a comparative survey of all the methods
used for automated cancer detection systems. Comparisons are made based on advantages, disadvantages and
accuracy of the methods [6].K.Punithavathy used PET/CT images and made use of morphological operations for
lung segmentation. Second order statistical features were obtained using GLCMs and these features were given
as an input to a FCM classifier. This detection system achieved an overall accuracy of 85.69% [7]. Nooshin
Hadavi segmented lung CT images using region growing based thresholding algorithm and used size as a
feature of lung nodule. These features served as an input for cellular learning automata for training the images
[8]. Mohsen Keshani used an active contour for lung segmentation and detected ROIs by stochastic 2D features.
To eliminate the segmented bronchus and bronchioles, 3D anatomical features are further used to detect the
nodules followed by Active contour modeling [9]. Gawade Prathamesh Pratap segmented PET/CT images by ptile thresholding and used M type morphology to detect the cancer images with the help of MATLAB [10].
Hence, in this paper, we propose a methodology of using statistical feature extraction and artificial neural
network classification for automated detection of lung cancer.

III. METHODOLOGY
The methods used in this study are shown below in Fig.1. Each step shown in the Fig.1. is discussed in detail in
the later sections.

Fig.1. The flowchart of the proposed methodology

3.1 Data collection
The images have been downloaded from The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) database. The images are stored in
the DICOM format.
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3.2 Preprocessing
CT images are mostly prone to salt and pepper noise. The median filters prove to be the best solution in
reducing this impulse noise as it also preserves all the edges in the images.

3.3 Segmentation
For segmentation of the lungs, morphological closing operation was used with a disk structural element of size
2. After complementing the closed image, the holes in the lungs were filled and a lung mask was obtained by
separating out the lungs using maximum area. Superimposing the lung mask with the image will give perfectly
segmented lungs.

3.4 Feature extraction
After obtaining ROI, the image is divided into three resolutions for further processing. In medical images,
texture provides better and more detailed information about the images. Hence, textural features can be
calculated from the gray level co-occurrence matrix based on the spatial relationship of pixels .GLCM was
calculated in four directions i.e. 00, 900, 1350 and 2700. These textural features tell us how much the property of
an image such as spatial structure, contrast and roughness have a certain correlation with the desired output.

3.5 Classification
Neural networks have proved to be an efficient and reliable model for the cancer detection system. A feed
forward network with back propagation algorithm provides a flexible and accurate classification method for the
lung cancer identification. The network used in this paper consists of 84 input nodes, 20 hidden nodes and two
output nodes. Another advantage of ANN is that it can handle large amount of data.

IV.RESULTS
The two kinds of images used in this study are shown in Fig.2. A total of 228 images were used and
divided into training and testing set.

Fig.2.a. Raw noncancerous image

Fig.2.b. Raw cancerous image

As can be seen from Fig.2 the salt and pepper noise in the images can be easily noticeable. Fig.3
shows the effect of the median filtering by using a neighborhood of 3*3 pixels.
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Fig.3 Preprocessed images

Fig.3 clearly indicates that the images have

become smoother and these images will be used as an input for segmentation.

Fig.4. Lung masks
The lung masks as shown in Fig.4 were obtained by performing a closing operation on the preprocessed image
with a disc shaped structural element. A disc size of 2 gave best results for accurate segmentation of the lungs.

Fig.5. ROI
Fig.5. shows that the lung images have been segmented accurately. The ROI was then divided into overlapping
sub images of size 8*8 and seven Haralick features were extracted namely energy, entropy, contrast,
homogeneity, maximum probability, cluster prominence and inverse difference moment normalized were
obtained from these sub images.
Fig.6. shows the feature extraction plot and the features 1 to 7 are energy, entropy, contrast, homogeneity,
maximum probability, cluster prominence and inverse difference moment normalized respectively. As can be
seen from the graph, the cancerous image features can be differentiated from the non cancerous ones and hence
used for neural classification.
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Fig.6.Feature extraction plot

Fig.7.a.training confusion matrix

Fig.7.b.test confusion matrix

As seen in Fig.7. a total of 215 images used, out of which 113 images were used for training. An accuracy of
100% is achieved for training .For testing 115 images were used, out of which 13 images were misclassified
yielding an overall accuracy of 88.7%. The sensitivity thus calculated was found to be 87.5% and specificity
was 89.83%.

V. CONCLUSION
This methodology successfully developed an automated lung cancer detection system. Median filtering provided
for a severe reduction in image noise and morphological operations led to the accurate segmentation of lungs.
The extracted textural features provided a good basis for the neural network classification. The accuracy can be
improved by using actual medical images and other classifiers like SVM or neuro fuzzy classifiers.
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ABSTRACT
Emotion recognition plays very important role in recent days to improve both openness and effectiveness of
Human-computer interaction. Emotions include the interpretation, perception and response of the feelings
related to the experience of any particular situation.Emotion recognition is the task of recognizing a person’s
emotional state such as anger, sad, happy, neutral, etc. Emotion recognition consist of the classification of
emotion from different approaches such as speech, text, face and body pose of person. The applications of
emotion recognition are monitoring, law, entertainment, e- learning, medicine and many others.In proposed
system the Chat bot is built using an artificial intelligence algorithm. The bot chats with you as a real person,
with entertaining replies which doesn’t make the user know he is really talking to a bot. In this paper, we
present a new approach for building desktop application for chat bot using text and gestures. Our application is
not only to recognize text or keywords but also recognize the mood of a user through camera. For example, if
the user is feeling sad, then system will automatically fetch a joke from database and send it to the user on the
window terminal. The system is able to make a conversation through chatting application. System is able to send
some links, web pages or information by recognizing response from user. For this whole system, we are using
technologies like Machine learning, AI, and Data mining.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence,Chatbot, Face Expression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mood of person describes the inherent emotional meaning. Detection of mood play a significant role in human
dialogue. The Chat bot is built using an artificial intelligence algorithm. The bot chats with you as a real person,
with entertaining replies which doesn‟t make the user know he is really talking to a bot. In proposed system, we
are presenting a new approach for building application for chat bot using text and gestures [1].
Our application is not only to recognize text or keywords but also recognize the mood of a user through camera.
For example, if the user is feeling sad, then system will automatically fetch a sad songs and from database and
send it to the user on the window terminal. The system is able to make a conversation through chatting
application. System is able to send some links, web pages or information by recognizing response from user.
The human body is premeditated to know-how stress and reacts to it. Stress can be encouraging such as a getting
a job promotion or being given superior tasks keeping us prepared and set to avoid danger. Stress becomes
opposing when a person faces nonstop challenges without relief or relaxation between challenges.
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The effects of stress can be sensitive, emotional, and somatic. Signs of stress are changed in everybody, with
some people expressing more physical signs, like tiredness or high blood pressure, and others expressing more
emotion or psychological signs, like touchiness or depression.

II. EXISTING WORK
Mood analysis can be done by using facial expression, body pose, handwriting or text and speech of human. In
proposed system we used facial expression for sentiment analysis.
Facial recognition is type of Biometric software application that can recognize a specific individual in a digital
image by analyzing and relating pattern. Every system of sentiment recognition requires a dataset. Dataset is the
most significant portion for the judgment of the facial portion. For dataset preparation features are extracted
from face portion. Then that features are stored in database and then database is used for detecting the emotions
by applying different algorithms. Features of image are extracted through preprocessing, Feature Extraction and
then classification [2].
In paper [3], the author has implemented well-organized method for creation of database in which face and
emotion features are stored further this database is used for sentiment recognition of person. In this paper they
uses two algorithms namely Viola Jones for face detection and KNN classifier algorithm for emotion
recognition. In Viola Jones algorithm first step is to change input image into integral image. Tentative efficiency
of the suggested system for face and emotion recognition was 94.5 to 97 %.
In paper [4], the author proposed a new approach to model the sequential dynamics of an order of facemask. For
this purpose, Sequence of face image descriptors (FID) was used for output of a Linear Time Invariant (LTI)
system. This system descriptors was signified by Henkel Matrix. Dynamics-based Emotion Representation
method was used for face emotion detection. By experimental analysis it is found that average accuracy is
increased nearly about 18%.
In paper [5], the writers Study was on software in which fooling face detection is achieved in which they mainly
focused on analysis part of information of the face image. They remove the Chroma component from face image
which was very essential to detect original emotions rather than fake one. They proposed the approach for
problem of anti-spoofing from the color texture point of view. The Writer examined that in what way dissimilar
color image illustrations can be used for relating the basic differences in the color texture between frank faces
and fake ones. In addition, they aimed to develop situation scenario precise facial color illustrations and
consider person-specific training for face fooling detection.
In paper [6],author has applied a Sentimental analysis from facial expressions. This analysis is completed by
using three steps like detection of face, extraction of features and expressions classification. There are two
arguments on which they focused: First focus was on to design a geometric based approach for extraction of
features. This geometric based method is used to calculate a distance of face which will give a facial expression.
Secondly, the focus was on to design an automatic supervised machine learning method known as decision tree.
Decision tree algorithm is applied on two different databases namely JAFEE and COHEN also They improve
the accuracy and uses new combination of parameters which mainly focused on eyebrows, eyes, mouth and nose
of face. They achieved facial recognition accuracy rate nearly of 89% and 90% for JAFFE and COHEN
database respectively.
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In paper [7], the author proposed approach for Harris corner point. Which is considered as most important
feature which is improved by using Bezier curve? It produce low dimension feature was used in image
recognition. They design a model for feature extraction from face image to solve the problem of sentiment
recognition in minimum time period. To achieve execution in minimum time period they execute the process
efficiently and logically by use of improved and stable combination of straightforwardness and cleverness of
finding features points. In this design they detect the Harris corner points on various parts of face and on the
basis of that point the Bezier curve is formed. By using this curve they removes less significant corner point and
present the combination of human and computer intelligence by means of Bezier curve. This method is used
finding facial features of main facial parts and then drawing Bezier curve to decreases the complexity.

I.

TECHNOLOGY TO BE USED

Blob Detection Algorithm:
This algorithm helps to draw rectangles around defected part. Methods are aimed at detecting regions in a digital
image that differ in properties, such as brightness or color, compared to surrounding regions. Independently
detect corresponding regions in scaled versions of the same image. A blob is a region of an image in which
some properties are constant or approximately constant; all the points in a blob can be considered in some sense
to be similar to each other.

Haar Cascade Algorithm:
Haar-cascade is an object detection algorithm used to trace faces, perambulators, objects and facial languages in
an image, and mainly used for expression detection.
In Haar-cascade, the system is provided with several numbers of positive images and negative images and the
feature selection is done along with the classifier preparation using Ad boost and Integral images.

Canny Edge Algorithm:
The Canny edge detector is an edge detection operative that uses a multiple stages algorithm to detect a wide
range of edges in images. Canny edge detection is a method to abstract valuable structural info from various
vision objects and dramatically reduces the amount of data to be processed. It has been widely applied in several
computer vision systems.
The general criteria for edge detection include:
1. Detection of edge with minimum error rate, which means that the recognition should precisely catch as many
edges revealed in the image as possible
2. The edge point sensed from the operator should precisely localize on the middle of the edge.
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3. A given edge in the image should only be noticeable once, and where probable, image noise should not make
incorrect edges.[8]

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM.
Proposed system uses some algorithms and technologies such as Haar cascade, Canny edge, Blob detection. In
the system pictures were taken and according to that mood get detected. Inputs like face and emotions are taken
from picture, and system will be providing chat box to give response.
Proposed system uses Artificial intelligence techniques to provide Chabot which provides chatting interface to
communicate with user. System provides automatic interface for pop up of jokes, songs according to the user‟s
mood. The proposed algorithm in this involves an emotion music recommendation system that provides the
generation of a customized playlist in accordance to the user„s emotional state.
System present a new approach for building desktop application for chat bot using text and gestures. The system
is able to make a conversation through chatting application. System is able to send some links, web pages or
information by recognizing response from user.
Our Proposed system Detects smile and stress. If smile is detected than jokes pop-ups will be shown on the
screen, if stress is detected than inspirational quotes pop-ups will be shown on the screen. On detection of smile
happy songs are played. On detection of stress inspirational songs are played.

III. CHATBOT
A Chatbot is a computer program which conducts a chat via hearing or written methods. Chatbot are specially
used in dialog systems for various practical purposes including client service or info gaining.

IV.AI DESKTOP PARTNER
The AI desktop partner comes with a real life person simulated System designed in 2013 for pushing frontward
a real time intellectual chatting assembly for users. The algorithm used here has a perceptively built in logic and
is designed to better chat with Indians since its dictionary is better constructed as per Indian approach.
A desktop partner bot who chats with you when you are tired. The bot is built with an artificial intelligence
process. It chats with you as an actual person with amusing answers which doesn‟t make the user know he is
really talking to a bot.
Music plays a very important role in enhancing an individual„s life as it is an important medium of
entertainment for music lovers and listeners and sometimes even imparts a therapeutic approach. In today„s
world, with ever increasing advancements in the field of multimedia and technology, various music players have
been developed with various features. This proposed system based on facial expression extracted will generate a
playlist automatically thereby reducing the effort and time involved in rendering the process manually. Thus the
proposed system tends to reduce the computational time involved in obtaining the results and the overall cost of
the designed system, thereby increasing the overall accuracy of the system. Facial expressions are captured
using an inbuilt camera.
Block diagram of proposed system is below
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User
Input
Face
Text
Gesture

Chatbot

Camera

Play Songs

Mood
Detection
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Fig1. Block diagram of proposed system
Function of proposed system is able to detect smile and stress. If smile is detected then system will
automatically fetch jokes, pop-ups will be shown on the screen. If stress is detected than inspirational quotes
pop-ups will be shown on the screen. On detection of smile happy songs are played. On detection of stress
inspirational songs are played.

Systemprovides chatting application for conversation. System is able to send

some links, web pages or information by recognizing response from user

II.

FUTURE WORK

By using proposed system we can monitor performance of employee‟s in MNC‟s. We can develop user and
admin system for control. Employee analysis result can be generated in graphical form like pie chart, bar graph,
etc.
V.

CONCLUSION

If the user is feeling sad, then system will automatically fetch a joke from database and send it to the user on the
window terminal. The system is able to make a conversation through chatting application. System is able to send
some links, web pages or information by recognizing response from user. It will help to decrease level of stress
on mind. Also support stress management.
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ABSTRACT
In this system named Automated Toll Collection System using passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag
use as the manual toll collection method placed at tollgates. Time, efficiency, pollution and fuel are main priority of
present day. In order to overcome the major problem of vehicle congestion and time consumption RFID technology
is used. RFID reader fixed at tollgate frame reads the tag attached to windshield of vehicle. Various modules of this
system are RTO admin, Toll admin, Police admin, Super admin and the general public. The role of the Super admin
is to register toll centers at various locations using Username and password. These credentials are sent to the toll
admin, using which he logs in into the account. Toll admin module is basically used for the calculation purpose of
toll deduction based on vehicle type. The RTO registers the vehicle information and associates it with the RFID tags
of general public vehicles. In-case a stolen vehicle passes through the toll collection center, it is detected and the
notification is send to the Police admin module. The object detection sensor in the reader detects the approach of
the incoming vehicle’s tag and toll deduction takes place through e-wallet assigned to the concerned RFID tag that
belongs to the owners’ account. Additionally the daily toll collection information can be obtained and send to the
Government for verification.
Keywords:Toll Collection, RFID, RFID reader, RTO, RFID tag, e-wallet.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic/automated toll collection systems are very popular these days. They do not require manual collection and
operation of toll barriers. The need for manual toll based systems is completely reduced in this method and the
tolling system works through RFID. The details about the vehicles and payment are stored in an RFID based system.
The main idea behind implementing RFID based Toll Collection System is to automate the toll collection process
there by reducing the long queues at toll booths, using the RFID tags installed on the vehicle. In addition to this, it
can not only help in vehicle theft detection but also can track vehicles crossing the signal and over speeding
vehicles. This system is used by vehicle owners and system administrator. Other general advantages for the
motorists include fuel savings and reduced mobile emissions by reducing or eliminating deceleration, waiting time
and acceleration.
The main idea behind implementing RFID based toll collection system is to automate the toll collection process
their by reducing the long queues at toll booths using the RFID tags installed on the vehicle. In addition to this, it
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can not only help in vehicle theft detection but also can track vehicles crossing the signal and over speeding
vehicles. This system is used by vehicle owners, system administrator. Other general advantages for the motorists
include fuel savings and reduced mobile emissions by reducing or eliminating deceleration, waiting time and
acceleration.

II. RELATED WORK
We now continue to analyze some of the systems developed. The first paper focuses the automation of toll plaza
based on image processing. ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) system has been employed which uses a
camera to capture the number plate of the vehicle and deducts the toll by matching it with the owner database. In the
second paper, the system is based on infrared sensors. In this, the user has to get the IR transmitter from the main
toll office. The transmitter will be charged by the store office and the data of the user will be stored in the
microcontroller. When the car arrives at the toll plaza the user will have to mount the transmitter on the car and press
a button to turn it on. It must be in the line of sight of the receiver. The receiver will confirm the data from the
transmitter with the database and the amount of toll will get deducted. It uses a stepper motor for gate control. In the
third paper, the system is based on the RFID technology. The controller used is PIC 18F4550 and has been
connected with the system using USB. The RFID receiver senses the tag coming in its range and the amount gets
deducted from the account of the owner after all the related information is checked from the database. The IR senses
the vehicle motion for controlling the opening and closing of the gate. A stepper motor is used to control the gate.

III. OUR APPROACH
This project deals with the simplification of procedure followed by passengers to pay toll at toll collection
booths,RFID reader fixed at tollgate frame reads the tag attached to windshield of vehicle.The object detection
sensor in the reader detects the approach of the incoming vehicle’s tag and toll deduction takes place through ewallet assigned to the concerned RFID tag that belongs to the owners’ account.In case a stolen vehicle passes
through the toll collection center, it is detected and the notification is send to the Police admin module.

Fig.System Architecture
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IV. CONCLUSION
We can reduce the prevalent problem of skipping the payment of toll at toll plazas because of automatic deduction
of payment through E-Wallet. The long queues at the toll plaza and need for human intervention is reduced greatly.
This system will ensure a smoother and safer journey for the passengers.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, traffic congestion is a major problem in cities of developing countries like India because of the
increasing number of vehicles. As result traffic is becoming one of the important problems in big cities and
urban areas all over the world. The existing traffic lights follow the static traffic control mechanism. These
lights are called static traffic lights. So, we propose a dynamic traffic control system using RFID. In this, each
individual vehicle is equipped with the special radio frequency identification (RFID) tag to track the vehicle and
we use RFID reader to read the RFID tags attached to the vehicle's windshield. It counts a number of vehicles
using IR sensor that passes in a particular direction of the road during a specified duration and set time
dynamically for the traffic signal. And it also provides quality of service to emergency vehicles like ambulance,
fire brigade or police and also special vehicles like MLA, minister vehicles. When such vehicles with unique
RFID tag is read by the RFID reader at the traffic junction then green light will be turned ON for a specific
duration.
Keywords - Arduino Microcontroller, IR Sensor, RFID Reader, RFID Tag, Switches.

I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic Traffic Control Systems for traffic signals include communication systems, adaptive control systems,
traffic responsiveness, real-time data analysis and collection and maintenance of the system that enable dynamic
traffic control system to operate with greater efficiency. Traffic signal control system coordinates individual
traffic signals to achieve network-wide traffic operations objectives. Traffic light posts are positioned at the
traffic junction. Traffic light set the green passage for a specific period of time which is not a complete
systematic system as it cannot solve the traffic problems fully.
The proposed system will have RFID readers at the traffic junctions and that will read RFID tags attached to the
vehicles coming towards the junction. RFID technology uses digital data within RFID tag, which is made up of
integrated circuits which contain a small antenna for transferring information to RFID readers. The RFID tags
contain an integrated electromagnetic circuit along with antenna for transmitting and receiving RF signals.
Frequency ranges differ from low frequencies of 125 to 134 kHz and 140 to 148.5 kHz, and high frequencies of
850 to 950 MHz and 2.4 to 2.5 GHz. Wavelengths in the 2.4 GHz ranges are limited because they can be
absorbed by water.
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Fig. 2.1 Structure of RFID

1.1 RFID Technology
Radio-Frequency-Identification (RFID) tag uses electromagnetic signals to identify and track the tags that are
attached to vehicle automatically. The tags contain electronically saved information. Passive tags gain energy
from a nearby RFID reader's interrogating radio waves. Active tags have their own power source such as a
battery and may operate at hundreds of meters from the RFID reader [4].

1.2 Problem Statement
To avoid the traffic congestion problem the proposed system gives the solution using RFID technology. To
control traffic efficiently and avoid the congestion problem in urban areas a combination of RFID tag and RFID
reader are used along with IR sensor. To provide a special service for emergency vehicles such as ambulance,
fire brigades, VIP vehicles, police, etc. As soon as such vehicles are detected the system will dynamically set
green passage to let the vehicles go, also this system provides service for stolen vehicle by reporting to
concerned authority and updating the tag info as stolen for easy detection by RFID this system provides service
for rule violation.

II. ARCHITECTURE
2.1 Architecture of Proposed System
The proposed system consists of an Arduino microcontroller to sense by receiving input from IR sensor and can
affect its surroundings by controlling lights. This system has an RFID tag attached to vehicles that are read when
they pass through traffic junction and thus providing a better service to all vehicle specially the emergency
vehicles like ambulance, fire brigade, police van and also VIP vehicles. It also provides service in case the
vehicle is stolen by reporting to the concerned authority and by updating tag information. This system provides
better enforcement of laws to avoid violation of rules. This system also used to reduce waiting as well as
travelling time. Fig. 2.1 Shows basic architecture of proposed system
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Fig. 2.1 Architecture of Proposed System

2.1.1

RFID tag

A Radio-frequency identification tag also called as interrogates that uses electromagnetic signals to
automatically identify and tags equipped to vehicles. The RF energy from the reader is collected by the RFID
tag and used to power up the microchip. This tag is associated with every object and in this case we are
associating the tags with the vehicles so as to provide better services [7].

2.1.2

RFID reader

A radio frequency identification reader is a device used to read information from an RFID tag, which is used to
track individual objects. Radio waves are used to transfer data from the RFID tag to a RFID reader. To control
the traffic the RFID readers will be linked to Arduino Microcontroller. The RFID readers will be allocated time
in round robin fashion and reader reads more number of tags that lane will be set as green passage by the
Arduino Microcontroller. Then microcontroller will continuously transmit the information to central database.

2.1.3

Microcontroller

This microcontroller is used for processing and setting the green passage signal depending upon the count. The
microcontroller is mainly used for manipulating the signals depending on the count of vehicles.

2.1.4

IR Senor

The IR Sensor is a proximity sensor. It is used for detecting the collisions. The module consists of an IR emitter
and receiver. The IR receiver always detects an emitted IR signal. The output of sensor is high whenever the IR
frequency is low. It gives a digital output. IR sensors are used for counting the number of vehicles based on
proximity of vehicle.

2.1.5

Central Processing System

The central database is used for storing the vehicles RFID tag that passes through the traffic junctions. The
stolen vehicle’s RFID tag will be registered at the central database if the match is found then the software send
message to the owner and police station.

2.1.6

Web Portal

The report will be generated and will be displayed on the web portal in the form of graph. This graph will
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display the reports for emergency vehicle, stolen vehicle and rule break in the form of Bar chart. It also allows
the traffic analysis for particular date and time and according the graph are generated.

III. ALGORITHM
3.1 Decision Making Algorithm
While (true)
1. Register all vehicles with RFID/
2. Read the vehicles on different lanes continuously
3. If a high priority vehicle is detected then
1.1. Send an emergency signal to center processing system.
1.2. Find the road corresponding to the reader that detect a high priority vehicle
1.3. Set the corresponding traffic light Green
4. Else
5. For i=1 to 4
5.1. At decision point select the traffic light Queue[i]
5.2. At traffic i Count the number of vehicles & check type of vehicle
5.3. If Emergency vehicle found then
1. Go to step 3
5.4. Else follow steps d to f
5.5. Find the priority depending on count, of the lane at traffic junction i
5.6. Calculate the total sum according to Number of vehicle
5.7. On the basis of count the will be sum calculate for the time of green passage
5.8. If any light doesn’t get it turn within the threshold time then give the turn to that light
6. End Loop
7. End [1].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The Arduino microcontroller is used to manipulate the signals. RFID tags are equipped with the vehicles that are
read by the RFID reader at the traffic junction. IR sensors are used to count the no of vehicles that approach
towards the traffic junction. LED lights have been interfaced across each road to represent the traffic signal. The
IR sensor counts the number of vehicles that represent the density of the traffic at the junction. Depending on
the maximum count of vehicle the signal turn to green to allow the dense side to pass through the junction. This
system avoids starvation of vehicles on other side as it also follow round robin algorithm. Likewise all the other
side's functions based on the count of vehicles detected. In a normal condition the traffic light works in a
particular loop. RFID tags are read by the readers that are positioned at traffic junction. If emergency or special
vehicle is detected at the junction Interrupt is given to the microcontroller which takes that as the input and
changes the action by glowing LED green. And after a fixed time the loop continues back to the normal traffic
light system depending on vehicle count. If the vehicle is stolen and information is updated with central
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authority then if vehicle is detected at any traffic junction the message will be send to the owner and the
authority.
Pin configuration of Arduino Uno:
1. Input voltage Vin is 5V through external power source.
2. Output pin produces voltage of 5V from the regulator on board.
3. There is one pin grounded.

Fig. 4.1 Hardware Simulation
The hardware consists of an arduino microcontroller through which all the IR sensor are connected internally
along with the RFID readers. Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P datasheet. It
consists of 6 analog inputs pin, 14 digital input and output pins, a USB connection port, a power jack, an ICSP
header and a reset button. They establish a serial communication to communicate with the microcontroller. The
RFID tags used for this system are active tags.

V.CONCLUSION
This paper is basically discusses the traffic analysis in urban cities. The RFID technology and various aspects of
RFID are studied. The proposed system works effectively with higher accuracy in managing the traffic at
junction with different priorities at different time. This system is developed to provide emergency services to
ambulance, VIP vehicles, police vans, fire brigades, etc. and also stolen vehicles. We have tried to find out
reviews of the people and tried to overcome daily traffic problems such as rule breaks, long waiting hours, etc.
using RFID technology.
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ABSTRACT
Face recognition has been an area of research from last two decades, due to changes in human faces and
effects of lightening and age on face images appropriate approaches must be presented that provides better
accuracy. In this paper various approaches of face recognition has been discussed. These approaches have
been used for face recognition under the area of appearance and texture based recognition process. In this
paper various effects that degrade performance of the previous approaches have been discussed and
techniques that overcome these effects of face recognition have been illustrated.

Keywords: Biometric, Face, Finger, Iris, Palm, PCA, EULBP.

I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Biometrics
A brief establishment of biometric and biometric security structures will give a more conspicuous cognizance
of the thought of framework security. Biometrics is portrayed as the exceptional (individual) physical/wise
properties or attributes of human body. These qualities and attributes are used to perceive each human. Any
purposes of enthusiasm of the human body which changes from one human to other will be used as remarkable
biometric data to serve as that individual's momentous (ID, for instance, retinal, iris, interesting finger
impression, and palm print and DNA. Biometric structures will accumulate and store this data with a particular
deciding objective to use it for checking individual identity. The mix of biometric data systems and biometrics
affirmation/ ID advances makes the biometric security structures. Biometric security system is a lock and catch
framework to control access to specific data. To get to the biometric security system, an individual will need to
give their phenomenal qualities or properties which will be composed to a database in the structure.

1.2 Biometric Modalities
Biometric modality refers to a system built to recognize a particular biometric trait. Face, fingerprint, hand
geometry, palm print, iris, voice, signature, gait, and keystroke dynamics are examples of commonly used
biometric traits.
1.2.1 Face
Face recognition is a non-nosy technique, and facial pictures are most likely the most widely recognized
biometric trademark utilized by people to make an individual recognition. Static or video images of a face can
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be used to facilitate recognition. Modern approaches are only indirectly based on the location, shape, and
spatial relationships of facial landmarks such as eyes, nose, lips, and chin, and so on.
1.2.2 Fingerprint
the patterns of ridges and valleys on the ―friction ridge‖ surfaces of fingers—have been used in forensic
applications for over a century. Friction ridges are formed in utero during fatal development, and even identical
twins do not have the same fingerprints. The recognition performance of currently available fingerprint-based
recognition systems using prints from multiple fingers is quite good. One factor in recognition accuracy is
whether a single print is used or whether multiple or ten prints are used.
1.2.3 Palm print Identification System
Palm print based individual check has immediately entered the biometric family because of its simplicity of
obtaining, high client acknowledgement and unwavering quality. Palmprint not just has the interesting data
accessible as on the unique finger impression yet has significantly more measure of subtle elements regarding
main lines, wrinkles and creases.
1.2.4 Iris
We are living in the age, in which the demand on security is increasing greatly. Consequently, biometric
recognition, which is a safe, reliable and convenient technology for personal recognition, appears. Iris
recognition is the procedure of perceiving an individual by dissecting the irregular example of the iris. The
computerized system for iris recognition is generally youthful, existing in patent since just 1994. The iris is a
muscle inside the eye that directs the extent of the student, controlling the measure of light that enters the eye.
1.2.5 Speech
Speech is a combination of both physical and behavioral biometrics traits. The features of an individual’s
voice are based on the shape and size of the appendages (e.g., vocal tracts, mouth, nasal cavities, and lips) that
are used in the synthesis of the sound. Physical characteristics of behavior part of speech change with the age,
because of some medical conditions such as cold etc. A text-dependent voice recognition system is based on
the utterance of a fixed predetermined phrase i.e. password.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Changxing Ding, et al [1] explained that to perform unconstrained face recognition robust to variations in
illumination, pose and expression, this paper presents a new scheme to extract ―Multi-Directional Multi-Level
Dual-Cross Patterns‖ (MDML-DCPs) from face images. Specifically, the MDML-DCPs scheme exploits the
first derivative of Gaussian operator to reduce the impact of differences in illumination and then computes the
DCP feature at both the holistic and component levels.
Kyungnam Kim [2] proposed a technique PCA for face recognition. The Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is one of the most successful techniques that have been used in image recognition and compression.
This is the case when there is a strong correlation between observed variables. The jobs which PCA can do are
prediction, redundancy removal, feature extraction, data compression, etc., Because PCA is a classical
technique which can do something in the linear domain. Face recognition has many applicable areas.
Moreover, it can be categorized into face identification, face classification, or sex determination. The most
useful applications contain crowd surveillance, video content indexing, personal identification (ex. driver’s
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licence), mug shots matching, entrance security, etc. The main idea of using PCA for face recognition is to
express the large 1-D vector of pixels constructed from 2-D facial image into the compact principal
components of the feature space. This can be called Eigen space projection. Eigen space is calculated by
identifying the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix derived from a set of facial images (vectors).
Pong C. Yuen, J.H. Lai [3] proposed the problem of face recognition using independent component analysis
(ICA). More speci1cally, we are going to address two issues on face representation using ICA. First, as the
independent components (ICs) are independent but not orthogonal, images outside a training set cannot be
projected into these basis functions directly. In this paper, we propose a least-squares solution method using
Householder Transformation to 1nda new representation. Second, we demonstrate that not all ICs are useful for
recognition. Along this direction, we design and develop an IC selection algorithm to 1nda subset of ICs for
recognition. Three public available databases, namely, MIT AI Laboratory, Yale University and Olivette
Research Laboratory, are selected to evaluate the performance and the results are encouraging.
JianYang, David Zhang, Alejandro F. Frangi, and Jing-yu Yang [4] proposed a new technique 2DPCA for
image representation. Opposed to PCA, 2DPCA is based on 2D image matrices rather than 1D vector so the
image matrix does not need to be transformed into vector prior to feature extraction. A covariance matrix is
constructed directly using the original image matrices and its eigenvectors are derived for image feature
extraction .the 2DPCA techniques is applied on the ORL, AR and YALE databases. It shows the recognition
rate and recognition accuracy is always higher than that of the PCA .there is one drawback with respect to PCA
that is it need more coefficients for image representation.2DPCA approach is suitable for the small sample size
problems.
Timo Ahomen, Abdenour Hadid and Matti Pietikainen [5] proposed a new approach for image
representation by using the LBP (local binary pattern). The face image is divided into several regions from
which the LBP feature distribution are extracted and concatenated into an enhanced feature vector to be used as
face descriptor .the performance of proposed method is assessed in the face recognition problem under the
different challenges.
Niloofar Amani1, AsadollahShahbahrami and Manoochehr Nahvi1 [6] proposed a new approach to
improve the face recognition accuracy. This approach is based on the contrast enhancement using highfrequency emphasize filtering and histogram. In this method image contrast and the global (or local)
visualization are enhanced using digital filtering and equalizing the histogram of the pixel values over entire
image. For this, first the face images are transformed into a high-frequency domain and then the global
thresholding technique, by Otsu method, is applied to the image. Then, the values lower than threshold has
only been considered. For dimension reduction and also feature extraction purpose the linear method such as
two dimensional principle component analysis (2DPCA) and two dimensional linear discriminate analysis
(2DLDA) are adopted. In the last stage of the algorithm, the simple minimum distance method is exploited for
the classification.

III. APPROACHES USED
3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
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PCA was invented by Karl Pearson for reduction of dimensions of the dataset that contain redundant
information. This leads to reduction in variables from dataset that known as principal components from the
dataset which accounts most variation occurred in different variables of dataset. Eigen faces are the principal
components from the distribution of the faces or Eigen vectors are the 2-dimessional feature subspace from
N*N covariance image of facial part. Each face image is a linear combination of different face images in Eigen
sub space. Eigen face cosmists mean of all the images that are available in the dataset images that has been
used for matching process. Eigen values of query image have been matched with dataset Eigen values for
recognition process.
In this process of Eigen face mean image has been computed from all the images available in the dataset that
has been represented by X1, X2………………….Xn.

(1)
After computation of mean image dataset images subtracted image has been reconstituted for the images that
has been used for development of covariance matrix.
(2)
Eq. (2) represents subtracted image the group of images have been used for reconstructions of facial images
covariance matrix

M=A.AT

(3)

Fig. 3 training dataset images
After this process the Eigen features and the Eigen values for the face image was computed The Eigen value µ i
and Eigen vector vi has been computed on the basis different equations that are represented as.

M.vi=µi.vi

(4)
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Fig. 4 Mean image constructed from dataset images
By using the Eigen values and Eigen vectors Eigen face matrix has been generated that is used as features for
matching purposes.

Fig. 5 Eigen faces from all images
After the generation of Eigen space, the matrix is computed by using different face samples. The database
features has been stored. These feature sub spaces have been used for recognition purpose using distance
classifier represented in eq. (5)

(5)
3.2 Independent Component Analysis
ICA is very closely related to the method called blind source separation (BSS) or blind signal separation. A
―source‖ means here an original signal, i.e. independent component, like the speaker in a cocktail party
problem. ―Blind‖ means that knows very little, if anything, on the mixing matrix, and makes little assumptions
on the source signals. ICA is one method, perhaps the most widely used, for performing blind source
separation. In many applications, it would be more realistic to assume that there is some noise in the
measurements which would mean adding a noise term in the model. For simplicity, we omit any noise terms,
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since the estimation of the noise-free model is difficult enough in itself, and seems to be sufficient for many
applications.
Discrete Cosine Transform: A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a finite sequence of data points in
terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. DCTs are important to numerous
applications in science and engineering, from lossy compression of audio and images to spectral methods for
the numerical solution of partial differential equations. The use of cosine rather than sine functions is critical
for compression, since it turns out that fewer cosine functions are needed to approximate a typical signal,
whereas for differential equations the cosines express a particular choice of boundary conditions.
3.3 EULBP
This approach has been used in number of different applications that includes tasks related to face detection,
face recognition, demographic classification and facial expression analysis. In addition to LBP, EULBP is one
of extension of this approach. In EULBP, dimensions of histograms are reduced by doubling one- dimensional
pattern. It takes the effect of central pixels that improves the discrimination ability. LTP is other type of LBP
which is more resistant to noise. In LTP, ternary code is developed and they are divided into upper binary and
lower binary pattern. LTP include pre-processing, thresholding, local histograms.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper various approaches of face recognition has been studied that has been used for face detection and
recognition process. Face plays an important role in human identification as well as matching process. In this
paper various approaches that are texture based, Eigen value based and transformation based. On the basis of
analysis of different approaches that has been used for biometric identification process EULBP consist of lower
feature dimensions that cause less time complexity and provides better accuracy, whereas in texture based face
recognition EULBP is much better than other approaches because prone to noise, and uniform regions.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is the development of distributedcomputing, parallel computing, grid computing and
virtualization technologies which define the scenario of a new era.Cloud computing is the latest effort in
delivering computing resources as a service. It represents a shift away from computing as a product that is
purchased, to computing as a service that is delivered to consumers over the internet from large-scale data
centres – or “clouds”. Whilst cloud computing is gaining growing popularity in the IT industry, academia
appeared to be lagging behind the rapid developments in this field. Cloud computing is an emerging model of
business computing. In this paper, we explore the concept of cloud architecture and aims to provide an overview
of the swiftly developing advances in the technical foundations of cloud computing and their research efforts.
Structured along the technical aspects on the cloud agenda and also compares cloud computing with grid
computing. We also address the characteristics and applications of several popular cloud computing platforms.
In this paper, we aim to pinpoint the challenges and issues of cloud computing. We identified several challenges
from the cloud computing adoption perspective and we also highlighted the cloud interoperability issue that
deserves substantial further research and development. However, security and privacy issues present a strong
barrier for users to adapt into cloud computing systems.

Keywords -Cloud computing, architecture, challenges, cloud technologies, research agenda.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a whole new technology. It is the development of distributed computing, parallel
computing, grid computing, and is the combination of Virtualization, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Utility
computing, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). Cloud is a metaphor to describe
web as a space where computing has been pre-installed and exist as a service; data, operating systems,
applications, storage and processing power exist on the webready to be shared. For users, cloud computing is
aPay-per Use-On-Demand mode that can conveniently accessshared IT resources through the Internet. Where
the ITresources includes network, server, storage, application,service and so on and they can be deployed with
much quickand easy manner and least management and also interactingwith service providers.Cloud computing
has recently reached popularity and developed into a major trend in IT. While industry has been pushing the
Cloud research agenda at high pace, academia has only recently joined, as can be seen through the sharp rise in
workshops and conferences focussing on Cloud Computing. Cloud computing has improvedthe availability of
IT resources and owns many advantagesover other computing techniques. Users can use the ITinfrastructure
with Pay-per-Use-On-Demand mode, thiswould benefit and save the cost of buying the physical resourcesthat
may be available.

II.ARCHITECTURE AND ITS COMPONENTS
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Cloud technology models are generally divided into SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS that are exhibited by a given cloud
infrastructure. It is helpful to add more structure to its service model stacks: Fig. shows a cloud reference
architecture that makes the most important security-relevant cloud components explicit and provides an abstract
overview of cloud computing for security issue analysis.

III. SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS)
Cloud consumers release their applications in a hosting environment, which can be accessed through networks
from various clients (e.g. Web browser, PDA, etc.) by application users. Cloud consumers do not have control
over the cloud infrastructure that often employs multi-tenancy systemarchitecture, namely, different cloud
consumers' applications are organized in a single logical environment in the SaaS cloud to achieve economies of
scale and optimization in terms of speed, security, availability, disaster recovery and maintenance. Examples of
SaaS includes

GoogleMail, Google Docs, and so forth.
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II. PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PAAS)
PaaS is a development platform supporting the full “Software Lifecycle” which allows cloud consumers to
develop cloud services and applications (e.g. SaaS) directly on the PaaS cloud. Hence, the difference between
SaaS and PaaS is that SaaS only hosts completed cloud applications whereas PaaS offers a development
platform that hosts both completed and in-progress cloud applications. This requires PaaS, in addition to
supporting application hosting environment, to possess development infrastructure including programming
environment, tools, configuration management, and so forth. An example of PaaS is Google AppEngine.

III. INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IAAS)
Cloud consumers directly use IT infrastructures (processing, storage, networks and other fundamental
computing resources) provided in the IaaS cloud. Virtualization is extensively used in IaaS cloud in order to
integrate/decompose physical resources in an ad-hoc manner to meet growing or shrinking resource demand
from cloud consumers. The basic strategy of virtualization is to set up independent virtual machines (VM) that
are isolated from both the underlying hardware and other VMs. Notice that this strategy is different from the
multi tenancy model, which aims to transform the application software architecture so that multiple instances
(from multiple cloud consumers) can run on a single application (i.e. the same logic machine). An example of
IaaS is Amazon's EC2.

IV. DATA AS A SERVICE (DAAS)
The delivery of virtualized storage on demand becomes a separate Cloud service - data storage service. Notice
that DaaS could be seen as a special type IaaS. The motivation is that on-premise enterprise database systems
are often tied in a prohibitive upfront cost in dedicated server, software license, post-delivery services and inhouse IT maintenance. DaaSallows consumers to pay for what they are actually using rather than the site license
for the entire database. In addition to traditional storage interfaces such as RDBMS and file systems, some DaaS
offerings provide table-style abstractions that are designed to scale out to store and retrieve a huge amount of
data within a very compressed timeframe, often too large, too expensive or too slow for most commercial
RDBMS to cope with. Examples of this kind of DaaS include Amazon S3, Google BigTable, and Apache
HBase, etc.
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V.CLOUD APPLICATIONS
There are a few applications of cloud computing as follows:
1) Cloud computing provides dependable and secure data storage center.
2) Cloud computing can realize data sharing between different equipments.
3) The cloud provides nearly infinite possibility for users to use the internet.
4) Cloud computing does not need high quality equipment for the user and it is easy to use.

VI. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing can provide infinite computing resources on demand due to its high scalability in nature,
which eliminates the needs for Cloud service providers to plan far ahead on hardware provisioning. Many
companies, such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft and so on, accelerate their paces in developing cloud computing
systems and enhancing its services providing to a larger amount of users.
In this paper, we investigate the security and privacy concerns of current cloud computing systems provided by
an amount of companies. As cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the
Internet and the infrastructures (i.e., the hardware and systems software in the data centers) that provide those
services.
Based on the investigation security and privacy concerns provided by companies nowadays are not adequate,
and consequently result in a big obstacle for users to adapt into the cloud computing systems. Hence, more
concerns on security issues, such as availability, confidentiality, data integrity, control, auditand so on, should
be taken into account.

VII.SECURITY ON DEMAND
Cloud services are applications running somewhere in the cloud computing infrastructures through internal
network or Internet. Cloud computing allows providers to develop, deploy and run applications that can easily
grow in capacity (scalability), work rapidly (performance), and never (or at least rarely) fail (reliability), without
any concerns on the properties and the locations of the underlying infrastructures.
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Cloud computing systems can achieve the following five goals together:
7.1 Data integrity
In the cloud system means to preserve information integrity (i.e., not lost or modified by unauthorized users). As
data are the base for providing cloud computing services, such as Data as a Service, Software as a Service,
Platform as a Service, keeping data integrity is a fundamental task.

7.2 Confidentiality
It means keeping users’ data secret in the cloud systems. There are two basic approaches (i.e., physical isolation
and cryptography) to achieve such confidentiality, which are extensively adopted by the cloud computing
vendors.

7.3 Audit
It means to watch what happened in the cloud system. Auditability could be added as an additional layer in
thevirtualized operation system (or virtualized applicationenvironment) hosted on the virtual machine to
providefacilities watching what happened in the system. It is muchmore secure than that is built into the
applications or into thesoftware themselves, since it is able watch the entire accessduration.

7.4 Availability
The goal of availability for cloud computing systems (including applications and its infrastructures) is to ensure
its users can use them at any time, at any place. As its web-native nature, cloud computing system enables its
users to access the system (e.g., applications, services) from anywhere. This is true for all the cloud computing
systems (e.g., DaaS, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, and etc.). Required to be accessed at any time, the cloud computing
system should be severing all the time for all the users (say it is scalable for any number of users). Two
strategies, say hardening and redundancy, are mainly used to enhance the availability of the cloud system or
applications hosted on it.

7.5 Control
In the cloud system means to regulate the use of the system, including the applications, its infrastructure and the
data

VIII.CONCLUSION
This paper discussed about the architecture and popular platforms of cloud computing technology. It also
addressed the challenges and issues of cloud technology. In spite of the several limitations and the need for
better methodologies processes, cloud computing is emerging as a hugely attractive paradigm, especially for
large enterprises.
Cloud Computing initiatives could affect the enterprises within two to three years as it has the potential to
significantly change IT Sector totally.
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ABSTRACT
Increased energy demand the world over and ever-increasing prices of energy have provided a justifiable
reason for improving energy efficiencies of all energy intensive technologies. Improvement of energy utilization
efficient is the practical solution only next to the alternative energy sources.
History has been witness to mankind continuous desire for improvement and up gradation of his standard of
living. There are many examples that can be sighted to prove that up gradation of energy conservation
technologies has been a never ending process.
History has also been witness to the haphazard utilization of the vital energy resources during the industrial
revolution when energy sources were freely available and environment consideration were to least importance.
With the realization of rapid depletion of the world’s energy reserves and the environmental impacts of energy
use, efforts are underway to develop energy efficient machines and technologies to reduce the energy
expenditure and to minimize environmental hazards. Development work has been evident in almost all the
energy-consuming starting from the domestic to industrial sector. Development has been registered in cooking
devices, vehicles, industrial technologies and agriculture engineering. The extent of development, in the field of
energy efficiency improvement in different
sector, that have taken place in the last two decades is quite relevant.
Investing in energy efficient products and services can help reduce operating costs, improve the work space
environment and contribute to increased productivity. On the income statement this means lower expenses and
increased profits. For the operations manager that investments can help balance a reduce budget, save jobs and
possibly create new employment opportunities.

Keywords: Haphazard Utilization, Rapid Depletion, Alternative Energy Sources etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
Power factor is a measurement of how efficiently a facility uses electrical energy. A high power factor means
that electrical capacity is being utilized effectively, while a low power factor indicates poor utilization of
electric power. However, this is not to be confused with energy efficiency or conservation which applies only
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to energy. Improving the efficiency of electrical equipment reduces energy consumption, but does not
necessarily improve the power factor.
Power factor involves the relationship between these two types of power. Active power is measured in
kilowatts (kW) and reactive power is measured in kilovolt-amperes-reactive (kVAR). Active power and
reactive power together make up apparent power, which is measured in kilovolt-amperes (kVA)
Power factor is the ratio between active power and apparent power. Active power does work and reactive
power produces an electromagnetic field for inductive loads. Using the values in the power triangle example
shown above, the facility is operating at 400 kW (active power) with an 80% power factor, resulting in a total
load of 500 kVA.
Lightly-loaded or varying-load inductive equipment such as HVAC systems, arc furnaces, molding
equipment, presses, etc. are all examples of equipment that can have a poor power factor. One of the worst
offenders is a lightly loaded induction motor (e.g., saws, conveyors, compressors, grinders, etc.)
End users should be concerned about low power factor because it means that they are using a facility's
electrical system capacity inefficiently. It can cause equipment overloads, low voltage conditions, greater line
losses and increased heating of equipment that can shorten service life. Most importantly, low power factor
can increase an electric bill with higher total demand charges and cost per kWh.

II. CORRECTING POOR POWER FACTOR
Low power factor is generally solved by adding power factor correction capacitors to a facility's
electrical distribution system. Power factor correction capacitors supply the necessary reactive portion of
power (kVAR) for inductive devices.By supplying its own source of reactive power,as facility frees the
utility from having to supply it. This generally results in a reduction in total customer demand and energy
charges.
Power factor correction requirements determine the total amount of capacitors required at low voltage
buses. These capacitors can be configured as harmonic filters if necessary. The power factor characteristics of
plant loads typically are determined from billing information, however, in the case of a new
installation,typical load power factors will determine the required compensation.
A properly designed capacitor application should not have an adverse affect on end user equipment or power
quality. However, despite the significant benefits that can be realized using power factor correction
capacitors, there are a number of power quality-related concerns that should be considered before
capacitors are installed. Potential problems include increased harmonic distortion and transient over
voltages.
Power factor improvement devices such as capacitor banks should be installed near the load centers or loads
which are responsible for poor power factors. In industrial set up, automatic power factor correction devices
such as capacitor banks are installed and they are controlled by automatic switching circuit using a controller.
There controller switches ON or OFF the series or blocks of capacitors depending upon the amount of
correction required. The working of these automatic power factor controllers is as follows:
III.AUTOMATIC POWER FACTOR CONTROLLERS
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Various types of automatic power factor controls are available with relay/ microprocessor logic. Two of
the most common controls are:
1) Voltage control
2) kVAR control.

3.1 Voltage control
Voltage alone can be used as a source of intelligence when the switched capacitors are applied at point where
the circuit voltage decreases as circuit load increases. Generally, where they are applied the voltage should
decrease as circuit load increases and the drop in voltage should be around 4-5% with increasing load.
Voltage is the most common type of intelligence used in substation applications, when maintaining a
particular voltage is of prime importance. This type of control is independent of load cycle. During light
load time and low source voltage, this may give leading PF at the substation, which is to be taken note of j.
3.2 KiloVARControl
KiloVAR sensitive controls (Fig.1) are used at locations where the voltage level is closely regulated and not
available as a control variable. The capacitors can be switched to respond to a decreasing power factor as a
result of change in system loading. This type of control can also be used to avoid penalty on low power
factor by adding capacitors in steps as the system power factor begins to lag behind the desired value.
KiloVAR control requires two inputs - current and voltage from the incoming feeder, which are fed to the PF
correction mechanism, either the microprocessor or the relay.

Fig.1: KiloVAR Sensitive Control

IV.AUTOMATIC POWERFACTOR CONTROL RELAY
It controls the power factor of the installation by giving signals to switch on or off power factor correction
capacitors. Relay is the brain of control circuit and needs contractors of appropriate rating for switching
on/off the capacitors.
There is a built-in power factor transducer, which measures the power factor of the installation and
converts it to a DC voltage of appropriate polarity. This is compared with a reference voltage, which can
be set by means of a Knob calibrated in terms of power factor.
When the power factor falls below setting.The capacitors are switched in sequence. The relays are provided
with First in First out (FIFO) and First in Last out (FILO) sequence. The capacitors controlled by the relay
must be of the same rating and they are switched on/off in linear sequence. To prevent over correction hunting,
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a dead band is provided. This setting determines the range of phase angle over which the relay does not
respond; only when the PF goes beyond this range, the relay acts. When the load is low, the effect of the
capacitors is more pronounced and may lead to hunting. Under current blocking (low current cut out) shuts off
the relay, switching off all capacitors one by one in sequence, when load current is below setting. Special
timing sequences ensure that capacitors are fully discharged before they are switched in. This avoids dangerous
over voltage transient. The solid state indicating lamps (LEDS) display various functions that the
operator should know and also and indicate each capacitor switching stage.]

V.INTELLIGENT POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER (IPFC)
This controller determines the rating of capacitance connected in each step during the first hour of its operation and
stores them in memory. Based on this measurement, the IPFC switches on the most appropriate steps, thus
eliminating the hunting problems normally associated with capacitor switching.
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ABSTRACT
Software security is about building software that functions correctly even in the face of animus attack.
Security engineering is the idea of systems that remain dependable under any malice, error or bugs.
Software security includes consequences due to the implementation of bugs, inconsistent error
handling or malicious intruders that can hack into the system. In a technological advanced world,
applications shared on the Internet are the most vulnerable. Software security can be achieved by risk
analyses and testing from the scratch as avoiding threats while building the software. Security
engineering works on tools, processes and methods needed to build, execute and test whole systems.
The paper focuses on tools that help protecting distributed systems.
I.INTRODUCTION
Security engineering is about creating systems that stay dependable even in case of a malicious attack. It focuses
on a variety of tools and procedures, ranging from cryptography to security of the system via hardware tamper
resistance [1].
In certain scenarios, a secure system is extremely vital due to the following reasons - endangerment of life in case
of nuclear safety, grave damage to economic organization in case of ATM‟s or bank systems, or threat to personal
privacy such as medical records or other important documents.
It focuses more on of what should not be accessed rather than on the point of view that looks at things that are
allowed to view by a certain user. Security requirements depend largely on a respective system. A combination of
user authentication, transaction integrity, accountability and fault tolerance is needed. Keeping the system
protected depends on several procedures rather than just implementing one process.
Decent security engineering demands four things to be combined that are:
1. Policy: what one is supposed to attain.
2. Mechanism: ciphers, access controls and hardware tamper resistance.
3. Assurance: amount of faith one can put on a particular procedure.
4. Incentive: purpose that the people defending the system have to do their job properly and also motive that the
attackers have to try to win against the security.
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Figure 1.

Dependency of the four factors [2].

As it can be seen above in the figure, all the above-mentioned factors are interlinked. Security engineers need to
be able to comprehend the risks and threats, analyze the situation and make the right call.

II.CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is a process for storing and transferring information in a particular way, so only the allowed
designated users can operate on it [3]. It is one of the key technologies for protecting distributed systems.
Cryptology is the study of building ciphers and breaking them. Plain text is the input to an encryption process and
the output obtained from the process is cipher text. The building blocks of cryptography include stream ciphers,
block ciphers and hash functions.

2.1 Random Functions – Hash Functions
The Hash functions also known as random function, it is one of the basic random oracle function. It accepts string
of any length as the input and outputs a random string of fixed length. Originally used in computer systems for
one-way encryption in passwords and now, used to compute checksums on files in forensic applications and
check integrity of files i.e. if the file is corrupted or not. Hash functions are also used in messaging applications,
also known as message digests. Message, M is passed through a pseudorandom function to get a digest, h(M)
which is used in various messaging applications. For example, in digital signatures where instead of signing the
entire message a message digest is used when messages are too long.
The main attribute of hash function is its one-wayness. It is easier to find the hash values h(x) for a given input x,
but not that easy to find the vice versa where the value of input x is not known. An attacker can just feed more
inputs until an output is chosen at random for the known inputs. A pseudorandom function is also a one-wayness
function, if there are enough possible outputs that the opponent can‟t find by chance. Meaning to choose an output
to be a n bit number for which the opponent can‟t hurt us for 2n calculations.
Secondly, the even part of the input will not be known from the output. One way encryption of value x can be
obtained by concatenating it with a secret key and calculating h(x,k).
Lastly, the third property of pseudorandom function is that it is hard to find collisions for long outputs. If the hash
function is n bit long, there are 2n hash values possible and the number of hashes to be computed will be 2n/2
hashes.

2.2 Random Functions – Hash Functions
Stream cipher also known as key stream generator is one of the primitive random cryptographic generators. It
has a short input, but a long output. At the conceptual level, it is common to think of a stream cipher as a
random oracle whose input length is fixed while the output is a very long stream of bits, which is known as the
key stream.
It can be used rather simply to protect the confidentiality of backup data: one can go to the key stream generator,
enter a key, and get a long file of random bits, and then exclusive-or it with his/her plaintext data to get the
cipher text, which one can then send to their backup contractor. If one needs to recover the data, one can go
back to the generator, enter the exact same key, and get the exact same long file of random data, and then
exclusive-or it with their cipher text to get the original plaintext data back again. Other individuals with access
to the key stream generator will not be able to generate the same key stream without knowing the keys.
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2.2 Random Permutation – Block Ciphers
The third building block is primitive and the most significant in modern commercial cryptography, it is the
block cipher, which is modeled as random permutation. In this, the given function is invertible, and the input
plaintext as well as the output cipher text both is of a fixed size. One can visualize block encryption as having an
elf in, a box with a dice and a scroll. On the right the elf has a column of cipher texts and on the left a column of
plaintexts. When the elf is asked to encrypt a message, it first checks the left column to see if it has a record of
it. If not, it then uses the dice to produce a random cipher text of the suitable size (which does not appear yet in
the right side column), and then writes down the plain text/cipher text pair in the scroll. If it does find a record, it
will give us the equivalent cipher text from the right side column.
Whenever asked to decrypt, the elf does the same, but with the function of both the columns reversed: he first
takes the input cipher text, checks it (this time on the right side scroll) and if he finds it, he‟ll give the message
with which it was formerly associated. If not, he will generate a message at random (which does not already
appear in the left hand column) and notes it down. A block cipher is like a keyed family of pseudorandom
permutations. For each key, one has a single permutation, which is independent of all the others. One can think
of each key as corresponding to a different scroll. The instinctive clue is that a cipher machine should output the
cipher text given the plaintext and the key, while output the plaintext given the cipher text and the key, but when
given only the plaintext and the cipher text, the machine should output nothing. One can write a block cipher
using the notation, which is established for encryption:
C = {M} L
The random permutation model also permits to define various types of attack on block ciphers. In a recognized
plain text attack, the opponent is just given a number of indiscriminately chosen inputs and outputs from the
oracle corresponding to a target key. In a chosen plaintext attack, the opponent is permitted to place a certain
number of plaintext queries and acquire the corresponding cipher texts. In a selected cipher text attack, the
attacker gets to make a number of cipher text queries. In a chosen plaintext/cipher text attack, he is allowed to
make queries of either type. Finally, in a linked key attack he can make queries that will be responded using
keys related to the target key L, such as L+1 and L+2. In every case, the aim of the attacker might be either to
deduce the answer to a query he has not already made (a counterfeit attack), or to recover the key (predictably
known as a key recovery attack).
2.3 Password Protection
These days, all the new network operating systems and multiuser computers engage passwords to protect and
authenticate users who are operating the computer and/or the network resources. These passwords are not
usually stored on the host computer or the server in plain text, rather are typically encrypted using some sort of
hash scheme.
For example, UNIX/Linux uses a well-known hash scheme via its crypt() function. Passwords are kept in the
/etc/passwd file; each record in the file contains the hashed password, username, user's individual and group
numbers, home directory, user's name and the shell program; these fields are separated by colons (:). Note that
each password is stored as a 13-byte string. The first two characters are essentially a salt, randomness added to
each password so that if two users have the same password, they still will be encrypted differently. In fact, the
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salt provides a means so that one single password may have 4096 different encryptions. The left behind 11 bytes
are the password hash, calculated using DES.
As a matter of fact, the /etc/passwd file is word readable on UNIX systems. With the weak encryption of the
password, resulted the development of shadow password system in which passwords are reserved in a separate,
non-word readable file used in unification with the normal password file. When shadow passwords are used, the
password entry in /etc/passwd is exchanged with an „x‟ or „*‟ and the MD5 hash of the passwords are stored in
/etc/shadow besides some other account information.

III. NETWORK ATTACK AND DEFENSE
3.1 Attack
High number of network attacks, and defenses, occur when there a large numbers of machines networked
together. These attacks depend on a number of aspects, the most significant being the protocols the network uses.
There are various other components in the protocol suite for managing of communications and providing higherlevel services. Most of them were produced during the good old days when the Internet had only reliable hosts
and security was not an issue. So there is petite authentication built in.
So the ease with which a bad machine can take down other machines on one‟s machine depends on how tightly
one has the network locked down, and the harm that one bad machine can do will rest on the size of the local
network. There are restrictions to how far a sysadmin can go; your firm may run a complex mixture of legacy
systems for which Kerberos just won‟t work. Also, a security-conscious system administrator can enforce real
costs.
One last attack that is worth touching upon is the heading of attacks on local networks, and that is the rogue
access point. Occasionally we find Wi-Fi access points in public areas, e.g. airports, which have been deployed
maliciously. The operator might sit in the airport lounge with a laptop that can access the Internet via a paid Wi-Fi
service and advertise a free one and as someone will use it, he/she will be able to sniff any plaintext passwords
one enters, for example one‟s webmail or Amazon account, and as someone tried to do online banking the
attacker might plausibly send you to a malicious site. So the effects can be somewhat like drive-by pharming,
although more reliable and less mountable. In addition, rogue access points might also be devices that employees
must have installed for their own suitability in defiance of corporate policy, or even official nodes that have been
misconfigured so that they do not encrypt the traffic.

3.2 Attacks using Internet Protocols and other Mechanisms
3.2.1
SYN Flooding
This attack simply sends a large number of SYN packets and never ever acknowledges any of the replies. This
will lead the recipient to gather more records of SYN packets than his/her software can handle. This type of attack
had been known to be theoretically promising since the 1980s but only came to public attention when it was used
to bring down Panix, a New York ISP, for several days in 1996.
Smurfing
One of the common ways of bringing down a host in the 1990s was smurfing. This attack exploited the Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP), which enables users to send an echo packet to a distant host to check whether
it is alive. The problem was with the broadcast addresses that were common for a number of hosts. Some
applications of the Internet protocols returned to pings to both the broadcast address as well as the local address.
A group of such hosts at a broadcast address is known as smurf amplifier. Immoral people would construct a
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packet that would have the source address forged to that of the victim, and direct it to a one of the smurf
amplifiers. These would then send a number of packets to the target, which could slough it. Typically used by
teenagers to take over an Internet relay chat (IRC) server, in order to take control of the chat room.
3.2.2 Spam
Spamming is flood of commonly unwelcome traffic sent out for the most part by botnets, and frequently with
clear criminal intent. The technical features are that both email and the web protocols (SMTP and HTTP) assume
incorrectly that the lower levels are protected. Spam bots might forge the sender‟s email address.
3.3 Defense Against Network Attack
Spamming is When shielding against network attack, there are largely four sets of available tools.
1. First one is management — keeping one‟s systems up-to-date and configured in ways that will diminish the
attack surface.
2. Next is filtering — the usage of firewalls to end corrupt codes like Trojans and network exploits, and to sense
signs of attack and compromise if something gets through.
3. Next is the intrusion detection — having programs monitoring one‟s networks and machines for signs of
malicious behavior.
4. Lastly there is encryption — protocols such as TLS and SSH that enable to guard specific parts of the network
against specific attacks.

VI. SUMMARY
Many ciphers do not work because they are used unsuitably, thus the need of a strong model of what a cipher
should do. The random oracle model offers a useful intuition: we assume that every new value returned by the
encryption engine is random in a way of being statistically independent of all the distinct outputs seen before.
Block ciphers for symmetric key applications can be constructed by the cautious combination of substitutions and
permutations for asymmetric applications such as public key encryption and digital signature one uses number
theory. In both cases, there is quite a huge body of mathematics. Other varieties of ciphers — stream ciphers and
hash functions — can be constructed from block ciphers by using them in appropriate modes of operation. These
have distinct error propagation, pattern concealment and integrity protection properties. The elementary properties
that the security engineers need to understand arenot too tough to grasp, though there are many subtle things that
can go wrong. In particular, it is astoundingly hard to build systems that are robust even when components fail (or
are encouraged to) and where the cryptographic mechanisms are well integrated with other actions such as access
control and physical security.
Averting and sensing attacks that are launched over networks, and mainly over the Internet, is probably the most
newsworthy aspect of security engineering. The problem is dubious to be solved any time soon, as many different
kinds of susceptibility gives a way to the attacker‟s toolkit. Ideally, people would run carefully written code on
trustworthy platforms. In real life, this won‟t happen always, or even often. In the corporate world, there are
grounds for hope that firewalls can keep out the worst of the attacks, careful configuration management can block
most of the rest, and intrusion detection can catch most of the residue that make it through. Home users are less
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well placed, and most of the machines being recruited to the vast botnets we see in action today are home
machines attached to DSL or cable modems.
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ABSTRACT
Crimes are getting worse in today's era, nobody feels safe while travelling or specially to be in abandoned
area. Women facing separation, particularly where there is violence and abuse. We hope this information
will help humans specially women to negotiate safety for themselves and their children. However, we
acknowledge that there needs to be important changes in how domestic violence, child protection and family
law issues are dealt with to improve the safety of women and children. Currently, women face many problems
when escaping domestic violence and child abuse. The research indicates that survivors of violence and
abuse begin recovery when their exposure to danger has stopped and they are able to re-establish safety.
However, since the criminal justice, child protection and family law systems leave women exposed to this
violence and abuse, they are placed in the difficult position of being unable to focus on recovery and safety.
In fact, when mothers are trying to negotiate their own and their children's safety they are put at more risk as
these systems fail to provide a safe environment for this to take place.The project is designed for the human
security especially for the women protection purpose. Usually while travelling, women are facing many issue
related with the safety. So, in order to protect them from the other the smart safety device is created. Switch is
connected to the controller so that whenever a person feels that it is not safe place or the person behind her
disturbing continuously, and then he/she can press the button if they wants so that the message goes to the
nearby police station as well as to the relatives. Hence he/she will find the needed help. GPS is used to detect
the location of person which is he/she carrying and GSM isused to send the location.

Keywords: GPS, GSM, Location, Latitude, Longitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Day by day the people’s security is becoming the common issue, registering theft, robbery, murders and
house breach every year. With the App revolution of smart phones, many security apps are developed every
day but even the other side that is fraudulent or adversary knows that such apps do exist, and they are equally
smart to confiscate the victim’s phone. Hence the strategy to switch to an independent hardware is focused in
our project. The system includes GPS,GSM, Arduino micro-controller and a web portal. The GPS is use to
get the location of the user whereas the GSM is use to send the location of the user to the server. The
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Arduino-microcontroller is use to invoke the GPS and GSM module. The web portal is provided by the
admin. Admin can add and update Police Station details and Person’s details. After Logging in, Admin can
see list of all Requests sent from Device. Every request is assigned to nearest Police Station by using the
haversine algorithm.

II. EXISTING WORK
In paper [1] the author proposed ABHAYA an android application for android users to track using many
applications. It make use of global positioning system to track precise location of the victim seeking for help.
Present android applications does not have the real time location tracking system. The issue of the above
problem is solved by these system. This system sends the message comprising the URL of the location of the
user to the pre-programmed contacts. When user click on the application it see if the required system Settings
are accessible if not then it will enable all the system settings. It takes the actual location of user with help of
global positioning system module and send the message comprising coordinates in the form of URL to the
pre-programmed contact numbers for support. The received URL tracks the precise location of the person.
The track location is sent to pre-programmed contacts after every 5 minutes. To terminate it we need to stop
the system or application. The main objective of paper [2] is to track the location of vehicle using ARM7.
There are various system develop to track the location of moving object(vehicle) but they are application
specific, region specific which send the location of the vehicle. Location is sent in the form of longitude and
latitude so it require third party application to get the precise location over the map. This application is
divided into 2 part first is transmitter and second is receive. GPS receives location data from satellite and
convert the data into data string of NMEA 0183 format. It contains longitude, latitude, altitude, speed and
other satellite information. The system uses ARM7 microcontroller which receives NMEA string from GPS
and take only latitude and longitude. Now this latitude and longitude readings are sent to receiver with the
help of GSM module. The receiver receives the message which contains the longitude and latitude in the
form of NMEA 0183 format. The data is entered into GUI application made in MATLAB. This GUI
application convert the readings from NMEA 0183 format to degree format which is appropriate for Google
earth. After that Google earth is called by an algorithm which placed these reading on it. Then lastly Google
earth display the location of vehicle on map. The author in paper[3] proposed a system for LSB to overcome
the tracking system using Wi-Fi because the system requires Wi-Fi to communicate all the time. This system
make use of sim card for the communication purpose through radio channel and also uses GPS transceiver for
getting the 2D/3D location information from satellite. It needs 3 satellite for getting the 2D location whereas
for 3D location it need 4 satellite. GPS make use of programmed UART (Universal Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter) microcontroller to send the location information into the link parameters and into the
emergency button. GPS traces the location and it is send by using the GPS module. The format of the data is
in the form of link(http://maps.google.com/?t=k&q=LATITUDE,LONGITUDE) which is send to the
contacts. The receiver must have google map app for getting the exact location on the map. In paper [4] the
author has projected a real time algorithm to acquire the performance of differential GPS using SMS services
of GSM network. The author uses the Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) technique to advance
the precision of position. The system is divided into 2 parts - the Reference Station (RS) and Mobile Station
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(MS). RS includes a computer and a GPS receiver with a program to perform the execution and them sends
the data to the MS using GSM. The MS could be anywhere within 50km radius of the circle. The MS
contains 2 receiver, the 1 receiver is GPS receiver which takes and signifies the position co-ordinate of MS
and the 2 receiver is received by GSM modem as SMS and it shows the Differential data (DD). The system
can operate with n numbers of mobile station .The system can be more handy if we implement it on a smartphone rather than using a PC. In paper [5] the author aim to advance the positional accuracy of network
based positioning system in severe non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and multipath environments. The operation is
done by using a two-step position determination method and a one-step method. The two-step position
determination method is split into two step which includes optimization with NLOS mitigation and geometry
and motion based adjustment. After this process one-step position determination method is executed in which
it offer a position determination scheme which equally handles the two processes in one step. Well ahead
conducting the two method it was detected that it is best suited in the conditions where severe NLOS and
multipath propagations exist Later it was proved that projected algorithm can improve the positioning
accuracy compared to the current algorithms.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This System is developed for human safety to reduce the crime in the today’s era. As crimes are getting
increase,this device help the person to get the help easily and fast. The nearby police station gets the request
of user who is in trouble and accordingly the help is provided to the user.In this system we will include 2
roles namely Admin(Server) and Police Station. Server has the ability to add the police station and users
detail as well as Server can modify the details. Each request is then assigned to nearest police station using
the haversine algorithm,these request is also send to the server.

IV. HARDWARE
The system uses GPS, GSM and Arduino to track the location of the users.
4.1 Arduino
Arduinois an open-source platform used for building electronics projects. Arduino consists of both a physical
programmable circuit board (often referred to as amicrocontroller) and a piece of software, or IDE (Integrated
Development Environment) that runs on your computer, used to write and upload computer code to the
physical board.The Arduino platform has become quite popular with people just starting out with electronics,
and for good reason. Unlike most previous programmable circuit boards, the Arduino does not need a
separate piece of hardware (called a programmer) in order to load new code onto the board – you can simply
use a USB cable. Additionally, the Arduino IDE uses a simplified version of C++, making it easier to learn to
program. Finally, Arduino provides a standard form factor that breaks out the functions of the microcontroller into a more accessible package.
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Fig 1. Arduino Device
V. GSM Module
GSM/GPRS module is used to establish communication between a computer and a GSM-GPRS system.
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is an architecture used for mobile communication in most
of the countries. Global Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is an extension of GSM that enables higher data
transmission rate. GSM/GPRS module consists of a GSM/GPRS modem assembled together with power
supply circuit and communication interfaces (like RS232, USB, etc.) for computer. GSM/GPRS MODEM is
a class of wireless MODEM devices that are designed for communication of a computer with the GSM and
GPRS network. It requires SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card just like mobile phones to activate
communication with the network. Also they have IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity) number
similar to mobile phones for their identification.

VI. ALGORITHM
6.1 Haversine Algorithm
The haversine formula determines the great-circle distancebetween two points on a spheregiven
theirlongitudesandlatitudes. Important innavigation.

6.2 Haversine formula
For any two points on a sphere, the haversine of thecentral anglebetween them is given by

Where
hav is thehaversinefunction:

•

d is the distance between the two points.
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•

r is the radius of the sphere,

•

φ1, φ2: latitude of point 1 and latitude of point 2, in radians

•

λ1, λ2: longitude of point 1 and longitude of point 2, in radians
On the left side of the equals sign d/r is the central angle, assuming angles are measured inradians.
Solve for d by applying the inverse haversine (if available) or by using the arcsine (inverse sine) function:

where h is hav(d / r ), or more explicitly:

When using these formulae, one must ensure that h does not exceed 1 due to a floatingpoin t error.

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This system is developed for human safety, Day by day the people’s security is becoming the common issue,
registering theft, robbery, murders and house breach every year. With the App revolution of smart phones,
many security apps are developed every day but even the other side that is fraudulent or adversary knows that
such apps do exist, and they are equally smart to confiscate the victim’s phone. In this project System we will
include two roles namely Admin (Web Portal) and Police Station (App). Admin can add and update Police
Station details and Person’s details. Every request is assigned to nearest Police Station through SMS. List of
nearby Requests are sent from Person’s device. Police can see current location from where the request has
been made.

Fig 2.Block Diagram
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VIII.

SYSTEM PHASES

7.1 Registration phase
Admin needs to add all the police station details to the server which includes the name of the police station,
location, mobile number, police station in charge, username and password. After successfully registration the
credential of the police station is provided to the respected police station incharge through SMS or email.
Login credential are the soul of the system. The police station in-charge has to login to portal through the web
browser.

Fig 3.1 Add Police Station Details

User who has purchased the device gets registered by the admin with the unique id. The user details includes
, address , mobile number ,relatives mobile number , email-id. If the user wants to change the relative contact
number he/she has to contact the admin to change the mobile number details.

Fig 3.2 User Details
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7.2 Processing phase
• Whenever the user feels unsafe or in danger he/she press the button to get the help and while pressing the
button a beep will be generated.
• After pressing the button the micro-controller gets executed and the GPS attached to the microcontroller
gets the location of the user.
• After getting the location details the micro-controller invoke the GSM to send the location to the server.

Fig 3.3. Device
• After receiving the request from the user the system will execute haversine algorithm which will calculate
the nearest police station and then sends the request to the nearby police station, admin as well as to the
registered relative contact with the link of the location through SMS.

Fig 3.4 Notification Through SMS to Relatives
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Fig 3.5.Request List at Admin portal
• The Police Station will receive the request in the web browser through a pop-up notification along with a
beep

Fig 3.6 Notification to Police Station
• In the browser the police can see the location of the user with the help f google map provided by the admin.

Fig 3.7. Location of Device on Map
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IX. CONCLUSION
The proposed system is very useful for the people who are in trouble. This system help reduce the crimes. In
our proposed system the request is sent to the nearby police station so the victim can get help as fast as
possible .In the near future this system can be more handy , reliable and more accurate than the existing
system.

X. FUTURE SCOPE
The main aim of this paper is to provide more safety to the people of this world and reduce the crime as much
as possible.
The outlines are given below:
 The size of the device can be reduce by using the Nano-technology.
 Achieve 100% accuracy in tracing the location of the user.
 Include new features such as camera to capture audio or video for evidence.
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ABSTRACT
Spatial databases are stores the data about the spatial items which are related with the Keyword to demonstrate
the data, for example, its business/administrations/highlights. Important issue known as nearest watchwords
pursuit is to question objects, called catchphrase cover. In closest watchword look, it covers an arrangement of
question Keyword and least separation between articles. From most recent couple of years, catchphrase rating
builds its accessibility and significance in protest assessment for the basic leadership. This is the fundamental
purpose behind building up this new calculation called Best catchphrase cover which is considers bury separate
and also the rating given by the clients through the online business survey destinations. Nearest catchphrase seek
calculation consolidates the articles from different question watchwords to a create hopeful watchword cover.
Two calculations k-implies grouping and catchphrase closest neighbor development calculations are accustomed
to discovering best watchword cover. K-implies grouping calculations are utilized to discover the similitude of
various classes. The execution of the nearest watchword calculation drops drastically, when the quantity of
question catchphrase increments. It is common that the objects in a spatial database (e.g., restaurants/hotels) are
associated with keyword(s) to indicate their businesses/services/features. An interesting problem known as
Closest Keywords search is to query objects, called keyword cover, which together cover a set of query
keywords and have the minimum inter-objects distance. In recent years, we observe the increasing availability
and importance of keyword rating in object evaluation for the better decision making. This motivates us to
investigate a generic version of Closest Keywords search called Best Keyword Cover which considers interobjects distances well as the keyword rating of objects. The baseline algorithm is inspired by the methods of
Closest Keywords search which is based on exhaustively combining objects from different query keywords to
generate candidate keyword covers. When the number of query keywords increases, the performance of the
baseline algorithm drops dramatically as a result of massive candidate keyword covers generated. To attack this
drawback, this work proposes a much more scalable algorithm called keyword nearest neighbor expansion
(keyword-NNE).

Keyword- Spatial database, Point of Interests, Keywords, Keyword Rating, Keyword Cover
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a days, utilization of portable processing increments. Enlivened by the portable registering, the spatial
watchwords look issue has pulled in much consideration as of late in view of area based administrations and
wide accessibility of broad advanced maps and satellite symbolism. So the quantity of clients utilizing the area
based administrations has been additionally expanded to vast broaden. Spatial articles demonstrates the data, for
example, its Business/administrations/highlights which are related to keyword(s). In spatial database, each tuple
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speaks to a spatial question. The primary thought behind the spatial catchphrases pursuit is to distinguish spatial
object(s) which are related with watchwords pertinent to an arrangement of inquiry catchphrases which are near
each other as well as near the question area. This issue has special incentive in different applications in light of
the fact that users‟ prerequisites are frequently communicated as various watchwords. In existing, spatial
catchphrase seek issue have been examined on account of the estimation of the unique watchword look
practically speaking.. In this venture k-implies grouping calculations is utilized to discover the watchword. An
increasing number of applications require the efficient execution of nearest neighbor (NN) queries constrained
by the properties of the spatial objects. Due to the popularity of keyword search, particularly on the Internet,
many of these applications allow the user to provide a list of keywords that the spatial objects (henceforth
referred to simply as objects) should contain, in their description or other attribute. For example, online yellow
pages allow users to specify an address and a set of keywords, and return businesses whose description contains
these keywords, ordered by their distance to the specified address location. As another example, real estate web
sites allow users to search for properties with specific keywords in their description and rank them according to
their distance from a specified location. We call such queries spatial keyword queries.

1.1 Proposed System
Even though the baseline will provide solution forthe problem, it supports few dimensions to an object. More
characteristics of an object in querydrop the performance in the existing method. This encourages having the
keyword-nearest neighbor algorithm for bkcproblem. Keyword-NNE considers the keywords specified in a
query, location, keyword rating and distance between objects, to solve bkc. Considering the keyword rating will
help in correct decision
making

1.2 Proposed system Architecture

Fig 1. System architecture
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II. ALGORITHMS
2.1. Keyword-NNE
In previous work, BKC algorithm drops its performance when the number of query keywords is increases. To
solve this problem, here developed a more efficient keyword nearest neighbor expansion (keyword-NNE) which
uses the different strategy. In this algorithm, one query is considered as a principal query keyword. Those
objects are associated with principal query keyword are considered as principal objects. Keyword-NNE
computes local best solution for each principal object. BKC algorithm returns the lbkc with having highest
evaluation. For each of the principal object, its lbkc can be simply selects few closest and highly rated objects by
the viewer/customer. Compared with the k-means clustering, the keyword covers significantly reduced. These
keyword covers a further processes in keyword-NNE-algorithm that will be optimal, and each keyword
candidate covers processed generates very less new candidate keyword are covers.
2.2. K-MEANS
Let X = fx1, x2, x3,..,xn g be the set of data points and
V = fv1, v2, vcg be the set of centers.
1) Randomly select „c‟ cluster centers.
2) Calculate the distance between each data point and cluster centers.
3) Assign the data point to the cluster canter whose distance from the cluster centre is minimum of all the
clustercentres.
4) Recalculate the new cluster canter using:
Vi = (1/Ci) Σcj=1 Xi
Where, Ci represents the number of data points in ith cluster.
5) Recalculate the distance between each data point and new obtained cluster centres.
6) If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise repeat from step 3).

III. FIGURES AND TABLES

Fig 2: Algorithms
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IV. CONCLUSION
Compared to the most relevant mCK query, BKC query provides an additional dimension to support more
sensible decision making. The introduced baseline algorithm is inspired by the methods for processing mCK
query. The baseline algorithm generates a large number of candidate keyword covers which leads to dramatic
performance drop when more query keywords are given. The proposed keyword-NNE algorithm applies a
different processing strategy, i.e., searching local best solution for each object in a certain query keyword. As a
consequence, the number of candidate keyword covers generated is significantly reduced. The analysis reveals
that the number of candidate keyword covers which need to be further processed in keyword-NNE algorithm is
optimal and processing each keyword candidate cover typically generates much less
new candidate keyword covers in keyword-NNE algorithm than in the baseline algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
In this paperobjective of the project is to design and fabricate semiautomatic dishwasher that is efficient and
overcome the human work. In market existing dishwasher, the spray arm is not sufficient to spray water in each
part of the dish. So keeping this in mind, we designed thecircular rack and spray arm in center of the machine
which will spray the water equally and effectively in each and every area of dish. The machine has less cycle
time, less energy consumption, less water required for cleaning as compare to manual machine.
Keywords-Energy consumption, Rack, Spray arm, , Semi-automatic

I. INTRODUCTION
In India most of the women wash the dishes with their hand scrubbing on it which is giving strain to the
muscles. Therefore purpose of this research is to reduce human efforts in dish washing. Thedish washing
machine has made cleaning and drying dishes much easier and more efficient. Investigations shows the problem
faced in uses of automatic dish washer and solution on the same. Large amount of electricity, time and cost is
required in case of existing dish washer machine, because of this reason the uses of dish washer machine in our
country is very less. Currently the chores of washing the dishes is being performed by the women which results
in the labor work as it is carried out for up to several hours each week. So by developing semiautomatic
dishwashing machine we can overcome the above mentioned problems significantly. Also by using plastic
material for casingpart , the overall weight of the assembly also reduced.
The dishwasher has made cleaning and drying dishes much easier and more efficient. This project work has
been conceived having studied the difficulty in washing the any type of plates. Our survey in the regard in
several home, revealed the facts that mostly some difficulty occurs in washing the dish in Hand. The washing
power contains the chemical substances and this is reacting with human hand. Now the project has mainly
concentrated on this difficulty, and hence a suitable device has been designed. Such that the dish washing can be
done without application of any impact force. By using semi-automatic dishwasher, we can reduce time as well
as human efforts significantly. In conventional dish washing process large amount of human power as well as
quantity of water is used. So keeping that in mind, to reduce this semi-automatic dish washing machine is
developed.
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II. NEED
We all know that dish and utensil washing are most difficult and time consuming work. But if it is done
byAutomatic dish washing machine it become costly for every person. So that we introduce Semi-automatic
dish washing machine. In India everyone cannot afford dish washer so our aim is to reduce the overall cost.
Dishwasher is now very helpful for the women having jobs. Its time saver.

III. OBJECTVES
1. To study the status of market and customer expectations regarding dishwashing machine.
2. To study alternate design solutions of dishwashing machine for domestic purpose.
3. To fabricate semi-automatic dishwashing machine.
4. To study the quantity of water and detergent required depending upon the dishes loaded.
5. To study performance of the dishwashing parameters using manual dishwashing, semi-automatic and
automatic dishwashing machine.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
1. .Hoak, D. Parker, D. Hermelink, A. American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, Washington, DC,
August 2008. This Journal helps that present measurements of three recent vintage dishwashers are very
different efficiencies showing that while they substantially more efficient than older dishwashers, those tested
will still use electric resistance elements for supplement heat ,even when supplied by solar water heating
system producing very hot water.
2. .Shilpa N Dehedkar- “Design of basic model of Semi-Automatic Dishwasher machine”. (2016): This paper
use brief idea and analysis of the Semiautomatic Dishwasher machine. It also state the mechanisms
incorporated in this model for process of washing the dish. In this research the dishwashers operate with help
of DC motor, Universal motor, Conveyor belt and Microcontroller for time delay.
3. Shaila S. Hedaoo- “Design and Fabrication of Semi-Automatic Dish and Utensil washing machine”. This
paper discuss the main objective of Semi-Automatic Dishwashing machine is to reduce the cost of fully
automatic dishwashing machine and giving good Cleaning Performance. It requires less energy and less water
consumption. Time of washing dish can be adjusted as per customer requirements
4. PranaliKhatake- “Design of gears in semiautomatic dishwashing machine”. This paper discuss about design of
gear in semiautomatic dishwashing machine. The result indicate that in India semiautomatic dishwashing
machine are used than fully automatic dishwashing machine as it is chip, preferably gears are used in this
semiautomatic dishwashing machine with the belt drive for better life and high efficiency.
5. Dhale A. D.- “Design and Development of semiautomatic dishwasher”. This paper discuss about the design,
construction and evaluation of dishwashing machine. The capacity of machine was 20 plates per min ( i.e.
1880 plates per hour). The design dishwasher is very efficient and easy to operate.
6. J. G. Gochran- “Dishwashing machine”. The paper gives brief idea describe about improvement of
dishwashing machine. It related to improvement in machine washing a dishes in which continuous stream of
either soap-soda or clean water is supply to crate holding the rack or cage hot water is supplied to crate is
rotate so as to bring the greater portion there of under water.
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7. International Journal for Scientific Research and Development Vol.4,Isssue 05,2016 | ISSN (online): 23210613. This journal explain that using Galvanized iron material for inner and outer part, the overall weight of
the assembly is also reduced. The capacity of machine is to wash 24 pieces of dinner set at a time by using
two rotary jet controlled by single pump using parallel connection.
8. International Journal for Scientific Research and Development| Vol. 3, Issue 11,2016 | ISSN (online):23210613. This Journal represents the modified design of utensils automatic washer machine. In this, the
adjustable conveyor containing utensils tends to rotate, and passing these utensils under three section
scrubbing, water sprinkler and cleaner. The dishwasher has made cleaning and drying dishes much easily and
more efficiently. Conveyor is rotated by using motors. This leads to making the design simpler and better than
the present dishwashers.
9. International Journal for Scientific Research and Development 2016 IJEDR | ISSN: 2321-9939.This journal
suggests that this system multi jet technology is used to clean Utensils. Any type of Utensils will be washed in
our system, No electronic circuit will be used. Multi jet system will be used to clean utensils from all side.

V. DESIGN CALCULATIONS
5.1 Selection of Motor
We know,
Power =
Where,
P = Power in kW,
N = Speed in rpm,
T = Torque in Nm
We have,
Torque = Force x Perpendicular distance
Where,
Force = (Load applied on the rack + Mass of shaft) x Gravitational force
Let, the average load applied on the rack will be 10kg, the mass of rack will be 4kg and mass of shaft be 1kg.
We get,Force = (10 + 4 + 1) x 9.81 = 147.15N
Perpendicular distance = 20cm = 0.2m
⸫Torque = 147.15 x 0.2 = 29.48
Now, Power =
=
= 0.0771kW = 0.10hp
Therefore, select standard motor as 0.5hp.

5.2 Dimensions of Dishwashing Machine
The entire body of dishwasher that is outer surface was made of metal sheet which is of dimension,
Length=70cm, Height=60cm and Width= 70cm.
Volume of dishwasher = 70 x 60 x 70
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= 294000 cm3

5.3 Dimensions of Water Storage Tank
The entire body of water storage tank is made of plain sheet G.I. which is of dimension, Length = 70cm, Height
= 50cm and Width = 5cm.
Volume of Water storage Tank = 70 x 50 x 5
= 17500 cm3
= 17.5 liters

5.4 Dimension of rack
Height of the rack = 50cm =0.5m
Diameter of outer ring = 45cm = 0.45m
Area of outer ring A = 0.1590m2
Diameter of inner ring = 15cm = 0.15m

5.5 Electricity Consumption
Given PowersPump = 0.3875 KW = 0.5 hp
Metal Heating Element = 2 KW
Dispenser = 0.025 KW
Total Power Used = 0.3875 + 2 + 0.025
= 2.39785
5.5.1 For 5 Plates,
Power =

= 0.04995 KW6.5.2 For 10 Plates,

Power =
= 0.06993 KW
5.5.2For 15 Plates,
Power =
= 0.0999 KW
5.5.3For 20 Plates,
Power =
= 0.1465 KW
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Fig 1.Experimental setup of dish washing machine

VI. CAD SETUP

Door

Rack
Hot water storage
tank

Cold water
storage tank

Pump
Fig.6.1 CAD model of set up

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Series of test were carried out in order to determine the performance and efficiency of the machine. This was
done by comparing the rate of washing with the designed Dishwasher to the hand washing (manual). In carrying
out these test, six parameters were taken into consideration, they are: No. of plates washed; Quantity of water
used in washing (liters); Quantity of detergent used (ml); Time of washing (sec); Quantity of water used in
rinsing (liters); Time of rinsing (sec). These are shown in table 1 & 2 belowTable 1: Performance evaluation of the Machine
Sr.No.

No. of

Quantity of

Quantity of

Time used

Time used

Quantity of

Electricity

Plates

water used

detergent

in washing

in rinsing

water used

consumption

in washing

used (gms)

(sec)

(sec)

in Rinsing

for each cycle
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(litres)

(litres)

(kW)

1

5

8

8

30

45

12

0.0499

2

10

10

15

45

60

18

0.0699

3

15

12

20

60

90

24

0.0999

4

20

15

25

100

120

30

0.1465

Table 2:Performance evaluation of the Manual Dishwashing
Sr.No.

No. of

Quantity of

Quantity of

Time used in

Time used in

Quantity of

Plates

water used in

detergent used

washing (sec)

rinsing (sec)

water used in

washing

(gms)

Rinsing (litres)

(litres)
1

5

3

10

60

50

5

2

10

5

18

90

65

8

3

15

8

22

110

100

12

4

20

10

26

130

130

15

VIII. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive review of the literature on the semi-automatic dishwashing machine was successfully carried
out on various aspects of energy analysis, time consumption and requirement of efforts. The design,
construction and evaluation of a dishwashing machine were successfully carried out. The capacity of machine
was 20 plates per 4 minutes. The design Dishwashing machine is very efficient & easy to operate.
By knowing the failures from the machine, it is necessary to do some changes in this machine in future. In
future the rack of the Dishwashing machine can be revolved by using the gear mechanism for more effective
cleaning of utensils. Also by doing this, the less amount of water will be used by the machine for cleaning
purpose.
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ABSTRACT
This paper includes a new sleep monitoring system for home use. The basic system consists of a wearable ECG
sensor & software on computers to analyse the sleep quality from the electrical and muscular functions of
user’s heart. There are different techniques, used by doctors in hospitals, like polysomnography which includes
the tests done to diagnose the sleeping disorders user is suffering through. This project includes the small, easy
to use system that a person can use it at home. This system is used for checking of user’s daily sleep pattern. The
system can also be used for self-care. The readings from an ECG sensor are taken on the basis of which the
graph of sleep cycle versus time is plotted on MATLAB software which is called as Hypnogram. The algorithm
to compute the quality of sleep is developed in this system.

Keywords: ECG sensor, Hypnogram, MSP430, MATLAB, Sleep monitoring,

I.INTRODUCTION
A student or pupil is a learner, or someone whoattends an educational institution. To have a bright future &
agood career it is really necessary for a student to maintain agood academic performance. But now-a-days, it is
seen thatthat there are so many problems faced by them which areaffecting their mental & physical health which
in turnaffecting their academic performance adversely.The excessive use of mobile, social networking
sites,financial stress, homesickness, irregular sleeping patterns,adjustment with new education system are some
of thoseproblems. Due to such problems students are facing heavymental stress, irritation, anxiety, depression.
Through thisproject, how those problems faced by students are affectingtheir mental conditions and their
sleeping patterns, ismonitored.
In recent years, many people have been sufferingfrom sleep disorder caused by mental stress, irregular
lifestyleor shift work. However, it is not easy to determine the qualityof sleep because deep sleep is not always
good sleep andshallow sleep is not always bad sleep. However, there is nogood system to record and analyse
daily sleep.It is too difficult for a normal person to handle PSGat home because it involves the use of many
electrodes formeasuring the physiological data.A simple and easy-to-use sleep monitoring system
that can be used in the home is strongly desired in order to getobjective data on sleep habits. In order to develop
such asystem, a wearable physiological sensor that monitors user’swrist motion and pulse wave intervals (Pulseto-PulseIntervals: PPIs). The sensor can be made small and simplebecause wrist motion and pulse wave can be
easily measuredcompared to the case of using PSG.
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II.RELATED WORK
Kemeng Cheng et al. have developed a wearable technology which has been widely used in clinical context
such as disorder detection, treatment efficiency assessment and other healthcare research. An important
application of this system is stress management. This paper describes the architecture of the new stress
management system. At the front end, wearable sensors such as Zephyr sensor provide measurements of
patient’s respiration rate, heart rate, body movement & other basic information. An app is situated on amobile
platform to perform front end real time stress management [1].
Jennifer A. Healey et al. have proposed that there are four types of physiological sensors used during the
experiment: electrocardiogram (ECG); electromyogram (EMG); skin conductivity (also known as EDA,
electrodermal activation, and galvanic skin response); and respiration (through chest cavity expansion). These
sensors were connected to a FlexCompanalog-to-digital converter, which kept the subject optically isolated from
the power supply. The FlexComp unit was connected to an embedded computer in a modified Volvo S70 series
station wagon. The ECG electrodes were placed in a modified lead II configuration to minimize motion artifacts
and to maximize the amplitude of the R-waves, since both the heart rate and heart rate variability (HRV)
algorithms used in this analysis depend on R-wave peak detection. The EMG was placed on the trapezium
(shoulder), which has been used as an indicator of emotional stress. The skin conductance was measured in two
locations: on the palm of the left hand using electrodes placed on the first and middle finger and on the sole of
the left foot using electrodes placed at each end of the arch of the foot [2].
J. M. Perez-Macias et al. described that sleep is a kind of brain activity and its purpose is recovery from brain
fatigue. Therefore, sleep state is measured mainly by EEG, and is classified into several stages. Sleep state is
roughly divided into REM (rapid-eye movement) sleep and NREM (Non-REM) sleep. NREM sleep is divided
into 4 stages. Stages 3 and 4 of NREM sleep are so called deep sleep, and stages 1 and 2 are shallow sleep.
These stages are decided by a sleep specialist using PSG data and their change is shown in a graph called a
hypnogram. A doctor mainly uses a hypnogram for evaluating a person’s sleep quality. For example, the doctor
checks the quantity of deep sleep if a patient complains about oppressive drowsiness in the daytime. If the
patient frequently wakes up in the night and experiences difficulty in breathing, he/she might be suffering from
sleep apnea syndrome. If REM sleep always occurs soon after falling asleep, there might be a problem
concerning the patient’s nervous system. From the viewpoint of healthcare, it is important to check the balance
of deep sleep, REM sleep or sleep cycle. Therefore, a sleep monitoring system for home use can also show the
result of one night’s data in a graph similar to a hypnogram. [3].
C. J. Deepu et al. have presented that a joint approach for QRS detection and ECG compression algorithm for
use in wireless sensors. The central idea of the proposed algorithm is to use a single technique for processing of
QRS detection and data compression, instead of using two distinct approaches. The algorithm lowers the
average computational complexity per task by sharing the computational load among two operations. This is
done using a shared adaptive linear predictor for performing both ECG beat detection and lossless data
compression. In addition, a novel fixed-length data coding-packaging technique for convenient representation of
the signal entropy is presented [4].
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MishaPavel et al. have developed the HR monitoringthat allows the assessment of the intensity of physical
activity, as HR is almost linearly associated with oxygen consumption (VO2) at moderate to submaximal
intensities in steady-state exercise. However, the intensity of real-life physical activity usually changes
repeatedly, and the relationship between HR and VO2 is curvilinear for very low-intensity physical activities
and near-maximal exercise. HRV monitoring allows reliable continuous assessment of physical activity,
exercising, and energy expenditure in real-life conditions. HRV is associated with functioning of the
autonomous nervous system and, hence, is modified by stress and relaxation, physical activity, and health status.
However, HRV has high inter- and intra individual variability, which complicates the interpretation and the use
of HRV as a measure of stress. The HRV signal is first analysed using a sliding window approach to quantify
HRV, detect respiration rate (based on respiratory sinus arrhythmia), and estimate momentary oxygen
consumption (VO2) and excess post exercise oxygen consumption. This modeling step transforms raw sensor
data into physiologically relevant parameters. The next step applies adaptive segmentation to divide the data
into stationary and transient segments, which are further classified based on their physiological parameter values
into the physiological states of physical activity, physiologicalrecovery, stress, and other [5].

III.PROPOSED WORK
Generally speaking, sleep is a kind of brain activityand its purpose is recovery from brain fatigue. Therefore,
sleep state is measured mainly by EEG, and is classified into several stages. Sleep state is roughly divided into 2
stages,
1.REM (Rapid-Eye Movement) sleep and
2.NREM (Non- Rapid-Eye movement) sleep.
NREM sleep is divided into 4 stages.
1.Stages 1 and 2 are shallow sleep
2.Stages 3 and 4 are deep sleep
These stages are decided by a sleep specialist using PSG data, and their change is shown in a graph called a
Hypnogram as shown in fig 1

Fig. 1: Sleep Hypnogram
Fig 2 shows the wearable system used for monitoring the sleep cycle of student. ECG sensor module is used to
get the heart activity output of student. The data collected from ECG sensor is further processed for sleep cycle
tracking. The output from this sensor is given to microcontroller MSP430. The data given to laptop or
computers through I2C bus through serial port on which it is further processed to get a plot of Hypnogram.
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The microcontroller MSP430 is used. It has low power consumption, low cost, Extended battery life inportable
measurement, 4 universal serial communicationinterfaces, Real time clock (RTC) module with alarm capability.
The system also provides a smart alarm to wake the student up at the optimal stage of sleep.

Computer
Microcontroller

ECGSensor

Hypnogram

MSP430
Alarm

Fig. 2 Proposed Block Diagram
So the proposed work of this project is to develop a system which provides the information about the sleep cycle
of student.

IV. ALGORITHM
Fig. 3 shows the algorithm to plot Hypnogram.
4.1. The R-R interval is obtained from ECG signal by acquiring the signal through an ECG sensor and loaded in
MSP430.
4.2. The loaded data contains several signals like ECG, EMG etc. The slider time is set and the signal in that
time duration is divided into parts.

Fig.3 Algorithm

4.3. Then in that every part the epoch values, which contains theimportant information, are taken which
are based on the slider time.
4.4.Then epoch values are accessed and the data is normalizedand then filtered.
4.5.According to annotations of Doctors the Hypnogram isplotted.
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V.RESULTS
As the Microcontroller MSP430 is used into thesystem which is the TEXAS instrument. Energia is a rapid
prototyping platform for TEXAS instruments MCU Launchpad. After loading the data from a patient, in this
case student, it is provided to MATLAB where it is processed to plot a hypnogram. As seen from the plot, the
ECG & EMG signals do more affect to the hypnogram. So for processing the data those 2 waves are more
emphasized.

Fig.4 Various signals obtained from patient (ECG, EMG etc.)
Fig.4 shows the signals obtained from patient. They are obtained by using various channels. The main 2
channels are more emphasized to get the proper reading to plot Hypnogram.

Fig.5 Hypnogram
Above Fig.5 shows the Hypnogram of a person which states us various stages of sleep, which includes Wakeup
stage (W), Non Rapid Eye Movement (N1 & N3) and Rapid Eye Movement (R), with respect to time.

VI. CONCLUSION
The monitoring of sleep patterns is a new field to study in medical. Our health invisibly gets affected by
ourdaily sleep pattern. So it becomes very convenient for us if a system which is easy to use & which monitors
daily sleep patterns at home level. For the daily sleep cycle analysis the new system is developed, by using ECG
sensor & MATLAB software, in this project. Also the smart alarm is included which will in turn make the
student to wake up at proper time.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays oil and its attributes are creating problem worldwide. Any industry which processes oil has huge
demand under make in India abhiyan by Mr.Narendra Modi. But the crucial factor is to understand purchasing
pattern, area segregation, their gradation and their results. This project will process data using big data
concept of CNN(Convolution Neural Network) and analyze patterned and unpatterned behaviour of human
nature. This project will also compare price, gradation, customer location, range. This entire process will help
us to understand variation and deviation among attributes. To study above problem we are using big data sets
given by international studies and research institute. Our co-sponsor Sunlube Tech also has bigdata sets for
study of oil attributes. This method achieves 51.7% industrial demands, 26.6% for ransportation, 13.9%
residential and 7.8% commercial demands.
Keywords : CNN, Deep Learning, Non patterned

I. INTRODUCTION
Without any doubt, the physical production of energy is the basis of the global economy. Development of the
economy depends on the different resources of energy. Even most of economic sectors such as commercial,
industrial and transportation are impossible to operate without energy. India has to fulfil its requirement by
importing the goods like crude oil. Due to start ups and new investments there is a very big market for lubricant
industry. Availability of plenty of choices can make a new user confused about which good to be purchased.
Hence to help the new generation of business men in our country, we have given a solution in this paper. So
that they can focus on business without wasting time on surveying about oil prices, manufacturers and location
of dealers. Just by entering requirements one can get all the available resources.

II. TECHNOLOGIES USED
2.1 Hadoop
Hadoop is an open-source framework that allows to store and process big data in a distributed environment
across clusters of computers using simple programming models. It is designed to scale up from single servers to
thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage. Hadoop is an Apache Open Source
framework written in java that allows distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of computers using
simple programming models. A Hadoop frame-worked application works in an environment that provides
distributed storage and computation across clusters of computers. Hadoop is designed to scale up from single
server to thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage.
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2.2 HDFS storage
HDFS holds very large amount of data and provides easier access. To store such huge data, the files are stored
across multiple machines. These files are stored in redundant fashion to rescue the system from possible data
losses in case of failure. HDFS also makes applications available to parallel processing.
Features of HDFS :
[1.] It is suitable for the distributed storage and processing.
[2.] Hadoop provides a command interface to interact with HDFS.
[3.] The built-in servers of name node and data node help users to easily check the status of cluster.
[4.] Streaming access to file system data.
[5.] HDFS provides file permissions and authentication.
2.3 Deep Learning
Deep learning (also known as deep structured learning, hierarchical learning or deep machine learning) is a
branch of machine learning based on a set of algorithms that attempt to model high level abstractions in data by
using a deep graph with multiple processing layers, composed of multiple linear and non-linear transformations.
Deep learning is part of a broader family of machine learning methods based on learning representations of data.
An observation (e.g., an image) can be represented in many ways such as a vector of intensity values per pixel,
or in a more abstract way as a set of edges, regions of particular shape, etc. Some representations are better than
others at simplifying the learning task (e.g., face recognition or facial expression recognition. One of the
promises

of

deep

learning

is

replacing

handcrafted features with

efficient

algorithmsfor unsupervised or semisupervised feature learning and hierarchical feature extraction.
Deep learning algorithms are based on distributed representations. The underlying assumption behind
distributed representations is that observed data are generated by the interactions of factors organized in layers.
Deep learning adds the assumption that these layers of factors correspond to levels of abstraction or
composition. Varying numbers of layers and layer sizes can be used to provide different amounts of abstraction.
Deep learning exploits this idea of hierarchical explanatory factors where higher level, more abstract concepts
are learned from the lower level ones. These architectures are often constructed with a greedy layer-by-layer
method. Deep learning helps to disentangle these abstractions and pick out which features are useful for
learning. For supervised learning tasks, deep learning methods obviate feature engineering, by translating the
data into compact intermediate representations akin to principal components, and derive layered structures
which remove redundancy in representation. Many deep learning algorithms are applied to unsupervised
learning tasks. This is an important benefit because unlabeled data are usually more abundant than labeled data.
Examples of deep structures that can be trained in an unsupervised manner are neural history compressors and
deep belief networks.
III. EQUATIONS
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3.1 Figure

IV. ALGORITHM
4.1 Step 1: Login with two user roles
•

Login with Admin

•

Login with Big Data Analyst

4.2 Step 2: Add Querying by Big Data by admin
4.3 Step 3: call Standard Deviation function
•

Gets U (Planning) as Input to WC

•

For i=0 to 7 //sum = Sum(Price, grade, Customer type, area)

•

Visit i (Big data Page) when logged in by normal user

•

Go to step 2 till Sum

•

Output as Tabular Data

4.4 Step 4: call to Sub Function
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•

Get CP (daily data) as input

•

Call Function summation Function

•

Get Relevant Information of positive, negative, neutral comments

4.5 Step5: Display Result in the graphical form – Display Comparison.
4.6 Step 6: Stop.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed that CNN can be used for classification of oil makers and oil types, according to
input given by user so that user can easily get information of available oil types in market according to their
requirements. We can also analyze scope of oil manufacturer and stability as per attribute like price,
geographical area, density, grade etc. and customer can focus on market plan to be executed pan India. It can be
used in oil industry for defining price policy.
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ABSTRACT
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) are generally deployed over a large sea area and the nodes
are usually floating. This paper aims at analysing the node deployment strategies on localization performance
in underwater wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASN). The objective of this paper is to achieve application
dependent target sensing and communication coverage with minimum number of sensor nodesusing tetrahedron
deployment scheme and different localization algorithms are compared for efficient localization.Thevarious
localization algorithms such asparticle swarm optimization (PSO), location dispatch based on command nodes
(LDBCN) and Dive and rise(DNR) are compared in terms of

coverage area, network lifetime, energy

consumption, localization error.The simulation result showsthat DNR algorithm provides the better results in
terms of network connectivity and energy consumption.

Keywords- Deployment, localization, energy consumption
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years there has been an accumulative interest in the development of Underwater Wireless Sensor
Networks (UWSNs) .UWSNs exhibit several architectural differences with respect to the terrestrial ones, which
are mainly due to the transmission medium characteristics and the signal to transmit data (acoustic ultrasound
signals). Basically, a sensor node in UWSN is formed by the backing among several network nodes that
establish an acoustic link that are bidirectional and maintains the network. Since acoustic signals are mainly
used in UWSNs, the key aspects taken into reason involved in the propagation of acoustic signals in underwater
wireless sensor network environment are: (1) the propagation speed of sound,(2) phase and magnitude
fluctuations lead to higher bit error rates,(3) bandwidth constraint; (4) interference in multipath .acoustic
communication in underwater is severe due mainly to the surface tides or receptacle activity, this becomes a
severe problematic to attain better bandwidth efficiency.
The main difference between terrestrial sensor networks is the terrestrial sensor networks are designed to
operate on the land. It needs air as communication channel forcommunication. A distinctive terrestrial sensor
network composed of transmitter and receiver part. It uses electromagnetic radio waves for booming the data or
voice.The underwater sensor networks are intended to function in under water. Water is used as communication
channel for communication. A typical underwater sensor network composed of transmitter and receiver part.
Electromagnetic radio waves, optical waves and acoustic waves are used for communication. EM waves
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propagate at longer distances through conductive sea water at very low frequencies (i.e. 30 to 300Hz). This
needs large antenna and high power for transmission. Hence it is not ideal for underwater communication. In
contrast to EM waves, optical waves do not suffer from very high attenuation. However optical communication
in under water suffers from scattering loss andmoreover it needs high accuracy narrower laser beams for
carrying the information. In underwater environment optical waves are used for short range communication.Due
toseveral limitations and drawback of electromagnetic(EM) waves, the Opticalwaves,acoustic waves are used
for communication in underwater sensor based networks. The underwater applications are classified as
monitoring, disaster, military, assisted navigation, sports which will have a great impact on the underwater and
provide benefits to humans.
The underwater monitoring applications are used to monitor the underwater environment, properties, and its
characteristics. The monitoring applications include water quality,habitat monitoring & monitoring underwater
explorations. Monitoring the quality of water differs from canals to ocean. In ocean monitoring is based on
using sensors integrated with AUV. The AUV is responsible for collecting the water samples and the
information is transmitted to the base station [1]. Water basednatural disaster will produce huge destruction to
the earth and also more dangerous to the water habitat. Hence disaster monitoring and preventive mechanism are
very necessary. UWSN monitoring has a wide variety of applications such as floods, underwater volcanic
eruption, tsunami and oil spills. The system designed for the issue of flood monitoring & alarming with the help
of UWSN [2] consists of sensor module, observatory module, and transponder module. The sensor module will
gather information related to underwater parameters such as level, thrust, and intensity of water. The
transponder module is used for relaying information in case of flood. The observatory module is used for
observing the information and predicts the flood.UWSN are used to assist military applications and lead to
economic solution to protect naval forces. Different sensors such as cameras, imaging sensors and metal
detectors with AUV are used to find underwater mines, securing ports, submarines and surveillance. In mine
detection[3] the system is designed in which the AUV is employed with a sensor. The sensor is capable of
producing very high resolution images that will help in localizing the underwater mines. The possibility of error
is reduced by capturing the same area with multiple view.

II. RELATED WORKS
A three dimensional deployment space is the important characteristics of UWSN. Architecture of underwater
network varies from network to network and so it isapplication dependent.A general architecture of underwater
sensor network is shown in Fig. 1.1 UWSN consists of sensor nodes, super nodes, base station, autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUV), remotely operated vehicles (ROV) controlled by a base station etc.
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Fig 1.1 UWSN Architecture

Sensor nodes collect data by monitoring underwater deployment area and use acoustic link to relay that data to
sea floor base station. Base station uses acoustic signals to communicate with underwater nodes and use radio
signals to relay data to a user station for processing. Power management is a critical issue in underwater wireless
sensor network hence the sensor node should be energy efficient. The other critical issues of underwater
wireless sensor networks are synchronization of time, localization of node, protocol used for routing .Extensive
research has focused on node deployment algorithmsin UASNs, the majority of which aim at achieving high
network connectivity and coverage, minimizing the number ofsensor nodes and their energy consumption.A
good deployment strategy will provide the fundamental support for many network services such as topology
control and routing. There are three different types of deployment scheme [9] used in UWSN they are random
deployment, cube deployment, tetrahedron deployment. The random deployment is simple but cause a major
issues such as partition of network and more energy consumption. In cube deployment the anchor nodes are
placed in a prepositioned cubes and hence more anchor nodes are needed to cover a large volume. The
tetrahedron deployment scheme outperforms the other two deployment scheme.To resolve the node deployment
problem, a tetrahedron deployment scheme is used to achieve large coverage area.

Fig 1.2 Tetrahedron Deployment

The data sensed by the node is only meaningful when sensor node localization is done properly. There are many
localization challenges in [7] underwater wireless sensor network.
2.1 Node Deployment: Deployment of sensor and reference nodes is difficultand costly in deep sea
environment.
2.2 Node mobility: Due to water current and other disturbances the underwater sensor nodes get drifted and
hence the speed of the water current is variable hence it is difficult to predict the location of the
node.Theposition estimation will go wrong if a node gets moved during localization process.
2.3 Variation in Signal Strength: Strength of acoustic signal gets affected by many factors like Doppler shift,
multipath propagation, attenuation and external noise.
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2.4 Synchronization of time: Many localization schemes assume that nodes aresynchronized. Time
synchronization is difficult to achievein underwater scenario due to long propagation delay andvariable sound
speed. As radio signals cannot propagateunderwater, so GPS service is also not available.
III LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM
Localization algorithms are classified into three categories. (1) In stationary localization algorithms, all sensor
nodes are static. They are attached to surface buoys or ocean floor units which have fixed locations. (2) In
mobile localization algorithms, all sensor nodes are mobile. They freely drift with water currents or use
propelled equipment’s, e.g., Autonomous Underwater Vehicle(AUV), to control their movements. (3) In hybrid
localization algorithms, stationary and mobile sensor nodes coexist. Thesethree categories are further divided
into subcategories of centralized and distributed localization schemes.In centralized localization algorithms, the
location of each unknown node isestimated by a base station or a sink node. These two categories are further
divided into subcategories of estimation-based and prediction-based algorithms. Estimation-based algorithms
use current information to compute the location of a node, while prediction-based algorithms aim at predicting
the location of a node at the next time instant, using previous and current location information. In distributed
localization algorithms,each underwater unknown node collects localization information and then runs a
location estimation algorithm individually.
3.1 PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
The localization algorithm that use reference nodes are classified into: range based schemes and range free
schemes.in range based schemes to estimate the location of the nodes in the network the precise distance or
angle measurement are calculated. To estimate their distance to other nodes the range based schemes that relay
on range/bearing information that use time of arrival (TOA), angle of arrival (AOA) or received signal strength
indicator. The range free schemes do not use range i.e., they do not make use of techniques such as AOA, TOA.
However only the coarse estimate of nodes location is calculated in the range free schemes. Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is a multi-step localization algorithm and it is divided into beacon node localization and
unknown node localization. The flow diagram of PSO is shown in fig 1.3.By measuring the distances from the
nodes to the buoys the beacon nodes are located. The next moment the location of the unknown nodes are
predicted by estimating the speed of the movement of the nodes. In particle swarm optimization (pso) each node
keeps track of its best solution i.e., best solution and best value of any node i.e., global best.
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Each node tries to modify its position using the following information the current positions, the distance
between the current position and the personal best, distance between the current position and global best. The
beacon nodes broadcast a packet in the network after getting their velocities, and the packetcontains the identity,
velocity and time identification information. Time identification represents the moment of positioning for this
node. Since all the nodes cannot complete their positioning at the same time, the referenced nodes selected
should be in the same positioning round as the unknown nodes, that is to say they should have the same time
identification. The unknown node W receives the packets from different beacon nodes, and it will sign the
beacon node which has the same time identification as a referenced node. Finally the list of reference nodes will
be set up, and it includes the identity, velocity, time identification information, and the received signal strength
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3.2 Location Dispatch Based On Command Nodes(Ldbcn)
The sink node and the command nodes are used to determine the location of the common nodes. LDBCN
algorithm is used to preserve energy of the common nodes The major difference between the PSO and LDBCN
is that PSO has only one sink node which corrects and analyses the information from other nodes. The flow
diagram for LDBCN is given in Fig 1.4. In LDBCN the sink node are randomly scattered on the surface of
water.
Start

Command Node Move To Destination Location

Calculate Match Information

Adjust Process Of Sink Node

Dispatch Process

stop

Fig 1.4Flow Diagram of LDBCN
The other type of node is the command node used for network connectivity and also to report to the location of
the common nodes. The command nodes are also randomly distributed on the surface of the water and then the
command nodes are moved to the predetermined locations to connect with the sink node.The common nodes are
used for monitoring purposes and the common nodes are also divided into two types, one is coverage node and
the other is connectivity node. The coverage node is used to improve the overall network coverage rate. To
make the whole network fully connected the connectivity nodes are used. The destination locations of the
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common nodes, command nodes and the sink nodes are stored in the memory of the nodes. This process helps to
preserve the energy of the node when it moves from the initial random position to the corresponding
destination.The command nodes report to the common nodes to choose thedestination location from the
destination set for the common node to preserve the total energy.Theconnectivity rate of the network is defined
as the ratio M to N where M is the number of common nodes that can communicate with the sink node with sink
hop or multi hop, and N is the number of common nodes.

Connectivity rate= M/N

If the network connectivity rate is 1 the network achieves full connectivity so that all the common nodes can
communicate with the sink node. The destination set of locations of the nodes are calculated with the help of
GFCND algorithm. The locations of the nodes are set into memory of the nodes and these nodes are scattered on
the surface of the water by plane or ships. When the command nodes moves to the destination locations, the
total distance covered by all the common nodes will be too large. By using the dispatch algorithm the distance
covered by all the common nodes to reach the destination is reduced. The process of LDBCN is the sink node
and command node move to their destinations. The common node sends their register information to the nearest
command nodes, if there are more than one command node then the common node select the command node
with the smaller ID. Each command nodes knows the number of the common nodes and the destination
locations. Each command node selects the correct destination location from the common node.

3.3 DIVE AND RISE POSITIONING (DNR)
DNR positioning is a localization scheme that works in a large scale networks which consider mobility and
establishes minimal message exchange. DNRbeacons which are low-cost, mobile nodes that can sink down with
the weight force and can bubble up with a bladder. Their coordinates are learnt through GPS before sinking and
distribute this information as they are diving. The sensor nodes receive messages from DNR beacons and
estimate their coordinates using either bounding box or triangulation algorithms [8]The trade-off between
message overhead and the cost of usinglarge number of anchors can be solved by using few, inexpensive,
mobile beacons. Considersimple devices that can dive with the help of extra weight. When they reach a certain
depth, the weight is released and they rise/emerge with the help of a bladder. DNR beacon when floating above
the water is responsible for getting its GPS coordinates and while diving it broadcasts its coordinates. We
assume that pressure sensors are equipped in the sensor nodes.Thedepth (z coordinate) are known with the help
of pressure sensor and estimatingthe x-y coordinates is appropriate to determine their location. Thevalue of the z
coordinate is maintained in DNR beaconvia pressure sensors. DNR beacons broadcast messages to the sensor
nodes.Byusing the time of arrival of these messages range measurement is done. Assuming the nodes are
synchronized, sensor nodes can estimate their coordinates by hearing broadcast messages from DNR beacons.
Theratio of localized nodes are studiedunder two different localization techniques; bounding box and
triangulation. The triangulation method gives best results as it does not depend on anchor nodes.
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Fig 1.5 Flow Diagram of DNR

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section the simulated output for particle swarm optimization (PSO),location dispatch based on command
nodes (LDBCN), dive and rise (DNR) algorithm are compared. The parameters compared are network lifetime,
network coverage, energy consumption
4.1 Cluster Head Selection
The cluster head is selected in the tetrahedron shape. The cluster head collects data from nearby sensor nodes
and forwards to the nearby cluster head or base station.

Fig1.6 Cluster Head Selection
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4.2 Distance Calculation
The distance between the each and every nodes is calculated with the Euclidean distance calculation

Fig 1.7 Distance Calculation Between Nodes
4.3 ENERGY CONSUMMPTION
Energy consumption is an important factor to evaluate the localization methods and it mainly depends on the
average communication takes among the sensor nodes. The energy consumption is measured with the average
communication cost parameter i.e., defined as the ratio between the overall messages exchanged in the network
to the number of effectively localized sensor nodes

Fig 1.8 Energy Consumption

4.4 NETWORK LIFETIME
A lack of network lifetime may lead to an undesirable sub networks which may not be able to pass the
information to the sinks.Network lifetime is the ratio of the number of sensornodes that can communicate with
other sensor nodes to the total number of sensor nodes
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Fig 1.9 Network Lifetime
4.5 NETWORK COVERAGE
The network coverage rate changes with the proportion of beacon nodes. when the beacon node proportion is
higher, then the anchor node localize the unknown node with increase in network coverage and less localization
error. The dive and rise positioning algorithm covers large volume compared with the other two algorithms
which is shown in Fig 1.10

Fig 1.10 Network Coverage

V.CONCLUSION
DNR-Positioning is able to solve the localization problem in underwatersensor networks without any expensive
hardware. Moreover, when compared to PSO and LDBCN no message exchange is required. Sensor nodes are
able to learn their coordinates just by listening. This passive learning results in saving energy and reducing
communication cost. DNR beacons can readily work with MAC protocols that assume sleep/wakeup cycles. In
addition, the performance can be improved by simply adding message exchange among neighbour sensor nodes
after waking up. However, DNR beacons need to surface to get GPS coordinates and they are subject to more
complex currents.
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ABSTRACT
The popular concept of a robot is of a machine that looks and works like a human being. The industry is moving
from current state of automation to Robotization, to increase productivity and to deliver uniform quality. One
type of robot commonly used in industry is a robotic manipulator or simply a robotic arm known as pick and
place robot. It is an open or closed kinematic chain of rigid links interconnected by movable joints. In this work
in first stage our focus on theoretical development of robotic arm model along with screw holding fixture for
oxidizing processforindustrial applications. The first is the holding device for oxidizing process of screw and the
second is a robotic assembly using passive compliant devices. For each problem an end-effector device was
designed, built and tested using a robotic manipulator with four degrees of freedom. Another reason behind the
automation is that the products which are manufactured by the company (Adler Mediequip Pvt. Ltd.) are
internal body parts which are placed inside the human body. Hence it is required that there should be proper
preciseness of product.

Keywords :Control ,Fixture, Fabrication, Robot, ,Oxidization
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a company need to have an automation in their current process of anodizing.[1][2][3] Fulfilling their need
we are fabricating a holding fixture along with robotic arm. A screw is to be anodized forming an oxide layer on
its head portion. These screws are going to be used in the human body in case of fracture, so preciseness of the
finished product is must. For getting this precise nature a fixture is designed, due to which only the head portion
is oxidized without affecting the threaded area. Considering the automation, the robotic arm is designed for
holding the fixture, providing the smooth deep into the anodizing solution. A microcontroller is used to control
all the motions of robotic arm. All these provisions results in getting the uniform layer on screw head.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Current process for oxidising requires lots of human efforts and time, while the finished product obtained has
room for improvement since the quality of finished product is not satisfactory.Solution for this problem is given
by providing a screw holding device along with robotic arm. This will overcome above mentioned problem and
will improve the quality of finished product.
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III. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Extensive Literature Survey
3.2 Design of Screw holding Fixture and Robotic Arm
3.3 Selection and procurement of material, Microcontroller.
3.4 Fabrication of the model
3.5Testing and implementation of model at work station.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND MATERIAL SELECTION,CALCULATIONS
4.1 The following were put into consideration in the design process:[4][5]
4.1.1

Electrical actuators DC servo are chosen instead of hydraulic or pneumatic actuators

4.1.2

Reduction in the weight concentrationContinuous path controller –microcontroller (Ardiuno)

4.1.3

Fixture should be tight fitting, it should not damage screws and it should be properly sealed

4.1.4

Material Selection:

For making any device, materials used plays a very important role because the strength and the rigidity of the
structure depends on the type of material used. There are many properties of material which affect the working
of the material like strength, rigidity, vibration, damping etc.
Following are materials which are used for this work.
i. Aluminium
ii. Copper
iii. Polypropylene (PP)
For the model of fixture we are using PP as it is light weight and will sustain in the acidic solution. Copper is
used for the upper plate so as to pass the current in the screws.For robotic arm we selected aluminiumfor its light
weight and its properties like high strength, low density,etc.

4.2. Oxidation process:[6][7]
It is an electrolytic passivation process used to increase the thickness of the natural oxide layer on the surface of
metal parts. Anodic oxidation is a commonly used surface treatment. Its aim is to improve the corrosion or wear
resistance, the external aspect, and the ability for adhesive bonding. The application of anodic oxidation to the
surface preparation of titanium alloys is more recent. It was found that at 10 to 30 volts and 5 to 6 seconds, the
Titanium alloy was effectively oxidized and, the coating formed was very smooth and clear.
4.3. Solution prepared for the oxidizing process
Sulphuric acid + water: (2.5 ltr + 30 ltr)
Trisodium + water: (400 gms + 30 ltr)
4.4. Formula for layer thickness[8][9]
Thickness = (P2 − P1)/(S × D) (1)
Where,
P2 -weight after oxidization

P1 - weight before oxidization

S - Surface area of the Titanium alloy

D - Density of the Titanium alloy

Table 1: Color based on voltage supplied
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Color on layer

Voltage(volts)

Time(Sec)

Gold

10

5

Blue

20

5

Purple

19

5

Sky Blue

25

5

4.5 Torque and Speed Calculation
The main criteria to be considered for the selection of motor are torque and speed.
Torque is the tendency of force to rotate an object about an axis.
Mathematically, torque is defined as the cross product of the lever-arm distance and force, which tends to
produce rotation. i.e. T= F * L Nm ,Where,F= force acting on the motor , L= length of the shaft Force.
F is given by, F= m * g N ,Where, m=mass to be lifted by the motor , g= gravitational constant = 9.8 m/s
Calculation of the torque starts from the gripper and moves downward till the base joint of the arm. Hence base
Joint carries the maximum payload i.e it should carry the weight of the upper 3 motors also. The robotic arm is
of three joints. One motor each at the 3 joints. The torque and speed calculation differs at each joint depending
on the payload.

Fig. 1 Robotic arm designs
Torque for the first joint is calculated as from above figure as,
T1 = F1 * L1
F1 = m1 * g
Consider,
Weight to be lifted = 2 kg
Weight of the gripper = 5.5kg
Total weight on joint1 = m1= 4.2kg
Length of the gripper = L1= 0.2m
F1 = 4.2*9.8
F1 = 41.20 N
T1 = F1*L1 = 41.20*0.2
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T1 = 8.24 Nm
By considering service factor, S.F=1.25
T1max = 8.24*1.25=10.30Nm
Similarly, the torque for the other joints is also calculated but for the succeeding joints, the weight of the above
motor and the length get added.
Torque for 2nd joint = T2 = F2 (L1+L2)
Torque for 3rd joint = T3 = F3 (L1+L2+L3)
Torque for base motor =Tb = Fb (Lb + L1+L2+L3)
The calculation of the torque can be tabulated as below:
Table 2: Torque calculation

Location of

Link length (m)

Total mass (kg)

motors

Force

Torque

Torque

(N)

(min)

(max)

Joint 1

0.2

4.2

41.20

6.18

7.72

Joint 2

0.55

4.5

44.55

24.50

30.62

Joint 3

1.05

5

49.05

51.50

64.37

Base

1.15

8

78.40

90.16

112.7

V.CONSTRUCTION
5.1 Construction of fixture
The fixture contains following parts:
1. Main body
2. Middle plate
3. Rubber plate
4. Upper copper plate
5. Grommets
The grommets is the main element of the fixture, it is fixed in the main body. The middle plate is placed
between the cavity of main body and the copper plate. It contains threads same that of the screw so as to lock the
screw. The copper plate is at the top of main body just after the rubber plate. Copper plate is tightened with body
with the help of bolts.

5.2 Construction of robot assembly
The robot assembly contains following parts:
1. Aluminum links
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2. Gripper assembly
3. Base plate
4. Servo motors with couplings
5. Thrust bearing
6. Electronic set up (Controller, diodes, LED display, etc.)
Three links of aluminum bar are connected together with the help of servo motors and couplings. These links are
mounted on base plate. A thrust bearing is placed below to rotate the whole assembly about 180 0. The electronic
set up is attached which includes controller, LED display, etc. to control the motion of the links and base plate.

VI.WORKING
6.1 Working of fixture
The fixture is so designed that it would be operated by the semiskilled worker too. When the screw is inserted
into the fixture from grommets, it will get tighten by the middle plate. The screw gets lock up to desired limit in
the grommets and will touch to the copper plate. The grommets are provided for the proper sealing action. The
current is provided by the gripper and it passes through copper plate to the screw. The screw will then act as
anode and solution of sulphuric acid acts as cathode. When current is supplied, the chemical reaction takes place
and the head portion of screw which is in the contact with acidic solution, will get oxidized. The screws are then
unloaded from fixture and carried for the further operation of cleaning.
5.2 Working of Robot Assembly:
The robot assembly is controlled by the controller (Ardiuno). When the power is supplied to the robot arm, it
picks the fixture from the loading table and deep it into oxidizing tank. The chemical reaction is then takes place
between screw and the sulphuric acid. After 5 to 7 seconds a layer is formed on the head portion. The arm then
raise the fixture from the tank and place it at the unloading table. And the cycle continue till desired production

VII. ACTUAL SETUP

Fig. 3 Project setup

VIII.EXPECTED RESULTS DISCUSSION
1. It is to be found that, fixture is fulfilling the company requirement by providing the preciseness of finished
product.
2. The desired oxidized layer is obtained up to the precise level.
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3. During a trial on robotic arm, unfortunately the servo motors breaks down and the whole assembly got
collapse. The selection of motors was wrong and hence the robot could not work properly.
4. Hence it is advisable to utilized advanced servo motors with required specifications as per the load.

Fig. 4 Oxidized screw

IX. CONCLUSION
Fabrication work of screw holding fixture and designing and fabrication of pick and place robot arm has been
successfully done. However, it was found that the robot arm is not able to carry the desired load due to
insufficient torque capacity of servo motors that have been used in this project. Hence it is advisable to utilized
advanced servo motors with required specifications as per the load. Though it was not affordable to use such
advanced motors in this project because of standardization issue, the manual oxidation of the screws with
accurate and precise coating has been achieved by the use of screw holding fixture and overcome the necessity
of tapping operation for the screw before doing oxidation process.
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ABSTRACT
Currently cloud computing is extremely in style in giant and little scale organization because it can hold on
giant amount of knowledge and supply low price service. Thus it has daily new challenges to produce secure
authorization, integrity and access management. Some approaches are guaranteeing concerning security
however there are some limitations to these approaches and problems. To resolve this issue we have proposed
a scheme named threshold cryptography within which information from owner will be divided among its users
in cluster and partial key will be shared with all users in the cluster. The partial key will be used by the user for
decryption. The proposed scheme uses capability list to control the access. This proposed scheme not only
provides the sturdy information confidentiality however additionally reduces the quantity of keys.
Index terms: Outsourced data, malicious outsiders, access control, authentication, capability list, threshold
cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION
As an end user, cloud computing lets you run software applications and access data from any place and time,
and from any computer; without the need to ever install, upgrade, troubleshoot software applications physically
on a local desktop or server. Cloud computing is a quick growing and new technology in field of computation
and storage of information. It provides storage and computing as a service at terribly engaging cost. It provides
services consistent with three basic service models: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service
(PaaS) and software system as a service (SaaS). Storage as a service is essentially a platform as a service. The
few characteristics of cloud computing are: on-demand service, self service, location independent, more
elasticity and measured scale service.
These characteristics create cloud important. Industries and establishments area unit exploiting these
characteristics of cloud computing and increasing their profit and revenue [1]. That's why, industries area unit
shifting their businesses towards cloud computing. However, information security may be a major obstacle
within the approach of cloud computing. Folks are still fearing to use the cloud computing. Some folks believe
that cloud is unsafe place and once you send your information to the cloud, you lose complete privacy over it
[8][9]. They're somewhere right. Data of information owners are kept and processed at external servers. So,
confidentiality, integrity and access of information become additional vulnerable. Since, external servers area
unit are operated by commercial service suppliers, information owner cannot trust on them as they'll use this
information for his or her edges and might spoil businesses of information owner [4]. Knowledge owner even
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cannot trust on users as they will be malicious. Information confidentiality could violet through collusion attack
of malicious users and repair suppliers.
Many schemes are given to confirm these security necessities however they're littered with collusion
attack of malicious users and cloud service supplier and significant computation (due to massive no keys). To
handle these problems we have a tendency to propose a scheme. During this scheme, there are primarily three
entities: Data Owner (DO), Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Users. Users are divided in terms on some basis
like location, project and department and, akin to every cluster, there's one key for encryption and decryption of
information. Every user within the cluster shares components of the key. Information is decrypted once a
minimum of threshold number of users are present. This scheme not solely provides information confidentiality
by all means that however conjointly reduces the amount of keys. To get fine-grained information access
control, the approach has used capability list [6]. It's primarily row-based decomposition of access matrix. In
capability list operations for a user and authorized data are specified. It is better suit than Access Control List
(ACL) [5][10][16] it is because ACL gives users and their allowable operation for every information and file. It
is much inefficient that two users need same information and have same operations on that. During this paper,
the approach has used the changed Diffie-Hellman algorithmic rule to come up with only one shared sessionkey between CSP and user to guard the information from outsiders. To confirm data integrity the approach has
used MD5 [4].

II. RELATED WORK
Data confidentiality and access control are two basic security necessities for outsourced information in cloud
computing. Sometime, after we emphasize more on security of information, we tend to ignore performance of
systems (DO, CSP, users). as an example, to secure information, we tend to sometime use too many keys. we all
know that keys are confidential, thus there's have to be compelled to secure and maintain these keys that are
extra work. These extra works have an effect on the performance of the system. So, it is fascinating to scale
back no of keys. So, there is need a scheme that has not only information security however conjointly maintain
the performance. several schemes are recommended to satisfy these necessities.
The scheme proposed in [13] is the group-key scheme. In group-key scheme, there's one key to every cluster of
users for decryption method and all users of the cluster know that key. Here, range of keys is reduced however
there's a problem of collusion attack of CSP and a user because a single malicious user can leak whole
information of the cluster to CSP. we all know that CSP is not trustworthy party. It will use data owner’s
information for its business advantages.
The scheme proposed in [4] tried to achieve information confidentiality and access control. in this scheme,
information are encrypted by symmetrical/bilaterally symmetric keys and symmetric keys are known solely to
data owner and corresponding data users. The encrypted information are stored at CSP. CSP cannot see
information stored at it as information are encrypted. information are further encrypted by one time secrete
session-key shared between CSP and user by the changed Diffie-Hellman protocol to safeguard information
from outsiders during the transmission between CSP and user. This scheme no doubt provides whole data
security however there's associated a key corresponding to every user and users could also be massive in number
in some applications. So, number of keys might increase. Hence, increases the maintenance and security issues
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of keys Communication model of the proposed scheme somehow matches with it [4] however proposed scheme
is safer and reduces number of keys. The proposed scheme is helpful for those applications wherever works are
done in team and group such as in software industries. you may assume proposed scheme has limited
applications however it is not as such. it's applicable all where you can group users on some basis and can apply
threshold cryptography technique. such as software and hardware industries, institutes, banks and medicals
fields. there is provision of hierarchy of access in this scheme which makes this scheme more helpful and
realistic. for example, an university has vice-chancellor, hods, teachers, staff and students. each has totally
different level of access right.

III. MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We suppose that our model is composed of three entities: a CSP, a DO and many users related to DO. Initially,
all users are registered at DO. during registration users send their credentials to DO. we tend to assume that
user’s credentials are sent securely to DO. DO then divides users in groups and provides encryption keys,
tokens, algorithm (MD5) and other necessary things for secure communication to user groups in response of
registration. A user can get information from CSP in a very confidential manner after successful authentication
of himself at CSP. we assume that CSP includes a massive capacity and machine power. we additionally assume
that nobody can breach the security of CSP. further we assume that the algorithm which is used to generate the
secrete keys for encryption, is secure at DO. DO has storage capacity to store some files and information and, he
can execute programs also at CSP to manage his files and information. we are using modified Diffie-Hellman
and public key cryptography to secure communication between CSP and user. modified Diffie-Hellman protocol
is used to create one time session-key between CSP and user. Fig.1 illustrates the secure communication
between entities in the proposed scheme.

IV. TECHNOLOGIES USED
This is a complete model for secure communication between different entities and secure access to data. There
are four algorithms in the proposed scheme. Algorithm 1 describes secure communication of data between DO
and CSP moreover this algorithm insures data confidentiality and, authentication of DO and CSP. Algorithm 2
describes procedures which DO and CSP apply after a new file creation in respect. Algorithm 3 describes about
secure communication of data between CSP and user. In this algorithm user’s authorization is also checked.
Algorithm 4 describes the threshold cryptography technique for decryption of a user’s file. Algorithm 4 is
applied at user side where number of keys is reduced (one key corresponding to one group) and no threat of
collusion attack as in group-key scheme.

Fig: System Architecture
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To understand proposed scheme better we take an example of real life scenario, DO may be a software industry
who stores its data on to the CSP and the users may be its employees who view their data from the CSP. DO
divides users in groups on some basis such as project basis and encrypts the data of each group with a single
symmetric key (KT) and, it gives parts of the symmetric key (KT) to each user of the group. DO computes
digest of data by using 128-bit MD5 hash algorithm and then encapsulates the digest and data using the
symmetric key (KT). This in turn, provides strong data confidentiality and integrity. DO then fills the entries
such as UID, FID and AR in Capability List corresponding to each new user. DO then encrypts Capability List
and encapsulated things with its private key after that public key of CSP and, then sends all things to CSP.
These encryptions ensure confidentiality and authentication between DO and CSP.
Algorithm 1: Procedure to be followed by CSP after getting encrypted File and Capability List from DO
Step 1: CSP stores Encrypted Data and Capability List which are received from DO Array

←

Rece(EkPuCSP(EkPrDO (Ekkt (Fi)) || (CPList))
CPList || Ekkt (Fi) ← DkPrCSP(DkPuDO( (Array))
Step 2: CSP updates the Encrypted File List Encptd. File List ← Encptd. File List (FID, Base Adds.)
Step 3: CSP updates Capability List CPList ← CPList(UID, FID, AR)
Algorithm 1 describes the process what CSP do after getting encrypted data and Capability List from the DO.
CSP decrypts the message using its own private key and the public key of data owner and stores the encrypted
data and Capability List in its storage. CSP then updates the encrypted File List and Capability List. Since, data
are encrypted using symmetric key (KT) which is known only to DO and respected user group, CSP can't see
data even though user's credential comes through it.
Algorithm 2: Procedure to be followed after a new File creation
Step 1: DO updates Capability List CPList ← Add.(CPList, (UID, FID, AR))
Step 2: Now, DO encrypts the CPList, Encrypted File, symmetric key and sends these to the CSP Send
(EkPuCSP(EkPrDO(CPList, (Fi), EkPrDO (EkPuUSR(KT, N+1, TimeStamp)))))
Step 3: CSP Updates its copy of the Capability List, Encrypted File List and sends symmetric key to indented
user group Send (EkPuUSR(EkPrDO(EkPuUSR(KT,N+1,TimeStamp))))
Step 4: Now, the user can send actual access request for that File directly to CSP
Algorithm 2 illustrates the procedure required after a new File creation. When a new File is created, DO fills
entries for that File in Capability List containing UID, FID and AR. DO generates a symmetric key (KT) and
encrypts File with that symmetric key (KT). Now, DO encrypts the updated CPList, Encrypted File and
symmetric key (KT) with its private key after that public key of CSP and sends these to the CSP. When CSP
receives these, it updates Capability List, Encrypted File List and sends encrypted symmetric key (KT) to
respective user group. Users of the user group then decrypt the message and get their own parts of the
symmetric key (KT). To avoid man-in-middle and replay attack we use nonce and timestamp in each message.
After getting the details, user can request to CSP for data.
Algorithm 3: Algorithm for secure data exchange between CSP and User by using Modified D-H key exchange
Step 1: User sends data access request to CSP Send (UID, FID, AR))
Step 2: CSP matches UID, FID, AR with CPList stored at it. If( match)
Go to step (3) else
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Go to step (6)
Step 3: CSP initiates D-H exchange with that User and shares one time shared session key(KS)
Step 4: CSP encrypts the encrypted File with shared session key and sends it to User Send (((Fi)))
Step 5: User decrypts the File and calculates the message digest of that File If Calculated digest matches with
stored digest then File is original else File is modified and User sends Error Notification to DO
Step 6: CSP sends 'invalid request' message to User
Algorithm 3 describes how data are exchanged securely between CSP and the user by use of modified DiffieHellman algorithm. We called it modified D-H algorithm as we encrypt the D-H parameters using the public
key of one side and, using nonce in each direction during session key (KS) generation and data transfer. It helps
to counter the man-in-the middle attack. After available of keys and tokens, the user may request for data to
CSP. CSP initiates modified D-H key exchange with the user, if request is authentic. We assume that the session
key (KS) is shared between CSP and the user by modified Diffie-Hellman algorithm. Now, CSP encrypts the
encrypted File (Fi) and its digest (Di) with the shared session key (KS) and sends it to the user. This over
encryption ensures the confidentiality of the message between cloud service provider and the user. The user then
decrypts the message (user decrypts the message according to algorithm 4) and calculates the digest of File and
then matches it with stored digest. If digest matches, File is original otherwise File is modified by outsiders and
user then sends an error notification message to DO.
Algorithm 4: Algorithm for Decryption of a File for User 1
Step 1: User 1 receives Encrypted File M ← Rece.( (Fi))
Step 2: Initially, all bits of PKS Vector is zero. Here, PKS Vector indicates parts of the key. User 1 will update
this PKS Vector with the components he has PKS = PKSOR A1
Step 3: User 1 forwards M and PKS to ith user of the group. Who will decrypt it and update the PKS Vector M
= (M) PKS = PKSOR Ai The ith user then forwards M and PKS to next user in the group. The next user
performs same operations as ith user did. This process is continued.
Step 4: if (PKS = = 11111............................up to d bits)
Go to step (5)
else
Go to step (3)
Step 5: Forward M to the User 1 User 1 then decrypts message (M) and get File Fi = (M)
Algorithm 4 which resembles the threshold cryptography technique, describes the procedure how a File is
decrypting for User 1. After getting encrypted message, user's main concern how to decrypt it because he alone
can't decrypt. So, he first updates PKS Vector (Initially, all bits of it are zero) with his key component and then
sends PKS Vector and encrypted message to next user of same group. The next user then decrypts the message
and updates the PKS Vector with his key component. This is continuing until all bits of PKS Vector are one.
Here, we can see that application is not using all key components (Only threshold no of key components). After
this, data are sent back to initiator user. Initiator user then decrypts the message and gets it. Initially, User 1does
not decrypt message (M), he just updates the PKS Vector.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new approach which provides Security for data outsourced at CSP. Some
approaches are given to secure outsourced data but they are suffering from having large number of keys and
collusion attack. By employing the threshold cryptography at the user side, we protect outsourced data from
collusion attack. Since, DO stores its data at CSP in encrypted form and, keys are known only to DO and
respected users group, data confidentiality is ensured. To ensure fine-grained access control of outsourced.
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ABSTRACT
The term ‘Digital Marketing’ specifies the creation and management of customer relationships using online
activities which may generate the lead for sale and further; searching for potential customers for business
development and its possiblegrowth. For the growth of business and good ROI, trust building among customers
is the key attribute. Information Technology has given the new dimension to the business as E-Business. The
major focus in this paper is to discuss the emerging digital tools and trends in Digital Marketing and to analyze
the various issues observed during its implementation in E-Business.

Keywords: Digital Marketing, E-Business, ROI,SEO,SMM, SNS
I. INTRODUCTION
Without proper identification of potential customer, to enter into the business world is not a justifiedreason.
Theemergences of WWW, Internet, and Web Technologies have been provided the flexible framework to enter
easily into the online business. On one way it is providing the opportunity for entering into the business with
less investment but on the other hand increasing the level of competition in the cyber world. Therefore
Relation building and then after maintaining that relation into the era of neck to neck competition is a challenge.
Slight fall in unwanted business practices may have a huge cost in terms of customer relation. With the advent
and wide popularity of Social Media; to come in contact is quite easy among each other, but to build the trust for
business and to maintain the ethical business relation with the customer is one of the major challenges.
According to Anon-“Marketing is getting the right goods and services to the right people at right places at right
time at the right price with the right communication”. Marketing management is the analysis, planning,
implementation and control of programs designed to create, build and maintain beneficial exchanges with target
buyers for the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. .The Web via Internet is overloaded with the
information. With the mindset that “Most of needs and wants can be driven by the Internet” is the main reason
of increasing online users day by day. This trend has forced the corporate world to perform activities such as
customer targeting, branding, promotion and advertising over the Web. The noticeable advantage of using
Digital Marketing over traditional marketing is that it reduces the selling cycle of the business. This plays an
important role in achieving good ROI.The E-business has the reach to the customers of the whole world
connected via Internet. Therefore the E-Commerce enabled business provides its customer the borderless
marketplace rather than physical marketplace. Because of the pull type processing E-Commerce provides
customized product services to fulfill the customer requirement. Now the E-business is free from time, place and
person. Customers involved in E-Commerce have the choice of shopping around the world and also they can go
easily for price comparison either by surfing the individual web portal or through the web portal acting as an
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intermediary and providing comparison lists of similar kind of products offered through different companies [1].
Popularity of Social Media such as FB,Linkedln, Tweeter,Whatsapp over Internet and promotional strategies of
the Government toward digital transactions, lucrativeschemes of business tycoons such as Reliance Jio have also
necessitated the applicability of Digital Marketing.

II . OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the paper is to unfold the insights of Digital marketing and subsequently the tools and
trends used in Digital Marketing along with current scenarios and future scope of Digital Marketing in Indian
context.

III .RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As the purpose of Digital Marketing is to promote the business along with the tools and techniques used for its
analysis side by side, therefore the research methodology used in this paper is descriptive research.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
“Brands can now be directsellers, contentproducers, bloggers, tweeters and even friends without having to rely
on media to deliver those messages.Consumerscanseekoutthosebrands,connectwiththemthroughsocialnetworks,
tweet aboutthem,andinstantaneouslyletall theirfriendsknowwhattheythinkaboutthemorwhattheyplantobuy.”[2]
Internet; the Information super highway has provided the entire world a tool for almost free global
communication, resulting a new emerging world coined as cyber world, virtual world. This revolution has
changed the overall working style and provided a new dimension, trends and approaches. Social Networking
Sites;SNS is a platform which facilitates information sharing among group of participants having electronic
gadgets such as Android based smartphones, which is build up on Hi-Speed Internet Connections framework
offered in the terms of 2G/ 3G/4G enabled services. The popularity of SNS is also one of the primary reasons of
increasing the potential Internet users. SNS has created the interest about Web World among the normal public.
In Indian context Demonetization and lucrative scemes such as Reliance Jioalongwith 4G Scheme on
smartphones have also drawn the attention of public towards SNS. The emergence of SNS has designated users
as prosumers as users are both producers and consumers of online contents over SNS.Increasing attraction for
the web among the public has drawn the attention of corporate world towards Digital Marketing.
Digital Marketing is the process of building and maintaining customer relationships through online activities to
generate sales and/or capture thosecustomers whosoever are searching something relevant to them. People
usually go online in search of new product, service or location. The web is crowded with information, but if
someone has to attract online people over any specific website for commercial advantage, then for this the
solution lies with digital marketing practices. Digital Marketing is advantageous over traditional marketing such
as –it puts customer in control, it drives the brand loyalty, it reduces the selling cycle and also it is cost effective.
The key objective is to promote brand image of the company, to build more & more prospective customers and
to increase the sale of goods and services by adopting various digital marketing techniques available nowadays.
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FIGURE 1

4.1 Evolution of Digital Marketing
The term Digital Marketing was first used in 1990s and in 2000s to 2010s; digital marketing became more
sophisticated as an effective way to create a relationship with the consumers using online activities. In its
evolution, Digital Marketing was all about-building a web site, creating more and more links with a hope that it
will show up in Google with the right keywords and further building ads around keywords and to pay for
everyone clicking and visiting the website such as Google Ad words; the three line ads that show up on right top
of search engine results, Microsoft Ad center and Yahoo‟s search Marketing (Overture).
4.2 Digital Marketing Objectives
The common objectives which needs to be fulfilledessentially in most of the Digital Marketing strategies are

Reach to the right audience



Engage with audience



Motivate audience to take action



Ensure efficient spending on campaign



Maximize Return on Investment(ROI)

4.3 Key Components of Digital Marketing
The major components of digital marketing are as follows

Website Design



Search Engine Optimization(SEO)



Pay per click(PPC)



Social Media Marketing(SMM)



E-Mail Marketing



Display Advertising
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the process of getting traffic from the „free‟, „organic‟ or „natural listing‟
on search engine. All major search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Bing have such results where web pages
and other content such as videos or local listings are shown and ranked based on what the search engine
considers most relevant to users. Payment is not involved as it is with paid search ads.
Pay per click(PPC) is a type of sponsored online advertising that is used on a wide range of websites including
search engine where the advertisers only pays if a web user clicks on their ads. Advertisers place bids on
keywords or phrases that they think their target audience would type in a search field when they are looking for
specific goods or services.
Social media marketing (SMM) is a medium or instrument for communication. Social media is a social
instrument of communication.

FIGURE 2

V. RESEARCH DESIGN
The descriptive research is based on thesecondary data available on several commercial websites providing
statistical data for further analysis for business purposes including citations of several research journals
available into the relevant stream.

VI .DISCUSSION ABOUT GROWTH, TRENDS AND TOOLS IN DIGITAL MARKETING
PRACTICES
In current scenario the tools used frequently in digital marketing are Google Analytics, Facebook Insights,
Survey monkey, Animoto, Google Drive,Hootsuite, Wordpress, Skype etc.Till 2017 the digital marketing
techniques frequently used in the growth of business are shown as below-
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FIGURE-3


The research shows that Content Marketing trend is on the topmost priority. As per the research of

Smartinsights with Hubspot approx. 40 % businesses are using strategic approach.


The big data marketing applications include market and customer insights and predictive analytics.



Mobile also has a large impact on search marketing as Google follows its mobile first mantra.



Trends in social media marketing are often controlled by the efforts of the social networks to monetize

and this has seen Facebook and Instagram, in particular make changes such that businesses now need to 'pay to
play' to get the reach needed to have an impact. They have beencontinued to innovate in their targeting and
remarketing options.


IoT is one of the most important marketing technology applications of the last 2-3 years, but it is of

mostrelevance to devices makers and retailers, so it is relatively high-up in this ranking of priorities.


Google AdWords is the most important form of Pay per Click and here Google has been pursuing

their'Mobile- First' strategy by building out these features.

VII. KEY POINTS FOR EFFCTIVE DIGITAL MARKETING PLANNING &
IMPLEMENTATION
The world of technology, digital marketing and social media is having asignificant impact on how we behave
socially; act as consumers and how we dobusiness so it could be fair to say that any business that does not adapt
to the new era of marketing and communications is in danger of losing out. Proper planning is necessary prior to
move for digital marketing. The first step is to define the business opportunity for digital marketing. For this
purpose it is needed to set E-marketing Objectives, to assess marketplace and then to evaluate E-marketing
performance. In second step it is needed for selecting the strategic approach. Defining customer value
proposition, e-marketing strategy and e-communication mix. The next stage is delivering result online.
Implementation of E-marketing plan, Execution of E-Communication, Implementation of customer experience
and Profile measure & its subsequent improvements are the major concerns in this stage. In short while planning
for digital marketing, one is needed to access and evaluate the following deeply

Situation Analysis



Budget



Audience
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Objectives



Channels



Action Plan



Measurement

The major challenges to be faced while implementing digital marketing are –


Lack of planning or awareness.



Unclear responsibilities.



No specific objectives.



Lack time or budget.



Started but not kept up.



Not measurement.

Further the statistics of the top marketing challenges are shown in figure 4.

figure 4
Social Networks are the key regulators of Digital Marketing. Some popular social networks are –


Facebook.



Twitter.



YouTube.



LinkedIn.

Facebook is used by people and business. In business it can be used for

Win new customers.



Communication & brand building.



Used for Competitive advantages



Market Research.
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Tech support

Using simple tips in Facebook such as Invite friends, Get Likes & comments, Post good contents. Ask for likes
or comments on content, Redirect to website or call to action, targeting customers are quite easy.
Twitter is a Micro- blogging site (<140 characters). It is used for Real-time news updates it is a cross between
instant messaging, text messages, and blogging .
YouTube is a Video sharing platform. It is used by people and business. It can upload, trim, add captions, links
LinkedIn is Professional brand building& networking for individuals. LinkedIn is publicly traded.
VIII .CONCLUSION
Traditionally a smaller retailer would struggle to match the fitness of the fixtures and fittings of its larger
competitors. Online, a crisp well thought out site with a smoothcustomer journey and fantastic service can easily
sort out this issue using digital marketing.Business can develop its online marketing strategy for very little cost
and can potentially replace costly advertising channels such asYellow Pages, television, radio and magazines
etc. Unlike traditional methods one can see in real time what is or is not working for their business online and
one can adapt very quickly to improve results. For measuring traffic to a particular website one can use Google
Analytics to measure specific goals to achieve for the website or blog.Most packaged email marketing solutions
provide good insight into how many people are opening, reading and converting from the sent emails for
business purpose. A well maintained website with quality content targeting the needs and adding value to target
audience can provide significant value and lead generation opportunities.
It is expected that with the growth of IOT, there will be 75 billion connected devices by 2020, meaning there
will be ten times as many devices able to talk to one another as there will be people on the planet! The
implications are huge and far ranging. All this sharing of data will transform the way we live our lives.
Mobile marketing SEO techniques will be particularly important in 2017 with Google's recent
announcementsabout the mobile index and AMP. We have seen huge increases in AMP smartphone traffic since
September2016 when Google rolled AMPs out beyond Google News.
Google Processes roughly more than 20PB data a day. Facebook has more than 2.5PBdata. Therefore for
understanding business trends and for applying updated digital marketing strategy Big Data Analysis, Data
Segregation, Data Mining, Data Visualization, during Data Transaction security and Privacy issues are needed
to tackle carefully otherwise the efforts of Digital Marketing will not have so much of impact as much it is
expected from it.
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ABSTRACT
Fundamentally a jet tester is used to innovate the erosion wear performance at high impact angle of solid liquid
mixture at distinct concentration. The slurry particle partition of jet tester is distinct at various level because it
builds upon the velocity and impact angle of the material. A conical type /rectangular type/ circular type slurry
pot is installed at the top of the cylinder and which is fixed by the propeller and propeller rotates at distinct
speed. With the help of the electric motor the uniform speed of distribution can be needed. The workpiece is held
on the top of the cylinder which is fixed on a test fixture at distinct angle . The work specimen has distinct
angular positions to check out the wear rates and angle of impingement. High velocity slurry particles impinge
on the surface of the workpiece which causes erosion wear that occur loss of mass on the material. The nozzle of
the jet tester is used to design that purpose which can enhance the performance of erosion wear particles and
abrasive rate. Different experiments work have performed at distinct angles, distinct particle size and speed
distribution. Therefore the result shows ductile materials are better with the literature point of view.

Keywords: Abrassive rate, Erosion wear, Impact angle, Jet tester
I. INTRODUCTION
In this era the hydraulic transportation system can be conceited by the slurry particles. Erosion wear is an exact
phenomenon that result shows the loss of material particles from the surface. The distinct chemical reaction has
been applied to ensure the erosion wear when the high velocities of slurry particles impinge on the specimen
that causes the loss of electrons in the materials which enhance the erosion wear. The diverse parameters such as
impact angle, velocity of solid particles, hardness, and solid concentration are responsible for the erosion wear
deformation. In turbines, pipelines, and slurry pumps these types of wear can be formed. The increase in kinetic
energy of particles enhancing the loss of materials due to erosion striking the target surface.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A.N.J Stevenson and I.M Hutchings (1995) [1] first examined the steady state performance of influencing the
nozzle length. Stevenson was found that plume was more divergent at higher velocities. And low velocities
effect was produced. The nozzle length is a fixed velocity particle which is significantly diverge the particle size
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distribution. The result shows nozzle length/diameter ratios >20. Therefore nozzle length is not a major
parameter for designing a test rig.
Wood and D.W (1997) [2] Wheeler studied the performance of high velocity air jet sand impingement. Wood
designs the aid of computational fluid dynamics to simulate the erosion conditions. They experienced by subsea
choke valves used in the offshore oil industries. They used CVD diamond coatings at sonic velocity to evaluate
the erosion performance. The experimental setup is in gas blast design. After experimentation the result shows
pressure, velocity and sand flux are described.
Y.Xiea and H.Mcl Clark (1999) [3] examined the study of modeling slurry particle dynamics in the coriolis
tester. The test rig has low impact angle. The characteristics parameter’s such as particle size, particle density,
impact angle, impact velocity, solid concentrations are predicted by the models and the parameter’s which
observed wear patterns. The properties such as plastic deformation, fracture are depends upon the erosion
resistance.
BK Gandhi and S.N Singh (1999) [4] investigated the studied about parametric dependence of erosion wear for
parallel flow. In this design the special fixture and design modifications in slurry pot tester. The parallel flow of
the mixture is due to primarily in work piece an erosion wear. The large numbers of experiments were
performed at different particle size, distribution.as the result shows the parametric dependence on velocity is
comparatively much stronger as compared to solid concentration.
Manabu Wakuder and Yukihike (2003) [5] examined the studied of material response to particle during AJM.
Manabu identify the material response of alumina ceramics to the abrasives particles impact in AJM processes.
The sintered alumina particles are the different kinds of abrasives particles were utilized.
H.Meng and Neville (2006) [6] investigated the corrosion study of stainless steel in marine conditions. The
examine check the performance of two stainless steel UNSS32760 and UNSS31603 for marine applications.
The experimental design method has two level factorial. The loss of material process shows the effect of
velocity and sand. The temperature of the fluid has a smallest effect on the specimen. The result shows SS32670
has better corrosion resistance than SS31603.
Wai and T.Miyajima (2006) [7] investigated the study of erosion wear resistance. The author has investigated
the new type solid impact test to know the properties of wear. The properties of wear are single layered and
multi layered coatings. In PVD coatings, the 1.2 micrometer alumina parts are impacted at high velocity at
different angles, different speed and different substrate temperature. And the result shows the coated materials
has good wear properties than substrate materials.
Girish R. Desale and B.K Gandhi(2009) [8] investigated on erosion wear behavior of laser clad surfaces . they
studied about the colmonoy-6 and inconal 625 are cladded on AISI 316L steel and AISI 304L steel. The author
were optimized the laser processing parametres. They obtained scanning speed and power feed of a sound clad.
They found that the minimum cracks porosity and distortion were found at scanning speedof 0.1m/min. and
powder rate 12g/min. as the result shows the maximum hardness is obtained by colmonoy-6 clad on AISI316L
steel and is 352VHN in case of other steel.
HS Grewal and Anupam Agrwal (2012) [9] examined the studied of high velocity slurry corrosion test rig.
The author designed a new type of slurry erosion test rig with various types of construction and working
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condition. They eliminate the some limitations such as velocity concentration, acceleration; distance, etc. the
results ductile and brittle materials erosion wear behaviors being observed.
Satish and Bhushan(2014) [10] investigated on development of jet tester .They used stainless steel SS304l at
uniform speed distribution. They studied about the different types of material which is used slurry pot tester.
The various parameter’s such as velocity, particle size and impact angle affect the material of the slurry pot
tester. The result obtained ductile material ductile material is good material.
Promod A. Thakur and Hitesh (2015) [11] investigated about the development of jet erosion tester. They
found that high velocity particle strike with specimen through the nozzle that causes the erosion wear. The
author conducted experiments for repeatability test for fix parameter’s such as 45⁰ and particle size does not
more than 615 micron, angle and 10% solid concentration for 60 minutes. As the results were obtained the
ductile materials are in good arrangement.

III. FEW AMENDMENTS & CHANGES IN JET EROSION TESTER
A jet erosion tester was developed to check the erosion wear rate. Jet tester has a nozzle which has diameter
1.14mm at inlet angle 60⁰. The distinct types stresses applied at the starting position of nozzle and test head to
the soil sample. Even if whole duration of test the test head is selected it is usually held constant. During
performing the experiment the specimen has a different angle such as 15⁰,30⁰,45⁰,60⁰ to check the impact angle.
The experiments are fulfilled for repeatability tests for fix parameters such 55, particle size 655 micron and
angle & 10% solid concentration for 60 minutes and another one for attestation.

IV. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF JET TESTER
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VI. PARAMETRIC VALUE OF NOZZLE TESTING
Parameter

Value Tested

Nozzle length

50.8mm

Inlet angle

60⁰

Nozzle diameter

1.14mm

Orifice diameter

0.38mm

Water pressure

310 Mpa

Abrasive flow rate

3.8g/s

V. IMPACT ANGLE OF NOZZLE AND WORKPIECE
β degree

α degree

0.0

15⁰

0.0

30⁰

0.0

45⁰

0.0

60⁰
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VI. FUTURE OUTLOOK & SCOPE OF JET TESTER
The high temperature jet erosion testing machine is used to test the erosion resistance of solid materials to a
stream of gas containing abrasive particles. With the help of jet tester we check the material loss, of the test
specimen with distinct parameters such as temperature, angle of incidence of the jet stream. The abrasive
particle speed and flux density can be varied to simulate the actual conditions. Various applications and abrasion
rate can be measured.

VII.CONCLUSIONS
Although distinct test rig has been designed to check the performance of erosion wear. Different experimental
approaches were performed to improve the life cycle of the material. All researchers regarding the performance
of erosion wear, when applying the proper parameter’s in the system. Increase the erosion wear of the work
piece there is decrease in the volume of the mass of the material.
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ABSTRACT
A BK-tree or Burkhard-Keller is a tree information structure specific to list information in a metric space. A
metric space is basically a game plan of articles which we outfit with a separation work d(a, b) for each
combine of segments (a, b). This separation work must fulfill a game plan of aphorisms with a particular
ultimate objective to promise it's overall conduct. BK - Tree or Burkhard-Keller Tree is utilized to choose every
one of the components of a settled set, that are like the inquiry component. The innocent way to deal with locate
every single nearest component will be to contrast the question component and every single other component of
the settled set, accepting that correlation take consistent time i.e. O(1) we will get brings about O(N) where N is
the quantity of components in settled set, however in the event that we utilize BK-tree, we can significantly
decrease this opportunity to O(L1*L2*log N) where L1 is normal length of component in our settled set and L2
be the length of question component[3].

Keywords: BK-tree, Edit distance, Levenshtein Distance
I. INTRODUCTION
BK-Trees or Burkhard-Keller Trees are a tree-based data structure worked for quickly discovering close
matches to a string, for example, as used by a spelling checker, or while doing a "fuzzy" sweep for a term. The
fact of the matter is to return, for example, "hall" and "help" ought to be yield when we examine for "hell".
without BK-Tree this issue must be unraveled by brute-force technique procedure where we would have
contrasted the inquiry component and each other component in the settled set however with the utilization of BK
tree we can up significantly diminish the looking circumstances. Before we can characterize BK-Tree to inquiry
a component we require to characterize an arrangement of preliminaries. To list and hunt our settled set, we will
characterize a few tenets to look at the string[1]. The standard methodology for this is the Levenshtein Distance,
which takes two strings, and returns a number which will give the base number of transformations(i.e. addition,
cancellation, and substitutions) to be connected on one component keeping in mind the end goal to change into
another component.
Presently we specify some valuable certainties about the Levenshtein Distance: It shapes a Metric Space. Put
essentially, a metric space is any relationship that sticks to three central criteria:
1.

d(x, y) = 0 < - > x = y (If the separation amongst x and y is 0, then x = y)

2.

d(x, y) = d(y, x) (The separation from x to y is the same as the separation from y to x)

3.

d(x, y) + d(y, z) >= d(x, z)
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The three criteria's specified above are known as Triangle Inequality. The Triangle Inequality expresses that the
way from x to z must be no longer than any way that experiences another middle of the road point (the way
from x to y to z).for case we can't attract a triangle which it's speedier to achieve a point from going along two
sides as opposed to coming to the opposite side.
These three criteria, essential as they seem to be, are all that is required for something, for instance, the
Levenshtein Distance to qualify as a Metric Space. In arithmetic, a metric space is a set for which separates
between all individuals from the set are characterized. Presently take two components, the question component
which we are utilizing for the hunt and n the greatest separation a component can have from the inquiry
component[4]. How about we take an irregular component from the settled set and think about them two, expect
that we get the Levenshtein Distance as d. Presently as the Triangle imbalance holds every one of our outcomes
must lie between separations d - n to d + n. Presently we have all the comprehension to make a BK-Tree.

II. OPERATIONS
BK tree supports two operations i.e. 1)Create and 2)Search

2.1 Create operation
Suppose we have the dictionary data as {“BALL”,”WALL”,”TAIL”}
The nodes in the BK-Tree will show the elements in our dictionary and there will be exactly the same number
of elements as the number of words in our dictionary given.
Here for given dictionary, it is n=3(three nodes).The edges between nodes show the edit distance(Levenshtein
Distance d).The first element is the root, then we take the Levenshtein Distance d from the root and add the next
elements on the tree like this:
LevenshteinDistance(BALL, WALL) -> 1
LevenshteinDistance(BALL, TAIL) -> 2
The value of d between BALL and WALL is 1 and d is 2 for BALL and TAIL.
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Here the tree is created and each node will have only one child with same edit distance. If a new word "MALL"
is added then it cannot be added as a child to the root as it has already had child with d=1.It is added to the node
"WALL" as it has d=1.

2.2 Search operation
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Now to find the nearest correct word or the string matching here is the example of BK tree using the given
dictionary:

The simple method to find a word is start from the root and move to left and right till the edit distance is the
minimum till the end.
To find the corrected or misspelled word we have to define the terms i.e. tolerance value.This tolerance
value(T) is highest edit distance from our misspelled word to the correct words in our dictionary.
BK tree is constructed based on edit distance calculated and searching for misspelled word can be found out
using by searching over children with edit distance [d-T] to [d+T].
Suppose we have an incorrectly spelled word "oop" and T is 2. Presently, we will perceive how we will gather
the normal right for the given incorrectly spelled word.
Step 1: We will begin checking the value d from the root hub. d("oop" - > "help") = 3. Presently we will
emphasize over its children having in range [d-T,d+T] i.e [1,5]
Step 2: Let's begin emphasizing from the most noteworthy value d i.e node "loop" with d=4 .Now at the end we
will discover its distance from our incorrectly spelled word. d("oop","loop") = 1.
here d = 1 i.e d <= T , so we will include "loop" to the normal right word rundown and process its child
elements having alter remove in range [d-T,d+T] i.e. [1,3]
Step 3: Now, we are at position "troop". Finally, we will check its distance from the incorrectly spelled word.
d("oop","troop")=2. Here again d <= T, thus again we will include "troop" to the normal right word list.
We will continue the same for every one of the words in the range [d-T,d+T] beginning from the root position
till the base most leaf node.
In this manner, toward the end, we will be left with just 2 expected words for the incorrectly spelled word "oop"
i.e {"loop","troop"}

III. ANALYSIS
The basic method to find the nearest match is take all word in the dictionary and compare the edit distance(d)
with tolerance value (T) this will take huge amount of time i.e. O(N1*M*N2)
where N1 is a number of words , N2 is the length of incorrect word and M is mean size of the perfect match.
But by using a BK tree we can reduce this time complexity in the following manner; assuming tolerance
limit(T) to be 2. Now approximately, the depth of BK-Tree will be log N, where N number of elements. At
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every level, we are visiting 2 elements in the BK tree and doing edit distance evaluation. Therefore, our Time
Complexity will be O(N1*N2*log N), here N1 is the mean length of the string in our dictionary and N2 is the
length of the incorrect word.
IV.APPLICATION
BK tree usually used in the spell checking applications like in dictionary, text editors where we write spelling
wrong help in correcting the word as it is relatively simple it has mainly three parts firstly it checks whether the
word exists in the dictionary or not, secondly find the possible fixes for misspelled word and lastly order
suggestions based on some sort of heuristic, it takes linear time by scanning all words in the dictionary and
calculating edit distance, it is really an amazing data structure for building a dictionary of similar words and it
also used to guess the typed word like "cat" when we wrote "cta" it works with the words from dictionary with
the help of the first word which act as a root node then with the help of the Levenshtein distance subsequent
words are attached. And also used in the string matching applications and various soft wares were correct
features are a prerequisite for auto-correcting the word. It has wide application in search engines for many
websites for correcting the spelling for naïve users.

V. FUTURE SCOPE
As it is a data structure for performing to spell check based on edit distance that is Levenshtein concept and it is
being used in the dictionary for easier searching of the words or checking the misspelled word and correcting it
with right ones it has auto-correcting features so somewhere it will be prerequisite for the future generations soft
wares where there is need of the auto-correction tool so it will be demanded by such circumstances and useful
for the inbuilt functionality of the soft wares where the wrong typed words automatically changes to the correct
ones without clicking on the wrong ones , this could be better improvement over the spell checking applications
and help in avoiding the misspelled words and correcting them automatically.
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ABSTRACT
In computer networks, networked computing devices exchange data with each other using a data link. The
connections between nodes are established using either cable media or wireless media. The Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) model has seven layers. Application Layer, Presentation Layer, Session Layer, Transport
Layer, Network Layer, Data Link Layer and Physical Layer. Medical-Grade Network (MGN) provides the
network foundation that enables reliable, seamless, and secure health data exchange and communications for
the healthcare community. It allows integration and interoperability at each functional area, optimizing
interactions among healthcare participants, processes, applications, and hardware components. The MGN
architecture is built on three layers: the networked infrastructure layer, the interactive services layer and the
applications layer. In this paper, the functions of both OSI layers and MGN layers are compared with its
architecture.

Keywords: OSI, MGN, Healthcare, Networked Infrastructure Layer, Interactive services layer,
Application layer

I. INTRODUCTION
A computer network is a set of computers connected together for the purpose of sharing resources. The most
common resource shared today is connection to the Internet. Other shared resources can include a printer or a
file server. Two such devices can be said to be networked together when one device is able to exchange
information with the other device, whether or not they have a direct connection to each other. Computer
networks differ in the transmission medium used to carry their signals, communications protocols to organize
network traffic, the network's size, topology and organizational intent. A communications protocol is a set of
rules for exchanging information over network links. In a protocol stack (also see the OSI model), each protocol
leverages the services of the protocol below it. An important example of a protocol stack is HTTP (the World
Wide Web protocol) running over TCP over IP (the Internet protocols) over IEEE 802.11 (the Wi-Fi protocol).
This stack is used between the wireless router and the home user's personal computer when the user is surfing
the web.
The Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI model)

[1] is a conceptual model that characterizes and standardizes the communication functions of a
telecommunication or computing system without regard to their underlying internal structure and technology. Its
goal is the interoperability of diverse communication systems with standard protocols. The original version of
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the model defined seven layers. The physical layer defines the electrical and physical specifications of the data
connection. It defines the relationship between a device and a physical transmission medium. The data link layer
provides node-to-node data transfer—a link between two directly connected nodes. It detects and possibly corrects
errors that may occur in the physical layer. The network layer provides the functional and procedural means of
transferring variable length data sequences (called datagrams) from one node to another connected to the same
"network". The transport layer provides the functional and procedural means of transferring variable-length data
sequences from a source to a destination host via one or more networks. The session layer controls the dialogues
(connections) between computers. It establishes, manages and terminates the connections between the local and
remote application. The presentation layer defines the format and organization of the data, it includes Encryption. The
application layer is the OSI layer closest to the end user, which means both the OSI application layer and the user
interact directly with the software application.

The section II explain briefly need of MGN in medical field, section III gives the architecture of MGN with
brief explanation of its layers and sections IV gives the conclusion of this paper.

II. MEDICAL GRADE NETWORK
Healthcare organizations worldwide are turning to information technology to cope with mounting pressures to
reduce costs and improve quality and safety. They are using technology to create an integrated system of care
that connects patients, clinicians, payers, and support organizations so that all key stakeholders can exchange
information more effectively.


The Medical-Grade Network (MGN) [2] provides the industry-specific framework required to meet healthcare’s
unique needs for

interoperability, security, availability, productivity, and flexibility. It supports: 


Efficient communications among clinicians, patients, administrators, and partners.



Regulatory requirements for patient privacy and data security.



The unique information, technology, bandwidth, and integration challenges of healthcare.



Anytime, anywhere information capture and access for wired and wireless applications and devices.



Converged data, voice, and video networks.



Identity and policy-based security from inside the network to beyond organizational walls.



Transfer and storage of the large amounts of data created by healthcare applications.

These characteristics are detailed within the MGN architecture, which is based on the best practices of a robust
healthcare environment. Medical-Grade Network provides an end-to-end framework for the healthcare industry.
It allows integration and interoperability at each functional area, optimizing interactions among healthcare
participants, processes, applications, and hardware components. This includes areas such as acute care campus
networks, ambulatory clinics, remote clinicians, and data centers.
A number of business challenges for the healthcare industry are service quality, safety, rising costs, and a
shortage of skilled staff to meet the needs of an ever-expanding number of patients with an increasingly
complex burden of illness. Meeting these challenges requires a shift from acute episodic care to preventive and
long-term chronic care management. This new care model must be supported by interoperable health
information technology and patient-centric care systems.
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In MGN model, [4] patients assume greater responsibility for their personal healthcare, advocating for
themselves as healthcare consumers. As a result, they need access to information about their own health and
clinicians. Through the Internet and other information sources, patients can access information about treatment
protocols and alternatives. In the competitive healthcare world, the transparency of patient and practitioner
information may influence practitioner selection and retention. As a result of the increased availability of
information, patients are demanding higher- quality services. Several decades ago, a single physician treated all
of a patient’s various illnesses. Today, a patient receives treatment from multiple physicians and clinics. This
creates the need for medical and clinical information to be shared securely among many healthcare entities. To
provide the framework for this new healthcare world, a connected healthcare ecosystem is needed—where
networked resources of medical information, knowledge support, and process optimization are all parts of the
system. The MGN meets today’s healthcare needs while laying the foundation for future requirements.

III. MGN ARCHITECTURE
The MGN framework [3] is segmented into three layers: networked infrastructure layer, interactive services
layer, and application layer. Each layer enables system-wide communications, allowing the network to operate
efficiently and disseminate clinical and business information throughout the healthcare system.

Figure 1 MGN Architecture Elements
The MGN is an end-to-end solution that streamlines operations and supports a variety of medical applications.
The MGN architecture is built on three layers: the networked infrastructure layer, which provides a converged
network foundation that enables secure, reliable, and highly available connectivity to network-enabled devices;
the interactive services layer, which enables mobility, security, and more efficient utilization of resources; and
the applications layer, which contains the business, clinical, and collaborative applications that are used in the
healthcare environment.
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A. NETWORKED INFRASTRUCTURED LAYER
The Networked Infrastructure Layer [5] is the source of all IT resources that are connected over a single IP
network. This layer demonstrates how a fully integrated network enables quality of service (QoS), security, and
high availability even in the most demanding healthcare environment.

Figure 2 Networked Infrastructure Layer—Structure
This layer supports traditional functions, such as routing, switching, and transport technology. Locations in the
network include healthcare data centers and campuses, remote clinics, regional facilities, national partners and
suppliers, or any other organization that is part of the healthcare ecosystem.
Wide Area Networks (WANs) and Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) provide connectivity between
distributed sites, campuses, and/or data centers. The specific transport technology usage is determined by
connectivity requirements, such as latency, distance, data replication, and path isolation Additional capabilities
are required to support healthcare’s high-bandwidth, mission critical applications across a WAN and MAN
network. Requirements for deploying voice over IP (VoIP) and videoconferencing include high availability, IP
Multicasting (IP MC), and QoS. Most healthcare enterprises rely on private WAN connections, such as Frame
Relay, ATM, or leased-line services, to connect their organizations. Enterprise WAN and MAN architectures
provide numerous options for connecting different locations of patient care, offering multiple technologies to
connect data centers, campuses, remote offices, supply chains, call centers, mobile workers, and more. This
connectivity promotes greater mobility and collaboration among affiliates. Centralized applications deliver new
capabilities, standardize support, and simplify information sharing over the MGN. MGN architecture employs a
number of MAN and WAN technologies engineered and optimized to interoperate as a contiguous system.
These technologies help connect the entire healthcare ecosystem, provide support for advanced applications
The data center is home to the servers, storage, and applications necessary to support a hospital’s clinical and
business operations. In a consolidated and centralized architecture, all data and computing resources are
supported by the data center’s infrastructure. Design considerations include MGN requirements for availability,
interactivity, security, and responsiveness. The flexibility to quickly deploy and support new services is another
important design aspect. The MGN data center design is based on a layered approach that provides support for
Web, application, and database services.
The campus network comprises the core, distribution, and access layers. This design model affords a hierarchical
structure and modularity, thereby improving the interaction between clients and applications with the use of campus
service functions. In an MGN hierarchical model, the individual building blocks are interconnected using the core
layer. The core serves as the network backbone and is designed for performance resiliency. Since the core is tuned for
efficiency, minimal feature configuration in the core reduces complexity, limiting the possibility for operational error.
The distribution layer creates a fault boundary that provides a logical isolation point in the event of a failure
originating in the access layer. The campus access layer is the first point of entry into the network for edge devices,
end stations, and IP phones. The routers and switches in the access layer are connected to two separate distribution-
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layer switches for purposes of redundancy. The campus network provides a multiservice environment for current and
emerging applications. A healthcare organization may have one or several campuses.

The enterprise edge is the entry point to the Internet and other networks that are external to the healthcare
system. Through the consolidation of Internet-facing application environments, the edge is the first line of
defense for enterprise networks connected to external networks. The two traditional environments in an
enterprise edge are the Internet edge and the extranet. The Internet edge provides enterprise gateway functions
in and out of the enterprise network to the Internet while the extranet provides connectivity to business partner
networks. The enterprise edge is defined as the area containing the network infrastructure required for a resilient
Internet connection. The scope of the area depends on how the enterprise is using the Internet connection.
Teleworkers constantly are at risk because they function outside the corporate security perimeter and often lack
the latest antivirus and operating system updates. Systems with exposure to the Internet are at risk for day-zero
outbreaks, such as newly released worms and viruses for which there are no known antivirus signatures. To
mitigate this risk, guest network services can be made available, allowing controlled access to business and
clinical resources. The MGN architecture provides robust support by allowing video, data, and voice to coexist
securely in a wired/wireless environment. Integrated voice services include extension mobility for a remote
office number dial tone, videoconferencing, and QoS for voice.
B. INTERACTIVE SERVICES LAYER
Centralized, network-based services promote unified administration and heightened performance. The
interactive services layer provides direct support for essential applications and the networked infrastructure
layer[6][7]. By using a standardized network foundation and virtualization, interactive services achieve optimal
performance and interoperate more effectively than if delivered using standalone devices or networks.

Figure 3 Interactive Services Layer—Structure
The infrastructure services provides a secure, interactive, and collaborative enterprise network environment. Storage
services, such as virtualization, write and tape acceleration, and network- accelerated server less backup, enhance
provisioning flexibility and business continuance capabilities. Other services, such as adaptive threat defense,
virtualized firewalls, and host-based intrusion detection, help secure infrastructure consolidation and virtualization

initiatives. Application-delivery services allow consolidation of the infrastructure to centralized locations,
making the effective delivery of applications to remote users even more critical.
Data security within the healthcare environment is critical for patient privacy and availability requirements.
Information security has a direct relationship with reliability and availability. Additionally, security is necessary
to assure data integrity. High availability requires strict security measures to ensure that accidental or intentional
system misuse does not degrade system performance to below acceptable service levels.
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Mobility services enable efficiencies in clinical and business workflows in the healthcare environment. Clinician
mobility is critical to providing cost-effective and efficacious care. Secure mobile networking requires using
industry-standard security protocols, which control authentication, heighten data encryption, minimize latency,
and support roaming among access points. Mobility services are inherent in the MGN. Figure 25 identifies a list
of attributes afforded by the MGN’s mobility services. These are considered necessary when deploying a
wireless network in a medical environment.
To meet the healthcare environment’s storage requirements, the MGN uses a high performance, highly available
storage network architecture. Applications, such as electronic medical records (EMRs), Computerized Physician
Order Entry (CPOE) [8] systems, and imaging systems require consistent and accurate access to system data. In
support of these requirements, the MGN’s healthcare storage environment provides real-time, consistent access
to relevant patient and application information where and when it is needed. To facilitate business continuity
and disaster recovery planning, the MGN supports reliable backup and archiving of valuable patient
information, including digital images and EMRs. The MGN provides high-speed and reliable access to storage
over IP networks. Using this storage infrastructure, healthcare providers can transmit patient data across the
network to provide clinicians with rapid access to key patient information regardless of their physical location.
The MGN storage architecture takes advantage of best practices in storage design to enable cost-effective,
scalable storage architectures.
IPC represents the ultimate evolution of voice and video integration, encompassing IP telephony, video
telephony, unified messaging, IP video and audio conferencing, customer contact solutions, voice gateways and
applications, security solutions, and network management [9]. The MGN facilitates operational efficiencies by
converging multiple discrete networks into a single network. IPC creates opportunities for real-time, anywhere
collaboration by bringing advanced telephony services into the clinical and business environments. Through the
use of IPC’s integrated features and applications, clinicians at either remote or central locations obtain access to
enhanced voice and data collaboration. This technology creates the basic foundation for enhanced application
integration in the telephony environment. Figure 34 identifies the attributes that are associated with IPC.
The medical environment requires intense and highly available computing services. Virtualization and
communication across hardware platforms can minimize the hardware necessary to satisfy a healthcare systems’
computing requirements. In addition to minimizing the number of servers required, high-performance
computing can optimize the space, power, and cooling required to meet the medical data center’s needs.
The MGN provides a framework [10], along with technology standards, for the implementation of true identitybased network access control down to the user and individual access port at the network edge. The system
provides user and device identification using strong, reliable authentication technologies. Identities of users or
devices are mapped to policies that grant or deny network access, set network parameters, and work with other
security features to enforce items such as posture assessments.
C. APPLICATION LAYER
The application layer facilitates

collaboration and visibility between departments, facilities, and

organizations. It performs internal business functions, such as back-office systems for business intelligence and
network management
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Figure 4 Application-Layer Attributes—Structure
The MGN has mission-critical [11] requirements for applications that support healthcare. In the future, ApplicationOriented Networking may be used to optimize message routing, improve information sharing, and assist in application
integration. Application-integration services could provide application delivery to the end user, as wellas

communication among application tiers and business services. Using these defined protocols and standards can
provide a way for public and private health institutions to transmit important patient record information
electronically.
Collaborative and conferencing services are critical to advancing patient care, training, and other information-sharing
initiatives. A Unified Communications system of voice and IP products and applications enables organizations to
communicate more effectively. Business processes are streamlined, giving clinicians and ancillary personnel the
ability to reach the right resource the first time. Unified Communications offer an integrated solution for a healthcare
organization’s conferencing needs.

The MGN offers enterprise-class, rich-media conferencing, incorporating voice, Web, and video. These realtime collaborative functions [12] are essential features of the healthcare communications landscape. Using highreliability components and component redundancies helps ensure high availability. Servers and software are
customizable and integrate with common enterprise communication software to fit easily into any corporate
infrastructure. In order to meet these mandates, the MGN has stringent conferencing requirements.
Unified messaging is a feature-rich solution that makes it easier for clinicians, staff, and caregivers to perform
their jobs. Unified messaging in the medical environment facilitates improved communication by merging
traditional and IP-based communications, allowing patients and clinicians to collaborate better.
E-mail messaging over IP enables subscribers to access e-mail messages from a telephone by using one access
device for all messages. Voice messages are played as streaming audio or .wav files.
Fax messaging over IP lets subscribers receive faxes anywhere by redirecting fax messages from their unified
messaging mailbox to a nearby fax machine. Fax messaging over IP also enables subscribers to determine, via
phone, which faxes have arrived, the arrival time, and the sender’s identity.
Collaboration / Internet Protocol Contact Center Services
In the medical environment, it is critical that calls are delivered to the appropriate clinician. Through the IP Contact
Center (IPCC)[13], using skills-based routing, calls are forwarded based upon personnel skill set or caller
requirements. Additionally, calls are prioritized and serviced in a manner that promotes the best quality care. This
technology can be used on healthcare’s business side to optimize both workflows and communication pathways.
The IP phone is designed to enhance the communication capabilities of both clinicians and support staff. IP phones,
by their very nature of merging telephony and computers, provide a platform for enhanced communications

applications.
The MGN augments collaboration in the healthcare environment. Possibly the most beneficial changes to
collaborative care occur with enhanced videoconferencing High- definition Tele Presence increases a provider’s
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reach to patients in other geographies. Videoconferencing enables a clinician to pick up cues regarding a
patient’s condition from verbal and nonverbal findings. Additionally, videoconferencing facilitates on-demand
clinician-to-clinician conferencing.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To address the growing challenges of providing healthcare, all members of the healthcare system— including
patients—must be part of the connected ecosystem. The MGN provides the foundation for this ecosystem by
supporting healthcare’s requirements for interoperability, security, availability, productivity, and flexibility. This
is accomplished while helping ensure the highest-quality outcomes and maximizing operational efficiencies.
Each layer provides the necessary collaborative capabilities to maximize communications efficiencies,
facilitating sharing of critical clinical, business, and collaborative information throughout an organization as it
evolves to a connected healthcare ecosystem. MGN and its layers are built on SONA (Service-Oriented
Network Architecture), they enable the adoption of new technologies and resolve how to apply these
technologies. The MGN’s end-to-end framework helps healthcare organizations and providers solve today’s
business and clinical issues while preparing for the future.
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ABSTRACT
Now days, ECG machines used by the doctors are expensive. Aim of this paper is to develop low cost real
time ECG data acquisition system. ECG signal analysis involves detection of P wave,ST segment, PR
segment, T wave, QRS complex. So ECG sensors are placed on body surface and sensor output is
connected to AD8232 ECG acquisition module. Further ECG module is connected to ADC.Further it is
connected to raspberry pi.A code is generated using Python-II language and ECG signal is displayed on
screen.
Keywords: Electrocardiogram (ECG), Heart Rate, Python-II,Raspberry pi etc.

I.INTRODUCTION
Electro-cardiogram i.e. ECG is a periodical, rhythmically repeating signal caused due to the functioning of the
heart. ECG test is safe and painless test which takes few minutes. But such machines are not available in rural
areas due to its high costs. These machines need to be handled with care. The aim behind the work is to develop
low cost, less complex and real time ECG monitoring system.The ECG waveforms have phase and amplitude
relationship. But change in amplitude and phase in ECG waveform find outan abnormality in the functioning of
heart. Normal heart rate of human beingis about 72 BPM.
Figure.1 shows ECG signal having different waves. The P wave of the ECG waveform iscauseddue to the
contraction (depolarization)of the atrium and QRS complexis caused due to contraction (depolarization) of the
ventricles.But T wave is formed due to the ventricular relaxation.A detection of QRS complex is important to
find out R-R interval. Further it will calculate heart rate in Beas Per Minute (BPM).The time duration for one
PQRST wave is about 0.8s.

Fig.1 Electrocardiogram (ECG) Signal
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II. RELATED WORK
A literature review offersprevious results on ECG signal which was done by authors using different ways. It
benefits new researchers to carry out and implement their ideas and research work.
JuGaoet.al proposed a model which identifies type of abnormalities. It has been identified using heart rate
abnormalities and ECG analysis. Authors carried out work on tachycardia and bradycardia which isthe heart
beat abnormalities. MATLAB is used for development and implementation of algorithm. It happens due to the
flow of oxygen and blood to vital body organs too fast in tachycardia and too slow in bradycardia.[3]
Liang-Hung Wang et.al proposed a method of telemedicine. It includes wireless monitoring of ECG for personal
health monitoring. A proposed design contains ECG acquision node, the protocol for standard IEEE 802.15.4
Zig-Bee system and the radio frequency (RF) transmitter circuits. Telemedicine information system with
interactive and intelligent features has become increasingly important to provide the high quality healthcare
monitoring.[4]
RashimaMahajanet.al developedsystem for comparing normal heart rhythm from irregular ones. For that
system, method of Power spectral analysis using (FFT) is used by the authors. It findsvariations in ECG with
respect to frequency. The ECG data files from MIT Arrhythmiadatabase were loaded to MATLAB and matlab
code is developed to calculate heart rate.QRS complexes are important while calculating heart rate. [6]
Dr. Ganesh V Bhat and AnandraddiNaduvinamani have been designed a low cost model of ECG monitoring
system using Raspberry Pi. Authors developed front end ECG analog circuit using ECG electrodes coated with
silver-silver chloride (electrolyte), AD620 instrumentation amplifier and filter circuit. Then amplified output
converted into digital form using MCP3008 analog to digital converter (ADC).SPI protocol is used for
communication between Raspberry Pi and ADC. They explained pin connections between Raspberry Pi board
and ADC. Results are displayed on monitor. The system operated in real time mode.[1]
MendrelaBiswaset.al proposed a system which sent patient data wirelessly using RF transmitter module. GUI is
created to display patient data on monitor. ADC0809 is used to convert analog data from different sensors into
digital form. When a critical condition occurs, the visual indications will be sent onto the screen But developed
system observe data only in hospital premises due to Local Area Network (LAN).[7]

III. DEVELOPED SYSTEM
ECG
Surface
Electrodes

ECG
Module

ADC

Raspberry
Pi

Display/
Screen

rter

Fig.2Block diagram of ECG data acquisition system
Figure.2 shows block diagram of ECG data acquisition system. Raspberry Pi is selected as main controller of the
system. First, Raspberry Pi is installed using SD card successfully. ECG adhesive electrodes are places on body
parts to collect bio medical signals i.e ECG signal. These signals are very weak .So it needs to be amplified. So
ECG data acquisition module such as AD8232 is selected. It amplifies and filters the ECG signals. Further
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module is connected to Analog to Digital converter (ADC). But Raspberry Pi interfacing with ADC requires
installation of Adafruit library. Output signals are plotted on display unit which is connected to R-pi via HDMI
cable. GUI is created using Raspberry Pi for displaying results. Python-II language is used for coding in
raspberry Pi.

IV. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

4.1. Electrodes
Electrodes used in developed system are adhesive. These are placed on body parts to get ECG signals. Generally
electrodes are coated with Ag-AgCl. These 3 electrodes form a single lead System. It creates potential
difference in between them. It will generate ECG plot .

4.2. Analog to Digital Converter
ADS1x15 is analog to digital converter compatible with raspberry pi .It has 16 bits of resolution. It operates at
range of 2.0V to 5.5V. It digitizes output of ECG acquisition module (AD8232).I2C Bus communication is used
for data transfer.ADS1115 has sample rate about 860 sps.

4.3. ECG Data Acquisition Module
It is fully integrated signal conditioning ECG front end circuit. It is used to amplify and filter ECG signals
obtained from ECG electrodes. AD8232-ECG acquisition module has output pin to which ADC is connected.
Single supply operation is within 2.0 V to 3.5 V. Output pin of Ad8232 is further connected to ADC.

4.4. Raspberry- Pi Controller
It is Broadcom BCM2837 Arm7 Quad Core 32 bit processor.It is running at 900MHz. It has total 40 GPIO pins
Micro SD port is usedto load operating system and to store data. It has Linux platform. Raspberry Pi is main
part of developed system which reduces hardware complexity and enhances system portability. Display unit is
connected to the controller using HDMI cable.

V. RESULTS
5.1. Matlab Simulation
For the study purpose, Physionet ECG online database having 1 minute time intervalis taken. ECG .txt file is
simulated in matlab. Code for Butterworth low pass filter is designed to remove noise at low frequency
components. It shows different waves i.e.P wave, QRS complex, and T wave.Figure.3 contains two plots of
ECG signal having time and voltage relationship. First plot shows original ECG text file loaded in matlab and
second plot shows filtering of ECG using Butterworth filter.

Fig.3 ECG signal plot in matlab
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5.2 Simulation using Raspberry Pi and Python-II language
Raspberry pi controller has Linux platform to run all the commands.For developed system, code is generated
using python-II language. Figure.4 shows GUI creation using Python-II which is similar to the matlab. For
testing purpose online ECG data in .csv format loaded in developed system. Generated code in python first read
data and plot with help of GUI as shown in figure.5.Real time data obtained in digital values is plotted as shown
in figure.6

Fig.4 GUI Created using python-II

Fig.5 ECG signal plotted using online database

Fig.6Real time ECG plot using developed system
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VI. CONCLUSION
A current paper develops portable, low cost ECG data acquisition system. Overall circuitary is less complex and
movable. Results are presented using matlab and Raspberry Pi. It shows that real time data collection is not
possible in matlab which is done using developed system. It is helpful for comparative study of ECG signal
processing in matlab and raspberry Pi.

VII. FUTURE WORK
A proposed work is helpful for analysis of ECG signal. Different features from obtained plot will be extracted. It
will find out an abnormality in ECG signal if any. It will determine heart rate and abnormalities related to heart
rate like tachycardia, bradycardia. A proposed system will extend the concept of telemedicine. It will be
beneficial for the study of wireless transmission of data of patients in case of emergency.
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ABSTRACT
This work leads the review about the seismic behaviour and different mode of vibration of cable stayed bridge.
The system of bridge is more vulnerable toward the seismic resistant which was estimate in San Fernando
(1971), Loma Prieta (1989), Northridge (1994), Kobe (1995), and Taiwan (1999) earthquake . With the help of
wooden logs, eventually stone and cross beam the first bridge was maked by human in India. After some year
with the help of trees and bamboos poles another bridge constructed by “American”. Stronger bridges were
constructed by “Mughal” administration in India with using iron and plaited bamboo in the 4th century. A cable
stayed bridge can use for long span with different types of pylons like A type, H type, inverted Y type, Single
pylon, Diamond or Pyramid shapes & Double diamond or Spread pylon shapes. In our work we have inserted a
mechanical device as well as vibration indicator and seismic controller in model. With the help of this model
and work we are able to get the information about vibration of bridge and their components when exceeding
from their permissible limits of vibration or at the time seismic effects when the forces acting in horizontal
direction. For seismic resistant we have maked a mechanical shock absorber in the foundation of bridge, which
help in showing good performance under the different intensity of vibration.

Key Word: Base (foundation), Cable stayed bridge, Deck girder, Pylons, Steel Cable

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of Cable Styed Bridge with girder which is supported by cable was first introduced in 17 th century.
A lot of cable stayed bridge has been successfully constructed with different shape of pylon across the India in
the last decay of 20th and 21th century. After the Second World War a new concept of cable stayed bridge was
developed with including deck which is rested on piers of bridge. In a hydraulic structure if the deck is
supported by a multiple cable that runs from main girder to the tower of bridge is called “Cable Stayed Bridge”.
The compressive force on bridge in the form of dead load and live load is transferred to the tower, tower is
responsible to absorb and transfer these load to the ground effectively and efficiently. In the second half 20th
century cable of cable stayed bridge was designed in such way that it offers more stiffness, strength and stability
property. Due to addition of this property a computer aided program added to reduce the calculation as well as
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to measure the vibration of cable in the bridge. Cable stayed bridge having a strong beam for full span of bridge
with more pillar (tower) in the middle or at end. The advantage of cable stayed bridge is that it most suitable for
the span varies from 200 m to 900 m with free cantilever which provide more stiffness and stability. A cable
stayed bridge constructed by prestressed concrete which is most suitable for high span with long life period .The
demolition of prestressed structure is more hazards, A professional and experience industry feed required for
demolition of cable stayed bridge. If the span of cable stayed bridge will increase then internal force and
displacement along the girder will huge. Both lateral and vertical stability of cable stayed bridge is the important
factor when the span of bridge increases from 400 m (Tang, 1976 and Ermopoulos, 1992).Now the construction
of cable stayed bridge is going to increase day by day due to rapid development and modernization with
availability of different types of construction material .Today following types of cable stayed bridges is going to
use:
(1) A Cable Stayed Bridge
(2) Cantilever Cable Stayed Bridge
(3) Multi Span Cable Stayed Bridge
(4) Extradose Bridge
(5) Cable stayed Cradle- System Bridge

1.1 Component of Cable Stayed Bridge

Figure 1. Types of Cable used in Cable Stayed Bridge
1.1.1Cable
It is composed of one or more than one wire with strand wire system. The cables used in stayed bridge was
maked by thousands of parallel high-strength steel wires with diameter is about 5 mm and the core of the cable
consists of closely-packed galvanized steel wires.
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1.1.2 Pylons
It is tower like structure which transfer the load from girder to cable then pylons then ground .In the
model we have used harp types of pylons which giving supported the deck girder of the bridge at the
both end near the approach.

Figure 2 Harp type Pylon
1.1.3 Deck
The deck of the bridge maked by ply wood in our model which is able to take the load due to vibration as well
as dead load.

II EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
To analyse the behaviour and stability of cable stayed bridge we have prepared a model with the help of
different shock absorber material which are able to bear the vibration force due to effects of earthquake and a
special take care was taken as per seismic code like IS 4326, IS13920 etc. during the making of foundation so
that vertical and horizontal movement can possible in superstructure and substructure of the bridge which is
providing more stability to bridge during the earthquake. In the foundation we have added a setup of electrical
device by the help of this device we are able take the indication during the vibration of structure when their
mode of vibration is more than the permissible limit of vibration of bridge. The following material was used
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2.1 Base with Flexible bearing
In cable stayed bridge model we have inserted a mechanical shock absorber in the form of spring. The lower end
of the pylon is fixed with base and flexible shock absorber acted as intermediate material between base and
pylons of bridge. Due to the flexibility of spring pylons are able to move in horizontal direction as well as
vertical direction.

Figure 3 Flexible Base with Electrical Setup

2.2 A setup of Electrical Device: In the base (foundation) we have fixed a setup of electrical device which
was used to control the intensity of vibration as well as indicator fitted above the pylons. The intensity of
vibration can control by speed controller with the help of this assembly we are able to safe the thousand human
life and loss of economy.

2.3 Seismic and Vibration Indicator: By the help of this device we are getting three type of indication first
at moderate vibration with “Green light” second at medium vibration with “Yellow light” and third at high
vibration with “Red light” .

2.4 Assembly of cable with Pylon: In case of field assembly first cable stretched then welded together with
bridge and lifted in position. The strands of wire collectively stressed with the help of hydraulic jack. These
cables are fixed with pylons with the help of anchorage and cup cone system.
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III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The impact of earthquake on human life and structure like bridge, multistorey building, liquid storing container,
bunker etc . is very poor which was seen in last few years. The main aim of this work to protect structural
damages and reduce the losses in the form of human, money. Throughout the world a large number of bridges
have been collapsed due to seismic effects, use of poor quality of material, improper layout, vibration effects,
use of less tensile strength of cable etc. The following data showing that the number of bridge collapse due
many reason in India. But these data is based on probabilistic basis this number can increase or decrease.

Figure 4 Number of collapsed bridge (X- axis) and number of death (Y-axis)
The above data showing that the number of collapsed bridge as well as death is decreases when the years
increase because development of technology and good quality of material used.

IV. CONCLUSION
A lot of investigation contributed toward this work to control the vibration and get their indication when bridge
vibrates more than their permissible limit. This works provides an analysis of the aesthetic and structural and
vibrational properties of the cable stayed section .The increase in span increases the axial tensile force in the
cable. By this work we are able to get the information about vibration of bridge as well as their components
when exceeding from their permissible limits of vibration or at the time seismic wave, force acting in horizontal
direction. In future if it is possible to make the Cable stayed bridge on this concept then we can save a lot of life,
money, time period and utilization of materials in the form of cement , sand , steel ,aggregate etc.
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ABSTRACT
The proposed research work is an attempt to demonstrate the intrusion detection system for sinkhole attack in
wireless sensor network. First, we choose one of the most vulnerable attacks in the wireless sensor network that
is sinkhole attack to study in details. Further, we reviewed all the existing routing protocol where the sinkhole
attack can be generated and also described, how it can be incepted. Finally, we studied the survey paper that
highlights the routing protocols prone to sinkhole attack.

Keywords: A Laptop Class Adversary; Gradient; Intrusion Detection System; Link Quality
Estimates; Routing Protocol; Sinkhole Attack; Vulnerable;
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network(WSN) is a collection of sensor nodes which are spatially distributed in the environment
to monitor physical conditions such as sound, weight, temperature, etc. and to helpfully pass their information to
the central location(Base station) through the network by using many well-known routing techniques. Base
station is a computation center where all the computation has to be done. In WSN traffic flows in the direction
ofthe base station through one or more sink nodes. WSN focuses mainly on sensing data, transferring the
sensing data to the base station, which can manage all the communication between nodes. The potential
applications of sensor network includes air traffic control, monitoring weather, traffic monitoring, automated
and smart home, video surveillance and robot control, etc.
The predominant characteristics of WSN are distributed and wireless in nature. It also has many demanding
constraints in the node battery power prevention. These imperatives make an extensive number of vulnerabilities
that attacker can adventure to access the network [9]. Securing sensor arrange against these dangers is a testing
research area. In WSN many routing protocols are not aware of these security issues and are not composed
having security dangers as a main priority. So attacker need not put some extra effort to exploit the network and
easily they can gain access to the network. So it is imperative to study the realistic routing protocols of WSN
and to get to know how the attacker can essentially perform the attack.
The network layer is in charge of steering the information, provided by the transport layer. Many routing
protocols are used to transfer the data or packets in the network between nodes. The network layer is vulnerable
to a majority of attacks [8], [9] viz. selective forwarding, message flooding, sinkhole, black hole, worm hole and
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Sybil attack, etc. Sinkhole attack is the most vulnerable attack in the network layer and intruder can easily
exploit it [5]. In this manuscript, various sinkhole attacks are studied in detail.
In a sinkhole attack [5], the whole traffic of the network is attracted by the compromised node, which is
responsible for the attack in the network. Compromised node cooperatively participates and is predominantly
responsible for launching a sinkhole attack in the network. The traffic gets attracted by many methods like
announcing a low hop count to the base station or an excellent connection to the base station and much more.
The compromised node can alter the data packet, loss the data packet and it can also forward the data packet to
the attacker. Sinkhole attack may be responsible for launching further attacks like select forwarding attack.
At long last, this paper researches a standout amongst the most vulnerable routing attacks that is sinkhole attack
from assailant’s perspective. So from this, we get to know the weakness of the routing protocols of WSN and
trusting that this will prompt to a superior consciousness of era of the sinkhole attack. Hence, the study will also
drive the improvement in routing protocols to enhance resistance to routing sinkhole attack.
There are many routing protocols those are vulnerable to sinkhole attack like MintRoute protocol, MultiHop
LQI protocol, Tiny AODV protocol, TinyOS beaconing routing protocol, Directed diffusion(DD) routing
protocol, and Rumor routing protocol, etc. Further, we will study these protocols in detail like their operation
and the point of vulnerability to these attacks.

II. SINKHOLE ATTACK IN VARIOUS ROUTING PROTOCOL
2.1 MintRoute routing protocol [3],[4]
It is a new standard routing protocol for TinyOS.It’s routing decisions mainly on link quality estimates rather
than minimum hop count, to choose the best route to send a packet to the base station. Link quality estimation is
calculated with the help of packet error rate. Each node appraises the connection nature of its neighbors in view
of the loss ofpackets, which are received from their corresponding neighbor. Periodically, each node broadcast
all these estimates for each neighbor in the form of packets, which is known as “route update packets”. Every
node keeps a neighbor table which is updated by the assistance of “route update packet”. The neighbor table
incorporates id’s of every neighboring node and their comparing link cost. The node picks it’s “parent node” to
be the one with best connection quality in the neighbor table. On the off chance that two nodes have same
connection quality then the minimum hop distance of each neighbor to the base station is thought about in
picking the parent.
On the off chance that either the connection nature of at least one nodes gets to be distinctly 75% superior to the
connection nature of the present parent or the connection nature of the present parent drops beneath 25 in total
qualities, then the parent changing mechanism is activated, and the node with the most noteworthy connection
quality turns into the new parent. In the event that two nodes have same connection quality then which one have
least hop count to the base station will turn into a parent. In this protocol, the routing metric is Link estimates of
links.
Attack: The sinkhole attack is launched with the help of compromised node. Compromised node removes
current parent of nodes and makes sinkhole node as a new parent of nodes. The compromised node can launches
sinkhole attack in two ways
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1) Publicize an attractive connection quality for itself into the network.
2) Make other nodes appear as though they have more awful connection quality than itself.
This protocol doesn’t permit the nodes to change their parents as often as possible, so the publicizing a high
connection quality to the other node is not a smart thought. For that try another way to launching a sinkhole
node that makes current parent link quality unsubstantial, so from this the parent changing algorithm will start in
their children nodes. The new parent turns into the sinkhole node by modified the connection quality estimates
sent by the parent nodes inside their “route update packet”. The intruder will read the “route update packets”
from its neighbor, modify them and replays them mimicking the original sender.

Fig. 1: Node C gets the “route update packet” of node A

Fig. 2: Node C sends a malicious packet to node A imitating as node B
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Table 1: Neighbor table of Node A
Node

Connection quality

B

170

C

255

F

150

Table 2: Updated neighbor table of node A
Node

Connection quality

B

20

C

255

F

150

First node A sends route update packet to node F, C, B (Fig. 1). Here the attacker is node C, and the current
parent is node B (Fig. 1). Node C has sent its “route update packet” promoting a fake connection quality (most
esteem 255), however this is insufficient to roll out node A to modify its parent (Table 1). In this way, when
node C gets the “route update packet” of node A than it adjust the connection nature of node B to low esteem
and sent back to node A. The node A again re-estimates the connection nature of all neighbor nodes and refresh
the neighbor table (Table 2) correspondingly and furthermore apply parent changing algorithm. Since the
connection nature of node B is bellow 25 (Table 2) so node B is ignored by node A and node C is picked as a
new parent.

2.2 MultiHop LQI routing protocol [3],[6]
In this protocol, the connection quality is figured by the assistance of their hardware(Radio chip). Every node
intermittently communicate a message (Beacon message) to the network, and the collectors separate the
connection quality given by radio chip. This link quality is input to the function, and the function output is the
cost of the corresponding link. Here, the link quality of the link is inversely proportional to the cost of the link.
Beacon message incorporates sender’s present parent and the cost of the entire way to the base station (way
cost). We can represent the cost of node A to node B as follows
COSTAB: cost estimation of node A that is connected to the node B.
Computation of path cost for a node B that has parent D is as per the following:
COSTB = COSTBD + COSTD
Node A read beacon message and stores the incentive in its table. It likewise ascertain the way cost to the goal
as depicted previously.
Attack: There are mainly two ways to launch a sinkhole attack by an attacker
Way1: Promote a low way cost with its parent.
Way2: Make other nodes appear as though they have more regrettable way costs than itself.
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Fig. 3: Multi hop LQI routing protocol

Way1: The way cost that relates to the maximum LQI is 15. Node C reduces its path cost 145 to 15 (Fig. 4).
Therefore node A, E, F changes their parent to node C (result of way1 attack) and the parent changing
mechanism is also started at the parent (node B) of the attacker (node C) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Way 1 of attack

Way2: Attacker (node C) alter the path cost of node E is very high let’s say, 1000. So from this node E’s child
(node F) estimates the path cost and realizes that it have very worse path cost in the way of node E (Fig. 5). So
node F starts parent changing mechanism and choose node C (attacker) as its new parent (Fig. 5). On the off
chance that the attacker (node C) takes a similar procedure for every hub, then it will able to attract all the
traffic.
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Fig. 5: Way 2 of attack

2.3 Tinoy AODV protocol [4],[6],[7]
TinyAODV is same as AODV in MANET, but TinyAODV is very lighter routing protocol compare to AODV
in MANET [9]. AODV stands for ad-hoc on demand vector. In this protocol routing metric is the number of
hopes to the base station.
When one of nodes needs to convey or needs to make an impression on the base station, first it need to make a
way from source to destination so for that it sends RREQ (Route Request) packet to its neighbors. From that
point onward, the neighbor node which is near the destination will send RREP (Route Reply) packet to the
source node. At long last, the source node gets RREP packet from the neighbor and chooses one node with a
minimum number of hop count to the destination.
Attack: The sinkhole attack can be generated by the help of compromised node. Compromised node will
send RREP packet to the source node and inform to source node that it has a minimum number of hop count to
the destination. Next, the source node decides to send packet to sinkhole node or compromised node.
Compromised node performs the same technique to all its neighbors and attract as much traffic as it can.

Fig. 6: Sinkhole attack in Tinoy AODV protocol
In Fig. 6 node A send routes request to node B, C, M. Node M is compromised node. Node B and C are sending
packets to node D which is 2 hop distance far from the destination node. Compromised node M, which is 2 hop
count far from destination node changes its 2 hop count to 1 hop count and send this updated information to
node A in the form of RREP packet. Node A then rejects the path to the destination through node B, C and
chooses a new path to the destination through node M (compromised node).
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2.4 TinyOS beaconing [1],[2],[5]
This protocol constructs a spanning tree as the base station is the parent for all nodes. Occasionally base station
communicate the "routing update packet" to its neighbors, and the neighbor nodes will communicate to its
neighbors. This process is keep going on recursively until the routing update packet of the base station will not
spread in the entire network. All packets received or produced by nodes are sent to their parent until they don't
reach at the base station.
The straight forwardness of this protocol makes it defenseless to the sinkhole attack since routing updates are
not verified and not authenticated as well. It is conceivable that any node can guarantee that it is the base station
and can turn into the parent of all nodes in the network. Authenticated routing updates may tackle this issue, yet
at the same time sinkhole attack can be created.

Fig. 7: A laptop class adversary utilizing a wormhole to make a sinkhole
Attack: In this protocol, the sinkhole attack is produced by the assistance of wormhole attack (Fig. 7). So for
that, adversary first make a wormhole between two colliding laptop class nodes. One laptop class is close to
base station, and other is close to focused attack region (Fig. 7). The primary node send authenticated routing
update to the second node that is situated in focused attack zone through the wormhole. Further, the second node
broadcast this packet to the focused attack zone. The second node creates a large routing sub tree in the focused
attack zone with itself as the root (sinkhole) of that tree.

2.5 Directed Diffusion [1],[2],[5],[7]
This protocol is mainly used for distributed activates. It has two primary elements which are gradients and
interest. Interest is a task description to define sensor events. It has a list of attributes including type, region,
rate, span, and time stamp. Type is utilized to distinguish what kind of information is detected. The region is
utilized to decide the network part from which information is drawn. The rate is utilized to distinguish, how
frequently information is sent in the network. Span is utilized to decide, to what extent the interest ought to be
dynamic. The time stamp is utilized to revive the interest. Each interest section has a few gradients to each
neighbor node. Every gradient additionally has an arrangement of characteristics including a node identity (to
whom the information needs to forward), data rate (how frequently the information is sent) and span (to
recognize, to what extent the interest ought to be dynamic).
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The fundamental work of this protocol to diffuse the interest in the network, setting up the gradients (slopes),
sending information and path reinforcement. Every node that gets the interest will build a gradient towards the
inception node. Gradient contains attribute value and direction.

Fig. 8: Gradient setup in directed diffusion routing protocol
At the point when node B gets interest from node A, it incorporates A (∆) as its gradient (Fig. 8). At the point
when node C gets interest from node A through node B, it incorporates B (2∆) as its gradient (Fig. 8). At the
point when the information coordinates the interest (event), way data streams to the base station at a low rate
then the base station recursively reinforces at least one neighbors to answer at a higher information rate.
In this protocol eavesdrop of the interest is an easy task. When adversary receives an interest from the network,
it can only reply that interest with himself listed as the base station. The response is sent to the network and also
received by the adversary.
Attack: a laptop class adversary can create a wormhole between one node near to base station and another
node in the targeted attack area. The interest publicized by the base station and tunnels through the wormhole to
the focused attack area. So the information streams far from the base station and towards coming about sinkhole.

2.6 Rumor routing [2],[5]
Rumor routing is a variation of directed diffusion routing protocol. In this protocol flooding is not used in the
entire network to match the information, so we can say it is energy efficient routing protocol compare to
Directed Diffusion routing protocol. This protocol is described by events, queries, and agents. The event is a
marvel happening in a settled region of the network. Queries are requested for information to the nodes in the
network. Agents are used to create paths leading to events. Agents are long-lived packet in the network. Every
node in the way contains a list of its neighbors and event table. Event table incorporates name of the event, hop
distance to an event and next node in the way towards the event. In this convention, any node can produce the
query and afterward send it arbitrarily in the network to discover the way. The query keeps going until it finds
the way or it’s TTL (time to live) get to be distinctly zero.
At the point when a source node watches an event, then it creates an agent. The agent is broadcasted in the entire
network to create the path leading to an event. Agent packet incorporates a list of all possible events, next
possible path to those events, the hop distance of that path, a list of nodes that are previously visited and TTL
field. If the base station wants to propagate query in the network so first, it creates an agent and then broadcast it
into the network.
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Attack: As explain above, the agents carry very sensitive information. So adversary can remove event
information carried by the agent and forward to the attacker. Mote class adversaries can create sinkhole by
extending tendrils in all the directions. It produces tendrils by forwarding multiple copies of a received agent.

III. CONCLUSION
We have illustrated that some proposed routing protocols are vulnerable to sinkhole attack in the WSN. Further,
we proposed the generation mechanism of sinkhole attack in various existing routing protocols of WSN. So
these routing protocols are unreliable and unsecure against sinkhole attack. Finally, we leave it as an open
problem to design a sensor network routing protocols that satisfies our proposed security goals and possess
prevention measures against sinkhole attack.
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ABSTRACT
In the analysis of framed structure the base is considered to be fixed neglecting the effect of soil and foundation
flexibility. Flexibility of the soil causes the decrease in stiffness resulting increase in the natural period of the
structure. Such increase in the natural periods, changes the seismic response of structure hence it may be an
important issue for design considerations. The present study provides systematic guidelines for determining the
natural periods of frame buildings due to the effect of soil-flexibility and identification of spring stiffness for
different regular and irregular story buildings and various influential parameters have identified and the effect of
the same on change in natural periods has to be studied. The study has carried out for building with Isolated, mat
and pile foundations for different soil conditions like soft, medium and hard strata, and a comparison between
the regular and irregular buildings and natures of change in the natural periods has to be present. And response
spectrum analysis this study may useful for seismic design. In the soil structure interaction analysis, the building
frame, foundation and soil mass consider as a complete structure which is subjected to different types of loads
like dead load, live load, wind load, seismic load etc. Seismic load is essential in case of multi-storey building.
In the present work, the linear interaction analysis of a three-bay six -storey plane building is considered.
The investigation on the energy transfer mechanism from soils to buildings during earthquakes is critical for the
design of earthquake resistant structures and for upgrading existing structures. Thus the need for research into
Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) problems is greater than ever. Moreover, recent studies show that the effects of
SSI may be detrimental to the seismic response of structure and neglecting SSI in analysis may lead to unconservative design. Despite this, the conventional design procedure usually involves assumption of fixity at the
base of foundation neglecting the flexibility of the foundation, the compressibility of soil mass and consequently
the effect of foundation settlement on further redistribution of bending moment and shear force demands. Hence
the soil-structure interaction analysis of multi-story buildings is the main focus of this study; the effects of SSI
are analyzed for typical multi-story building resting on raft foundation. Three-dimensional FEM model is
constructed to analyze the effects of different soil conditions and number of stories on the vibration
characteristics and seismic response demands of building structures.

Keywords: Earthquake, Foundation, Soil Structure Interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past 40 years, considerable progress has been made in understanding the nature of earthquakes and
how they damage structures, and in improving the seismic performance of the built environment. However,
much remains unknown regarding the prevention or mitigation of earthquake damage in worldwide, leaving
room for further studies. During past and recent earthquakes, it is realized that the soil-structure interaction
(SSI) effects play an important role in determining the behaviour of building structures. The experienced
seismic excitation can be considered as function of the fault rupture mechanism, travel path effects, local site
effects, and SSI effects. Irrespective of the structure, the local soil conditions can dramatically influence the
earthquake motion from the bedrock level to the ground surface, through their dynamic filtering effects. One
example is the 1985 Mexico City earthquake where deep soft soils amplified the ground motion and modified
the frequency of ground shaking. Similar behaviour was observed during the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, in
which the sections of the Cypress freeway in Oakland collapsed due to the soil-related motion amplification.
The seismic soil structure interaction of multi-story buildings becomes very important after the destruction of
recent major earthquakes. For the structure founded on the soil, the motion of the base of the structure will be
different from the case of fixed base, because of the coupling of the structure-soil system. It is true that taking
the soil into account when calculating the seismic response of the structure does complicate the analysis
considerably. It also makes it necessary to estimate additional key parameters, which are difficult to determine,
such as the dynamic properties of the soil such as site response, radiation damping and kinematic interaction.
The soil structure interaction is a special field of analysis in earthquake engineering, this soil structure
interaction is defined as “The dynamic interrelationship between the response of the structure is influenced by
the motion of the soil and the soil response is influenced by the motion of structure is called a soil structure
interaction.” However engineering community discussed about SSI only when the basement motion by
interaction force as compared to the ground motion of free field. The stress and deformation in the supporting
soil cause vibration of structure generates base shear, moment, displacement and alter the natural period, since
in reality it is not fixed base structure, the deformation of soil further modify the response of the structure. Any
structure subjected to seismic force during an earthquake, the waves that arrive produce motions in the structure
itself. Motions depend on the structures vibration characteristics and the structural layout or building. For the
structure to response to the motion, it needs to overcome its own inertia, which result in an interaction between
the structure and the soil. Such an interdependent behaviour between soil and structure regulating the overall
response is referred as interaction behaviour in the present context. It is common practice that we consider the
analysis of structure and foundation separately. The procedure in which the action of soil imparts the movement
of the structure and the movement of the structure affects the action of the soil is called as SSI. Impendence
difference is characterized as result of speed and thickness of soil. Seismic wave ventures quicker in hard shakes
in contrasted with milder shakes and silt. As the waves goes from harder to milder rocks, they turn out to be
moderate and should get greater in abundance to convey the same measure of the energy, in this way shaking
tends to more grounded at sides with gentler surface layers, where seismic waves move more gradually.
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II. EARTHQUAKE ZONES
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III. STAADPRO IMAGES

Render View

Load Distribution
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IV. STAADPRO RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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V. CONCLUSION
The paper shows that including soil in a model of structure does not always have beneficial effects, as often
believed.
1. Designing using Software’s like Staad reduces lot of time in design work.
2. Details of each and every member can be obtained using staad pro.
3. All the List of failed beams can be obtained and also Better Section is given by the software.
4. Accuracy is improved by using software.
The main aim of this report is to study how to approach the design of building based on IS codes .The loadings
to be considered, planning of column, beam and slabs, analysis of building with the staad pro software.
1) Fundamental natural period
The fundamental natural period of a specific structure considering interaction is more than that of noninteraction investigation furthermore it increments as the shear modulus of the soil declines. With expansion in
number of stories fundamental natural period increments.
2) Base shear
Base shear values for interaction case is more than that of non-interaction case, as the shear modulus of the soil
abatements base shear increments. With expansion in number of stories base shear increments.
3) Maximum lateral displacement
For the increment in shear modulus and number of stories the maximum lateral displacement of the structural
element discovered to be expanded. The estimations of maximum lateral displacement resulting from a fixed
base analysis are impressively improved when interaction analysis of the system is considered.
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ABSTRACT
Electrical energy plays a vital role in our daily life, but the energy resources are limited and moreover costly to
generate. So that government has taken initiative effort to fulfill the requirement of energy demand especially for
agriculture purpose. Also, insists the peoples to utilize the renewable energy resources solar and wind. This system
is likely to become wide spread in the future as alternative solution for the production of electrical energy without
impacting ecosystem. There are varieties of hybrid energy systems are available but it requires frequent
maintenance and high cost.
In the existing aero-profile blade has many critics like; un even surface resultant un even rotation, voltage and high
cost etc., To overcome the drawback in the existing topology, it is required to introduce a new type of Vertical Wind
Generator accompanied with solar system because, wind is available (24 x 7) and solar for 6-8 hours which is
depends on the climate condition. In this system we introduced a new blade profile (semicircular blade profile) in
place of aero-profile. We design and tested with 3 feet diameter swept area, the output of semicircular profile is
resulted better than the aero profile system. Using vertical axis wind turbines at buildings seems favorable due
frequent wind direction changes. This experiment measures temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, wind
direction, relative humidity, and evaporation.

Key Words: Vertical Wind Generator, Wind Energy, Solar Energy, Semi Circular Blade Profile
I INTRODUCTION
All over the world initiated to adopt the Renewable energy resources. Renewable energy is collected from the
natural resources, like; sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves, and geothermal heat. The impact of renewable energy has
electricity generation, air and water heating/cooling, transportation, and rural (off-grid) energy services.
The energy scenario based on renewable contributed 19.2% to human’s global energy consumption and 23.7% to
their generation of electricity in 2014 and 2015, respectively. This energy consumption is divided as 8.9% coming
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from traditional biomass, 4.2% as heat energy (modern biomass, geothermal and solar heat), 3.9% hydro electricity
and 2.2% is electricity from wind, solar, geothermal, and biomass.
Availability of energy resources depends on the geographical areas and other energy sources, which are
concentrated in a limited number of countries. Rapid deployment of renewable energy and energy efficiency is
resulting in significant energy security, climate change mitigation, and economic benefits.
While many renewable energy projects are large-scale, renewable technologies are also suited to rural and remote
areas and developing countries, where energy is often crucial in human development. As most of renewable provide
electricity, renewable energy deployment is often applied in conjunction with further electrification, which has
several benefits. In addition to that electrification with renewable energy is much more efficient therefore leads to a
significant reduction in primary energy requirements, because most renewable don't have a steam cycle with high
losses

II CLASSIFICATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEM
The various renewable energy sources are solar power, fuel cell generation, geo thermal power, wind power, tidal
power and bio gas.

2.1. Wind Power
Airflows can be used to run wind turbines. Areas where winds are stronger and more constant, such as offshore and
high altitude sites are preferred locations for wind farms.

2.2. Solar Energy
Solar energy, radiant light and heat from the sun, is harnessed using a range of ever-evolving technologies such as
solar heating, photovoltaic’s, concentrated solar power ,concentrator photovoltaic’s ,solar architecture and artificial
photosynthesis. Solar technologies are broadly characterized as either passive solar or active solar depending on the
way they capture, convert and distribute solar energy.
A photovoltaic system converts light into electrical direct current (DC) by taking advantage of the photoelectric
effect. Solar PV continues to improve its cost-effectiveness, and has the most potential of any renewable
technologies. Concentrated solar power systems use lenses or mirrors and tracking systems to focus a large area of
sunlight into a small beam. Commercial concentrated solar power plants were first developed in the 1980.
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III HYBRID MECHANISM
Two different energy systems installed at a location to ensure continuity of electrical supply is known as hybrid
energy system. Thus hybrid energy system provides an edge over the stand alone and even grid interactive systems
for reliability of energy supply and lower capital cost. Hybrid renewable energy systems are pretty common for
remote area power generation.
3.1. Design Scenario
At present various types of wind turbine is utilized in mountains as well as in coastal areas mostly horizontal type of
wind turbine used in a specific height to generate the electrical power, but the main drawback due to installation, it
can’t installed over the roof top in urban and rural areas, because the vibration will affect the building. And also
separate steel foundation is required in a specific height (60 to 70 feet) with high installation cost. Moreover the
wind generator has to rotate in specific direction based on the wind flow direction. Sometimes it is found that, while
frequent changes in wind direction it was not rotating just vibration alone because of aero profile design. So there is
a requirement to identify any model or design which would rectify the above said issue, is most welcome for the
future power generation. It is very costly so that, there is a requirement to overcome the existing model by
introducing a vertical wind generator with a modified semi circular blade profile.

3.2. Blade Design
Designing of the blade profile is playing a vital role in power generation. Exisiting system of the blade design made
up of aero profile model. In this design the main drawback the profile having different not uniform wind frictional
force due to this the forces acting on the blade surface not uniform throughout the length causes need high wind
velocity to rotate the generator. And if the wind direction is changed it is not rotating.
In the new design we rectified the above said issue with the help of a new blade profile (semicircular). The major
advantage of this blade profile it will receive a uniform wind flow throughout the blade area which will helps to
improve the efficiency of the generator at low wind velocity. In this model three blades were connected at an angle
of 1200 to each other by hub which will influence to free rotation to blade in all directions of wind flow. No need to
identify the wind flow diction with the help of wind vane anemometer. It resulted that the better power generation at
low height without any vibration so that it can be installed any roof top or agriculture field. The design of the blade
is given below in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1 Blade Design Semicircular

3.3. Hub Design

Fig. 2 Hub Design
3.4. Vertical Wind Generator

Fig. 3 Vertical Wind Generator
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3.5. Hybrid System
The wind is readily available in the atmosphere throughout the day (365) but due to different climate condition it is
required to use photovoltaic (hybrid system) because it will provide good output between 9 am -4 pm .Which the
output of hybrid system can be produced more power which can restore in power bank and utilize for general
purpose.
The following equipments are required to build a hybrid power generator.
Experimental design the lattice power – 4 feet solar panel: 20 W
Dynamo 24 V, Battery 24V, AC –DC- AC converter:

3.6. Blade Profile
The figure shown below is indicating that vertical wind turbine generator.

Fig. 3 Experimental set up of Vertical Wind Generator

IV RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experimental study is based on the following parameters: wind speed, Wind generator height (constant),
Humidity, Temperature, Wind velocity and all the parameters with respect to different days in this district
(Nagapattinam). The table shown below:
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Wind

Average Humidity
(%)

Hybrid output
(V)

Average
velocity(m/s)

Days

Time(Hrs.)

Average Temperature
(oC)

Table.1 Observations of Hybrid electricity generation (March – April 2017)

Wind
(V)

Solar
(V)

Mon-Sun

9

28

2.0

58

14

10

Mon-Sun

10

33

2.5

62

20

16

Mon-Sun

11

33

2.2

62

18

17

Mon-Sun

12

32

2.0

60

16

16

Mon-Sun

1

30

2.2

55

15

18

Mon-Sun

2

28

2.0

58

15

11

Mon-Sun

3

33

2.5

62

20

17

Mon-Sun

4

33

2.2

62

19

18

Mon-Sun

9

27

1.9

60

14

10

Mon-Sun

10

32

2.4

58

20

16

Mon-Sun

11

32

2.3

61

18

17

Mon-Sun

12

33

2.1

60

16

16

Mon-Sun

1

31

1.9

55

15

18

Mon-Sun

2

29

2.1

58

15

11

Mon-Sun

3

30

2.4

62

20

17

Mon-Sun

4

31

2.2

62

19

18

Mon-Sun

9

28

2.1

60

14

10

Mon-Sun

10

33

2.4

62

20

16

Mon-Sun

11

33

2.1

62

18

17
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Mon-Sun
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V CONCLUSION
The result of the experimental design of Semicircular blade profile provides better efficiency than the existing one
and not effecting by environmental factors. The performance of the vertical wind turbine shows that better hybrid
outputs as compared with the existing design. When the swept rotation is increased the efficiency of the hybrid
system is also increased.
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ABSTRACT
The Navy’s future and near-term high-energy sensors and energy weapons will consume a large portion of the
resources of the intended ship platform. Many of these new systems will have extreme dynamic power profiles,
including both periodic and aperiodic characteristics. These dynamics can cause sudden changes in power at the
prime power system that can be stressing to platform systems, both to the generators and prime movers as well as
other loads sharing the common distribution bus. DC motors were the first type widely used, since they could be
powered from existing direct-current lighting power distribution systems. A DC motor's speed can be controlled
over a wide range, using either a variable supply voltage or by changing the strength of current in its field
windings.This paper presents the use of a new Adaptive Power System (APS) to mitigate the negative impacts levied
on the platforms resulting from large dynamic loads. A notional size of the hardware required to implement the APS
design is presented along with simulation results verifying the concept.

Keywords-AC/DC Converter, Bidirectional Current Source, Control Loops, DC/DC Converter,
Dynamic Power Profile.
I.INTRODUCTION
The Navy’s future and near-term high-energy sensors and energy weapons present a challenge to the existing
shipboard gensets and power distribution systems. These systems not only require higher power levels than seen in
the past, but also have more extreme dynamic profiles. The profiles can range from periodic and predictable to
aperiodic and unpredictable. Duty cycles can vary from small to continuous and, for some cases, the peak power
demands can be above the capability of the ship power plant. These types of extreme power profiles cannot be
supported with conventional power systems.
A block diagram of a conventional shipboard power system is shown in the dashed box of Figure 1. Conventional
systems have focused heavily on providing well-regulated voltages and clean power to the corresponding load. If the
voltage dynamics seen at the load are to be minimized, the output impedance of each converter stage is minimized
by using small series inductance values, large shunt capacitance values, and control loops with high bandwidths.
However, this type of system does little to prevent the mid to low frequency load dynamics from propagating back
to the distribution bus and generator.
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If the dynamic profiles propagate back to the ship’s electric plant, significant power quality issues and
generator/distribution losses can occur [1], [2]. In addition, the dynamic pulse loading may cause wear and tear on
the gensets’ mechanical parts [3]–[5]. Torsional stresses to the shaft of the ship’s prime mover can result due to the
very large and quickly changing electromagnetic load torques. These dynamic electromagnetic load torques may
also excite the shaft’s torsional resonances, typically referred to as sub-synchronous resonances [2],[6], adding
additional stresses to the shaft.
Present-day methods that can be used to buffer the prime power system from dynamic loads include the following:

Fig. 1. A block diagram of a notional power system with the APS attached.
1)The “brute-force method”, whereby passive filters are used to smooth the dynamics of the load profile. Al though
this method results in minimal additional power losses, achieving the smoothing or filtering needed by the shipboard
power system requires filter sizes and weights that are impractical and prohibitive for ship installation.
2) The “throw-away-power method”, whereby when the load is not using the maximum power allocated, the excess
power is dissipated in an active load [7]. This type of system maintains a constant load profile to the generators, thus
addressing the genset reliability and bus disturbance concerns. However, it can have severe impacts on system
efficiency resulting from the large additional power dissipation, increasing both cooling requirements and fueling
costs for ship platforms.
3) The “restricted-timeline method”, which requires a defined charging time for the system whereby the pulse
power can only be supplied at predefined scheduled time intervals. For these systems, the successive launch times or
fire times (repetition rate) and corresponding system performance are limited by the charging times of the system.
Some examples of such systems are the Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System (EMALS) and rail guns [8], [9].

II.ADAPTIVE POWER SYSTEM (APS)
2.1 Introduction
Consequently, a new approach is needed to manage the load dynamics of emerging Navy systems – one that is not
compromised by the disadvantages noted above for existing systems. The new Adaptive Power System (APS)
specifically addresses this need. The APS can be used to efficiently mitigate bus disturbances and reduce stress to
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the shipboard gensets by converting the dynamic power load seen by the shipboard power system into an equivalent
rolling time average – essentially serving as an active low pass filter to the load.

Fig. 2. An overview of the functionality of the APS system.
dynamics. As shown in Figure 1, the APS can be added to an existing system. The APS consists of energy storage,
a passive power filter, a bi-directional current source, and innovative control loops, as shown in Figure 2. The bidirectional current source efficiently delivers the pulsed power demand from the APS energy storage to the desired
sensor or weapon system, thus providing a buffer to the upstream power equipment.
The APS can support the pulsed load at a fraction of the size and weight needed when compared with the passive
filter method (brute-force method), without excessive power dissipation as would exist if using the active load
method (throw-away method), and for some specific applications without timeline restriction as would be needed if
using a refresh or recharging type system (restricted-timeline method).
The APS is similar to the active filter concept whereby the active filter provides the current needed to maintain the
quality of the load current required by the upstream power system. Active filters have been used for years in
alternating current (AC) power systems to reduce the current harmonics and improve the power factor presented to
the source when the loads are nonlinear and electrically noisy [10]–[12]. In addition, active filters have recently
become popular in direct current (DC) systems to reduce conducted emissions caused by the pulse width modulation
(PWM) switching action of the DC/DC converter load. For an AC system the active filter produces a corresponding
output current that when combined with the load current results in a clean sinusoidal current at the power system’s
fundamental frequency (e.g., 60 Hz). For a DC system the active filter operation is very similar to that for an AC
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system with the high frequency PWM switching noise of the load being canceled. Typical use of the active filter has
focused on removing the harmonic currents (or for DC systems, the PWM switching currents and corresponding
harmonics) riding on top of the average power draw. These noise current magnitudes are usually much less than the
fundamental or DC current magnitude.
Conversely, for the new sensors and weapons it is not just a matter of removing a small level of noise riding on top
of the average power draw. For these types of loads, the average power draw is not constant and may vary greatly.
In addition, these dynamic loads not only produce snoise at harmonic frequencies but also large levels of noise at
interharmonic (not multiples of 60 Hz) and sub-harmonic (less than 60 Hz) frequencies. With the proper use of
control loops and energy storage, the APS can reduce the rate at which the power demand on the generator changes,
thus limiting the dynamics and spectral content seen by the generator - transforming a weapon or sensor system that
had otherwise been incompatible with the platform’s power system into one that is now feasible.

III.RELATED WORK
Deanna Temkin, Tyler Boehmer, and Amy Billups Member, IEEEAdaptive Power System for Managing Large
Dynamic Loads IEEE Transactions On Power Delivery, Vol. 31, No. 2, April 2016 [1]
In this paper the Navy's future and near-term high-energy sensors and energy weapons will consume a large portion
of the resources of the intended ship platform. Many of these new systems will have extreme dynamic power
profiles, including both periodic and aperiodic characteristics. These dynamics can causesudden changes in power at
the prime power system that can be stressing to platform systems, both to the generators and prime movers as well
as other loads sharing the common distribution bus. This paper presents the use of a new adaptive power system
(APS) to mitigate the negative impacts levied on the platforms resulting from large dynamic loads. A notional size
of the hardware required to implement the APS design is presented along with simulation results verifying the
concept.

G. J. Tsekouras, F. D. Kanellos, J. M. Prousalidis, and I. K. Hatzilau, “Stanag 1008 design constraints for pulsed
loads in the frame of the all electric ship concept,” NausiviosChoravol. 3, pp. 113–152, 2010 [2]
In this paper, an effort is made to examine and validate the aforementioned STANAG 1008 design constraints in the
frame of the All Electric Ship (AES) concept. The voltage and frequency modulation in the LV sub-networks of a
AES is studied via simulations in Matlab/Simulink, taking into account various parameters affecting the entire
phenomenon such as: pulsed load period, duty cycle and point connection, the technical characteristics of the
generators (like subtransient reactance, intertia) and their associated frequency and voltage controllers (like governor
and automatic voltage regulator (AVR) gains etc), the service load factor of the generator at the time of the pulsed
load occurrence, the equivalent length of the cable between the pulsed load and the generator etc. The respective
results are presented and the effects of the respective parameters on the pulsed load limit curve of STANAG 1008
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are commented comparing three different cases of power systems: conventional ship, AES with pulse loadconnected
to low voltage system, AES with pulse load connected to high voltage system. Finally, general conclusions are
derived for the effect of the aforementioned parameters on voltage/frequency modulation and on maximum
acceptable pulsed load installed power.
DjilaliHamza and Praveen K. Jain “ Conducted EMI Noise Mitigation in DC-DC Converters using Active Filtering
Method ”, in Proc. IEEE Power Electron Specialist Conf. ,Jun 2008 [3]
In this Paper Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) noise mitigation is an important issue that should be addressed and
emphasized when designing DC/DC converters. These later, are known to be the primary culprit of the EMI noise
generation in most of the electronic systems, mainly due to the switching action of the MOSFET circuitries. Passive
input EMI LC filters have been the intuitive solution for EMI noise mitigation; hence they have been integrated in
almost every DC/DC converters. However, their size, weight and cost can cause a significant constraint in some
applications. To overcome these constraints, an input active EMI filter is proposed. The active filter is based on the
noise current phase shift and the injection of this noise current back to the DC input bus. However, the combination
of the input active and the passive filters shows a substantial attenuation of the conducted emissions as compared to
the passive filter only, which in turn contributes to the reduction of the size and weight of the input passive EMI
filter. The proposed combination provides a design solution for compliance engineers where the PCB real-estate is
an issue. Experimental results to demonstrate the performance and the effectiveness of the input active EMI filter in
DC/DC converters are presented.
Hirofumi Akagi, Fellow, Ieee“Active Harmonic Filters”, Proc. IEEE ,vol.93,no.12,pp.2128-2141,dec 2005 [4]
In this paper Unlike traditional passive harmonic filters, modern active harmonic filters have the following multiple
functions: harmonic filtering, damping, isolation and termination, reactive-power control for power factor correction
and voltage regulation, load balancing, voltage-flicker reduction, and/or their combinations. Significant cost
reductions in both power semiconductor devices and signal processing devices have inspired manufactures to put
active filters on the market. This paper deals with general pure active filters for power conditioning, and specific
hybrid active filters for harmonic filtering of three-phase diode rectifiers.

M. Baldwin, “Electric arc furnace impact on generator torque,” in Proc. IEEE Power Eng. Soc. Power Syst. Conf.
Expo., 2004, vol. 2 , pp. 776–780.[5]
In this paper Electric Arc Furnaces draw power in pulses at approximately 5-6 Hz. This pulsing load is generally
modeled as step-load-step-unload where the step is a complete load and complete unload. This step in power creates
a step in the electrical torque of a generator supplying electricity to the electric arc furnace. This step in torque
creates a torsional interaction that can be potentially damaging to interconnecting shafts and possibly other parts of
the generator rotor train. In the worst case the generator would be completely loaded and completely unloaded during
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each pulse. This paper presents a description of a simple system that could be used to investigate this torsional
response. PSCAD/EMTDC is used as the tool to perform this investigation. The simulation results and possible
prescriptions are presented.

Jack S. Bernardes, Michael F. Stumborg, and Thomas E. Jean “Analysis of a Capacitor-Based Pulsed-Power
System for Driving Long-Range Electromagnetic Guns”, IEEE Transactions On Magnetics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January
2003 [6]
In this paper Proposed ship-based long-range electromagnetic guns require input energies greater then 100 MJ, at
peak powers in excess of 50 GW, and at average power in the tens of megawatts. This paper describes a conceptual
pulsed-power system for driving these types of guns. A generic design was developed based on state-of-the-art
power-supply, capacitor, and switching technologies. Results of modeling and parametric studies are presented, and
key issues that impact system size and configuration are explored. An assessment is made of the feasibility of
integrating this type of system into an electric-drive ship.

João L. Afonso, Member IEEE, H. J. Ribeiro da Silva and Júlio. S. Martins, Member IEEE“Active Filters for
Power Quality Improvement”2001 IEEE [7]
In This paper deals with problems related with harmonics in power system networks. Several international standards
issued to control power quality problems are briefly described and some important methods to analyse electrical
circuits with non-sinusoidal waveforms are introduced and evaluated. One of these methods - the p-q theory - was
used to implement the control algorithm of a shunt active filter, which is also described in this paper as an
application example. The filter can compensate for harmonic currents, power factor and load unbalance. Both
simulation and experimental results are presented, showing that good dynamic and steady-state response can be
achieved with this approach.

Bhim Singh, Kamal Al-Haddad, Senior Member, IEEE, and Ambrish Chandra, Member, IEEEA Review of Active
Filters for Power Quality Improvement 399 IEEE Transactions On Industrial Electronics, Vol. 46, No. 5, October
1999 [8]
In this paper Active filtering of electric power has now become a mature technology for harmonic and reactive
power compensation in two-wire (single phase), three-wire (three phase without neutral), and four-wire (three phase
with neutral) ac power networks with nonlinear loads. This paper presents a comprehensive review of active filter
(AF) configurations, control strategies, selection of components, other related economic and technical
considerations, and their selection for specific applications. It is aimed at providing a broad perspective on the status
of AF technology to researchers and application engineers dealing with power quality issues. A list of more than 200
research publications on the subject is also appended for a quick reference.
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H. Akagi, “New trends in active filters for power conditioning,” IEEE Trans. Ind. Appl., vol. 32, no. 6, pp. 1312–
1322, Nov. 1996.[9]
In this paper Attention has been paid to active filters for power conditioning which provide the following multi
functions: reactivepower compensation, harmonic compensation, flicker unbalance compensation, and or voltage
regulation. Active filters in a range of 50 KVA-60 MVA have been practically installed in Japan. In the near future,
the term “active filters” will have a much wider meaning than it did in the 1970’s. For instance, active filters
intended for harmonic solutions are expanding theirfunctionsfrom harmonic compensation of nonlinear loads into
harmonic isolation between utilities and consumers, and harmonic damping throughout power distribution systems.
This paper presents the present status of active filters based on state-of-the-art power electronics technology, and
their future prospects and directiontoward the 21st century, including the personal views and expectations of the
author.

M. Doyle, D. Samuel, T. Conway, and R. Klimowski, “Electromagnetic aircraft launch system-emals,” IEEE Trans.
Magn., vol. 31, no. 1, pp. 528–533, Jan. 1995.[10]
In this paper with the proliferation of electromagnetic launch systems presently being designed, built, or studied,
there appears to be no limit to their application. One of the intriguing applications is electromagnetically catapulting
aircraft from the deck of an aircraft carrier. The U.S. Navy had foreseen the substantial capabilities of an
electromagnetic catapult in the 1940's and built a prototype. However, it was not until the recent technical advances
in the areas of pulsed power, power conditioning, energy storage devices, and controls gave credence to a field able
electromagnetic aircraft launch system. This paper presents the U.S. Navy's Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch
System (EMALS) being developed in partnership with Kaman Electromagnetics (Hudson, MA). It addresses the
EMALS's present design and the technologies involved, as well as the ship and operational impacts, advantages,
disadvantages, and compatibility issues for today's and tomorrow's carriers.

H. Smolleck, S. Ranade, N. R. Prasad, and R. Velasco, “Effects of pulsed-power loads upon an electric power
grid,” IEEE Trans. Power Del., vol. 6, no. 4, pp. 1629–1640, Oct. 1991.[11]
In this paper Certain proposed article accelerator and laser experiments, and other devices related to fusion research,
require multi megawatt, repetitive power pulses, often at low (sub synchronous) frequency. While some powerdelivery technologies call for a certain degree of buffering of the utility demand using capacitive, inductive, or
inertial energy storage, considerations have also been made for serving such loads directly from the line. In either
case, such pulsed loads represent non-traditional applications from the utility's perspective which, in certain cases,
can have significant design and operational implications. This paper outlines an approach to the analysis of the
effects of such loads upon the electric power grid using existing analysis techniques. The impacts studied include
bus-voltage flicker, transient and dynamic stability, and torsional excitation. The impact of a particular pulsed load
is examined and illustrated for the power network serving the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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IV.CONCLUSION
The Adaptive Power System (APS) concept presented in this paper can be an enabling technology for sensors or
weapons with large dynamic loads, which without the APS would be incompatible with the upstream shipboard
generator and distribution bus. The APS consists of energy storage, a bidirectional current source, and innovative
control techniques. These innovative control techniques increase the energy storage utilization, thus minimizing the
energy storage size. In addition, because of the linear behavior of the outer-energyloop regulation technique,
performance is maintained overall operating conditions. The APS shapes the dynamics seen by the generator to be
slower than the response times of the prime-mover’s speed or generator’s voltage regulation loops, thus allowing the
genset to maintain speed and voltage regulation during these DC motor type load dynamics. Not only can the APS
help to maintain generator/prime-mover reliability, but the APS can also be used to improve sensor/weapon
performance or improve metrics such as system weight, cooling demands, and ship fueling costs. Performance of the
APS has been demonstrated through the use of Matlab/Simulink simulations. Calculated losses and size of a 300-kW
system have also been provided, demonstrating that the APS is a viable solution for integrating high-energy sensors
and weapons on Navy platforms.
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